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ABSTRACT

The research study presented in this thesis is principally concerned with the 

transverse strength problem of ship structures. The main interest of the study lies in naval 
ships such as frigates and small destroyers which usually have a rise of floor in the range 

of 10 to 20 degrees and a relatively large radius of bilge, necessitated by comparatively 

high ship velocity to length (v/V l) ratios.
Having outlined and historically reviewed the transverse strength problem of ships, 

the application of the finite element method to the analysis of a compartment of a frigate 

hull between major bulkheads under predominantly lateral loads is described. The 

fundamental aspects of the finite element modelling of structures are discussed from a 

general perspective along with an emphasis on the modelling of the plate-beam systems. 
The finite element modelling of the compartment of a frigate model hull, tested by 
Clarkson and Wallace(1967), for the linear elastic analysis of transverse strength is 

outlined.
The results of the finite element analysis of the compartment and comparisons with 

the measurements are presented. In addition, the results of a parametric study on the effect 
of some geometrical features on the structural response for the hydrostatic pressure 
loading are discussed. Further, the analysis of the compartment with a different modelling 
strategy to account for the effect of the overall bending of the whole test hull girder is 
described. The results of the analysis and comparisons with the measurements are 

presented.
The study further concentrates on the bottom structure of the compartment due to 

the characteristic nature of structural behaviour under lateral loading, arising from the 

geometrical configuration. The linear elastic behaviour of stiffened plates with vee-shaped 

geometry representing the bottom part of a ship's section under lateral loading is analysed 

by employing the orthotropic plate theory within the finite strip method. A finite strip 
formulation for the analysis of folded stiffened plates under lateral loading is given. The 

results of the analysis of an example stiffened plate are discussed. The analysis of the 

non-linear elasto-plastic behaviour of the bottom structure of the compartment, performed 
by using an incremental-iterative finite element solution procedure, under hydrostatic 

pressure loading is presented.
The research effort presented endeavours to provide an improved understanding of 

the ship structural mechanics from the transverse strength point of view. It is hoped that 
the conclusions of the work will furnish the designer with a better understanding on 

overall as well as local structural behaviour of the type of ship structures under 

consideration subjected to mainly transverse loads.
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NOTATION

All symbols used in the thesis are usually defined when they first appear. However, it is 

felt that the following symbols and their meanings should be defined for clarity.
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SUMMARY

Ship structural design has emerged as a rational and reasoned procedure due to the 

advances in material and welding technology, the improved knowledge on the behaviour 

of ship structures and their operational environment, and the developments in the 

computer technology along with the advances in the numerical structural analysis 

methods. In addition, demand for greater reliability, efficiency and economy as well as 
safety considerations for environment and human lives have played a significant role in 
this development.

It should be evident that an essential part of the ship structural design procedure is 

to accurately and realistically assess the response of ship structures or their components 

with particular boundary conditions to the specified loads. The distribution of structural 
material within the overall geometric configuration of a ship structure is usually 
determined by the longitudinal bending response of the ship hull. However, as an 

integrated engineering system, the ship structure experiences interactions between the 

loads it is subjected to and between its structural members. In general, the most important 
interactions for the design of a ship structure occur between the longitudinal and 
transverse loads and associated structural members. Transverse loads principally result in 
not only bending in both longitudinal and transverse directions but also significant in
plane actions within the sheU plating, which is particularly notable in the bottom stmcture 

of a ship having an appreciable rise of floor. Thus, a realistic assessment of structural 
response should consider the interactions between the loads and structural members, 
involving the complex three-dimensional geometry of a ship structure including the effect 
of shell plating. A structural analysis to this extent indicates the areas of significant 
deformations and high stress gradients, and consequently results in a more efficient 
disposition of material over the geometry of the structure. Hence, considerations given to 

the foregoing aspects of the structural behaviour and analysis in the design of ship 

structures can yield an improvement in the ship structural design in terms of efficiency 

and economy as well as safety.

Accordingly, the present research mainly deals with the analysis of a ship hull 
compartment between major bulkheads under predominantly transverse loads. The finite 

element method is employed for the analysis of the stmcture. The compartment analysed 

under lateral loads is part of a test stmcture, 3/4 scale model of a frigate hull tested by 

Clarkson and Wallace(1967). It was considered to serve as a test section for loading and 

measurements during the physical test of the stmcture. Hence, the experimental results are
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available for comparison to validate the idealised model and the analysis. Due to the 
characteristic nature of structural behaviour arising from the geometrical configuration, at 
a later stage the research work concentrates on the behaviour of the bottom structure under 
lateral loading.

Central to the objective of this study is the provision of an improved understanding 
of the ship structural mechanics from the transverse strength point of view. The study 

also aims at indicating the distinctive aspects of the finite element modelling for the 

analysis of ship structures. It is anticipated that the conclusions drawn from the results of 
the study will furnish the designer with a better understanding on global as well as local 
behaviour of the type of ship structures under consideration subjected to mainly 

transverse loads.

The study is presented within seven chapters. The first chapter gives very briefly a 
summary of the advances in ship structural design. It underlines that the consideration 

given to the structural behaviour of ship structures under transverse loading with 

particular reference to the contribution from the transverse frames and from the in-plane 
stiffness of the shell plating as well as reference to the interaction between structural 
members can yield an overall improvement in the design of ship structures in terms of 
efficiency and economy. The transverse strength problem of ships is described with a 
general view. The most critical forms of loading acting on the hull girder from the 

transverse strength point of view are discussed. With an emphasis on the nature of the 

solution method to preform a transverse strength analysis and on the extent of its 

assumptions, the aspects of the transverse strength problem with which the present 
investigation is concerned are given. Having outlined an historical review of the 

transverse strength problem of ships, the scope and structure of the thesis are finally 
presented.

The second chapter discusses the fundamental aspects of idealisation and 
discretisation of structures for finite element analysis with an emphasis on the finite 

element modelling of the plate-beam systems. With an historical review of the application 

of the finite element method to ship structures, it also describes the finite element 
modelling of a compartment of a frigate model hull, tested by Clarkson and 

Wallace(1967), for the analysis of transverse strength under mainly lateral loads. The 

results of the finite element analysis of the compartment and their comparisons with the 

experimental measurements are presented in Chapter 3. This chapter also discusses the
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results of a parametric study on the effect of some geometrical features and of modelling 

of the deck structure on the structural response for hydrostatic pressure loading.

Chapter 4 describes the analysis of the compartment with a different modelling 

strategy under the combined effect of hydrostatic pressure loading and longitudinal 
bending arising from the application of hydrostatic pressure loading over the entire length 

of the test hull structure between the end supports. The results of the analysis and 

comparisons with the measurements are presented. The effects of the variations in the 
hydrostatic pressure loading and in the hull bending moment on the structural response 

are discussed.

Chapter 5 presents a study on the linear elastic behaviour of stiffened plates with 
vee-shaped geometry representing the bottom part of a ship's section with a rise of floor. 

The orthotropic plate theory is employed within the finite strip method of analysis. A 
finite strip formulation for the analysis of folded stiffened plates under lateral loading is 
given. The results of the analysis of an example stiffened plate are presented. The effect 
of some geometrical features on the structural response is also discussed.

Chapter 6 is concerned with the non-linear behaviour of the bottom floor of the 

compartment structure. Non-linear analysis of the structure under hydrostatic pressure 

loading is performed by using an incremental-iterative finite element solution procedure. 
Aspects of the analysis associated with the modelling as well as the solution procedure are 
discussed. The behaviour of the structure and the stresses and inelastic strains induced 
within the shell plating and in the webs of the selected structural members are examined.

In the final chapter overall conclusions of the investigation are given and some 

recommendations for the future work are made. The chapter ends with a closure.
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Chapter One

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION

In general terms, a ship may be considered as a large and complex engineering 

system composed of several subsystems, each essential to the whole system. The 

structure of a ship can be regarded as a subsystem providing physical means for the 

integration of other subsystems into the whole, and an adequate protection and a suitable 

foundation for their operation.

Overall dimensions and principal characteristics of a ship are usually determined by 

general aspects of ship design rather than structural considerations. Ship structural design 

is one of the primary considerations in the design of a ship which must fulfil the 

functional requirements of the owner as well as the operational requirements imposed by 

regulatory bodies concerned with safety of life, environment, navigation, etc.. Various 

aspects of ship design such as speed, stability, strength, seakeeping are interrelated and 

thus, ship structural design has to be seen as an interactive, interdependent component of 

the ship design task. Consequently, hull form, basic configuration of the overall ship 

structure and internal subdivision of the hull by bulkheads and decks are largely 

determined by these various requirements and interactions. With the constraints arising 

from these requirements and interactions, the basic ship structure is a thin-walled, beam

like, box girder comprising side shells, bottom and one or more decks, and internally 

subdivided by the transverse and also in some cases longitudinal bulkheads. Thus, ship 

structural design is mainly concerned with the more detailed disposition of material within 

this prescribed overall geometrical configuration so that the ship will satisfactorily 

perform its intended functions during its expected operational lifetime.



Chapter One

Subject to several functional and operational requirements, a ship's structure 

possesses certain distinctive characteristics such as size, complexity, random nature of 

loads imposed and uncertainties inherent in predicting the response of the structure. 

Furthermore, the structural components of a ship mostly perform a multiplicity of 

functions in addition to that of providing the structural integrity of the ship. Hence, the 

ship structural design must involve a thorough and accurate analysis of all the factors 

affecting the safety and performance of the structure throughout its expected life. In 

addition, an intuitive synthesis of this information, together with the objectives which the 

structure is intended to achieve, and satisfaction of the measure of the structural merit wül 

produce a design which best accomplishes the stated objectives and which provides 

adequate safety. In summary, the aim of ship structural design is twofold: efficiency 

measured usually in terms of weight and/or cost(fabricational and operational); and 

reliability in structural performance, that is the avoidance of failure, to achieve the design 

objectives of ship operation.

The ship structural design problem has changed in complexity and sophistication 

over the last two to three decades. Hence, an overall review of the advances in ship 

structural design and an account of its present status should provide an insight into the 

ship structural design philosophy and procedure. This will also provide its rationale and 

most importantly the scope for further developments.

1.1 ADVANCES IN SHIP STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Ship structural design philosophy and procedure has experienced gradual but 

profound changes progressively from the 1950s onwards. Prior to the 1960s the ship 

structural design was largely empirical, based on accumulated experience and ship 

performance, and laid down by the classification societies in the form of tables of 

scantlings related to an acceptable level of stress obtained from a static wave approach to 

ship bending. Therefore, it was a simple, inexpensive and generally reliable process, and 

required little fundamental thinking.
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There have been several seminal events during the late 1950s and early 1960s, 

leading to a new attitude and approach to the role of stmctural design and analysis within 

the overall ship design. Growth of economical exchanges between raw material producing 

countries and industrial countries has resulted in a dramatic development in the world 

economy. This has produced a growing demand for more efficient marine transportation, 

i.e. minimising port time, more effective cargo handling etc., which has resulted in 

significant changes in ship types and production methods. Many new ship types have 

appeared such as LNG and LPG carriers, ro-ro and container ships, barge carriers, 

hydrofoils and so on. Developments in the scale of the world economy have also 

produced a dramatic change in the rate of increase in size of conventional ship types, 

especially oil tankers and bulkcarriers. The research on construction materials stimulated 

by the experience with traditional mild steel being prone to brittle fracture has produced 

improved material specifications, welding procedures and guidance in the design of 

structural details. This has cleared the way for the development and use of higher tensile 

steels. Meanwhile, aluminium alloys and reinforced plastic have begun to find marine 

applications particularly in deckhouses, superstructures and life boats. Finally, the 

development of digital computers and, in particular, their use with matrix algebra for 

developing force and displacement structural analysis methods has opened the way for 

more realistic response evaluation of ship structural components.

Newly developed ship types having different sizes and functions, and use of new 

material types in construction rendered empirical and experience-based society rules 

inapplicable. Also, some examples of dramatic structural failures, e.g. reported frame 

failures, highlighted the shortcomings and limitations of society rules when extrapolated 

into the VLCC size range. An important development was a translation of the old 

scantling tables into rule formulae, having some basis in structural mechanics. This not 

only facilitated the use of computers for scantling determination and optimisation, but also 

most importantly began to show the relationships between scantlings and design 

parameters such as loads and dimensions. Although the rule formulae were subject to 

similar shortcomings and limitations in application to the structures of the new designs of 

ships, this change had opened the way towards a structural design method in which
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formal structural analysis methods and knowledge might be employed along with 

experience to produce more efficient structures. At the same time, the research on ship 

structures and their operation environment had been growing on an international scale, 

and on many aspects of stmctural design and analysis a mass of information was coming 

forward. Accumulation of this rapidly growing knowledge of environmental loads on 

ship stmctures, their response to these loads and material properties stimulated the 

formation of International Ship Structures Congress(ISSC) which had an important effect 

on the development of a rational ship structural design procedure and on the direction of 

ship stmctural research on an international scale over the years.

Growth of knowledge on ship stmctures and their operation environment, demand 

for more reliable and efficient ship stmctural design, availability of more powerful 

stmctural analysis methods, shortcomings and limitations of experience-based society 

mles and scope for use of new material types have given an incentive to the classification 

societies and research organisations to develop a rational and scientific-knowledge-based 

stmctural design procedure. Consequently, from the early 1960s onwards a considerable 

total effort has been expended on research and development for ship stmctures resulting 

in very notable changes and technical advances.

With the collection of data on waves and wind for main shipping routes, the sea 

environment has been statistically defined to form a basis for the determination of 

stmctural loads. The concept of a design wave representing some severe condition and an 

extreme wave energy spectral formulation of operating conditions from which long-term 

response statistics can be derived by the use of linear transform techniques for describing 

ship motions and primary force responses, have been introduced as the two main tools for 

design. Since these basic concepts were established, further progress has resulted from 

the gradual accumulation of wind and wave data for the existing and new shipping 

routes, from the derivation of more realistic wave spectra including directional effects, 

and from the refinements in evaluation of response amplitude operatures. Thus, for 

conventional ships, seaway load predictions have been developed to satisfactory levels of 

accuracy. Advances in the theory of ship hydrodynamics, particularly development of 

strip theory and extension of this approach to include six degrees of freedom of motion
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and connection to the wave energy spectrum by employing transfer functions, have led to 

more realistic evaluation of interactions between wave induced loads and ship motions. 

Recently, an advanced 3-D potential theory employing a discrete modelling of a ship's 

underwater surface has been developed for calculating the ship motions and pressure 

distribution along the ship hull with a relatively high accuracy. The research has also been 

extended to include loads on ships due to all forms of service operations and to produce 

calculation methods and data for direct use in design.

In structural response prediction, the initial research effort has focused on the 

problems related to grillages, superstructures and major structural discontinuities. 

Availability and acceptance of advanced structural analysis methods, and emergence of 

increasing computing power has changed the research trend to an overall and detailed 

response analysis of the whole structure and its components respectively. The structural 

analysis has been largely confined to linear elastic behaviour. Parallel to these 

developments, experimental research on the structural response of ships and their 

components has advanced on both large and small scales. Appearance of some dramatic 

structural failures, particularly with large size vessels, e.g.tankers and bulkcarriers, has 

highlighted the significance of prediction of failure and capability of structures, leading to 

development of ultimate strength analyses of ships. This development has given a 

stimulus to the research on plastic and limit state analysis related to ship structures, and 

linear elastic finite element analysis has been extended into the range where material and 

geometrical non-linearities are accounted for. Recent developments in the non-linear 

structural mechanics, new solution techniques and algorithms, and increasing power of 

computers have caused the non-linear structural analysis to be a part of the structural 

design process, particularly for naval vessels. It has also been recognised that all 

structures have some imperfections, due to fabrication processes, accidental loads, etc., in 

the form of deformations and residual stresses. Concern in the effect of these 

imperfections on the capability of structural components and in allowing for these in a 

rational design procedure has led to investigations to specify and quantify the important 

imperfections and to determine their influence on the capability of structural components. 

This has resulted in improved definition of tolerances in the production of ship structures.
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Measurements of initial imperfections in as-built ships have recently been made and the 

realistic level of initial deflections has now become available.

In dynamic response prediction of ship structures, the initial research interest on 

vibration problems of hull structure and its components has been brought about by the 

increasing sizes of vessels, higher speed and powers. The research effort has also been 

expended on the dynamic response of ship structures on a seaway concerning response to 

impulsive loads and hydroelastic phenomena such as slamming, sloshing and springing. 

Significant advances in seakeeping theory and use of hydro-elastic theory leading to the 

development of the flexible ship response have provided a more realistic tool to model 

dynamic response to a wide range of wave frequencies and to impulsive loads such as 

slamming and sloshing.

The research on materials and their fatigue and fracture properties has resulted in a 

clear improvement in relation to material quality and specification. As a result, major ship 

fracture cases have reduced since the 1950s, however, the incidence of minor damage in 

ships due to cracking associated with fatigue still persists. With an increasing demand for 

minimum weight design and past experience with brittle fracture characteristics of 

traditional mild steel, higher quality steels of increasing tensile yield stresses have been 

used in large vessels, oil tankers and bulkcarriers, and naval ships. Aluminium alloys and 

glass reinforced plastic have been notable alternative materials to steel, particularly used 

for small craft and ships and for specialised use such as superstructures and deckhouses. 

The research on fatigue and fracture properties of construction materials has resulted in an 

improved understanding of fatigue mechanics and crack propagation. This has also led to 

a better design of ship structural details and an improved quality of ship construction.

Development of formal optimisation procedures from the mid-sixties has given an 

impetus to the emergence of ship structural design as a scientific process involving 

explicit decisions on a large number of design variables including material, form, layout 

and scantlings. With the requirement for minimum steelweight arising from the increasing 

size of vessels and the reason that weight saved could be translated into improved cargo-
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carrying capacity, early work on optimisation has concentrated on the effect of ship 

dimensions, material, structural configuration, etc. on structure steelweight. But, the 

gradual decline in weight sensitivity of ships and growing concern to reduce capital 

investments has led to optimisation for minimum initial cost. However, it has been 

demonstrated that the two objectives of minimum weight and minimum production cost 

produce very different structural designs and relative importance given to weight or cost 

depends on the circumstance at hand. As a result, a criterion combining both weight and 

cost has been proposed(Caldwell and Woodhead, 1973). Recognition that increased 

reliability generally means increased initial cost and that there may be a point at which 

further increase in reliability becomes uneconomic in terms of its effect on the life-cycle 

cost of a ship has led to a definition of optimum economic level of reliability. The research 

on the optimisation techniques has produced a clear improvement that it has now been 

possible to solve a non-linear optimisation problem involving a large number of linear and 

non-linear constraints.

Improved understanding of structural response and service experience have 

revealed that structural failure may occur in different degrees of severity and in many 

complicated and interactive ways such as buckling, yielding, fatigue, fracture, etc. The 

capability of a structure, assessed on the basis of a selected criterion or, in most cases, on 

many criteria, affects the efficiency and reliability of structural design. Trend towards a 

rational approach to ship structural design has created a demand for a better and explicit 

specification of structural design criteria and margin of safety. Statistical definition of the 

sea environment has led to the recognition that the loading imposed on ship structure has 

been inadequately described by a deterministic model. It has also been realised that the 

strength of a structure is non-deterministic due to variability in material properties, 

uncertainties in strength assessment and random nature of structural properties arising 

from fabrication processes. These have resulted in considerations of structural safety 

beyond simple factors of safety through to a fully developed theory of structural reliability 

in which both the lifetime extreme loading(demand) and strength(capability) of ships are 

represented as random variables. However, the requirement of complete probability 

distribution functions of all relevant quantities by the fully probabilistic approach and its
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complexity have led to the development of semi-probabilistic approaches to the structural 

safety. The probabilistic approaches to ship and offshore structural designs have been 

implemented only within the last decade and the reliability-based design codes have 

recently been established.

In relation to the evolution of ship structural design procedure, CaldweU(1979) 

gives a survey of some major advances in marine structural engineering with an attempt to 

define the main factors affecting the change. He also reviews the progress and gives an 

outlook for further developments in the field of marine structures. Beghin and 

Latreillie(1990) present a review of the developments in certain types of ships with a 

reference to the rationally-based structural design process from a classification society 

point of view. In a recent publication, Faulkner(1991) illustrates some of the changes and 

advances, progressed through the last two to three decades, in marine structures, 

especially in ships. He particularly concentrates on wave-induced loads of ships, their 

ultimate bending strength, the use of reliability theory for assessing their structural safety 

and fatigue. However, a complete survey of developments on several aspects of ship 

structural design can only be obtained through a study of the ISSC proceedings.

Many changes and technical advances, which still apply and which are so 

incompletely summarised above, have produced a new and more logical attitude and 

approach to ship structural design. The complexities of new ship types and demand for 

greater reliability, efficiency and economy have brought about the requirement for an 

essentially scientific and rational structural design procedure. Also, the existence of very 

little or no previous experience, on which to rely, for the design of offshore structures has 

necessitated the application of an elementary form of such an approach due to the high 

economic, environmental and human life risks involved, which has given an impetus to 

many of the foregoing advances. In offshore as well as in ship structures, the 

classification societies have encouraged and contributed greatly to the development of a 

rationally-based structural design. Thus, a 'direct' structural design approach has been 

formulated as distinct from the 'rule-based' approach to ship structural design.
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Ship structural design has thus evolved into a procedure having logical, explicit and 

systematic steps. Rationally-based structural design may be defined as a design which is 

directly and entirely based on the structural theory and computer-based advanced methods 

of structural analysis and optimisation, and which achieves an optimum structure on the 

basis of a selected measure of merit. The design procedure involves a realistic prediction 

of loads for the whole structure and its components, using statistical methods where 

appropriate; an explicit specification of structural design criteria based on reliability 

principles combined with service experience; an evaluation of significant structural 

response to the specified loads; and use of formal optimisation methods to maximise the 

measure of merit while also satisfying all of the constraints. It is then evident that this 

procedure necessitates an iterative process to reach an optimum combination of various 

structural features. The principal difficulty in developing such a procedure is to perform 

these tasks to the required degree of accuracy and thoroughness, within acceptable man

power and computational costs. However, the expense and sophistication of the 

rationally-based design may be quite unjustified for many conventional ship designs, 

hence, the simpler conventional structural design must be retained alongside the former.

Ship structural design usually begins with the principal dimensions and the basic 

configuration of the overall structure already established, and the complete set of 

scantlings must be determined to obtain adequate strength and safety in relation to 

minimum weight and/or cost considerations. Structural design effectively composes of 

two different levels: preliminary design, which determines the location, spacing, and 

scantlings of the principal structural members; and detail design, which determines the 

geometry and scantlings of local structure(brackets, connections, cutouts, etc.). 

Preliminary design level has the greatest influence on the structural design and hence, 

offers very large potential savings. This level also provides the input to detail design. 

Consequently, it is at this level of design where the most important benefits are to be 

gained from a rationally-based approach. Detail design is also equally important for 

obtaining an efficient, safe and reliable structure. However, the structural items that come 

under detail design are usually similar from ship to ship and in large numbers rendering 

the design from first principle inefficient. Hence, it is generally more suitable to use
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design codes and standard designs which have been proven to be successful by service 

experience.

It is evident that as an essential component of the design procedure a realistic and 

more accurate prediction of all the significant loads, to which a ship structure might be 

subjected, should result in an improved structural design. Another important key element 

within the ship structural design procedure is the assessment of response of the structure 

or its components with particular boundary conditions to the specified loads. The 

distribution of material within the overall geometric configuration of a ship structure is 

generally determined by the longitudinal bending response of the ship hull. However, 

many loads acting on the ship hull girder result in longitudinal as well as transverse 

actions. In general, the most important load interactions for the design of a ship structure 

occur between longitudinal bending stresses and lateral pressures on the bottom floor, and 

between longitudinal bending and shear stresses along with the corresponding lateral 

pressures in the forebody and afterbody. Hence, in some circumstances, loads acting in 

the transverse direction can have an adverse effect on longitudinal strength, and vice 

versa. Further, the transverse frames are connected to the longitudinals forming a 

structural system of orthogonally intersecting beams. Thus, these structural members 

must deform together and their action is a joint one. In addition, the transverse structural 

response involves significant in-plane actions in the shell plating, which is particularly 

apparent in the bottom structure of a ship having an appreciable rise of floor. 

Accordingly, the assessment of structural response should consider a combined treatment 

of transverse and longitudinal actions, involving the complex three-dimensional geometry 

of a ship structure including the effect of shell plating. A structural analysis to this extent 

reveals the areas of high stress gradients, and thus results in a more efficient disposition 

of material over the geometry of the structure. Hence, it is evident that a more rational 

structural analysis in the design of transverse and longitudinal structural members, and 

consideration given to the interaction between transverse and longitudinal actions and to 

the effect of in-plane stiffness of the shell plating in the structural design can yield an 

overall improvement in the design of ship structures in terms of efficiency as well as 

safety.

10
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1.2 TRANSVERSE STRENGTH PROBLEM OF SHIPS

A ship structure must be designed to sustain all of the loads anticipated to occur in 

its expected operational lifetime. The ship hull is subjected to many different forms of 

loading ranging from static and slowly varying loads to high-frequency dynamic loads. 

The hull girder must provide the strength to resist the full range of external or buoyancy 

loading, from still water to dynamic heavy sea conditions, together with the full range of 

internal loading from such sources as the weight of the ship and cargo. It must also 

withstand such loads as occur during launching and drydocking, and as result from 

slamming and, if a naval vessel, underwater explosions. The predominant structural 

response under such loading systems is the longitudinal bending of the hull girder as a 

beam. It is well established that this so called primary response of the hull girder may be 

represented adequately by the simple Euler-Bemoulli beam bending theory. The design of 

the hull girder components; shell plating, decks, longitudinal bulkheads, and continuous 

or fully effective longitudinal primary or secondary stiffening members, is generally 

performed by considering the primary bending response of the hull girder. The hull girder 

also experiences lateral bending loads and twisting moments in addition to the vertical 

bending loads when it travels through a seaway encountering waves from directions other 

than directly ahead or astern. However, only the vertical bending moment and shear 

forces are of any significance in structural design, although torsion may be of importance 

in ships with large openings.

The loads causing the primary hull girder response and acting at the cross-sections 

of the ship hull are transferred from one part of the ship structure to another through the 

flexural and in-plane actions of the secondary and tertiary structural components. The 

transverse strength then refers to the ability of the ship structure to resist those loads, 

which may occur in a seaway or in dry dock, that tend to deform the hull cross-section 

out of its original shape. The transverse bulkheads, being the most rigid transverse 

stmctural members in their own planes, are introduced for the purpose of subdividing the 

internal volume of the ship. These transverse members resist such loads as arising from 

racking, hydrostatic pressure delivered by the shell plating, cargo and flooding. They 

provide a nearly rigid transverse support to the bottom, the sides and the deck. Thus, the

11
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transverse frames must be designed to resist those loads applied between the effectively 

rigid transverse bulkheads such that the shape of the hull cross-section is maintained to 

enable the hull to carry also in-plane loads. Hence, the analysis of transverse structural 

behaviour and its effect on the hull girder response is of particular importance in the 

improved design of ship structures.

The vertical longitudinal bending moment and twisting loads cause the hull cross- 

sections to be distorted, and further, for simplicity, the analyses of longitudinal hull girder 

strength and torsional strength are based on the assumption of no distortion of the hull 

cross-sections. Thus, there is an inherent interaction between transverse and longitudinal 

actions. The transverse loads are mainly resisted by the transverse frames and the 

associated plating. The transverse frames also provide support to the longitudinal 

structural members to ensure that collapse of the stiffened panels occurs in an interframe 

mode rather than an overall grillage mode. Since these members are connected to the 

bulkheads by the shell plating and its longitudinal stiffening members, the support given 

by the bulkheads to the frames through the shell plating and the longitudinals considerably 

influence the structural behaviour of the frames. The interaction between transverse and 

longitudinal members indicates an inherent load transfer from the frames to the bulkheads, 

which is a major consideration in the transverse strength problem. Thus, the transverse 

strength problem involves the three dimensional structure of a compartment between the 

two major bulkheads as a whole and the design of the longitudinal and transverse 

structural members should somewhat consider the interaction between longitudinal and 

transverse actions.

The transverse loads result in not only bending in both longitudinal and transverse 

directions, but also transverse in-plane compression and shear actions in the shell plating. 

It is a well known fact that any flat plated structure resists deformation in its own plane 

more effectively than it resists bending out of its plane. This feature of the plated 

structures is apparent in the bottom structure of a ship having a high rise of floor. The 

hydrostatic pressure applied to the bottom structure is transmitted to the surrounding 

stiffeners with their associated plating essentially through the local plate bending. The

12
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load is subsequently transferred to the beam end supports; hence to the overall bottom 

structure. However, any tendency of the structure to flatten due to bending of the 

stiffeners is resisted also by the transverse in-plane actions of the shell plating which 

transmits these accumulated in-plane loads from the transverse frames to the end 

supports. These in-plane actions significantly affect the stresses and deflections of the 

transverse frames and the effect depends on the rise of the bottom floor, and would be 

absent from a flat bottomed structure. The transverse in-plane actions are also produced at 

the bilge portion of the cross-section, resulting in a similar gain of strength particularly in 

the transverse direction.

From all of the above it is evident that the transverse strength problem has many 

different facets. Some of the distinguishable aspects of the transverse strength problem to 

mention are:

the capability of the transverse structure, loaded in the elastic range of the material, to 

resist forces acting in a transverse direction only,

the ability of the longitudinal members to provide support to the transverse frames, 

affected by the primary hull girder response of the ship,

the support given to the longitudinal members by the transverse ones, thus reducing the 

possibility of the structural instability of the longitudinal members under longitudinal 

direct or shear forces,

the influence of the in-plane stiffness of the shell plating due to the shape of the bottom 

structure having a high rise of floor,

the change of in-plane and flexural rigidities of the shell plating due to the in-plane loads 

arising from the ship hull bending coupled with the initial plate deformations, thus 

reducing the support given to the transverse members by the longitudinals.

13
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the reduction of the support given to the longitudinals by the transverse frames due to the 

bending of these members in the bottom structure resulting in significant in-plane direct 

and shear stresses in the shell plating coupled with the initial plate deformations,

the capability of the transverse structure to resist rapidly varying high-frequency loads, 

e.g. arising from slamming particularly in the forward quarter of the ship hull and from 

underwater explosions.

Apart form the attachment of the frames to the bulkheads through the shell plating 

and its longitudinal members, the transverse frames forming an orthogonally intersecting 

grillage structure with longitudinals must be integrated with deck beams. Hence, the 

influence of structural connections is another important facet of the transverse strength 

problem. The structural connections can affect the capability of the structure particularly 

under lateral loading in the bottom structure. Ideally, every structural connection should 

be as strong as any of the members it joints under the applied loads. It should have 

adequate stiffness and involve a minimum of weight and space, and be simple to 

fabricate, inspect and maintain. However, the final choice of design of the connection 

depends on the relative importance of these various considerations, and on the selection of 

a joint whose characteristics best satisfy the particular requirements. The strength is 

generally a more important requirement than the stiffness. The connection between 

intersecting stiffeners should be stiff enough to prevent any relative movement. Also, it 

should not fail before the full strength of the members it connects is developed. Bracket 

connections at the deck edges not only provide more stiffness to the comer but spreads 

the loads and reduce the stress concentration at the inner comer. The effectiveness of the 

bracket in reducing elastic deflections and stresses in the deck beam depends on the 

provision of an almost rigid end constraint to the beam by the adjoining frame stmcture 

which must be sufficiently stiff. An early work on the stmctural connections, grillage 

intersections and beam to frame connections in warships still provides the most valuable 

guidelines for design(Faulkner, 1964).

14
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1.3 TRANSVERSE LOADING

Transverse loads, which are pressure and distributed loads acting in the vertical 

transverse plane, occur for many different reasons such as mainly resulting from motions 

of the ship in rough seas caused by the wave-induced hydrodynamic pressure around the 

hull, from drydocking, and from berthing causing impacts. Some transverse loads are 

truly static, e.g. hydrostatic pressure and drydocking loads; others are cyclically applied 

loads such as wave-induced loads and loads arising from ship motions; and a few are 

impulsive, e.g. slamming and sea slap loads. Many of these loads act in conjunction with 

the loads producing primary hull bending response. Similar to the loads inducing 

longitudinal hull bending, many transverse loads are influenced by the environmental 

conditions and, in consequence, they are in probabilistic nature. However, it is even more 

difficult to devise a rational, probabilistic procedure for transverse strength analysis than it 

is for longitudinal strength. Hence, it is generally acceptable to employ deterministic 

values of these loads imposed by the environment and applied statically for design 

purposes, since they are mostly slowly varying loads. Some of the most critical forms of 

transverse loads acting on the hull girder are now discussed.

The hydrostatic and hydrodynamic pressures acting on the surface of a ship hull in 

rough seas depend upon its draught and trim, its speed, the characteristics of the waves 

passing it, and its motions in those waves(particularly heave, pitch and roll). The 

distribution of fluid pressures and acceleration loads over the surface of the panels of 

stiffened or unstiffened plating are required to evaluate the secondary or tertiary response 

of these structural components. For the purpose of analysing transverse strength, 

therefore, it is essential to know the distribution of the pressure transversely around the 

ship section. It should be noted that the sectional force per unit length used in evaluating 

the longitudinal bending moment and shear force is the resultant or integral of this 

distributed load around the section. Further, it should be clear that any load prediction 

method which takes proper account of all the factors involved and the random nature of 

sea waves will be extremely complicated; although theoretical techniques exist they are 

rather time-consuming for routine design applications. Hence, it is general practice to 

assume a hydrostatic equivalent pressure head, for design purposes, representing some
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severe loading conditions. This should also be augmented to include a uniform pressure 

head above the waterline, representing ‘sea slap’ or the dynamic pressure head resulting 

from the orbital velocity of the water particles in waves and the wind pressure that might 

occur during a storm.

When a ship is in a dry dock, very high lateral loads on the keel can occur due to the 

weight of the ship resting on dock blocks. The bottom structure must therefore be strong 

enough to resist these loads. Docking loads depend on the weight of the ship in the area 

under consideration, the local and overall stiffness of the ship's hull as well as on the 

flexibility of the dock blocks, the accuracy of alignment of the top of the blocks, and the 

straightness of the keel. Theoretical estimates of docking loads may in principle be made 

using existing computer programs. However, most of these programs require 

considerable amount of time for data preparation as well as for computation, and they 

involve many simplifying assumptions(Jiang et al., 1987). Further, in practice, such 

theoretical estimates are devalued by the variability of dock block alignment and stiffness. 

Hence, evaluation of docking loads is likely to depend on 'engineering judgement' of the 

worst possible support conditions.

The sides of a ship, especially at or just above the waterline, may be subjected to 

impact loads during its operations, arising from collisions with the quay or with other 

ships during the berthing process, possible crushing of the hull between the quay and a 

larger vessel, and manoeuvring with the help of tugs. These loads are of importance 

firstly in regard to local strength of the ship's side structure, and secondly for the design 

of protective berthing facilities such as fendering and jetty construction (Gay thwaite, 

1990). Factors affecting berthing impact loads include: the vessel's mass and velocity; the 

angle of approach; the relative water depth; vessel controllability and tug assistance; wind, 

current, and wave action; configuration of the berthing structure; and the load/deflection 

properties of the berthing structure and its fender system. The conventional approach to 

the evaluation of these loads is to calculate the percentage of the vessel's kinetic energy 

that must be absorbed by the berthing structure and fender system and evaluate the 

terminal force, based upon the load/deflection characteristics of the structure/fender
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system. Where sufficient field measurements exist, a statistical approach may be taken, 

making use of the fact that the frequency distribution of impact energies measured at 

various berths approximately follows a log-normal distribution(Saurin and Goulston, 

1966). The empirical approach involves the application of simple formulae based on past 

experience and certain assumptions relating to the vessel's displacement or other 

characteristics directly to the berthing energy.

With many factors involved the berthing loads are even less predictable than 

docking loads and it is not possible to give an upper limit for them. They depend critically 

on the way in which the ship is handled and protected by fenders. Further, they are in 

probabilistic nature and time-dependent, nevertheless may be regarded as slowly varying 

loads. However, for design purposes an arbitrary uniform line load or a concentrated load 

with a value based on past experience and measurements, and applied statically at or 

above the waterline may be employed in assessing the strength of the ship's sides. Thus, 

the design procedure must ensure that the ship's sides are sufficiently robust to be able to 

withstand all but the most extreme berthing impacts without reaching the elastic limit. By 

applying the specified load and the criteria, the incidence of berthing damage in a new 

design should be no greater than in existing ships.

When a ship travels at high speeds, especially in head seas, its bow may 

occasionally emerge from one wave and re-enter the next wave with a severe 

hydrodynamic impact or slam as the bottom forward comes in contact with the water. The 

impact created is sufficiently rapid and intense to produce a high intensity pressure pulse 

on the bottom plating. As the bow topsides having pronounced flare plunge deeper into 

the water within the ship's pitching cycle, a relatively sudden and intensive force is also 

imparted to the forward part of the ship. The maximum impact pressure arising from 

slamming occurs at the bottom in the immediate vicinity of the point of re-entry and 

moves outboard with decreasing magnitude as the immersion of the section increases. 

This pressure results in a dynamic response in the bottom plating and its members, 

accordingly, the bottom structure usually suffers the greatest damage, involving 

permanent deflections in the bottom plating, buckled internal frames, floors and
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bulkheads. Hence, the bottom structure in the forward part of the hull girder must have 

sufficient strength to resist the slamming pressure. Slamming also introduces a transient 

flexural vibration of the hull girder contributed mainly by the fundamental two-noded 

vertical mode and termed 'whipping', which results in vibratory hull girder bending 

stresses. The approximate methods for predicting the impact pressure and whipping 

stresses due to the bottom slamming have been presented(e.g. Ochi and Motter, 1973).

In addition to the foregoing loads, the hull girder sections must also carry the loads 

resulting from its own and equipment weights together with associated inertia forces 

under accelerations due to ship motions. These loads are generally in the opposite 

direction and usually much smaller than the design hydrostatic pressures. Hence, they are 

in fact catered for by designing against hydrostatic pressure loads acting alone. The same 

consideration applies to the vertical compressive loads imposed on the sides by the weight 

of deck structure and the equipment and cargo on it. The bottom structure also has to 

resist loads arising from launching and grounding, air and water tests of tanks, and ice- 

breaking for special operations. If it is a naval vessel, the hull girder must additionally 

withstand loads arising from underwater explosions and the transverse framing should be 

carefully designed to avoid any features weakening its resistance to explosive loading.

1.4 TYPE OF ANALYSIS AND PROBLEM TO BE TACKLED

The extent of transverse strength analysis for a ship structure generally depends on 

the type of ship, its structural arrangement and mode of operation. For example, ro-ro 

ships, train and car ferries present a particularly severe transverse strength problem as the 

demands of their mode of operation require a minimum of structural obstruction to 

longitudinal access within the ship. Hence, in many cases, transverse bulkheads may be 

totally omitted over the midship region, and instead, a system of deep transverse web 

frames and pillars is introduced to support the decks. Consequently, 'racking' 

phenomenon is usually more severe than in conventional ships. Thus, the scantlings of 

any transverse structure have to be determined by additionally considering this response 

of the structure and related loading. The principal loading component in this case is
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associated with the rolling of the ship. Due to the lateral shear deflection, the decks may 

no longer provide complete transverse fixity at their intersection with the frames and the 

capacity of the decks to support shear loads is greatly dependent on the fore and aft 

constraint conditions and on the longitudinal distribution of loads transmitted to them. It is 

thus clear that the structural analysis should be extended over a large portion of the ship 

length to obtain realistic boundary conditions for a frame analysis. In order to accomplish 

this simplified analysis methods have been developed (Kendrick, 1979).

Oil tankers and bulk carriers exhibit entirely different problems of transverse 

strength because of their stmctural arrangements and distribution of loading. In both types 

of ship, in order to avoid excessive hull girder bending moment, the full and empty tanks 

are interspersed both longitudinally and transversely. This arrangement produces a 

complex pattern of shear force between the tanks in both longitudinal and transverse 

bulkheads. Structurally, these ships are invariably longitudinally framed with wide

spaced transverse webs. The longitudinal bulkheads have approximately the same in

plane rigidity as the transverse bulkheads, and hence their vertical deflection relative to the 

side shell depends almost entirely on the vertical shear distortion of the transverse 

bulkheads. The principal transverse strength members are the transverse bulkheads and 

transverse webs, however, because of the stiffness characteristics of the longitudinal and 

transverse members, there will be strong interactions between the longitudinal and 

transverse actions. Hence, the stmctural analysis should be extended longitudinally over 

about three tank lengths to include these interactions. The transverse strength analysis is 

usually performed on a deep transverse web frame, considering the frame itself belonging 

to a three-dimensional model, which has to be correctly constrained on its boundaries, or 

alternatively, using a two-dimensional model with appropriate boundary conditions 

derived from a three-dimensional model(Ziliotto et al., 1991).

In conventional cargo ships the transverse loads are resisted by the transverse 

bulkheads and the frame rings. The transverse bulkheads, assumed to be rigid in their 

own planes, have to withstand the loads arising from racking, flooding, cargo and the 

loads transmitted to them, whereas the frames have to resist the loads acting in the vertical 

transverse plane between the two bulkheads and tending to deform the cross-section out
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of its original shape. The transverse response of any frame plus plating is strongly 

influenced by any significant longitudinal members of the structure to which it may be 

connected. In a two-dimensional frame analysis, these effects can be taken into account 

by applying appropriate restraint conditions at the intersection of the frames with such 

members. The influence of longitudinal girders on the frame may be represented by elastic 

attachments having finite spring constants. The value of the spring constant can be 

determined by evaluating the load-deflection characteristics of the girder, including an 

effective breadth of plating to which it is attached, and assuming appropriate boundary 

conditions at the bulkheads(Paulling, 1988).

As distinct from merchant ships, having cross-sections usually approximately 

rectangular for a considerable distance near amidships with little or no rise of floor and 

hence flat grillage calculations will generally be sufficient, naval ships such as frigates and 

small destroyers, in which the interest of the present investigation lies, usually have a rise 

of floor in the range, 10 to 20 degrees, a larger bilge radius being associated with a small 

rise of floor. These features of the structure, necessitated by relatively high ship velocity 

to length (v/Vl ) ratio, bring about significant in-plane actions in the plating in addition to 

the bending in orthogonal directions under transverse loads. The bulkheads, being rigid in 

their own planes, significantly restrict the level of interaction between adjacent 

compartments and they considerably influence the behaviour of transverse frames due to 

their attachment through the longitudinals and shell plating. Hence, a three-dimensional 

transverse strength analysis should be performed by employing a compartment of the hull 

structure between the two bulkheads as a whole, applying suitable boundary conditions at 

the bulkhead positions. The analysis should essentially include the contribution from the 

in-plane stiffness of the shell plating.

The method of solution to perform a transverse strength analysis should be 

sufficiently versatile to cope with the complex three-dimensional geometry of the ship 

structure and different boundary conditions so as to consider the minimum required detail 

in the model to simulate the most significant structural responses and interactions. 

Further, it should yield accurate and reliable results, and provide a field of stress
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distribution and stress resultants covering a large section of the structure so that the 

relevant information on the response behaviour of the structure and its components can be 

applied in the design procedure. A method of solution in the required nature to handle the 

complexity of the transverse strength problem is the FE method which has been accepted 

universally for the solution of complex engineering science problems. It was indicated 

earlier that the shape of the hull cross-section must be maintained under all of the 

associated loads. Thus, the assumptions of elastic analysis, i.e. the construction material 

of the structure obeys Hooke's law and the displacements are so small everywhere that 

the problem is a linear one, will be sufficient for this purpose. Since the primary function 

of transverse structural members is to resist the lateral loads acting in the transverse plane 

and also to support the longitudinal members of the structure, the transverse structure 

should provide the hull with sufficiently large reserves of strength to cope with more 

extreme loading conditions. Hence, the design criteria should intend to ensure that 

yielding does not occur under moderately severe conditions corresponding to the design 

loads. Further, possible structural instability of transverse structural members such as 

tripping, web and flange buckling should also be considered.

The present investigation is concerned with analysis of structural response of a 

compartment of a frigate hull between major bulkheads to predominantly transverse loads 

by employing the Finite Element Method. The compartment of a test structure, 3/4 scale 

model of a frigate hull, in which the loading was applied and the measurements were 

made, is used for the analysis so that it is possible to compare the analysis results with the 

experimental ones reported by Clarkson and Wallace(1967) in order to validate the model 

and the analysis results. Although the experimental study considered several loading 

conditions, the present study employs only hydrostatic pressure loading, and keel and 

side loadings representing docking and berthing conditions respectively. A mathematical 

model of the stmcture for finite element analysis is developed to simulate the physical test 

behaviour. The geometrical and physical features of the test stmcture are modelled as 

accurately as possible to reproduce the essential stmctural behaviour with the minimum 

complexity needed. The structural analysis of the compartment is confined to the linear 

elastic behaviour, and hence the results are only relevant to the elastic strength of the
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compartment. The investigation firstly concentrates on the structural behaviour of the 

compartment under mainly transverse loads, hydrostatic pressure and concentrated point 

loads for docking and berthing, separately. However, the hydrostatic pressure loading 

applied along the test structure resulted in overall bending of the whole test structure. The 

effect of this action, particularly on the flange stresses of longitudinals, is approximately 

considered in the analysis by using a simplified procedure in which the test structure is 

treated as a simply supported beam under distributed loading. The compartment is then 

analysed by applying suitable boundary conditions and loading at the bulkhead positions. 

Since the geometry of the bottom structure having a high rise of floor causes the in-plane 

actions to arise under mainly transverse loads and the interaction between longitudinal and 

transverse loads is more pronounced due to the more severe hydrostatic pressure in this 

part of the section, the study focuses on the behaviour of the bottom structure under 

predominantly lateral loads.

1.5 HISTORICAL REVIEW OF TRANSVERSE STRENGTH 

PROBLEM OF SHIPS

In the history of the strength of ship structures the transverse strength problem of 

ships has not been given the sufficient consideration its importance deserved. The first 

attempt to investigate the transverse strength problem of ships was due to John(1877) 

who discussed the general characteristics of transverse structural behaviour of ships at sea 

and grounding conditions. However, the first quantitative treatment of the problem was 

attempted by Read and Jenkins(1882) who considered the docking condition of a vessel 

with no cargo in her hold. They employed the slope-deflection method to calculate the 

deflections and stresses in the transverse frame rings divided into side and bottom parts 

by considering the continuity of rotation at their connection. Bruhn made a significant 

contribution in a series of three papers on the understanding of the problem and in the 

assessment of the transverse strength of ships. In his first paper, Bruhn(1901) described 

a more rational method of analysing the transverse frame rings, based on the principle of 

least work, assuming that the forces applied to the frame ring were in equilibrium. If these 

forces were not in equilibrium, it was assumed that the unbalanced forces would be 

reacted by the shearing action of the ship’s sides. Although the three-dimensional aspects
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of the transverse strength problem were recognised and even clarified by the discussion, 

Bruhn argued that the two-dimensional approach was the only feasible way to attack the 

problem then. Later, Bruhn(1904) applied the proposed method to the cargo vessels 

having different configurations of cross-section, arrangement of reactions and loading. 

He proposed an approximate method of allowing for the support given to the transverse 

frames by the longitudinal girders, considering only bending of the latter. In his last 

paper, Bruhn(1909) proposed further corrections to the frame ring calculations to allow 

for the influence of bulkheads and form of the cross-section. He specifically investigated 

the effect of rise of floor and curvature of bilge.

Following Bruhn's work very few investigations have been reported on the 

transverse strength of ships until the fifties. Holt(1915) presented his work carried out on 

the strength of side frames in merchant ships, considering the side frame girder as a 

continuous beam and assuming that the frame with associated plating was fixed at the 

double bottom and at the upper deck, but freely supported at the lower or intermediate 

decks. The analysis of the frames was then performed by employing Clapeyron's 

'Theorem of Three Moments'. He developed criteria for the strength of frames and for 

shell plating as a function of frame spacing. Hay(1945) suggested the use of the moment 

distribution method instead of the principal of least work. He applied the method to some 

cargo vessel transverse frame rings and discussed the different magnitudes of bending 

moments in the frame rings, being the result of various loading conditions. He also 

compared the moment distribution method results with those of the principal of least work 

for a two-deck ship. He concluded that the moment distribution method involved less 

computational effort and labour. Adams(1950) devoted his work to the problems related 

to transverse frames in tankers. He too employed the moment distribution method to 

evaluate the distribution of bending moments in the transverse structure of two oil tankers 

for several static tank loadings and draught conditions. He allowed for the variation of 

cross-section properties along the frame ring members as being different from Hay's 

calculations. Later, Adams(1953) applied the moment distribution method to the various 

structural arrangements of transverse frames in tankers. Effect of surrounding structure 

on the end moments of the frame members was particularly considered.
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Muckle(1956) gave a comprehensive comparison of two methods of transverse 

strength analysis of ships, namely the least work method and the moment distribution 

method, by explaining the fundamental differences in the two methods of approach. He 

indicated that a complete solution of the problem would involve considering the whole 

structure between two bulkheads, which implies a transition in the treatment of the 

problem from two-dimensional to three-dimensional. In relation to the three-dimensional 

approach Caldwell(1957) analysed the response of ships' superstructure under transverse 

loads to obtain elastic stresses and deflections in the internal framing, considering 

particularly the sidesway behaviour of frames. He allowed for the strengthening effect 

provided by the end bulkheads to the frames, taking into account the bending of the 

superstructure top in its own plane and the shearing actions between the superstructure 

top and the frames. Hence, he treated the problem in a three-dimensional fashion 

somewhat resembling the ship hull's transverse strength problem. He employed the 

concept of a beam on an elastic foundation to determine the deflections, in which the 

superstructure top represented a beam bending in its own plane and the frames acted as 

the elastic foundation.

One of the first attempts to consider the influence of end bulkheads and longitudinal 

girders on the bending moments and stresses in the transverse frames was made by 

Thurston(1958). He described an improved method of analysis based on the slope- 

deflection method and intended for application to merchant ships. He treated the bottom of 

the ship as a flat grillage supported by the end bulkheads under bending actions only. He 

approximately evaluated the reactions of the longitudinal girders at each frame position by 

assuming that these reactions varied linearly between the bulkheads and the mid-way 

between. He then analysed the transverse frame rings under these reactions and loading. 

Muckle(1960) allowed for the influence of longitudinal girders on the transverse strength 

members by using a deflection method. He considered the structure between two 

transverse bulkheads as a whole. He assumed that the bulkheads were rigid and the sides 

of the ship hull provided full rigidity so that zero deflection was assumed at the deck 

edges. He also assumed that the side frames were fixed at the double bottom position. He 

utilised the equality of deflections at the intersections of the longitudinal girders and the
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deck beams, resulting in a set of simultaneous equations. The solution of these equations 

provided the reaction forces at the intersections from which the bending moments were 

obtained. The analysis of transverse frames under end moment at the deck edge and 

hydrostatic pressure was then followed.

The construction of a large testing frame and advances in the structural analysis 

methods accompanied by the improvements in the computing facilities encouraged the 

researchers in the Naval Construction Research Establishment(NCRE) to launch an 

investigation into the nature of the transverse strength problem of ships. It was stated that 

the lack of knowledge on transverse strength was sufficiently great to justify the use of 

the experimental facility to test a section of typical frigate construction several 

compartments long, constructed at near full scale(Clarkson and Wallace, 1967). The 

preliminary stages of this investigation involved small scale experimental studies on 

xylonite models which provided an excellent insight into the structural mechanics of the 

problem, and the establishment of a method for calculating the deflections and stresses in 

a compartment of a ship's hull. A summary of these preliminary theoretical as well as 

experimental studies was given by Clarkson(1958).

The first elaborate theoretical treatment of the transverse strength problem 

considering transfer of load longitudinally to the bulkheads and in-plane actions of the 

plating was presented as a first stage of the investigation by Clarkson(1958). He reported 

an approximate method of analysis for a ship's bottom with a rise of floor under loading 

applied at the keel such as arise in dry dock. It was assumed that bending behaviour may 

be evaluated by the unplated flat grillage theory, considering an effective breadth of 

plating acting with the transverse and longitudinal beams. The in-plane action under axial 

forces in the direction of the transverse frames was estimated through the use of an 

approximate shear diffusion theory assuming that the plating only carried shear forces and 

the direct forces were resisted by the structural material at the frame positions. The axial 

forces in the longitudinal direction were ignored, so were the torsional stiffnesses of the 

beams. It was assumed that the structure was clamped at the bulkheads. At the position of 

the bilge, clamped or free edges were considered alternatively. Clarkson employed the so
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called matrix force method of approach to set up simultaneous equations considering 

equilibrium and compatibility. Having calculated the statically indeterminate forces from 

these equations, the bending moments were obtained by statics. The experimental results 

obtained from a simple xylonite model test showed reasonable agreement with the results 

of the analysis in which the effective area of the frame-plate combination carrying axial 

force and the effective shear modulus due to initial imperfections were varied to obtain 

good correlation. Clarkson concluded that bending of the keel and shear stiffness of the 

plating were significant factors in determining the transverse strength for the types of 

loading considered.

The real major step forward towards a full understanding of the transverse strength 

problem as a theoretical part of the investigation was, however, made by Yuille and 

Wilson(1960) who developed a curved grillage method of analysis based on the matrix 

displacement method and for single-hulled ships applicable to a compartment of the ship’s 

hull between bulkheads, under transverse loads and having a constant cross-section along 

the length. They included the bending of the longitudinal and transverse members, and 

direct forces in the transverse frames. They assumed that the plating in between 

transverses resisted shear in the transverse direction only. Direct forces in the longitudinal 

members and shear interaction between them were not included. The limitation in the 

problem size which could be analysed by the computer forced Yuille and Wilson to 

include only the most significant structural behaviour of the longitudinal and transverse 

framing as well as plating contribution in the model.

Yuille and Wilson idealised the structure in terms of a network of straight segments 

of stiffeners, considering the effective flange of the shell plating acting with the stiffeners 

so that the idealised model was amenable to the analysis. They used the Euler-Bemoulli 

beam theory in the analysis of the beam bending elements, shear deflections being 

neglected. The analysis also neglected the local behaviour of the longitudinal members. 

The behaviour under in-plane axial forces was analysed using an approximate shear 

diffusion theory assuming a constant shear stress in each plate between the transverses. 

The applied loading was treated as equivalent concentrated loads acting at the intersections 

of the members. The bulkheads were assumed to be rigid in their own planes and that
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they were not displaced relative to each other by the transverse loads. The rotational 

constraint induced by the adjacent structure to the longitudinals at the bulkhead positions 

was introduced through a coefficient of constraint. The method of analysis also involved 

some simplifications in the geometric features of the structure due to the computer 

limitations. Yuille and Wilson compared their analysis results with the available 

experimental results obtained from xylonite models. They obtained good correlation for 

deflections and stresses by using the appropriate solution parameters, effective plating and 

effective shear modulus, recommended by Clarkson(1958).

As a part of the investigation, a large(3/4 scale) frigate section containing several 

compartments and having a large radius of bilge and a large rise of floor was constructed 

in welded mild steel for extensive experimental studies. Although the model was a 

representative of frigate construction at the time, it differed somewhat from the practice in 

respect of inclusion of both a fairly large rise of floor and a large radius of curvature of 

the bilge in order to provide an adequate test of the theory. It thus represented as nearly as 

possible the practical equivalent of a theoretical curved grillage, and the experiments were 

directly comparable with the theoretical results. The main objective was to obtain 

experimental confirmation of the theoretical study by Yuille and Wilson(1960), and to 

establish values for empirical parameters in the idealisation of the structure. In relation to 

the investigation, Faulkner and Yuille(1961) applied the conventional approach of 

analysing an isolated two-dimensional frame and the matrix displacement method of 

analysis to the large steel model and compared the results with experimental ones for keel 

loading. In the conventional approach of analysis, they employed the principle of least 

work considering only bending behaviour of the frame. They established that the 

traditional ring frame calculation of the transverse strength analysis was in considerable 

error and that the matrix displacement method of analysis resulted in much better 

comparison with the experimental results by the use of appropriate effective plating acting 

with the beams.

This extensive experimental transverse strength program was presented by Clarkson 

and Wallace(1967) along with the comparisons with the theoretical results by employing
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suitable solution parameters, effective breadth of plating and shear modulus, which gave 

the best correlation with the experimental results. The middle part of the model was 

chosen as a test section. The model was first subjected to concentrated loads to establish a 

criterion in geometric idealisation of the structure and also to simulate some practical 

loading conditions such as docking. These tests were followed by hydrostatic pressure 

loading, and finally the model was loaded to collapse by a uniform pressure applied to the 

bottom floor. Rubber pressure bags and hydraulic jacks were used to apply the loading to 

the structure. Since the curved grillage analysis program did not account for the shear 

deformation of the stiffening members and the local bending behaviour of the 

longitudinals, an extensive effort was made to include these effects in comparisons by 

amending the analysis results. Also, the hydrostatic pressure loading applied along the 

test structure imposed some overall bending on the structure. This effect was accounted 

for by assuming the whole test structure to be a beam simply supported at the ends. The 

effect was introduced in the amendment of flange stresses along the longitudinals. 

Clarkson and Wallace obtained good correlation with the experimental results by 

employing suitable solution parameters. In several cases, comparisons were also made 

with the conventional ring frame analysis, and it was confirmed that the ring frame 

analysis produced flange stresses in error by factors as much as five for hydrostatic 

pressure loading and fifty for concentrated point loading compared with the experimental 

results. The ring firame analysis also predicted different variation of flange stresses around 

the frame. The final collapse behaviour of the structure indicated that the failure was 

influenced by several shortcomings in the detailed design.

Huang(1967) presented a theoretical investigation into the transverse strength 

problem. The treatment of the double bottom structure formed an important part of this 

work intended for application to tanker structures. In its general form, a three-dimensional 

method of transverse strength calculation based on the orthotropic plate theory was 

developed. Each stiffened panel(bottom, side shell and deck) between two transverse 

bulkheads was treated as an orthotropic plate under lateral and/or in-plane loading. The 

restraining effect of adjacent panels on any panel was accounted for through the moments 

distributed along the longitudinal edges of the panel, assuming that the angles of rotation
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at the joint of adjacent panels were equal. The bending of each panel was then investigated 

by combining the solutions for simply supported orthotropic plates with solutions for 

orthotropic plates with bending moments distributed along the edges. Finite integral 

transforms and Galerkin’s method were employed to solve the governing equations.

The problem of transverse strength of ships has received some attention from the 

related committees of the International Ship Structures Congress (IS SC) since the 

congress was established in 1961 in Glasgow. In the first meeting of the congress, the 

committee formed by Terazawa et al(1961) presented a review of the investigations on the 

transverse strength of ships biased towards tanker structures. The committee proposed 

several future investigations into the transverse strength of ships on the estimation of 

transverse loads, establishment of an approximate formula for the design of transverse 

structural members and measurement of stresses in transverse members of real ships. The 

committee chaired by SpineUi(1964) on transverse strength and loads of ships in the 1964 

congress presented the latest research activities carried out on the subject. Most of the 

works were related to the strength of bracket connections based on the experimental 

investigations. The attention was also given to the estimation of transverse loads at sea 

and Prof. Lewis in his contribution to the report in discussion presented some results of 

an investigation on the dynamic loads on a transverse section of a ship in rolling 

condition. One of the important conclusions drawn from this study was that the change in 

hydrostatic pressure loadings associated with the heeled position of a rolling ship was 

much more significant than the dynamic effects of accelerations.

The congress in 1967 did not include any committee on the transverse strength and 

loads. The loading part of the problem was considered within the committees related to 

the hydrodynamics and the transverse strength problem was regarded as an analysis of 

three-dimensional stiffened plate structures and was dealt with by the related committee. 

The committee chaired by Clarkson(1967) on stiffened panels in three-dimensional 

structures gave a critical review of theoretical and experimental investigations on two-and 

three-dimensional stiffened plate structures. It was stated that the significant advances in 

the methods of structural analysis led to the realistic analysis of transverse strength of
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ships. Committee 2 of the 1970 congress on wave loads recognised that further 

significant advances towards a more rational analysis of transverse strength required a 

better insight into local hydrodynamic transverse loading. The committee reported the 

latest advances in the estimation of hydrodynamic loads on transverse ship 

sections(Gerritsma, 1970). Committee 5 on stiffened panels in three-dimensional 

structures gave an account of the developments in the transverse strength analysis of 

ships. The effort was mostly devoted to the transverse strength of large ships; oil tankers, 

ore and bulkcarriers, and ships with large openings(van Katwijk, 1970).

This trend was followed by the community of the ISSC associated with the 

strength problems of ships and over the years, reports were mostly produced on the 

transverse strength problem of large and/or special types of ships such as oil tankers, roll

on/roll-off and container ships. On the local hydrodynamic transverse loading, the 

dynamic pressure distribution around ship sections due to ship motions and waves was 

evaluated usually by employing the strip theory, accounting for all degrees of freedom of 

the ship, and the transverse strength analysis of ships was performed by the advanced 

structural analysis methods such as FEM. However, since the transverse strength 

problem involves the three-dimensional structure of a ship, every structural feature 

somewhat contributes to the transverse strength and the ISSC proceedings reports provide 

valuable information in this respect

It was stated earlier that the curved grillage analysis based on the matrix 

displacement method was intrinsically a very early application of the FEM, even though 

the analytical model devised was tuned through a physical model test With the advances 

and acceptance of the newly developed analysis methods the curved grillage analysis 

method was superseded by the more advanced FEM. The FE program developed by 

Paulling was applied to the test compartment employed in the NCRE transverse strength 

investigation for verification of the program(Paulling and Payer, 1968). In the context of 

GRP ships, Smith(1972) employed a general purpose FE package, SES AM, to analyse a 

mid-ship compartment of a transversely framed GRP construction ship hull under 

transverse loads. Al-sani(1981) applied the FEM to the transverse strength analysis of 

ship structures by utilising a general purpose FE package, ASKA. He employed a
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midship compartment of a frigate hull used as a test section by Clarkson and 

Wallace(1967) so that it was possible to verify the accuracy of results. He obtained good 

correlation with the experimental results without considering the reduced effectiveness of 

the plating. However, a close study of the idealised structural model reveals an 

inconsistency in the idealisation. Due to the symmetry of the structure and loading only 

one quarter of the structure was modelled causing the mid-frame to be on the transverse 

symmetry plane. The geometric properties of the frame sections should be evaluated for 

full cross-sections and then halved to account for the symmetry. The eccentricity of the 

cross-sectional neutral axis from the mid-surface of the shell plating should be defined the 

same as for the full section. Al-sani, however, defined the eccentricity of the mid-frame 

sections as if they were inverted angle sections, though he specified the geometric 

properties correctly. Application of correct symmetry boundary conditions neutralises this 

error, however, he assumed that the bulkheads may move relative to each other and he 

allowed for the axial movement of each point on the mid-frame independently. This 

idealisation results in a more flexible structure and produces an overall effect on the 

results. It explains why he obtained good comparison with the experimental results 

without the need for accounting for the adverse effects of some structural features.

Chowdury and Caldwell(1983) developed a numerical model capable of generating 

the optimal major scantlings of a ship compartment minimising the total weight of the 

longitudinal girders and frames against all probable ductile modes of failure. They applied 

this model to the problem of optimising the transverse structure of a mid-ship 

compartment acted upon by four symmetric load cases; seaway load(an equivalent 

hydrostatic load), docking load, berthing load and a single concentrated load acting at any 

specified point. They employed a quasi-finite element analysis method within the iterative 

environment in which they developed a single composite element type formed by 

superimposing the stiffnesses of beam and membrane elements covering the entire 

structure. The actual elastic boundary conditions were approximated by assuming simple 

supports at the deck edges and clamped conditions at the bulkheads.
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Pattison et al(1986) applied the GODDESS computer aided design system to the 

transverse strength problem of a midship compartment of the frigate hull tested by 

Clarkson and Wallace(1967) as a validation study. They compared the results with 

experimental measurements for hydrostatic pressure loading. First idealisation of the 

compartment composed of beam elements in which the properties were calculated by 

assuming an effective breadth of plating acting with the stiffeners. This idealisation 

resulted in gross errors arising from neglecting the in-plane stiffness of the plating. A 

single plane membrane element was added between each stiffener of the same thickness as 

the actual plate to represent the plating in the second idealisation. The bending properties 

of beam elements were those associated with the stiffeners plus an effective breadth of 

plating but the direct load carrying properties were those of the stiffener alone. Torsional 

and in-plane bending of the stiffeners were also catered for. Good correlation with the 

experimental results was obtained and it was concluded that the agreement with the 

experimental results was considered to be acceptably good and certainly adequate as the 

basis for a design procedure.

It is clear that although the knowledge on the transverse strength of ships and 

understanding in the transverse structural behaviour has been well established, a realistic 

and a more rational transverse strength analysis for design has only been possible with the 

advances in the methods of structural analysis in conjunction with computer technology. 

The experimental and theoretical research on the behaviour of ships at sea has been well 

developed that it is now possible to estimate the dynamic sea loads on ships due to waves 

and ship motions. Despite all these advances, the design of ship structures is still 

performed without giving any consideration to the effect of transverse and longitudinal 

actions on each other. Further, transverse framing of ships is usually designed from 

experience at sea as embodied in classification society rules with but little regard to the 

structural analysis. However, as mentioned earlier, an overall improvement in ship 

structural design can be achieved by considering the interaction between transverse and 

longitudinal actions, and the load effects resulting from the transverse loading in the 

design process.
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1.6 SCOPE AND OUTLINE OF THESIS

It should be evident that there is a need to accomplish a progress in the transverse 

strength field of ship structural mechanics that the interaction between transverse and 

longitudinal actions is an important facet of the transverse strength problem in order to 

obtain an overall improvement in the design of ship structures. Further, exploitation of in

plane stiffness of the plating is another important facet which is particularly apparent in 

the bottom structure of a ship having a high rise of floor or a large radius of curvature of 

the bilge, when subjected to lateral loading. Hence, the present research concerns the 

analysis of a ship hull compartment between major bulkheads under mainly lateral loads 

acting in a vertical transverse plane. The compartment under consideration has a marked 

rise of floor and a generous radius of curvature of the bilge. Thus, it brings about the 

important facets of the transverse strength problem along with the restraining effect on the 

structural response of the bulkheads at the ends of the compartment which has an L/B 

ratio of about 0.5. Above all, the compartment is a section of a test structure, 3/4 scale 

model of a frigate hull, in which the loading was applied and the measurements were 

taken, and hence the physical test results are available for comparison to validate the 

idealised model and the solution. Due to the induced in-plane actions within the bottom 

plating arising from the geometry of the structure and the relatively high level of 

hydrostatic pressure producing a more pronounced interaction between transverse and 

longitudinal actions in this part of the section, at a later stage the investigation focuses on 

the behaviour of the bottom structure under lateral loading.

The research effort presented in this thesis principally aims at providing an 

improved understanding of the ship structural mechanics from the transverse strength 

point of view. It is hoped that the conclusions of the work will furnish the designer with a 

better understanding on global as well as local behaviour of the type of ship structures 

under consideration subjected to mainly transverse loads. The research work tries to 

impart an insight into the interaction between transverse and longitudinal actions. Through 

the study of the behaviour of the vee-bottom structures under lateral loading, it is expected 

to obtain an overall understanding on the effect of the in-plane stiffness of the plating on 

the structural response in resisting lateral deflections and in providing a significant
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contribution to the load carrying capacity of the structure.

With the scope and objectives of the study in mind, the present chapter very briefly 

summarised the advances in the ship structural design by underlining that the 

consideration given to the interaction between transverse and longitudinal actions and to 

the effect of in-plane stiffness of the shell plating in the structural design could yield an 

overall improvement in the design of ship structures. The transverse strength problem of 

ships was next described with an emphasis on some of its distinctive aspects. The most 

critical forms of loads acting on the hull girder from the transverse strength point of view 

were then discussed. By considering the extent of the transverse strength analysis for 

ships' structures, the nature of the solution method to perform a transverse strength 

analysis and its assumptions, and the criteria for the design of transverse frames were 

described. The aspect of the transverse strength problem with which the present 

investigation was concerned was then expressed. An historical review of the transverse 

strength problem of ships was finally given by considering the main contributions to this 

field of ship structural mechanics.

The next chapter discusses the fundamental aspects of structural modelling for finite 

element analysis with an emphasis on the modelling of the plate-beam systems. With an 

historical review of the application of the finite element method to ship structures, it also 

describes the FE modelling of a compartment of a frigate model hull, tested by Clarkson 

and Wallace(1967), for the analysis of transverse strength under mainly transverse loads. 

The results of the finite element analysis of the compartment and their comparisons with 

the experimental investigation are presented in Chapter 3. This chapter also discusses the 

results of a parametric study on the effect of some geometrical features and of modelling 

of the deck structure on the structural response for the hydrostatic pressure loading.

Chapter 4 describes a procedure to account for the effect of the overall bending of 

the test hull girder arising form the application of the hydrostatic pressure loading over the 

entire length of the model structure between the end support positions. The results of the 

analysis and comparisons with the experimental measurements are presented. The effects
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of the variations in the hydrostatic pressure loading as well as in the hull bending moment 

on the response of the structure are discussed. An account of the interaction between 

transverse and longitudinal actions is given. Chapter 5 presents a study on linear elastic 

behaviour of stiffened plates with vee-shaped geometry under lateral loading by 

employing the orthotropic plate theory within the finite strip method of analysis. With an 

introduction to the structural behaviour of the vee-shaped stiffened plates and a review of 

the relevant literature, a finite strip formulation for the analysis of folded stiffened plates 

under lateral loading is given. The results of the analysis of an example stiffened plate are 

presented. The effect of some geometrical features on the response of the structure is also 

discussed.

Non-linear elasto-plastic behaviour of the bottom floor of the compartment structure 

between keel and longitudinal 12 situated almost at the centre of the bilge is described in 

Chapter 6. The behaviour of the structure analysed by employing an incremental-iterative 

solution procedure within the finite element method of solution under hydrostatic pressure 

loading is examined. Finally, Chapter 7 gives overall conclusions of the investigation and 

recommendations for the future work followed by a closure.
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CHAPTER TWO

FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING AND APPLICATION
TO

SHIP STRUCTURES

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter effectively consists of three parts: modelling in structural mechanics 

and finite element modelling, modelling of stiffened plating by the finite elements, and 

application of the finite element modelling to ship structures.

Modelling for structural analysis basically concerns idealisation of structural 

behaviour, essentially based on the established fundamentals of the structural mechanics, 

and transformation of a real structure into an equivalent idealised model with the most 

important physical features and the minimum con^lexity required to simulate the essential 

structural behaviour. It also involves idealisation of realistic loads that the structure 

experiences within its expected lifetime, and idealisation of realistic boundary conditions. 

Thus, in the first part of the chapter, the fundamental aspects of the modelling in structural 

mechanics are discussed and the finite element method is briefly described as an 

approximate method of solution for continuum mechanics problems. General aspects of 

the finite element modelling with an emphasis on its practice are subsequently presented. 

The modelling process for finite element analysis is then described within two stages, 

idealisation and discretisation. Finally, the finite element analysis procedures and some 

important points in the interpretation of analysis results are discussed.

Since the finite element analysis of a three-dimensional structure of a ship hull 

inevitably involves modelling of plate-beam systems, in the second part of this chapter, 

finite element modelling of stiffened plating is discussed along with a review of the
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existing approaches. Alternative ways of modelling of beams attached to the plating is 

presented with an emphasis on the eccentric beam modelling and its approximation.

Application of the finite element modelling to ship structures is discussed in the final 

part of the chapter. A brief review of the relevant literature in the application of mostly 

linear elastic finite element method to ship structures is presented. Modelling of a 

compartment of a frigate hull for the analysis of transverse strength, based on the finite 

element modelling aspects considered in the previous two parts, is described. Alternative 

models of plate-beam systems by the use of compatible combinations of different finite 

elements are also discussed.

2.2 MODELLING IN STRUCTURAL MECHANICS

Modelling, in general terms, can be defined as a simulation of a system or structure 

physically or mathematically. Modelling for structural analysis is generally associated with 

the functional simulation. The 'art' involved in modelling for structural analysis is the 

expert use of engineering theory and judgement Despite the factors involved in simulating 

a structural system, such as time and cost, which affect the types of approach and model, 

the models must be practical and meet all the requirements, engineering or otherwise.

The ultimate objective of all structural analysis is to predict the response of a given 

structure to certain prescribed loads or actions so that the structure may be designed to 

safely withstand these loads or otherwise serve its intended purposes. Mathematical 

modelling is one of the fundamental engineering activities so as to achieve this objective. 

The physical testing of a scale model or a prototype is an alternative for achieving the 

objective of analysis, but considerably more expensive. However, in some cases, it is 

required to substantiate the analysis results. Thus, it should always be considered as a 

complement to the mathematical modelling.

A mathematical model of a physical system is a mathematical description of an 

underlying physical process which relates external actions and essential features of the
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system to its response. The first step in mathematical modelling is to understand the 

physical behaviour of the structure to be modelled. The most important aspect in this 

phase is the isolation of a few important variables and parameters which seem to govern 

the behaviour. Once the most important parameters have been identified and their nature 

understood, it is possible to devise a mathematical model that is capable of simulating the 

response to prescribed actions such that acceptable agreement between predicted results 

and observations of the physical behaviour is obtained. In the case of unacceptable 

disagreement, the mathematical model can be adjusted or 'calibrated' against the physical 

model results, having in mind that physical measurements are also often subjected to 

diverse errors, noise and uncertainties as well as statistical scatter. Mathematical models 

devised to the physical problems in engineering and applied sciences are normally 

classified as boundary-value(equilibrium problems), initial-value (propagation problems), 

and eigenvalue(eigenvalue problems) models. Each class of problems has different types 

of governing equations. The solution of the governing equations for a range of parameters 

gives the predicted response of the structure.

Having established a mathematical model of the physical system, the next step is to 

decide on a solution method. Closed form solutions are clearly preferable over numerical 

solutions, because of the deep insight into the structural behaviour that they permit, in 

isolating the individual effects of the various model parameters. Unfortunately, real 

structures seldom lend themselves to closed form solutions unless they are drastically 

simplified. Realistic solutions should be more general, involve fewer simplifying 

assumptions, and be more versatile in handling the different boundary and initial 

conditions. This is the nature of the approximate numerical methods. Many of the 

approximate methods of solution for physical problems reduce the number of degrees of 

freedom of a system from infinity to a finite number, and thus reduce the problem to the 

simpler one of a discrete system. The Finite Element Method(FEM) is one such 

approximate method which in conjunction with the computer has enabled the numerical 

idealisation and solution of continuous engineering systems in a systematic manner. In 

effect it has made possible the practical extension and application of the classical 

procedures to very complex engineering systems.
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The Finite Element Method is an approximate discretisation technique for the 

solution of continuum mechanics problems by which the real physical continuum(such as 

plate or shell) with an infinite number of degrees of freedom is divided into an assemblage 

of discrete(finite) elements interconnected at a discrete number of points, called 'nodes', 

along their periphery. Since in a finite element model the structure is considered as an 

assembly of discrete elements, if the element properties are known then the problem of 

structural analysis is the synthesis of the global structural properties from the constituent 

element properties. The actual loading on the real structure is transformed into a discrete 

form applied at a discrete number of points, i.e.nodal points. The structural characteristics 

and applied load vector for each element are then assembled together using the basic rules 

of structural mechanics, namely equilibrium of forces and continuity of displacements. 

With the application of suitable boundary conditions at the appropriate nodes, the solution 

of the resulting simultaneous equations for the unknown nodal variables provides an 

approximation to the behaviour of an idealised structure(Gallagher, 1975; Bathe, 1982).

2.3 FINITE ELEMENT PRACTICE AND MODELLING

Historically, although the mathematical basis of the Finite Element Method was laid 

down in the nineteen-forties by Courant(1943) and Prager and Synge(1947), until the 

early nineteen-fifties it was not applied to the problems of the engineering science mainly 

because computers were not available to carry out the extensive numerical operations. The 

early applications of the method were performed by Turner, Clough, Martin and 

Topp(1956) in the USA being an outcome of the work carried out during the 1953 Boeing 

Summer Faculty Program(see Clough, 1990), and independently by Argyris and his co- 

workers(1954-55) reported in a series of articles in the UK. This latter work completely 

stated the matrix formulation of the structural theory and clearly outlined the parallel 

transformation procedures involved in the force and the displacement methods. However, 

the name 'finite element' was first coined in a paper by Clough(1960) in which the 

method was presented for plane stress analysis. Over the nineteen-sixties and seventies 

the finite element method experienced a wide acceptance and it was recognised as a 

general method of solution for many continuum mechanics problems. Consequently, the
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method has now become the most universally adopted approach for the analysis of general 

structural and continuum mechanics problems. It owes its popularity largely to its 

generality and versatility in handling complex engineering problems. Theoretical basis of 

the method is now well established(Strang and Fix, 1973; Zienkiewicz and Morgan, 

1983; Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989) and its application is very wide covering different 

fields of engineering science(Zienkiewicz, 1987; Kardestuncer and Norrie, 1987). 

Common application of the method is, however, still in the field of structural 

mechanics(Gallagher, 1975; Cook et al., 1989). Current research efforts have focused on 

the accuracy assessment of finite element solutions and on the improvement of finite 

element models using some measures of error to obtain a proper model of the physical 

structure. These have led to automation in the whole FE analysis process, use of expert 

systems in modelling and application of adaptive refinement processes(Bathe and Owen, 

1986; Zienkiewicz, 1987; Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1989).

However, the automation in the FE analysis processes, ease of access to FE 

engineering software and to powerful PCs and Workstations within affordable costs has 

brought a danger that a common tendency in engineering practice is to use commercial 

large finite element systems as 'black-boxes' with no real insight into modelling errors, 

approximations and assumptions in the type of elements used, and in the method itself 

(Spooner, 1988). This may result in a poor specification of the problem to be solved, 

construction of a model that fails to reflect important features of the problem, unrealistic 

definition of boundary conditions and loading, and insufficiently examined and 

questioned results(Taig, 1984). Consequently, there seems to exist either an 

overconfidence or an unjustified mistrust on finite element solutions depending on the past 

experience and level of success in the utilisation of the FEM. It has been recognised that 

the education and training of practising engineers using the method are the necessary 

ingredients of FE practice in order to place the use of the method into proper perspective 

and to obtain accurate and cost effective solutions(Robinson, 1984). The issues related to 

the FE education and training in academical as well as industrial environments have been 

discussed at a recent conference(Boyle et al., 1991). In order to assist users some 

program manuals contain useful information on modelling in connection with some finite
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elements and examples, e.g. ASAS and PAFEC manuals, and some software developers 

hold user courses usually related to their own codes for understandable reasons, e.g. WS 

Atkins and GEC courses, but all these do little to guide novice users in actually using the 

method. Almost all of the guidelines scattered in the literature give rules of thumb based 

on the behaviour of finite element types and experience of analysts and researchers. Only 

recently some general guidelines and aspects of FE procedures have been addressed 

comprehensively(A FE Primer, 1986; Meyer, 1987; Steele, 1989). The guidelines 

presented only represent an attempt to assist novice users in obtaining satisfactory results; 

they can not be complete and applicable to every situation or exceptions may occur.

Structural analysis by numerical methods, such as FEM, used in the solution of 

complex structural problems, is one of a number of essential operations within the context 

of structural design. When applied properly, it is a powerful tool in an integrated 

structural design process leading to a rational structural design. However, in most 

practical cases, structural analysis by FEM is regarded as a structural verification tool 

rather than a basic design tool within the established design format. Thus, the computer 

and the finite-element package are only adjuncts to the overall design process. This means 

that initial design of a structure or component is arrived at by meeting overall design 

parameters with the aid of 'design codes'. The final design is obtained by amending the 

structural details and modifying the areas where high stress gradients occur, by employing 

structural analysis. However, as a fundamental rule, existing knowledge of currently 

available methods should always be exploited fully and FEM should only be employed 

when there is no simpler solution available and when its use is justified within the 

established design format(Patterson, 1979; Andrews, 1988; Rapo, 1988).

Since the establishment of a suitable finite element model of a practical problem is 

the first step towards a successful finite element solution, it is appropriate to address some 

general aspects of modelling for finite element analysis. Before proceeding with the 

modelling, the problem to be solved should be carefully reviewed and defined as a first 

step in solving the problem so that the model is prepared in the most realistic way to give 

accurate and meaningful results. A proper definition of the problem must contain most
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importantly the purpose of the analysis, description of the structure(or region) to be 

analysed including adjoining structure, special features of the structure, fabrication 

methods, required accuracy, boundary conditions, description of external actions, type of 

solution and results, etc.(Taig, 1984; Guidelines to FE Practice, 1984). It must also 

include the degree of uncertainty and variability in modelling the physical problem, 

definition of structural properties, loads and material properties, etc. in order to 

realistically relate the analysis results to the physical problem.

A full understanding of the nature of structural behaviour and all relevant features, 

quantitatively or qualitatively, is the most important consideration and one of the essential 

pre-requisites in the successful modelling of a practical problem to achieve the stated 

objectives of the analysis. The engineer, knowing the purpose of the analysis, should 

combine his general understanding of structural behaviour with the information on the 

specific structural form, its construction and other important features to identify the 

significant demands acting on the structure. He can then predict its likely response 

to create an idealised model having minimum complexity, but representing all the essential 

features of structural behaviour. Simplified models based on the classical theory of 

structures are still vitally important to gain a qualitative insight into the more complex 

structural behaviour. Introduction of correct boundary conditions to represent either 

supports of the stmcture or the effect of the rest of the structure in a component analysis is 

another important consideration.

Major limitations on the size of a problem which can be analysed in practical 

applications are often the time available for completion and financial considerations. Thus, 

overkilling the problem by adopting larger models than necessary or excessive realism in 

the idealisation is undesirable when a smaller proportion or a simpler idealisation would 

suffice. On the other hand, oversimplification to save time and money at aU costs may 

render the results to be insufficiently reliable. The engineer must provide a model which 

gives results with required accuracy involving a minimum of time and cost It is important 

to know that the required accuracy of the results depends on the level of design at which 

the analysis is carried out. For instance, in the process of initial design, accuracy of the
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results is not as important as in the final design process(Paulling, 1976; Rapo, 1988).

2.4 THE FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING PROCESS

Having reviewed and defined the problem to be analysed, as carefully and as clearly 

as possible, the engineer must now create a practical approach to reduce the problem to 

tractable terms and produce an idealised physical model of the real continuum which 

simulates the essential features. It is important to appreciate that a certain amount of 

idealisation depending on the complexity of the structure and uncertainty of the definition 

of loads and material properties is absolutely necessary to analyse the real structural 

behaviour. Thus, many assumptions have to be made to reduce the complexity of the 

structure to a manageable level in the model. Nevertheless, the most important structural 

characteristics must be accurately represented(Taig, 1975; Firmin, 1989).

In order to attempt a solution, the first step, conceptually, involves the definition of 

the problem in mathematical terms. In the case of the FEM of the solution, the idealised 

physical model has to be divided into a suitable choice of finite elements so as to simulate 

the mathematical model; this is the numerical model. The process of discretisation 

involves the transformation of the idealised structure into a suitable patch of elements, 

smearing of properties across the elements, and application of loads and boundary 

conditions at appropriate discrete points.

It is clear that these two distinct stages of the finite element modelling process are 

significantly interrelated to each other. There are quite a number of points which should be 

considered in both stages. In the following only some of the points are addressed in each 

stage under the headings of IDEALISATION and DISCRETISATION. Many other points 

are discussed in Meyer(1987), A FE Primer(1986) and Steele(1989).

2.4.1 IDEALISATION

The first stage of the modelling process for finite element analysis, idealisation, can 

be defined as transformation of the real physical problem to be analysed into a continuum 

model with all the important physical features and with the minimum complexity needed to
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represent the essential structural behaviour. This process involves the simplification of 

geometrical specifications of the real structure without compromise to the essential 

features, definition of idealised loads and mechanical properties of material, and 

introduction of idealised boundary conditions. Consequently, the conversion of a real 

structure to an equivalent idealised model has considerable influence on the validity of 

solutions since no other process can compensate for the deficiencies of a model in which 

the real physical features are inadequately represented. This process clearly requires 

considerable experience in modelling and the ability to visualise the interactions between 

physical characteristics of the structure and structural behaviour.

All structures, in reality, are usually composed of regions of continuous geometry 

and material as well as many details and features such as cracks, holes, joints, composite 

laminae, reinforcements, etc.. Many of these features may have considerable influence on 

the global behaviour and stress distribution. If the structural intersections and joints are 

not on the same lines or axes(Fig. 2.1), the resulting offsets produce local bending actions 

in the real structure and significant secondary stresses. Stiffeners, perforations and 

corrugations also have an effect upon the stiffness which can not be ignored. Apart from 

the geometrical features, the physical characteristics arising from the fabrication processes 

also have an important effect on the behaviour being analysed(e.g. direct and shear 

stiffnesses of plates may be deteriorated by initial imperfections and residual stresses). 

The effectiveness of plated structures is also substantially reduced by the curvature or 

local buckling in the direction of significant stresses(Taig, 1975). All these features create 

discontinuous stress fields and form the sources of most structural failures by increasing 

the magnitude of stresses. The FEM is in essence poor at representing these features 

economically unless special elements are introduced or the feature area is of special 

concern to the analysis. This is because the FEM is based on 'smearing' the effect of a 

small region and does not guarantee point-wise convergence. If there are discontinuities in 

any quantity then they are smeared and the modelling of such discontinuities is not 

precise(A FE Primer, 1986). However, the goal of the idealisation must always be 

accurate simulation and all potentially effective material must be included in the model; any 

part of the structure must not be omitted on the untested assumption that it carries little
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load or little stress(Guidelines to FE practice, 1984; Cook et al., 1989). AU the physical 

features reducing the effectiveness of structural members due to geometry, internal 

behaviour or fabrication processes must somehow be allowed for in the idealised model in 

a realistic manner.

The idealised physical continuum must be cast into a discretised numerical model in 

which a specific choice of elements and of element mesh has to be made to simulate the 

mathematical model. Geometrical shape, size and mechanical properties of the elements 

employed in the model are chosen such that the assembled model of the elements 

represents all the relevant physical features of the model. Approximations are involved at 

the stage of defining element properties; not only are the geometrical and mechanical 

properties invoked, but internal behaviour of the elements is also considered. Evaluation 

of geometrical and mechanical properties of the elements involves the factors reducing the 

effectiveness of the structural elements and also simplification of the geometrical 

specifications to simulate the most essential structural behaviour. Whatever the way or 

process to represent the real structure, all assumptions and approximations should always 

be recorded correctly and clearly so that the results of the analysis can be realistically 

interpreted(Taig, 1975; Firmin, 1989).

Establishing analysis objectives is essential for the selection of a modelling strategy. 

The objective of an analysis may simply be to obtain a qualitative prediction of overall 

behaviour and variation of stresses for which a reasonable approximation of physical 

features of the structure within a coarse mesh of finite elements can be used. If the 

objective is to predict highly localised stresses, such as at stress concentrations, an explicit 

representation of the physical features concerned, along with other significant factors, 

within a relatively fine mesh of finite elements must be provided, particularly in the high 

stress gradient areas. However, the best way to tackle the prediction of localised stresses 

is to use a local model of the region rather than using the very fine model of the region 

within a global-model which will render the analysis to be ineffective. In this case, it is 

important to construct a suitable mesh for the global model to accurately simulate the 

overall response and to provide reliable stress values away from the local
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region(Citipitioglu et al., 1977; Kelley, 1982; Kardestuncer and Norrie, 1987).

Exploiting symmetry is one of the major considerations to reduce the size of the 

model, computational cost and time to construct the model. Symmetry is affected by the 

structural geometry, material properties, actual support conditions and loading. In order to 

take advantage of symmetry, it is necessary to identify the axes or planes of symmetry and 

to apply proper boundary conditions and external actions to the nodal points within the 

symmetry axes or planes to simulate the interaction with the part of the structure that is to 

be omitted in the analysis. The process of exploring the symmetry employs the guiding 

principle on which all applications of symmetry are based, which is that symmetric 

causes, when acting on symmetric entities, result in symmetrical effects. A special case is 

the calculation of sectional properties of an element which lies entirely in the plane of 

symmetry. For example, if a beam stiffener attached to the plating lies in the symmetry 

plane(Fig. 2.2), the properties for each 'half-element' should be specified such that the 

'half-element' receives one-half of the total stiffness rather than one-half of the cross- 

section. Sectional properties should be calculated for the full cross-section before 

evaluating one-half of those values(Glockner, 1973; Everstine, 1977; A FE Primer,

1986). The idealisation process may result in an ill-conditioned set of simultaneous 

equations due to mechanisms, singularities or a large difference in the stiffnesses of 

mixing elements. A major cause of ill-conditioning in practical finite element models is a 

large difference in stiffnesses within the model, with the stiffer region supported by the 

more flexible region; the stiffer region acts as a mechanism. Physically, it has one or more 

displacement states that are almost rigid-body motions within a more flexible supporting 

structure. All mechanisms and singularities must be removed before the analysis(A FE 

Primer, 1986; Meyer, 1987; Cook et al., 1989).

Loads, boundary conditions and material properties must also be idealised in a 

realistic manner. The degree to which the boundary conditions or supports and loads on 

the idealised model are representative of the real structure or component is one of the 

major considerations in the assessment of model accuracy(Hardy et al., 1986). Many 

types of loading systems are usually applied slowly enough not to excite any significant 

dynamic response. The nature of loads or the effect of their time-dependency upon the
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structural response will determine the type of analysis. The mechanical loads, the most 

common form of loading, resulting from external actions may be applied in a discrete 

form at the nodal points, or in a uniformly or nonuniformly distributed form. Since the 

FEM recognises loads applied at nodal points only, any type of distributed loading must 

be converted to nodal loading. Theoretically a point force would result in an infinite stress 

field thus, distributed loads should be used wherever possible(A FE Primer, 1986; 

Meyer, 1987; Cook et al., 1989).

All structures must be supported or loads acting on them must be self-equilibrating 

when there is no support so that rigid body movements do not occur. The boundary 

conditions are characterised as certain constraints imposed on the displacements of 

selected points, which must be satisfied by the stmcture in its deformed state. Care should 

be taken with the modelling of single point supports for a continuous structure since these 

can lead to very large stress concentrations which may not occur in practice. Usually 

structural supports are idealised as completely rigid or ideally hinged. However, actual 

supports lie somewhere between these two conditions. Simulating forces and stress 

patterns is a special topic related to boundary conditions. Moments are usually simulated 

as force couples in many analysis away from the area of interest. On the other hand, 

simulating stress states can be achieved by employing an edge or surface pressure for 

approximation(A FE Primer, 1986; Kardestuncer and Norrie, 1987; Cook et al., 1989).

The finite element analysis of structural mechanics problems requires the 

specification of material data in the form of stress-strain relationships that all points within 

an element must satisfy in the final deformed equilibrium state. It is important to know the 

variation of material properties within the domain, the effect of fabrication processes upon 

these properties, variation of these properties with temperature and other environmental 

conditions, and whether material non-linearity is involved in the analysis. If the material 

within an element is isotropic and homogeneous then the stress-strain law is defined by 

the two properties. Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, and the material flexibility 

matrix is calculated accordingly. However, a material can be non-isotropic for many 

reasons, for instance, for modelling reinforcements in an orthotropic plate. In this case
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care should be taken in the calculation of material properties(A FE Primer, 1986; Meyer, 

1987; Cook et al, 1989).

2.4.2 DISCRETISATION

The second stage of the FE modelling process is the representation of the idealised 

physical continuum by a numerical model by discretising the continuum into an 

assemblage of finite elements interconnected at discrete points. This process also includes 

the representation of any distributed loading by equivalent nodal forces and application of 

kinematic boundary conditions at appropriate discrete nodal points. It requires a good 

understanding of the structural behaviour and visualisation of load paths through the 

structure along with the resulting stress distribution so that it is possible to define a 

suitable mesh which will produce the required accuracy of results at a reasonable cost. It 

is also necessary to have a full knowledge of the theory behind the formulation of the 

elements used and their related assumptions and limitations.

Economy is one of the key parameters to assess the effectiveness of a finite element 

analysis(Hardy et al., 1986). In practice, FE predictions should represent a compromise 

between economy and accuracy. The cost of a FE analysis involved in obtaining accurate 

predictions can be substantial depending on the size and complexity of a model, type and 

mesh of finite elements, type of results and accuracy required. Thus, there is always a 

great pressure to build simple models. Also, more complex models, particularly in three 

dimensions, usually require considerable time in their construction. Consequently, 

wherever feasible, two-or one-dimensional models should be employed instead(Patterson, 

1979).

The discretisation of an idealised continuum depends on the idealised geometry, 

loading and boundary conditions as well as type of results and accuracy required. The 

geometry of the idealised continuum must be accurately represented and the analyst should 

be aware of the effects of simplifications and approximations made in the definition of 

geometry and in the creation of the model by an automatic mesh generator, if employed(A
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FE Primer, 1986). The choice of a particular element type is primarily suggested by the 

geometry of the idealised continuum. Depending on the geometry one-,two-,or three- 

dimensional elements or a combination of these are used to build a model for the analysis. 

In practice, the geometries - lengths, surface areas, volumes - are generally approximated. 

Representation of a curved boundary, for instance, can be achieved by the use of a few 

large elements with curved boundaries or many small elements with straight 

boundaries(Fig. 2.3). Isoparametric types of elements, especially parabolic(second order) 

ones, are used intensively in the practical applications particularly to approximate the 

curved boundaries. This is also due to the well-balanced accuracy and cost effectiveness 

provided by these elements(Parekh et al., 1977; Meyer, 1987; Kardestuncer and Norrie, 

1987). Another distinction occurs in the modelling of curved thin shell structures. These 

structures are usually represented in 'faceted' forms using flat plate/shell elements(Fig. 

2.4), triangular or quadrilateral, due to the simplicity of these elements and ease of 

interpretation of results. However, there are a number of difficulties and shortcomings in 

the application of these elements to the analysis of complete shell structures: the absence 

of membrane-bending coupling, the difficulty of junctions where all the elements are 

coplanar and the presence of 'discontinuity' bending moments at the junctions. In general, 

adequate performance can be obtained with these elements when the expected response is 

either predominantly membrane or bending(Knowles et al., 1976; Gallagher, 1976).

A successful analysis must combine the appropriate selection of finite elements 

which are capable of representing the relevant internal behaviour of the structure with the 

choice of a mesh of such elements whose shape, size and equivalent properties adequately 

represent its idealised physical features. The choice of element types to build a finite 

element model of the idealised continuum requires a careful consideration of the nature of 

the problem determined by its geometry, loading, boundary conditions, and material 

properties, the underlying assumptions on the behaviour, objective of analysis and 

available resources. Thus, the selection of element types may be based on a criterion 

which is mainly a combination of accuracy and efficiency(Meyer, 1987). The majority of 

FE programs in current use and most commonly used finite elements are based on the 

displacement method in which the behaviour of the element is approximated by
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displacement functions. In general, an increase in the order of displacement function 

results in an increased rate of convergence to the correct solution and also in increased 

accuracy for the same degrees of freedom. However, the computer processing cost 

associated with the formulation of elements increases rapidly with the order of the 

displacement function. Hence, the choice of suitable elements also requires the 

consideration of the order of the displacement function and its effect on the accuracy and 

convergence along with the computer cost of the element (Citipitioglu et al., 1977). The 

increase in the order of the displacement function increases the complexity of element 

formulation and behaviour, thereby decreasing the ease of interpretation of the results. 

Thus, the complexity of the element chosen is a matter of judgement even a 

preference(Taig, 1975).

There are several alternative element types for the same class of problems and the 

difference between various elements is generally related to economy in practical use. 

Some of the practical aspects for element selection are: the simple and easy input of 

geometric specifications of the element, applicability to general problems, use of the 

element in conjunction with other types of elements and ease of interpretation of results 

from the element output directly(Knowles et al.,1976; Zienkiewicz et al., 1976). The 

variations of stresses and strains are of a lower order than displacements within the 

elements. Consequently, a discretised model which accurately represents the displacement 

field does not guarantee the accuracy of stress and strain predictions. Hence, the potential 

variation of stresses within an element is a criterion for element selection. A model must 

match both the potential deformations and stress distributions within a structure. The 

number of variables and stress output points, location of reported stresses and strains for 

the element should also be considered(Citipitioglu et al., 1977; Guidelines to FE Practice, 

1984; Kardestuncer and Norrie, 1987).

The choice of suitable elements for the analysis weighted against accuracy, economy 

and efficiency requires the analyst to examine the accuracy and convergence characteristics 

of the elements to be used. The analyst should be aware of any danger associated with the 

use of elements, their sensitivity to geometric parameters and orientation in space. Several 

points related to the practical use of the finite elements along with some general guidelines
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have been presented by Dunder and Ridlon(1978). The element validation is one of the 

important considerations of the successful FE analysis. Thus, the analyst should subject 

the elements used to a series of element validation tests(Akin, 1988). Several tests can be 

employed to establish the correctness of a particular element type(Robinson, 1978; Meyer, 

1987; Cook et al., 1989). These will also serve as valuable studies to gain insight into the 

behaviour and capability of the elements. The analyst should also test the performance of 

the elements by means of various types of problems for which analytical solutions are 

known(Haggenmacher and Lahey, 1978; Rapo, 1988). The established and well 

documented standard test problems are useful to test and compare different element types 

as well as FE codes(Davies, 1987).

The elements generally tend to stiffen and lose accuracy as they are formed into 

different shapes from their basic shapes, e.g. large aspect ratio, excessively curved sides, 

comer angles markedly different from each other etc.(Fig. 2.5). A recent study on the 

shape sensitivity of the finite elements has shown that only taper and curvature are true 

distortions of measures directly affecting the quality of the solution. Other parameters 

(skew, aspect ratio etc.) do not degrade element performance unless the actual strain field 

varies excessively over the element(Burrows, 1986). The ideal element passes all the 

tests, yields good results in a coarse mesh, converges rapidly with mesh refinement, is 

almost insensitive to shape distortions, is geometrically isotropic, has no zero- or low- 

energy deformation modes when assembled with other elements, possesses the actual 

physical rigid body modes, can be joined to elements of a different type, rests on simple 

theory, and is economical to formulate(Bathe, 1986; Cook et al. 1989).

Once the type of elements to be used have been chosen, the layout of a mesh, the 

number of elements and element sizes have to be decided. The definition of a suitable 

mesh for an analysis depends on a well-balanced judgement of the value of the analysis 

against the time and resources available. It is necessary to have a good idea of expected 

variation of stresses throughout the structure and of the locations of high stress 

concentrations. As with element selection the required detail of the results and the 

objective of the analysis will also influence the layout of the mesh. The choice of a
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suitable mesh is primarily dictated by the element type to be used. The displacement 

interpolation functions of the element, the number of nodes on the element, and the 

number and position of calculated stresses within the element are the important factors. 

For the elements based on displacement method the compatibility is usually satisfied 

exactly within the elements. However, the compatibility must be accomplished throughout 

the structure to guarantee a monotonie convergency as the mesh is refined. The 

accomplishment of required accuracy in an analysis requires an adequate mesh density to 

be employed in the regions of interest along with the correct simulation of the overall 

behaviour by the use of a sufficient number of elements and element sizes.

In practice, a suitable mesh is arrived at through the convergence studies starting 

from a very coarse mesh. These studies are also a good indication of the cost of the 

analysis. However, there is a limit beyond which further refinement is no use due to the 

uncertainty in loading, material properties etc.. Mesh refinement is also counteracted by 

the numerical difficulties through truncation and round-off errors to make analysis results 

worse. Truncation refers to the length of a word to be stored in a computer to represent a 

number. For instance, only the leading part of a stiffness coefficient can be stored due to 

truncation. On the other hand, rounding error refers to the adjustment of the last part of a 

number during computations. Experience in finite element analysis indicates that rounding 

error is less important than truncation error. In general, large stiffnesses supported by 

comparatively small stiffnesses can be troublesome because essential information is lost 

by truncation when computer words carry too few bits. If the coefficients of the stiffness 

matrix are generated in single precision, it is of marginal value at the best to use double 

precision in any portion of the equation solver since doing so can reduce only the 

rounding error, whose effect is usually small. Changing to a finer mesh reduces 

discretisation error but promotes truncation and rounding errors(Fig. 2.6), so that a 

provision of a large number of elements will eventually make results worse(Citipitioglu, 

1980; Cook, 1981; A FE Primer, 1986; Meyer, 1987).

Generally, any discontinuity in the geometry, in the loading or in the material 

properties demands a finer mesh in such regions than elsewhere in the structure.
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However, the effect of these discontinuities dies away with distance, producing local 

stress concentrations. The rest of the structure where there is no high stress gradients can 

be discretised by employing a much coarser mesh resulting in an economy in the 

solution(Hardy et al., 1986). The transition from the local stress concentration region to 

the coarse region should be smooth and produce no discrepancy in size between adjacent 

elements(Fig. 2.7). Mesh grading also should not produce excessively distorted 

elements(A FE Primer, 1986; Kardestuncer and Norrie, 1987). A discretised model 

should be checked for the validation of the data file as well as approximation of structural 

geometry, element connectivity and element distortions etc. for the validation of the mesh 

created, before the results are computed. These checks may also estimate the computing 

time required for the actual solution(Akin, 1988; Cook et al., 1989).

In order to assure the level of accuracy in a FE analysis the loads and boundary 

conditions must be carefully defined and modelled. The loads applied may be prescribed 

displacements, mechanical loads such as point loads, surface pressures etc., or initial 

strain or stress, typically thermal loads etc.. The mechanical loads are the most common 

form of loading and they are usually encountered in distributed form over an area. For a 

FE analysis all distributed loads must be represented by equivalent nodal forces. The 

simplest approach to do this is to define a set of statically equivalent nodal loads, where 

the overall resultant forces and moments are matched between equivalent and real loads. A 

more consistent way is to use the Principle of Virtual Work. The equivalent nodal forces 

are evaluated on the basis that the virtual work done by them, through their corresponding 

nodal displacements, is equal to that done by the distributed load through the 

corresponding element displacements. These consistent loads are not only more correct in 

a mathematical sense but also generally give a better distribution of stresses(A FE Primer, 

1986; Meyer, 1987; Cook et al., 1989). The definition of the boundary conditions is one 

of the parameters that may most influence the results obtained from comparisons of 

different analyses of the same problem(Ziliotto et al., 1991). Thus, care must be taken in 

defining the boundary conditions. Overconstraining the structure at the boundaries will 

result in an overstiff model and can cause grossly erroneous results(A FE Primer, 1986). 

The specification of appropriate boundary conditions in plate and shell problems requires
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particular attention(Bathe, 1986).

2.5 ANALYSIS PROCEDURES AND INTERPRETATION OF 

RESULTS

Once a suitable mesh of chosen finite elements has been constructed, validated and 

cast into a certain format of data containing all the relevant features, the analysis of the 

finite element model can be performed. The analysis generally requires the execution of 

several steps: computation of element stiffness matrices, computation of equivalent nodal 

loads for any distributed loading, transformation of element stiffness matrices and nodal 

load vectors to a common global coordinate system, assemblage of a structure stiffness 

matrix and load matrix-constituting the global equilibrium equations, application of 

boundary conditions, solution of the equilibrium equations for all nodal displacements and 

computation of element stresses or internal forces and moments. Construction of global 

equilibrium equations and solution of these equations are the most important and time 

consuming steps of the analysis. The structure stiffness matrix formed is generally a 

banded, symmetric and sparse matrix, and it is positive-definite.

Once the global equilibrium equations have been formed and appropriate boundary 

conditions have been applied, resulting in a non-singular structure stiffness matrix, the 

equations can be solved for the nodal displacements by generally employing one of the 

direct solution methods. Gauss elimination or Cholesky decomposition. In solving large 

set of equations it is usual practice to utilise equation solvers, band-solver and frontal- 

solver, which minimise the number of operations in the solution. Within a band-solver the 

elimination of the unknowns is performed node by node, thus the node numbering system 

is very significant. The computing time to solve the equations depends on the number of 

equations(freedoms) and the square of the matrix bandwidth. Since cost and time are 

directly related, it is apparent that the bandwidth can have a critical effect on the cost of the 

analysis as well as computer storage. The bandwidth of the structure stiffness matrix is 

dictated by the maximum 'node-number-difference' in an element within the model. In 

order to minimise the node-number-difference the nodes should be numbered in the 

direction of the fewest nodes(Fig. 2.8). Sparsity of the structure stiffness matrix should
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also be exploited to obtain maximum economy in the solution of equations. In contrast 

with a band-solver, the elimination of the unknowns within a frontal-solver proceeds 

element by element, hence, the element numbering is more important to minimise the 

number of terms in core(A FE Primer, 1986; Meyer, 1987; Kardestuncer and Norrie, 

1987). There are a large number of numerical operations during the solution of 

equilibrium equations. Since a computer has a limited word of length to represent the 

numbers, inevitably some manipulation errors(round-off and truncation) occur. If the 

error occurs with the diagonal term, then subsequent operations have the effect of 

magnifying and propagating the error. Condition number and diagonal decay are the two 

measures of possible errors in the solution of equations(A FE Primer, 1986; Meyer,

1987).

The process of result interpretation is the most responsible and difficult part of the 

analysis(Rapo, 1988). The approximate nature of the finite element method should always 

be kept in mind and the interpretation of the results must consider all the assumptions 

inherent in the model and analysis procedures used. The results are generally in the form 

of deflections, stresses or resultant forces and moments and they are best analysed by 

using graphical output of the variation of these quantities. All response functions e.g. 

displacements, stresses, etc. should exhibit a smooth variation except in the vicinity of 

discontinuities, and even close to discontinuities the behaviour is generally known in 

qualitative terms. Any apparent anomalies in the results may be due to error in the section 

properties, material data, inadequate mesh density, etc., but all these should be 

approached cautiously and examined thoroughly. The choice of suitable paths through the 

structure is a useful way of spotting the irregular behaviour(Haggenmacher and Lahey, 

1978; Akin, 1988).

Assessment of the accuracy of the results and the suitability of the finite element 

mesh is an important aspect of the finite element analysis. The possible sources of error in 

a finite element analysis are simplification of the physical real behaviour by a mathematical 

model i.e. strain-displacement relationships, constitutive modelling, etc., discretisation of 

the physical continuum by a finite number of elements, and computer operations i.e.
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round-off and tnmcation(Paulling, 1973; Moan, 1976). Computation of the stiffness 

matrix by using numerical integration for some elements is also considered as an 

important approximation. The magnitude of round-off errors in the solution of equations 

can be detected by checking the residual forces at the nodes. However, severity of 

discretisation errors requires the use of an appropriate criteria to assess the overall 

accuracy of the solution(Citipitioglu, 1980). The continuity of the stresses across element 

boundaries and the magnitude of 'jumps' between element stresses within a compatible 

finite element mesh of elements based on the displacement method is a practical measure 

of the accuracy of the results and the appropriateness of the finite element mesh used in 

the analysis(Sussman and Bathe, 1985). The stress values are generally computed at the 

gaussian points which are optimum sampling points(Barlow, 1976), then they are 

extrapolated to the nodal points where they are averaged to obtain stress values at the 

common node of the neighbouring elements. Stress contour plots generally use these 

averaged stresses producing smooth stress variations. This process suppresses the peak 

stress values by disguising the irregular variation of stresses and stress jumps along the 

boundaries of the elements. It is therefore essential to employ the unaveraged stress 

contour plots to assess the accuracy of the results and the appropriateness of the mesh. 

The stress contours may be plotted as 'stress bands' using the unaveraged stress values 

directly obtained from the displacements of the elements(Sussman and Bathe, 1986).

Finally, if the results are compared with experimental measurements, it is necessary 

to ensure that the same loading and boundary conditions are applied in both simulations. 

One should always keep in mind that the experimental simulation of the physical reality 

also has intrinsically several deficiencies and errors(Paulling, 1976; Smith, 1988).

2.6 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF STIFFENED PLATES

The optimisation of structural form has led to extensive use of stiffened plates and 

shells which have become extremely efficient structural components widely used today. 

Consequently, stiffened plates are the most fundamental structural components 

encountered in such various applications as ship and offshore structures, aeroplanes, box-
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girder bridges, etc.. In ship structures these structural elements constitute the main 

components of decks, sides, bottom and bulkheads to provide an efficient structural form 

in resisting lateral as well as in-plane loads. Finite element analysis of structures 

composed of these elements requires an efficient and reasonably accurate modelling of 

these members. The most important aspect in modelling is to adequately represent the 

interaction between a plate and its stiffeners. In the following, the discussion on this 

interaction has been confined to the flexural behaviour of the plate-beam systems under 

lateral loading and it excludes linear buckling effects e.g. column buckling and tripping.

2.6.1 EXISTING APPROACHES FOR MODELLING STIFFENED 

PLATES BY FINITE ELEMENT METHODS

Several different approaches have been employed for representing stiffened plates. 

Conventional models of stiffened plates, lumped model and orthotropic plate model, for 

finite element analyses have usually not been concerned with the interaction between a 

plate element and its stiffeners explicitly. In the lumped model approach the stiffeners 

within a plate element are shifted on to the nearest element boundaries. Thus, heavy 

beams are substituted at the boundaries of a plate element for the more uniformly 

distributed stiffeners. This model is theoretically inaccurate since it indicates a coupling 

only along the nodes to which the stiffener is connected. Furthermore, it introduces an 

uncertainty in the accurate evaluation of stiffener stresses and it might also affect the plate 

stresses. The inaccuries introduced by lumping the stiffeners along the boundaries of a 

plate element become greater with the coarseness of the mesh.

In the orthotropic plate model which is a more accurate way of accounting for the 

stiffeners the stiffened plate is replaced by a plate element in which the effect of stiffeners 

is simulated by choosing an imaginary orthotropic material whose average properties 

along its two principal axes correspond closely to those of the stiffened plate. This 

approach is only applicable effectively if the stiffeners are light and placed uniformly at 

close and equal intervals. Moreover, since the effect of stiffeners is averaged across the 

plate, the evaluation and interpretation of the stresses of plate and stiffeners creates 

additional difficulty for this model.
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Most other finite element models utilise plate elements with bar or beam elements to 

represent stiffened plates more rigorously by discrete elements. The difference between 

various models is the method of constraining the stiffeners to the plating. A commonly 

used approach is to connect the nodes of the beam element, representing the stiffener, to 

the relevant plate nodes rigidly by the utilisation of multipoint constraints, an option 

available in most finite element codes, so that the nodes of the beam element, through 

manipulation of the discretised equilibrium equations, are forced to undergo the 

displacements prescribed by the corresponding nodes of the plate element. This model 

generally yields satisfactory results for deflections and resultant forces in plate and 

stiffeners. It may be called eccentric beam modelling of stiffened plates.

Gustafson(1966) and in an article Gustafson and Wright(1968) were apparently the 

first to treat the stiffened plate problem completely with finite elements(as opposed to 

lumped and orthotropic plate models) by employing the eccentric beam modelling of 

stiffened plates in the context of skewed composite girder bridges. Mehrain(1967), in an 

independent work, also studied the stiffened plates for the analysis of skewed composite 

girder bridges. He introduced mid-nodes, having only one degree of freedom, to the sides 

of rectangular elements and to the beam elements at the junction with the plate parallel to 

the beams. This modelling of the plate-beam system produces linear strains in the plating, 

compatibility of axial displacements between plate and stiffener, and linearity of axial 

forces in the beam. McBean(1968) developed a model of a plate-beam system similar to 

that of Mehrain's model. Unlike the previous researchers McBean used compatible plate 

bending elements and at the mid-side nodes he introduced two components of in-plane 

displacements resulting in a quadratic in-plane displacement field and a rotation about the 

axis parallel to the edge resulting in a quadratic variation of normal slope along the edge. 

The beam element then included a quadratic axial displacement field and an extra mid-node 

having the axial and rotational degrees of freedom at the junction with the plate. A 

satisfactory compatibility condition was thus achieved by connection at three nodes along 

the plate element edge. In the study of dynamic behaviour of stiffened plates 

Lindberg(1972) presented an accurate modelling of stiffened plates using the eccentric
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beam modelling concept in which the bending behaviour in both plate and beam was 

quin tic and the in-plane behaviour was cubic. The plate bending elements were 

compatible, the rotations varying cubically, and hence a cubic beam torsion 

element(including warping) was used, resulting in a complete compatibility between plate 

and stiffener elements. A similar formulation was used by Olson and Hazell(1977) with 

triangular elements. The eccentric beam model approach was also employed in the stability 

analysis of stiffened plates, e.g. Terazawa et al.(1972) and Crisfield(1976).

In a concept somewhat similar to eccentric beam modelling the stiffened plate 

elements are generated in an elegant manner by internally constraining the stiffener 

displacement fields to the relevant plate displacement fields. The formulation allows for 

any number of stiffeners within a plate element without disturbing their individual 

properties and positions hence, the layout of stiffeners does not dictate the layout of the 

finite element mesh. Since the formulation accounts for each stiffener individually, non- 

uniform stiffened panels can be easily taken care of. This approach was proposed 

independently by Tingleff(1973) and Colville and Abbasi(1974) for representing steel 

reinforcing in concrete to simulate the in-plane stiffness. The former dealt with the 

constant strain triangle while the latter used the linear strain rectangle displacement 

function in the formulation. Bouberguig and Jirousek(1980) using this concept introduced 

a family of super-parametric special purpose finite elements for the analysis of reinforced 

concrete shells. For this type of modelling Hughes(1983) gives a detailed formulation of 

constant shear stress rectangle(CSSR) displacement for representing stiffeners in a 

rectangular plate element along with a comparison to other methods. The basic idea of the 

stiffened plate element was extended further to produce an isoparametric stiffened plate 

element which brings about the advantage of taking account of transverse shear effects 

and incorporating curved boundaries, for plane stress, Mukhopadhyay(1981) and for 

plate bending, Mukhopadhyay and Satsangi(1983). Deb and Booton(1988) used this 

isoparametric stiffened plate element in comparison to discrete eccentric beam and 

orthotropic plate models of stiffened plates. In these formulations the stiffeners were, 

however, limited to being placed parallel to the cartesian axes which restricts their 

applicability. Thompson et al.(1988) developed a formulation of the isoparametric
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stiffened plate element to allow for the arbitrary orientation of any number of stiffeners 

within a plate element. The formulation of the isoparametric stiffened plate element has 

been extended to study free vibration of eccentrically stiffened plates by Mukherjee and 

Mukhopadhyay(1988). Mukhopadhyay and Mukherjee(1990) have also recently 

developed an isoparametric stiffened plate element formulation to analyse the buckling 

response of stiffened plates.

In an overall analysis, modelling of stiffeners as compact beam elements, the cross- 

sections of which remain undeformed, may be sufficiently accurate. However, in an 

individual member analysis or a local stress analysis more accuracy might be required. 

Modelling of any such member depends on the structural response which is intended to be 

modelled and involves some simplifications so that only its intended structural function(s) 

is represented. The required accuracy for a local stress analysis can be obtained by 

modelling both the beam and plating in more detail using a mesh of plate elements for 

plating and cross-section members of the beam in order to include the local behaviour of 

the cross-section members in the analysis(Chen et al., 1983). It is also possible to use 3-D 

solid elements in modelling, but care should be taken in connecting beams to the 

plating(Giacofci, 1981; Ise, 1981).

In a ship hull structure the stiffeners are attached to the plating to increase its rigidity 

and strength. Lateral loads acting on the plate surface are transmitted to these stiffeners 

through the action of plate bending. The stiffeners in turn transfer the loads, through 

bending, to the nearby major beams. Thus, for the most part of a ship huU the main 

purpose of the beams is to carry the lateral loads acting on the plate surface, thereby 

maintaining this thin-walled surface of plating in its proper shape and position so that it 

can also carry in-plane loads. Therefore almost all of the beams in a ship hull are attached 

to the plating and in the analysis the important question arises as to what is the best way of 

modelling these structural members by representing the interaction between beams and 

plating properly.
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2.6.2 MODELLING OF BEAMS ATTACHED TO THE PLATING

The important requirement in modelling stiffened plates is to provide an adequate 

representation of interaction between a plate and its stiffeners. The interaction of beams 

and plating occurs between the two modes of loading and response, namely, lateral 

loading and corresponding beam bending, axial loading in the beam and in-plane loading 

in the plating and corresponding axial and in-plane strains. The latter interaction, effect of 

axial or in-plane loading on beam bending, generally has a small effect unless the plate or 

beam buckles. It may be permissible to ignore this effect within an overall ship hull 

analysis. The former interaction, effect of beam bending on in-plane response of plating, 

produces significant in-plane stresses in the plating which affects the effectiveness of 

plating in acting as an effective flange in resisting bending of the beam. This must be 

accounted for in an overall ship hull analysis by incorporating this effect into the beam 

bending characteristics.

In order to account for the interaction between plate and beam elements resulting 

from the bending of beam elements, two different approaches in which the stiffeners are 

modelled as compact beams, are possible. The first approach produces a so called hybrid 

beam element since the axial and bending stiffnesses of the element are based on different 

cross-sections(Fig. 2.9). The axial stiffness property of the beam is that of stiffener 

alone(flange and web) but the bending stiffness properties are those associated with the 

stiffener plus an effective breadth of plating. The plate elements, having only in-plane 

stiffness, are located on the neutral axis position of the combined section where the 

structure nodes are. Thus, the contribution of plating to bending stiffness is accounted for 

in the beam bending properties by the use of an effective breadth of plating. The only 

interaction between plating and beams occurs explicitly in the in-plane stiffness of the 

assembled structure. The bending stiffness of the structure is totally attributed to beam 

elements and the in-plane stiffness acting at the neutral axis of the combined section is the 

sum of the in-plane stiffness of plating and axial stiffness of beams(McVee, 1980; 

Hughes, 1983).
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Alternatively beam elements can be modelled by using the eccentric beam approach 

in which both axial and bending stiffness properties refer to the beam alone(i.e. no 

effective breadth of plating). The element nodes are generally located in the middle surface 

of the plating, thus the plate elements are located at their true position(Fig. 2.9). By this 

definition the neutral axis of the beam is not coincident with that of the plate and this has 

the effect of coupling the bending and in-plane behaviour of the plate. Due to this coupling 

the finite element analysis of stiffened plates requires both bending and in-plane 

displacement elements as well as beam bending and twisting ones. The displacements in 

the plate should be the same as those in the beam wherever they are in contact That is, the 

plate and beam should have the same nodal variables and further the displacement 

variations between the nodes should follow the same polynomial. The most important 

requirement in modelling is to satisfy the compatibility of in-plane displacements of the 

plate and axial displacements of the beam along the line of attachment so as to obtain a 

correct modelling of the shear lag in the plating by the use of sufficient number of 

elements across the plate-beam system(01son, 1975). With the presence of eccentricity the 

plate in-plane stiffness contributes to the rotational stiffness at the junction node with a 

beam hence, the stiffiiess of the beam element does not need to account for an effective 

flange of plating. In the assembled structure the stiffness at the junction node then 

represents the correct combined plate and beam stiffnesses within the accuracy of the 

model(Kamel et al., 1969).

In the conventional formulation of the eccentric beam element with two end nodes 

the axial displacements vary linearly while the lateral displacements vary cubically. The 

linear transformation between beam and plate displacements to account for eccentricity 

results in a quadratic axial displacement field between successive nodal points along the 

beam-plate intersection due to the quadratic variation of rotation. Specifying the axial end 

displacements is not sufficient to uniquely determine the quadratic displacements along the 

beam and therefore, compatibility of axial displacements between the beam and plate is 

violated. This is equivalent to lumping of the distributed shear stresses between the beam 

and plate along the intersection at the nodal points. Utilisation of this element coupled with 

a linear shell element leads to an over-estimation of the true displacements(Mehrain,
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1967). This representation of the plate-beam system is used in many commercial FE 

packages e.g. FLASH2, AS AS, PAFEC. The eiror due to the incompatibility between the 

axial stiffener displacements and the in-plane plate displacements is discussed by Gupta 

and Ma(1977) and Suviolahti(1984). Introducing an additional mid-node axial 

displacement variable which permits the use of a quadratic axial displacement function 

circumvents the problem. In some cases this additional degree of freedom can be removed 

by static condensation(MiUer, 1980). This incompatibility problem is not introduced if a 

Timoshenko beam formulation is coupled with an equivalent(same order) 

Mindlin/Reissner plate since both axial and rotational displacement variables wiH involve 

the same order of variations(Crisfield, 1986).

The formulation of a displacement based finite element model for the analysis of 

stiffened plates under lateral loading is now presented with the aim of studying the 

approximation of eccentric beam modelling. The shear flow at the beam-plate interface is 

of special interest in this study since many commercial FE programs do not directly 

provide the shear flow at the interface. In the formulation an eight-node quadratic 

isoparametric plate bending element together with a compatible three-node beam element 

in which the transverse shear deformations are accounted for in both are adopted.

The displacements at a node of a quadratic isoparametric plate bending element are 

u ., V., w ., 0 . and 0 .. At any point inside the element

::)
N . 0 
0 N.1 j

(2.1)
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where [ I ] is a 5x5 identity matrix. The shape functions are expressed in terms of non- 

dimensional parameters % and t| and are given in Appendix A. The displacement field for 

an x-directional stiffener.
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and for a y-directional stiffener,
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where [ I ] is a 4x4 identity matrix.

(2.3)

(2.4)

The generalised strain-displacement relationship for the plate element is 

1 = 1

where

(2.5)
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in which (j) x =  ̂x “ and (|) y = 0y -  Bj is the strain-displacement relation 

matrix and is given in Appendix A. Note that a comma following a subscript indicates a 

spatial differentiation with respect to the subsequent variable.

The generalized stress-strain relationship for the plate element now follows

<jp = Dpep=DpBp5p

where

~  { ^ x x  ^ y y  ^ x y  ^ x x  ^ y y  ^ x y  Q x z  Q yz)

and Dp is the constitutive matrix and is given in Appendix A.

(2.7)

(2.8)

In a similar way the generalised stress-strain relations for the x- and y-directional 

stiffeners are, respectively,

(2.9)^  S X  —  ^ S X ^ S X  “ ■ ^  S X ®  S X ^  S X
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(2 .10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

®sx» ® sy* D sx  and D gy matrices are given in Appendix A. The following relations 

define the transformation of stiffener nodal degrees of freedom to plate nodal degrees of 

freedom:

5sx -  ^i= 1

i h

" 1 0 -  e X 0 - u
0 1 0 0 w

8 x0 0 1 0
_ 0 0 0 1 .

■ 1 0 0 - e y - ' V

0 1 0 0 w
 ̂ 8 x0 0 1 0

. 0 0 0 1 _

= T.x5„t (2.15)

 ̂ -^sy^syt (2.16)

The element stiffness matrices are defined as follows: 

Kp = jB^DpBpdA

K s.  =  t I ,{  jB l,D „ B „ d x }T „

K,y=Tly( jBlyD,yB,ydy}T,y

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

By assembling the stiffness matrices and load vectors it is possible to derive a global 

system of linear simultaneous equations in nodal displacement variables.

Once the equations of the assembled structural system have been solved, the shear 

flow on the line of intersection of an eccentric stiffener and the plate can be determined by
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considering the equilibrium of an elemental length of the stiffener. In terms of plate 

displacements this process leads to:

S , = ^  = EA,, (0 - e , ^ )  

whereby the shear flow can be easily determined for an x-directional stiffener, for 

example. This is the rate of change of the axial force in the stiffener and gives a constant 

shear flow along the beam element since u and 0 x vary quadratically along the beam.

The formulation described above was implemented in a computer program named 

FESTIF by utilising the subroutines given by Hinton and Owen(1977). The element 

stiffness matrices were computed by numerical integration using a reduced two-point 

Gaussian quadrature rule. The assembly of the overall stiffness matrix, incorporation of 

geometric boundary conditions and solutions of equations followed a routine procedure. 

The stress resultants at element nodes were calculated by bilinear/linear extrapolation of 

their corresponding values at the gaussian integration points(Hinton et al., 1975). The 

shear flow was calculated after the displacements were obtained.

2.6.3 APPROXIMATION OF ECCENTRIC BEAM MODELLING

Two simple examples have been employed to study the approximation of eccentric 

beam modelling of stiffened plating. The first example merely serves to verify the solution 

obtained by using the developed finite element program, FESTIF. In this example a 

simply supported square plate with one stiffener, shown in Figure 2.10, is analysed under 

a uniformly distributed load of 1.0 psi. This example was also studied by McBean(1968) 

for eccentric and concentric(e = 0) conditions of the stiffener. Hence, it additionally serves 

as a comparative study of two different finite element models. It is also analysed by using 

ASAS-H eccentric beam modelling of the stiffener as well as shell idealisation of the 

stiffener web. The results are compared for deflections at the center and along the 

centerlines, and in-plane stress distribution across the flange plate at the center. The 

results for FESTIF and ASAS-H eccentric beam solutions coincide, hence only ASAS-H 

shell idealisation results are used in the comparisons for ASAS-H solutions. The element 

types used in ASAS-H analyses are an eight-node isoparametric shell element and a
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compatible three-node beam element in which transverse shear deformations are catered 

for in both. A four by four mesh of elements has been used in all analyses.

A comparison of central deflection in eccentric as well as concentric cases of the 

stiffener is given in Table 2.1. In the concentric case the developed program FESTIF and 

ASAS-H beam and shell idealisations when compared with McBean's results give larger 

deflection values by 1.9%, 1.6% and 2.2% respectively whereas in the eccentric case they 

give larger deflection values by 7.8%, 6.6% and 8.0% respectively. As will be noted the 

central deflection is reduced by a factor of approximately 3.2 when the stiffener is 

eccentric. In Figure 2.11 the variation of deflections along the centerlines is compared for 

concentric as well as eccentric cases. A slight difference in the variation of deflections 

particularly along the stiffener is noticed between McBean's solution and the results 

obtained. This can be attributed to the inclusion of transverse shear deformations in the 

present models whereas McBean's model did not account for these. The variation of in

plane stress distribution across the flange plate is shown in Figure 2.12. The models 

adopted produce good comparisons with McBean's model.

In the second example a simply supported T-section beam considered as a flat bar 

attached to the flange plating, shown in Figure 2.13, is analysed by using FESTIF and 

ASAS-H under a uniformly distributed load of 500 lb/in. This example is studied to 

assess the approximation of eccentric beam modelling in deflections, in-plane stress 

distribution across the flange plate and shear flow at the interface of stiffener and flange 

plating by comparing these with theoretical and more accurate solutions. Analytical 

solutions for deflections and shear flow are obtained through the use of engineering beam 

theory. Theoretical in-plane stress distributions across the flange plate and the effective 

breadth of flange are obtained by employing the mathematical theory of elasticity, given in 

Appendix B. In the analyses in which a T-section is considered as composed of plating 

for the flange and eccentric beam for the flat bar stiffener only one quarter of the structure 

is modelled due to the double symmetry. The section is also modelled by employing shell 

elements for the flange plating as well as for the flat bar stiffener to obtain a more accurate 

solution. In the eccentric beam idealisation a ten by five mesh of shell elements is used in
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the flange plating, resulting in ten eccentric beam elements to be used along the flange. In 

the more accurate shell idealisation of the flat bar stiffener, three shell elements are used in 

the web depth.

A comparison of mid-length deflections is given in Table 2.2. The deflection values 

obtained are larger than the classical beam theory value by up to 12.8%. The differences 

are mainly due to the distortion of the cross-sections of the flange caused by the in-plane 

shear stresses. The centerline of the flange to which the stiffener is attached moves in the 

axial direction at any section, except at the mid-length due to the symmetry, more than the 

far edge of the flange causing the distortion of the sections as shown in Figure 2.14. The 

distortion of the flange sections results in a reduction in in-plane longitudinal stresses at 

the points some distance away from the centerline, producing a non-uniform stress 

distribution across the flange. Consequently, the flange plating does not fully contribute to 

the bending stiffness of the whole section. The variation of in-plane longitudinal stresses 

across the flange plate at the center(mid-length) is shown in Figure 2.15 for the solutions 

of eccentric beam and shell idealisations of the flat bar stiffener, and for the theoretical 

solution in which fifteen terms of the series were used. From a strength point of view, the 

maximum stress value at the centerline is the most important stress and all the solutions 

give a maximum stress value within 5% difference to each other and a consistent variation 

of the in-plane longitudinal stresses across the flange in comparison with the more 

accurate shell idealisation. The variation of in-plane stresses along the flange are shown in 

iso-stress plots of Figs. 2.16 and 2.17 for the eccentric beam and shell idealisations of the 

web stiffener respectively. It can be noted that the level of stresses is slightly smaller for 

the shell idealisation. Effective breadth ratio values for theoretical and numerical solutions 

are given in Table 2.3. Eccentric beam idealisations and the theoretical solution produce 

good comparisons of effective breadth ratio with the shell idealisation.

A more accurate value of maximum bending stress uniformly distributed across the 

flange may be obtained through the use of simple beam theory by employing an effective 

breadth of plating. It is of some interest to consider to what extent the breadth affects the 

section properties in order to decide on a base for the design of the section. The effect of
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breadth on section properties is illustrated in Figure 2.18. It is clear that the influence of 

the breadth of flange plating is greater on the section modulus referred to the flange than it 

is on the moment of inertia, and thus stress would be likely to be affected to a greater 

extent than deflection. On the other hand, the governing stress occurs at the free edge of 

the web and it is observed from the illustration that the effect of breadth on the section 

modulus referred to the web is very small. However, the stress level at the free edge of 

the web may be very high, hence the design of the section should be based on the stress 

level in the section. The variation of shear flow at the stiffener-flange interface along the 

section is shown in Figure 2.19. The simple beam theory gives a higher value of shear 

flow at the end of the section by 17% in comparison with numerical solutions since it does 

not account for the excessive distortion of the sections. The eccentric beam idealisations of 

the flat bar stiffener produce a good comparison of shear flow with the shell idealisation.

It may be concluded that the eccentric beam idealisation of the stiffener produces 

reasonably correct stiffness of the section in combination with a shell element and gives a 

good variation of in-plane longitudinal stresses across the flange depending on the mesh 

size in the vicinity of the intersection. It also adequately simulates the interaction between 

stiffener and the flange plating within the accuracy of the model.

2.6.4 DISCUSSION ON STIFFENED PLATE MODELLING

Stiffened plates can be modelled most accurately by employing several plate 

elements for plating as well as for stiffener cross-section members so as to properly 

represent the interaction between different components and local behaviour of the 

members. However, this will generally be far too expensive for the analysis of a complex 

structure and unnecessary unless the local stress fields want to be explored. Therefore, for 

many problems, the compact beam modelling of stiffeners is suggested.

Two compact beam modellings of the stiffeners have been described in the previous 

sections-hybrid and eccentric beam models. The hybrid model involves the choice of a 

suitable effective flange of plating acting with the stiffener. Hence, the accuracy of the 

model largely depends on this choice. The choice of a suitable effective flange of plating
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may be very difficult in some cases when there exists a highly complex stress field and a 

complex coupling of in-plane and out-of-plane actions. The eccentric beam model does 

not involve the choice of an effective flange and this might seem to be an advantage over 

the hybrid beam model. However, in the eccentric beam modelling the representation of 

shear lag is only possible if the plate element is a higher-order one(many degrees-of- 

freedom) since the modelling of shear lag requires the in-plane stresses across the 

stiffened plate between stiffeners to vary. This can also be achieved by the use of two or 

more lower-order plate elements between the stiffeners. Both of these result in an increase 

in computational time and cost. Nevertheless, by the choice of suitable element types 

which will produce a compatible displacement field between plate and stiffener, it is 

possible to employ the eccentric beam modelling of stiffened plating, avoiding the choice 

of a suitable effective flange of plating. This model should provide a judicious 

compromise between accuracy and economy.

2.7 THE APPLICATION OF FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING TO 

SHIP STRUCTURES

2.7.1 GENERAL

The finite element method(FEM) has made a significant impact and will continue to 

play an important role in the development of ship structural design. The extensive use of 

the FEM to gain better understanding of structural response, innovations in ship structural 

design and materials, demand for cost and weight effective designs and increased 

knowledge of structural loading have changed the view of ship structural design within 

the framework of the overall ship design problem leading to what is commonly called a 

'Rationar approach to ship structural design. Hence, the ship structural design has been 

more related to the overall aim of a given ship design and must be regarded as an 

interactive, interdependent component of the ship design task having many non-structural 

constraints. The FEM as the most common and powerful structural analysis tool is now 

considered within the context of the overall ship design in order to achieve the stated 

objective of a rational structural design approach in relation to the overall aim of the ship
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design problem. Thus the role of the FEM within the rational ship structural design 

approach is highly significant, but the importance of the method must not be over

emphasized since the extent of use of the method is limited by the degree of uncertainties 

in modelling of the physical structure, material and definition of loading.

The FEM has been applied to the analysis of ship structures since it almost first 

appeared in the history of engineering science. The earliest application of the method to 

ship structures dates back to the work of Yuille and Wilson(1960) in which they described 

a matrix method of approach for analysing a three-dimensional section of a frigate hull 

between main transverse bulkheads. The work of Paulling(1964) on the analysis of 

complex ship structures by the FEM was the second significant contribution to mention in 

the development of the application of this new highly powerful tool to ship structures. 

These introductory reports of the application of the FEM to ship structures were followed 

by several others. Moe and Tonnessen(1966) applied the FEM to the stress analysis of an 

open ship to investigate the stress distribution in the deck structure. Roren(1968) studied 

the strength of transverse frames of tankers, both overall and in detail, using the FEM. 

Paulling and Payer(1968) demonstrated the application of the method to the problem of 

hull-deckhouse interaction. A comprehensive survey of these early applications of the 

method to ship structures was given by Roren(1969)and Moe(1969). Kamel et al.(1969) 

demonstrated the application of the FEM to ship stmctures within an automated approach.

The state of the art in those early days with particular applications of the method to 

ship structural components was discussed at a 1969 symposium on Finite Element 

Techniques. Dukes and Dixon(1969) and Paulling(1969) presented the application of the 

method to some ship structural problems. Roren(1969) discussed the impact of the finite 

element techniques on practical design of ship structures together with some examples of 

stress analysis. Smith and Mitchell(1969) presented the status of the application of the 

finite element techniques in ship structural design by reviewing some ship and submarine 

problems(two- and three-dimensional) to which the FEM could be applied, together with 

the factors which impeded the incorporation of the FEM into the ship design procedures. 

Consideration was given to the organisation of a ship-oriented FE scheme and it was
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suggested that this should be based on a generalised substructure approach. The 

substructure approach was successfully applied by Kendrick(1970) to the analysis of 

large tankers, for which a special purpose program was written. An indication was also 

given on the incorporation of the finite element techniques into the design of ship 

structures by Kendrick and Ward(1970). Kamel et al.(1972) presented some 

developments in the analysis of complex ship structures based on the substructure 

technique within an automated approach. The superelement or substructure approach was 

successfully used to analyse the large-scale ship structures by utilising the SESAM-69C 

FE program e.g. Araldsen(1972), Hansen(1972) and McVee(1980). Most of these early 

applications were accompanied by physical model tests to validate the analytical models. 

In essence, they were of an exploratory nature on the use of finite element analysis to 

tackle specific problems in ship structural design.

Alongside the realisation of the potential of the finite element techniques for 

analysing ship structures it was recognised that the approach could be adopted in actual 

ship structural design with a link to optimisation techniques to achieve the objective of a 

rational design procedure. The work of Smith and Woodhead(1973) was one of the 

earliest attempts to combine the FEM with optimisation techniques in which minimum 

weight was the measure of structural merit There has been a considerable development in 

the application of the FEM to ship structural optimisation. The method was employed in 

the optimum design of transverse web frames of tanker structures(Finifter and Mansour, 

1974; Moussouros, 1976). The integration of the FEM into ship structural design 

procedure combined with optimisation techniques was further extended to cover a range 

of one compartment between bulkheads of a ship hull by employing a design-oriented 

finite element analysis approach with a different modelling strategy and choice of elements 

firom those which are used for detailed stress analysis(Hughes et al., 1980).

The use of the finite element method as a structural verification tool rather than a 

basic design tool could be considered to be inevitable given the nature of the FEM which 

requires a precise definition of a given structure in order to discretise and then analyse it 

However, two recent parallel developments, the production of computer-aided ship
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design(CASD) systems that incorporate structural design as an integral component of the 

ship design and the incorporation of highly powerful graphic facilities in finite element 

packages to quickly check the FE model of a given structure and analyse the results, have 

enabled the ship structural designer to use the powerful capability of the FEM for 

structural analysis while the designer is still evolving the design(Pattison et al., 1986). 

Thus the finite element techniques employed during the preliminary design of ship 

structures can be considered as part of the design synthesis assisting the designer not just 

in scantling selection but in configurational options. The combination of the two foregoing 

developments together with optimisation techniques provides the designer with a 

capability to analyse a ship’s structure within an evolving overall ship design(Hughes, 

1983).

This brief review of relevant literature on the application of mostly linear elastic 

FEM to ship structures is not meant to be complete, but should, it is hoped, provide 

information on the most essential contributions to date. A comprehensive survey of the 

application of the FEM to ship structures in linear as well as non-linear structural analysis 

fields may be obtained through a study of the ISSC proceedings. McVee(1986) has 

recently demonstrated the progress and experience in the use of large FEM systems for 

linear elastic analysis of large-scale structural models. Andrews(1988) has also presented 

the evolution of the ship structural design problem together with the impact that the FEM 

has made on it and the application of the method to the analysis and design of ship 

structures. Guidelines for accomplishing linear structural analysis of naval structures by 

means of the superelement techniques with emphasis on quality assurance procedures and 

use of interactive graphic facilities have been presented recently by McVee(1991).

2.7.2 MODELLING OF A SHIP HULL COMPARTMENT BETWEEN 

MAIN BULKHEADS

The FE modelling aspects discussed in the previous sections were applied to the 

modelling of a compartment of a frigate hull for the analysis of transverse strength. The 

model was developed to simulate the physical test behaviour of the structure obtained 

from an extensive transverse strength test program reported by Clarkson and
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Wallace(1967) in which they included details of the model, the testing procedure and the 

experimental method. The experimental structure was tested under different loading 

conditions within the elastic limit of material with small deflections before the collapse 

loading test. The middle part of the test structure, being sufficiently far away from the 

ends of the test model, was considered to serve as a test section for loading and 

measurements. The test section was a small compartment of the structure containing three 

frames between the main bulkheads(Fig. 2.21). The results obtained from these 

experiments were used to validate the finite element model and analyses.

The compartment structure of a ship hull mainly consists of orthogonally stiffened 

plate elements(Fig. 2.20), hence, in effect the modelling of the compartment involves the 

modelling of plate-beam systems and interaction between these members. Since the 

longitudinal and transverse stiffening members are connected together at the intersections 

and through the plating, there will be a load transfer from transverse members to the 

bulkheads through the longitudinal members and plating. The transverse bulkheads 

substantially limit the degree of interaction between adjacent compartments and it may be 

assumed that they are not significantly displaced relative to each other by the transverse 

loads. Also, the assumption that the transverse bulkheads are rigid in their own planes 

suggests that the bulkheads restrict the lateral behaviour of longitudinal members, and 

hence, transverses. This signifies the influence of the bulkheads in the structural 

response. In addition, in-plane actions in the shell plating are brought about by the 

transverse loads due to the geometry of the bottom structure having a considerable rise of 

floor.

The foregoing aspects of the structural behaviour and the assumptions indicate that 

the analysis which considers only linear elastic behaviour of the structure should involve 

three-dimensional geometry of one compartment of the structure as a whole, including the 

effect of shell plating. The influence of adjacent compartments may be introduced in the 

form of boundary conditions at the bulkhead boundaries. However, the isolation of the 

compartment under transverse loads implies that the model can only simulate the 

secondary bending behaviour of the structure between bulkheads and tertiary local
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bending behaviour of plating between stiffeners and small longitudinals between frames.

A diagrammatic layout of the model test structure in the large testing frame for keel 

and hydrostatic pressure loading is shown in Fig. 2.21. The figure indicates that the test 

compartment section does not represent a symmetrical arrangement within the whole test 

structure between the end supports. Hence, the mid-frame of the test compartment is not 

strictly a plane of symmetry. However, with the assumptions on the effects of bulkheads 

and isolation of the test compartment by imposing appropriate boundary conditions at the 

bulkhead positions, it is probably reasonable to make this assumption. The FE analyses of 

the compartment have been performed by using the linear elastic stress analysis program 

ASAS-H which provides a wide range of finite elements and facilities(ASAS-H user 

manual, 1989).

2.7.3 IDEALISATION OF STRUCTURAL GEOMETRY

The first step in the modelling process is to idealise the structural geometry by 

considering the stated objective of the analysis and the required level of accuracy from the 

analysis. These factors mainly prescribe the level of complexity in the model. The 

objective of the analysis is to evaluate structural response of principal structural members, 

i.e. frames, longitudinal stiffeners and girders, and the variation of nominal stresses 

within the shell plating. Thus, the model excludes the local structures and geometric 

features such as brackets, tie bars, local stiffening, cut outs, etc.. The required level of 

accuracy is essentially dictated by the experimental results.

The ship compartment analysed has a constant cross-section and, hence, prismatic 

nature along the structure between transverse bulkheads. The principal dimensions and the 

scantlings of the structural members for the real as well as for the idealised cross-sections 

are shown in Fig. 2.22. The scantlings of the longitudinals are constant along the 

compartment, but they are at different intervals around the section. The transverse frames, 

being fabricated T bars, are identical and spaced at equal intervals within the compartment 

The geometric dimensions of the frame rings vary form the keel to the centerline of the
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deck. The floor of the compartment rises at an angle of 15 degrees from the edge of a flat 

keel plate. The idealised model considered the floor to rise at approximately 8.75 degrees 

from the junction of the keel web and the shell plating, with a second angle completing the 

15 degrees rise of floor at the first small longitudinal. In the flat bottom portion of the 

cross-section the longitudinal girders are orientated vertically rather than normal to the 

shell plating. The first girder(longitudinal 9) within the bilge region in the bottom is also 

assumed to be orientated vertically to the 15 degrees rise of floor line(Fig. 2.22). These 

members require special attention in the definition of their principal bending axes. The 

details of the frames at the deck edge and at the keel position are the other apparent special 

features of the cross-section. The rider on the frame flanges between the keel and the first 

small longitudinal was approximated in the idealised model by tapered beams running 

between the first small longitudinal and the flange of the keel. The connection of the 

frames to the deck beams was also idealised by tapered beams running between the small 

longitudinal 18 and the first deck girder from the deck edge. The system nodal line was 

assumed to be the middle plane of the plating. The beams, which were offset from the 

nodal line, were connected to the plating through the rigid offsets simulating the eccentric 

beam behaviour(Fig. 2.9).

The physical features of the structure should also be simulated in the model in a 

realistic way. The effectiveness of the plating is deteriorated by initial imperfections and 

residual stresses arising from fabrication processes. The local buckling and curvature also 

degrade the effectiveness of the plating. The linear elastic FEM can not account for the 

effect of these physical characteristics on the structural behaviour. These effects can be 

allowed for through the physical parameters of the structure such as geometric properties 

of elements, properties of material flexibility matrix etc.. It is also possible to apply initial 

deviations from the flatness over a plate region(ASAS-H user manual, 1989). The values 

of elasticity modulus 2.10x10 N/mm and Poisson's ratio 0.3 were used in the analysis 

and the yield stress was assumed to be 275.0 N/mm .̂
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2.7.4 TYPE OF ELEMENTS AND MESH DENSITY

The composition of the structure suggests that the structure consists of one and two 

dimensional elements(beams and plate elements). Also, the orthogonal framing system of 

the structure indicates that beam elements for modelling longitudinal and transverse 

stiffening members and rectangular plate elements for modelling shell plating are suitable 

element types to be used. Rectangular plate elements are generally preferred to triangular 

ones as they can accommodate more complex stress and strain fields. The geometric 

features of the structural elements necessitate the use of special kinds of elements. The 

tapered beam elements are used to model the frame elements as they have varying 

geometric characteristics, whilst the longitudinals are modelled by prismatic beam 

elements. The shell plating also has varying thickness values around the section between 

the longitudinals. This requires different thickness values to be provided at the nodal 

points of plate elements. The membrane plate elements which have only in-plane stiffness 

may be used to model the shell plating on the basis that the shell plating is thin and has 

relatively less bending stiffness in comparison to beam elements. However, use of shell 

elements may be justified because the plate bending actions may be important in 

combination with the light longitudinals. Shell elements have in-plane as well as bending 

stiffnesses and account for transverse shear deformations. They also improve the coupling 

between stiffeners and shell plating. The displacement type of elements are generally 

preferred since they are more general and easier to use.

The linear elastic FE program ASAS-H provides a number of beam and 

plate(membrane/shell) elements to be used. The following types of elements were chosen 

to analyse the structure(Fig. 2.23):

Prismatic straight beam (BM3D)-representing the axial, bending, torsional and transverse 

shear deformation characteristics of structural members.

Tapered straight beam(BMGN)-representing the same as above but allowing for variation 

of cross-section between nodal points.
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Generally curved beam (TCBM)-representing the same as above but with a quadratic 

isoparametric formulation.

Quadrilateral membrane element(QUM4)-representing the in-plane characteristics of the 

plating.

Quadrilateral shell element(QUS4)-representing the in-plane and bending characteristics of 

the plating.

Generally curved quadrilateral shell element(TCS8)-representing the same as above but 

with a quadratic isoparametric formulation.

The compatibility requirement allows certain types of elements to be combined 

together. BM3D and BMGN elements can be used in combination with QUM4 or QUS4 

elements although QUS4 and BM3D/BMGN combination will produce compatible 

coupled behaviour only within a reasonable subdivision of the structure. TCBM beam 

elements can be used in conjunction with TCS8 thick shell elements. QUM4 element is a 

three-dimensional quadrilateral membrane element with quasi-linear stress variation. The 

element can accommodate the linear variation of thickness. It has poor approximating 

power and accuracy of the element declines with shape distortion(Zienkiewicz, 1977; 

Cook, 1981; Kardestuncer and Norrie, 1987). QUS4 element is a bilinear isoparametric 

shell element based on Mindlin-Reissner plate theory. The in-plane behaviour of the 

element is the same as QUM4. The bending energy is integrated using two by two 

gaussian integration, the shear strain energy is integrated with one-point rule. The element 

has two spurious zero energy modes; w-hourglass mode and in-plane twist mode. The in

plane twist mode disappears in a mesh of two or more elements, but the w-hourglass 

mode which may pollute the displacement field is present(Hughes et al., 1977; Hughes, 

1987). The two spurious zero energy modes can be removed using a special procedure for 

integrating shear strain energy proposed by Hughes and Tezduyar(1981). The element is 

very sensitive to aspect ratio(Robinson, 1978). Kebari(1990) has recently reported a 

modified version of this element with the stabilisation of spurious zero energy modes.
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This element has now been implemented in the ASAS-NL finite element system. TCS8 

element is an underintegrated isoparametric thick shell element degenerated from a solid 

element. The element is sensitive to distortions and contains two spurious zero energy 

modes, but these are rarely activated in practical cases (Ahmad et al., 1970; Kardestuncer 

and Norrie, 1987).

From the mathematical point of view to prove the acceptability of the discretisation, 

the FE model should be analysed using a fine and coarse mesh and investigated for the 

accuracy of the results and the convergence characteristics of the model. The orthogonal 

framing system of the structure suggests that the intersections of stiffening members offer 

natural nodal points in the element net. However, this would not be a suitable mesh size 

since the model can not produce the local behaviour of the longitudinal stiffeners which 

are only connected to the plate elements at the nodes. The medium mesh size which has 

three intermediate nodes between frames is thus adopted. This degree of subdivision 

provides a better transmission of the loading to the stiffening members and a better 

simulation of the coupled behaviour of the plate-beam system. A greater degree of 

subdivision which has five intermediate nodes between frames and additionally a single 

intermediate node in the frames between longitudinals is adopted to investigate the 

convergence characteristics of the solution. These three types of mesh densities for 

modelling the structure are displayed in Fig. 2.24. The discretisation of the shell plating of 

one quarter of the compartment including deck and the discretisation of longitudinals and 

frames for the medium mesh density is shown in Fig. 2.25. The results of the 

convergence study is discussed in the next chapter. The nodes are numbered in the 

longitudinal direction of the stmcture from the bulkhead to the frames in order to minimise 

the bandwidth of the structure stiffness matrix.

2.7.5 LOADS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The structure is analysed under different loading conditions. An external hydrostatic 

pressure load amounting to 28 ft of water above the keel, which is almost twice the depth 

of the cross-section, is applied between the keel and the deck edge along the structure.
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This loading taken as a quasi-statical action is considered to represent a somewhat severe 

condition including dynamic effects such as motions of the ship in rough seas due to 

wave-induced hydrodynamic pressure around the hull. The pressure loading is assumed 

to act on the plate elements and the pressure values provided at each node is evaluated 

from the static pressure head. The experimental investigation was confined to the effects 

of transverse loads in the absence of significant longitudinal stresses. In other words, 

there was not any loads applied at the ends of the test structure to reproduce longitudinal 

stresses due to overall bending of the model hull comparable with those due to bending of 

a ship at sea. However, application of the hydrostatic pressure loading between the ends 

of the test structure produced an end moment at the test compartment which affected the 

flange stresses of the longitudinals. This effect is considered in the structural analysis of 

the compartment and the results are presented in the fourth chapter.

Concentrated point loads were also applied to the structure so as to simulate dry 

docking and berthing impact conditions. A single concentrated load of 90 tons was 

applied to the keel at the intersection of the central frame for the dry docking case. A load 

of 18 tons was applied to the intersection of longitudinal 15 with the central frame to 

simulate the berthing impact. This load position was considered to be too far round the 

central frame to affect the behaviour on the opposite side of the compartment, hence, 

asymmetrical considerations were dismissed. The hydrostatic pressure loading and 

concentrated point loads applied to the structure are displayed schematically in Fig. 2.26. 

The structure was analysed separately for each case of concentrated loading.

It has already been stated that the analysis was to be confined to the one prismatic 

compartment of the structure. Hence, it has two symmetry planes about the centerline of 

the hull and the mid-length of the compartment. This indicates that only one quarter of the 

compartment need be analysed by imposing the appropriate boundary conditions along the 

lines which lie on the symmetry planes. The calculation of the geometric properties of the 

mid-frame requires special attention since it lies in the transverse plane of symmetry.

It has also been expressed that the bulkheads were assumed to be rigid in their own 

planes and that they were not significantly displaced relative to each other by the
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transverse loads. If it is also assumed that adjacent compartments are identical in form and 

loading, the bulkheads may be regarded as symmetry planes. However, they do not 

provide sufficient bending rigidity out of their own planes to prevent changes of slope at 

the ends of the longitudinals where they pass through the bulkheads. In the FE model the 

resistance to changes of slope at the bulkhead boundary is simulated by using rotational 

spring elements at the ends of each longitudinal, requiring provision of rotational 

stiffnesses and direction cosines. To be consistent with the analyses of Clarkson and 

Wallace(1960), the same procedure is followed to calculate the rotational stiffnesses. It is 

assumed that the end rotational constraints may be evaluated from the continuation of each 

longitudinal beyond the bulkhead, acting as a continuous beam rigidly supported at 

transverse frames and bulkheads in adjacent compartments. The constraint of the 

longitudinals at the bulkheads is expressed in terms of a coefficient of constraint c 

proposed by Yuille(1952). This coefficient may vary between zero for simple supports 

and unity for full rotational clamping, and is related to the rotational stiffness at the 

boundary as follows :
1 

1 +
c -  (2.21)

LfR
In this expression E, I, and R represent elasticity modulus, moment of inertia of 

longitudinals together with an assumed effective plating, the span between frames in the 

analysed compartment, and the rotational stiffness at the bulkhead, moment per unit 

rotation. Clarkson and Wallace(1967) adopted a value of c equal to 0.4 for both the 

berthing(side) loading and the keel loading, which provides the following expression for 

R:

R = 2.67—  (2.22)

In the calculation of R the effective plating is considered to be half of the stiffener 

spacings for the longitudinal stiffeners and forty times the plate thickness for the 

longitudinal girders. It should be noted that the adjacent compartments are not subjected to 

any loading in the concentrated loading cases. On the other hand, the hydrostatic pressure 

loading extends beyond the length of one compartment creating a more symmetrical 

loading system about the end bulkheads. This loading system in effect suppresses the
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rotation at the ends of the longitudinals implying a clamped condition. Any nodal point 

between the longitudinals at the bulkhead position is considered to be fixed. Suppressed 

degrees of freedoms on the symmetry planes and at the bulkhead position for different 

loading conditions are shown in Fig. 2.27.

2.7.6 COMPARISON OF PLATE-BEAM SYSTEM MODELS

There are several alternative types of elements to analyse a problem by FEM. The 

combination of compatible alternative element types provides different models of 

structural behaviour. Guidance to select the best FE model for the problem under 

consideration can be obtained by employing an example problem resembling the same 

type of loading, boundary conditions and structural configuration as in the actual problem.

A simple example is employed to compare the different models of the structural 

behaviour by a compatible combination of the chosen alternative element types. The 

configuration, geometric properties, loading and boundary conditions of the example 

problem are illustrated in Fig. 2.28. A uniform pressure loading is applied to the plating 

of the example structure since the pressure distribution does not significantly vary over the 

flat bottom part of the compartment from which the example structure was taken. One 

frame in the middle is included in the example to simulate the restraint given to the 

longitudinals. The ends of the example structure are fixed to represent the bulkhead 

boundary conditions whereas the longitudinal sides are considered to be free. The chosen 

alternative element types provide three different FE models to be constructed for the 

example by considering the compatibility and the structural behaviour simulated. The 

medium mesh size employed in the analysis of the real problem is used in the 

discretisation of the example problem structure. A very fine mesh discretisation of the 

structure is also constructed to serve as a reference solution by using TCS8 and TCBM 

elements. The two mesh densities employed are shown in Fig. 2.29.

The deflected and undeflected plots of the example for QUM4 and QUS4 models are 

illustrated in Fig. 2.30 in which BM3D elements are used in both models for representing 

beam structural elements. It can be noted that the deflection patterns of the two models of
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the structure differ somewhat from each other. This is particularly true for the behaviour 

of the light longitudinals towards the ends of the structure. It can then be expressed that 

the light longitudinals apparently experience larger curvature in the QUM4 model. On the 

other hand, the TCS8 model of the stmcture seemingly results in a smoother deflection 

pattem(Fig. 2.31). The deflection pattern of the light longitudinals appears to be similar to 

the QUS4 model behaviour towards the ends of the structure. However, it can be stated 

that they undergo slightly larger curvature than the QUS4 model behaviour, but smaller 

than the QUM4 model behaviour. As a general conclusion, the TCS8 model simulates the 

behaviour somewhat between the QUM4 and the QUS4 models. The fine mesh 

discretisation of the structure exhibits more strongly the local behaviour of the plating 

between the stiffeners. It should be noted that the rotations at the nodal points are not 

accounted for in these plots.

The variation of lateral deflections along the longitudinal girder, stiffener and the 

frame for the three different models together with the reference solution is displayed in 

Fig. 2.32. The QUM4 model produces the most flexible whereas the QUS4 model gives 

the stiffest behaviour of the structure. On the other hand, the TCS8 model yields an 

intermediate behaviour between these two models. The difference in the behaviour of the 

different models of the structure is most markedly seen in the behaviour of the 

longitudinal stiffener. The QUM4 model gives the largest variation of lateral deflections 

producing a maximum difference of 49.0% and 34.2% in comparison with the QUS4 and 

TCS8 models respectively. On the other hand, the QUS4 model produces a maximum 

difference of 22.6% when compared with the TCS8 model. The TCS8 model produces a 

consistent behaviour with the fine mesh model, having a maximum difference of 9.5%. 

The behaviour of the longitudinal girder and the frame is also considerably different for 

the three models. However, the TCS8 model yields a consistent behaviour with the fine 

mesh model, having a maximum difference within 6.0%.

The variation of shear forces along the longitudinal girder and the stiffener for the 

three models is shown in Fig. 2.33. The QUS4 model results in smaller variation of shear 

forces than the QUM4 and the TCS8 models, whereas the QUM4 and the TCS8 models
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produce variations of shear forces following each other closely along the longitudinal 

girder. On the other hand, the QUS4 model carries considerably small amount of shear 

forces along the longitudinal stiffener in comparison with the other models, whilst the 

QUM4 model produces notably larger variation of shear forces than the TCS8 model 

particularly at the restrained points. The TCS8 model unexpectedly produces a low value 

of shear force at the fixed ends of the longitudinals. This can be attributed to the local 

behaviour of the TCS8 shell element at the high rigidity positions. The shell element 

carries most of the load at the fixed end and it takes the load off the beam element.

The variation of bending moments along the longitudinal girder and the stiffener for 

the three models is illustrated in Fig. 2.34. The QUM4 model carries larger bending 

moments along the girder, whereas the QUS4 and the TCS8 models produce close 

variations relative to each other. The bending moments along the longitudinal stiffener 

follow a different variation for the QUM4 model in comparison with the other models. 

The QUM4 model carries larger moments along the longitudinal stiffener, being markedly 

larger at the ends and at the mid-length. This can be attributed to the load transmission 

within the structure for this model. The loading applied on the plating is mostly 

transferred to the beam elements resulting in a larger curvature and bending moments 

along the stiffener. On the other hand, the QUS4 and the TCS8 models produce close 

variations of bending moments relative to each other along the stiffener, the TCS8 model 

yields larger values. In reality it is expected that the load will be transferred to the end 

supports or to the end beams(transverses) mostly by the beam bending elements, but also 

partly by the plate elements through the local plate bending actions. The QUM4 model 

primarily transfers the loading to the supports through beam bending elements whereas 

the QUS4 model transfers the load mainly through the plate elements. The TCS8 model 

appears to produce the best compromise in the load transfer. The flange stress distribution 

of the longitudinal girder and stiffener produces the same type of variation as in the 

bending moment distribution. The TCS8 model results in an intermediate distribution of 

the flange stresses between the other models(Fig. 2.35).
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The foregoing findings of the structural behaviour of the three different models of 

the structure indicate that the QUM4 model overestimates the behaviour of the structure. 

Since QUM4 element does not have any out of plane bending stiffness, the load is 

transferred to the comers of the element in the form of statically equivalent loads. This 

transmission of loading leads to larger curvature along the beam elements and spurious 

bending moment distribution. In contrast with the QUM4 model, the QUS4 model 

underestimates the behaviour of the structure. The beam elements experience smaller 

curvature. In this account the drawbacks of QUS4 element should also be considered. The 

simulation of eccentric beam behaviour in connection with QUM4 or QUS4 elements does 

have the incompatibility error, discussed in the previous sections, in the axial 

displacement field between beam and plate elements. On the other hand, the TCS8 model 

does not have any of these drawbacks and simulates the behaviour of the structure 

between the extremes of the other two models. It also produces a consistent behaviour 

with the reference solution. Thus, it is apparently the best model to use in the analysis of 

the real problem.

2.8 CONCLUSIONS

Modelling for structural analysis is one of the important activities that the engineer 

performs within the structural design process. Structural analysis of complex and large 

structures with various types of loads and boundary conditions is generally outside the 

reach of analytical solutions and is performed by employing numerical methods of 

solution such as FEM. Prior to the analysis, the problem to be solved should be carefully 

reviewed and defined including most importantly the purpose of the analysis, description 

of the structure to be analysed, specification of external actions, boundary conditions, 

type of solution and results. A full understanding of the nature of structural behaviour and 

all relevant features is the most important consideration and one of the essential pre

requisites in the successful modelling for structural analysis. The modelling process for 

finite element analysis may be performed within two stages, namely idealisation and 

discretisation. These two stages are evidently highly interrelated and have many facets to 

be considered. It is important to appreciate that modelling for finite element analysis
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requires a considerable knowledge of structural mechanics, experience in structural 

modelling, ability to visualise the interactions between physical characteristics of the 

structure and structural behaviour as well as a real insight into modelling errors, 

approximations and assumptions in the type of elements employed, and in the method 

itself. The most responsible and difficult part of the structural analysis is the process of 

result interpretation. All results obtained from the analysis should be approached 

cautiously and examined thoroughly. The approximate nature of the FEM should always 

be kept in mind and the interpretation of results must consider all the assumptions inherent 

in the model and analysis procedures employed.

The analysis of a three-dimensional structure of a ship hull inevitably involves 

modelling of plate-beam systems. The interaction between plate and beam elements 

resulting from the bending of the beams is a major concern in the modelling and can be 

represented by modelling the stiffeners as compact beams. Two alternative compact beam 

modellings of the stiffeners are hybrid and eccentric beam models. The hybrid beam 

model involves the choice of a suitable effective breadth acting with the beams to allow for 

shear lag, and hence accuracy of the model largely depends on this choice. The eccentric 

beam model, however, does not involve the choice of an effective breadth of plating, but 

the representation of shear lag can only be achieved by employing either higher order plate 

elements or two or more lower order plate elements between the stiffeners. Furthermore, 

element types employed should produce a compatible displacement field between plate and 

stiffener. With these aspects of the modelling in mind, the eccentric beam model generally 

yields satisfactory results for deflections and resultant forces in plate and stiffeners within 

the accuracy of the model.

The FEM has improved the understanding of structural behaviour of complex ship 

structures and their components, and hence it has made a significant impact in the 

development of ship structural design. Since the analysis of transverse strength of ships 

involves complex three-dimensional geometry of ship structures, the FEM has been 

employed in the solution. The FE modelling aspects discussed have been applied to the 

modelling of a compartment of a frigate hull. The structural geometry of the compartment 

has been idealised by considering the objective of the analysis and the required level of
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accuracy. Essential structural and physical features have been modelled as accurately as 

possible. Suitable element types have been chosen for the analysis by considering the 

geometry and the structural behaviour. Two different, medium and fine, mesh sizes have 

been used to investigate the convergence characteristics of the model. The hydrostatic 

pressure loading, docking and berthing loadings have been simulated as non-uniformly 

distributed pressure and point loads respectively. Constraints have been applied at the 

appropriate nodes to simulate the boundary conditions. The combination of TCS8 and 

TCBM elements appears to be the best model to use in the analysis of the structure as a 

result of an investigation on an example problem.
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Fig. 2.1 Misrepresenting the intersections(Cook et al., 1989).

Fig. 2.2 Finite elements on the symmetry plane(Everstine, 1977).
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Fig. 2.3 Discretisation of curved boundaries(Meyer, 1987).
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Fig. 2.4 Curved shell surface modelled with flat plate/shell elements(Meyer, 1987).
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Fig. 2.9 Alternative models of a stiffened panel.
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Fig. 2.10 Simply supported square plate with one stiffener.

E = 17x10  ̂ Ib/in  ̂ and V = 0.3 for plate and stiffener.
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TABLE 2.1. Central deflection(in inches x 10"̂ ) of a square stiffened plate

McBean ('1968') FESTEF ASASH (Beam) ASASH (Shell)

Concentric
Stiffener

0.4557 0.4647 0.4633 0.4658

Eccentric
Stiffener

0.1367 0.1482 0.1464 0.1486
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Fig. 2.11 Variation of deflections along centerlines of a

simply supported square plate with one stiffener.
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Fig. 2.13 Simply supported T-section beam UDL. 

10x5 mesh is used in the model.

TABLE 2.2. Central deflection(in inches) of the beam.

Classical Beam Formulation Beam Theory FESTIF ASASH (Beam) ASASH (Shell)

w =
” 384EI 8GA

0.2162 0.2500 0.2467 0.2470

TABLE 2.3. Effective breadth of the flange.

Theoretical FESTIF ASASH (Beam) ASASH (Shell)

be/b 0.653 0.657 0.657 0.655
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Fig. 2.15 Variation of in-plane stresses across the flange plate at the 

centre(compression).
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Fig. 2.21 Diagrammatic layout of model in large testing frame for keel and hydrostatic pressure loading 

respectiveiy(Clarkson and Wallace, 1967).
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BEAM ELEMENTS

BM3D : Three-dimensional beam bending 
element with uniform cross-section, allowing for 
arbitrary local axes, the effect of shear 
deformation, stepped sections and rigid offsets. 
The element has six degrees of freedom at each 
node.

BMGN : Three-dimensional beam bending 
element with tapered cross-section, allowing for 
arbitrary local axes, the effect of shear deformation 
and rigid offsets. The element has six degrees of 
freedom at each node.

TCBM : Curved beam element with transverse 
shear deformation and rigid offsets for use with 
thick shell elements. The element has six degrees 
of freedom at each node.

MEMBRANE/SHELL ELEMENTS

QUM4 : Three-dimensional quadrilateral 
membrane element. The element has three 
translational degrees of freedom at each node.

QUS4 : Quadrilateral element with linearly 
varying thickness for modelling thin or thick 
shells. The element has six degrees of freedom at 
each node.

TCS8 : Generally curved quadrilateral thick shell 
element with varying thickness and transverse 
shear, capable of modelling discontinuities in 
curvature and thickness. The element has six 
degrees of freedom at each node.

Fig. 2.23 Alternative element types in AS AS element library for modelling 

stiffened piating(AS AS-H User Manual, 1989).
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Chapter Three

CHAPTER THREE

ANALYSIS OF A SHIP COMPARTMENT BETWEEN TWO 
MAIN BULKHEADS UNDER TRANSVERSE LOADS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter discussed the fundamental aspects of structural modelling for 

finite element analysis with an emphasis on the modelling of the plate-beam systems. With 

an historical review of the application of the finite element method to ship structures, it 

also described the FE modelling of a compartment of a test structure, a 3/4 scale model 

fiigate hull on which an extensive experimental investigation was carried out by Clarkson 

and Wallace(1967), for the analysis of transverse strength under mainly transverse loads. 

The finite element analysis of the compartment was performed for hydrostatic pressure 

loading, and separately for keel and side concentrated point loads representing docking 

and berthing conditions respectively. This chapter presents the analysis of the results and 

their comparisons with those measured in the experimental investigation. The results of a 

parametric study on the effect of some geometrical features and of modelling of the deck 

structure on the structural response for the hydrostatic pressure loading are also presented.

It was mentioned earlier that there exist alternative types of elements to analyse a 

problem by the FE method that the combination of compatible elements will provide 

different models of the structural behaviour of the problem under consideration. Hence, 

firstly the effect of using the combination of alternative compatible element types, and thus 

alternative models, on the overall and local structural behaviour, the latter referring to the 

response of longitudinals between intersections, is investigated. The convergence 

characteristics of the idealised model of the compartment and of the solution with the 

element types employed are subsequently examined by successively refining the
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discretisation of the model. The physical features of the test structure such as reduced 

effectiveness of the plating arising from built-in curvature and from initial imperfections 

and residual stresses in the plating introduced mainly by the fabrication processes were 

considered within the analysis by varying the in-plane rigidity of the plating, i.e. 

properties of material flexibility matrix in the finite element procedure. Accordingly, the 

effect of the in-plane rigidity of the plating on the structural response is next investigated 

with the aim of obtaining suitable correlation parameters which will provide a good 

approximation to the stiffness of the real test structure and favourable comparisons with 

the experimental results. Then, the results of the analysis of the compartment are 

compared with the experimental measurements for the hydrostatic pressure loading, and 

keel and side loading conditions. The variations of forces and average vertical bending 

moments along various structural members are also considered to obtain more 

understanding on the structural response. In addition, a physical explanation is given for 

using reduced elasticity modulus values to allow for loss of effectiveness in the plating. 

Overall behaviour of the structure and variation of nominal stresses within the plating are 

next examined for each loading case. Furthermore, using the new version of the AS AS-H 

finite element program which provides one with the facility to automatically create initial 

deviations from flamess over a local plate region, the effect of using initial imperfections 

in the plating between stiffeners to allow for loss of plate effectiveness is investigated. 

Finally, the effect of some geometrical features and of modelling of the deck structure on 

the structural response for the hydrostatic pressure loading is discussed.

3.2 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH 

EXPERIMENT FOR PRESSURE LOADING

The idealised model of the compartment was first analysed under the condition of an 

external hydrostatic pressure load amounting to 28 feet(8.53 m) of water above the keel, 

which is almost two times the depth of the cross-section, as applied to the test structure. 

In general, hydrostatic pressure loading dominates the choice of scantlings for transverse 

structural members when considering the serviceability limit state, nevertheless local 

concentrated loads also affect the choice of scantlings in some circumstances such as
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docking and berthing conditions. The hydrostatic pressure loading employed represents a 

somewhat severe loading condition. Consequently, the assumed static equivalent wave 

height suggests some severe relative motion between the ship and waves in order to 

assess her serviceability limit state. It should, however, be kept in mind that the analysis 

was carried out on the basis of simulating the physical test behaviour of the structure, and 

hence the idealisation of the real structure and the application of loading and boundary 

conditions were performed accordingly. The comparisons between the analysis and the 

experimental results are made to validate the proposed model of the structure and the 

analysis results. The variations of forces and average vertical bending moments along 

various structural members are also examined.

3.2.1 EFFECT OF ELEMENT TYPES AND MESH SIZE

The linear elastic FE program ASAS-H offers a number of alternative types of 

elements to use in the solution of the problem under consideration. In the previous chapter 

the characteristics of each element selected from the ASAS-H element library were 

discussed. By employing a simple example representing the similar conditions of the real 

problem, the performance of each model provided by the combination of compatible 

element types was investigated with the aim of choosing the best model to represent the 

behaviour of the structure. However, it is of interest to examine the effect of different 

models on the structural behaviour of the real problem in terms of their structural 

performance and efficiency. Hence, three different FE models of the compartment were 

constructed by employing the same size of mesh, so called medium mesh size, in which 

the plating between the frames was divided into four quadrilateral elements. The first 

model included four-noded QUM4 membrane elements for the plating, and 

BM3D(prismatic) and BMGN(tapered) beam elements for the longitudinals and 

transverses respectively. The second model employed four-noded QUS4 shell elements 

for the plating and the same beam elements as in the first model for the stiffeners. The 

elements used to simulate the plate behaviour in these models, i.e. QUM4 and QUS4, are 

faceted flat plate elements. Hence, they can model the genuine curvature of the structure 

closely enough only within a relatively fine mesh. The third model employed eight-noded
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TCS8 curved shell elements for the plating and TCBM curved beam elements for the 

longitudinals as well as the transverses. The idealised structure modelled with these 

compatible combinations of elements was analysed under the hydrostatic pressure 

loading. In the following, the results of the analysis for each model are compared with 

each other as well as the experimental results. Comparisons of forces and average vertical 

bending moments along the longitudinals and of local and overall behaviour of the 

structure for each model are also made.

The deflections around the mid-frame of the compartment are shown in Fig. 3.1 for 

each model, plotted with respect to the outline of the frame by employing translational 

degrees of freedoms. The figure also includes the experimental measurements of the fi*ame 

deflections. It is noticed that the QUM4 model results in slightly larger deflections than do 

the QUS4 and TCS8 models particularly at the flat regions of the cross-section. 

Nevertheless, it produces notably smaller deflections than the measured values. The 

comparisons are made at three selected points around the frame, which reflect the 

behaviour of the physical test structure. These points are the position of the keel and the 

locations of longitudinals 4 and 16 in the flat regions of the cross-section where the largest 

deflections were measured. The locations of the longitudinals may be identified by 

reference to Fig.2.22. At the keel position the QUM4 model produces a larger deflection 

than the QUS4 and TCS8 models by 9.0% and 3.4% respectively, but it yields a smaller 

deflection than the measured value by 20.8%. At the positions of longitudinals 4 and 16 

these values are 6.8%, 10.0%, 23.8% and 4.2%, 7.5%, 19.2% respectively. On the other 

hand, the QUS4 and TCS8 models produce smaller deflections at these positions in 

comparison with the measurements by 27.9%, 26.5%, 20.9% and 23.4%, 29.8%, 

23.5% respectively. The models closely reproduce the behaviour of the physical test 

structure at the bilge region; the QUM4 model results fall closer to the outline of the 

frame. In general, the frame experiences the largest deflections at the flat regions of the 

cross-section whereas the large curvature of the bilge provides very high lateral stiffness 

to this part of the firame. The pattern of the frame deflections in the vicinity of the keel 

indicates the influence of the angular connection of the frame to the keel, modelled by a
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tapered beam. It is evident that the three models employed overestimate the stiffness of the 

physical test structure particularly at the flat regions of the cross-section. However, of the 

three, the QUM4 model produces the closest simulation of the response of the frame with 

respect to the response of the physical test structure.

The flange stresses of the mid-frame are shown in Fig. 3.2, plotted normal to the 

outline of the frame for each model. The stress values are positive(tension) within the 

cross-section and negative(compression) outside the cross-section. The three models 

produce very close variations of the flange stresses relative to each other, but are generally 

smaller than the measured stresses around the frame. In comparison with the experimental 

results, the models slightly overestimate the flange stresses of the frame by an average 

value of 4.0% at the keel position, but they underestimate the stresses by average values 

of 26.4% at the position of longitudinal 5 and 1.8% at the position of longitudinal 17. 

They also underpredict the measured stresses by an average value of 25.0% at the curved 

bilge region where there exist wide variations in the measured values. However, the 

results of the QUM4 model fall slightly closer to the measured stresses particularly at the 

flat regions of the cross-section. It is noticed that although the maximum deflection occurs 

at the flat bottom region of the cross-section, smaller flange stresses develop in this region 

of the frame in comparison with the other regions. This is attributed to the significant in

plane compression actions induced by the applied loading in this region. On the other 

hand, the applied loading creates considerable stresses in the flange of the frame in the 

curved bilge and flat side region, and around the keel. The pattern of the flange stresses of 

the frame around the keel is clearly influenced by the angular frame-keel connection.

Figure 3.3 displays the comparison of the flange stresses in the longitudinals, on 

which measurements were made, for the three models and the experimental results. The 

three models mostly produce close variations of the flange stresses relative to each other 

except for the light longitudinal 2 where the QUM4 model results in notably larger 

variation of the flange stresses between the frames, and at the bulkhead and the frame 

positions in comparison with the other models. This is considered to be due to the local 

behaviour of the QUM4 model. The model transfers the applied loading to the end
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bulkheads and the frames mainly through the beam bending elements resulting in a larger 

curvature, and hence a larger variation of bending moments in these members. The QUS4 

and TCS8 models, however, produce a closer variation of the flange stresses relative to 

each other for longitudinal 2; the TCS8 model results in an intermediate response between 

the QUM4 and QUS4 models as well as for the other longitudinals. On the other hand, the 

QUS4 model results display notably smaller stress values at the bulkhead and the frame 

positions than do the other models. They also show less variations between the 

intersections. Accordingly, it is considered that the TCS8 model indicating a response 

between the extremes of the other two models produces a better simulation of the local 

structural behaviour. These findings are very much in line with the conclusions drawn in 

the previous chapter on the performance of the alternative models. It is noted that 

relatively high flange stresses are produced in the bottom longitudinals at the bulkhead 

position. Further, there are large discrepancies between the analysis results and the 

measured values except for longitudinal 15 which lies very close to the neutral axis of the 

cross-section, and hence uninfluenced by the overall bending of the test structure. The 

comparison with the experimental results will be discussed later.

The variation of direct and transverse shear forces, and average vertical bending 

moments along the selected longitudinals, namely keel and longitudinals 2, 3, 4, 6 and 

15, is illustrated in Figs. 3.4-3.6 respectively, plotted from the bulkhead to the mid-frame 

position. Although the models produce close variations of direct forces relative to each 

other along the longitudinals as shown in Fig. 3.4, they exhibit noticeably different 

variations of shear forces and average vertical bending moments relative to each other 

particularly along the light longitudinals. The variations of transverse shear forces and 

bending moments along longitudinal 15 indicate a difference in sign due to the local axis 

system of this member. As seen in Fig. 3.5, the QUS4 model carries relatively small 

amount of shear forces in comparison with the other models. This is more evident for the 

light longitudinals where the QUS4 model carries virtually no shear forces compared with 

the other models. This indicates that the model transfers the applied loading to the end 

bulkheads mostly through the actions of the plating. The QUM4 and TCS8 models, on the 

other hand, result in closer variation of shear forces relative to each other, the TCS8 model
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produces an intermediate response between the other models. However, the TCS8 model 

exhibits a low value of shear force at the bulkhead and the frame positions particularly for 

the light longitudinals. This is attributed to the local behaviour of this model at the high 

rigidity positions. The three models mostly produce close variations of average bending 

moments relative to each other along the longitudinals except for the light ones as shown 

in Fig. 3.6. The QUM4 model yields markedly larger variations of the bending moments 

between the frames, and at the bulkhead and the frame positions for the light longitudinals 

due to the local behaviour of this model. On the other hand, the TCS8 model generally 

results in an intermediate variation between the other models. In addition, the models yield 

slightly different values at the bulkhead position.

Deflections along the selected longitudinals are shown in Fig. 3.7 in which the local 

behaviour of the longitudinals for each model is compared with each other and with the 

measured values at the mid-frame position. The models mostly produce close variations of 

the deflections along the longitudinals relative to each other except for the light 

longitudinal 2 in which the QUM4 model yields notably larger variations between the 

intersections. The QUM4 model gives rise to a greater local flexibility than do the QUS4 

and the TCS8 models by 30.0% and 23.0% respectively at the most. This greater local 

flexibility is marginally noticeable along the keel and other longitudinal girders. Although 

the TCS8 model results in an intermediate response between the other models, the QUS4 

model produces a slightly more stiff behaviour particularly towards the bulkhead ends of 

the longitudinals. This model also yields the stiffest response for light longitudinal 2. The 

figure also shows the measured values of the deflections at the mid-frame position. It is 

noted that the models generally underestimate the deflections of the test structure at the 

mid-frame position, but the QUM4 model results fall closer to the measured values. 

Figure 3.8 illustrates for each model the deflected and undeflected plots of the outer shell 

plating of the compartment from keel to deck edge reflecting the overall behaviour of the 

structure for the hydrostatic pressure loading. It is observed that the deflection patterns for 

each model differ somewhat from each other particularly in the flat regions of the cross- 

section in which the QUM4 model produces noticeably larger variation of curvature in the 

longitudinals between the intersections, especially in the light ones. The distinction in the
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responses of the models is particularly evident in the behaviour of longitudinal 16. This is 

attributed to the greater local flexibility of the QUM4 model. However, it is also partly due 

to the cross-section dimensions of this longitudinal which is more slender than the other 

longitudinals(see Fig. 2.22). On the other hand, the TCS8 model appears to result in an 

intermediate deflection pattern between the other two models.

From the comparisons of the results for the different models above, it can be 

concluded that even though the QUM4 and QUS4 models result in similar patterns of 

variations and slightly closer correlations with the experimental results for the deflections 

and the flange stresses around the mid-frame compared with the TCS8 model, they give 

rise to some questions on the simulation of the local behaviour of the structure. While the 

QUM4 model produces fairly flexible local response, the QUS4 model results in a rather 

stiff behaviour. Further, as discussed in the previous chapter, there exist deficiencies in 

connection with these models. The results indicate that the simulation of the local 

behaviour somewhat reflects the structural performance of each model. This is particularly 

important in the local bending behaviour of the combination of stiffener and plating 

between the intersections, which significantly affects the flange stresses of the 

longitudinals, especially the light ones, and probably the nominal stresses within the 

plating too. This will also affect the support given to the plating, acting with the transverse 

frames in bending, by the longitudinals. By contrast, the TCS8 model results in a more 

consistent simulation of the local as well as overall behaviour of the structure by 

reproducing a response somewhat between the other two models. Moreover, it can model 

the genuine curvature of the cross-section enabling one to incorporate the effect of the 

curvature in the analysis more rigorously. With regard to the efficiency of the models in 

terms of CPU time and total number of degrees of freedoms, the QUM4 and QUS4 

models give the total numbers of degrees of freedoms of 1653 and 1674 respectively, 

whereas the TCS8 model yields a total of 4782. In terms of CPU time on a VAX 4000 

VLC workstation, the latter results in a CPU time of 231.21 secs., whilst the QUM4 and 

QUS4 models yield the CPU times of 49.10 secs, and 72.13 secs, respectively. 

However, although the QUM4 model results in a better correlation with the experimental
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results for the deflections and flange stresses of the mid-frame, and it is also more 

efficient than the TCS8 model, the TCS8 model with the ability to idealise the real 

curvature of the cross-section and to simulate the local behaviour of the combination of 

stiffener and plating more consistently provides more confidence in the solution. It is 

considered to be the best model to represent the behaviour of the real structure. Further, 

the use of shell elements is believed to increase the modelling accuracy of the structural 

behaviour by simulating the interframe bending behaviour of the plating, which may be 

significant in the curved bilge.

Having decided on the model composed of the combination of TCS8 and TCBM 

elements to represent the structural behaviour of the real problem, the convergence 

characteristics of the idealised model and of the solution were investigated by successively 

refining the discretisation of the model. Two different sizes of mesh, namely medium and 

fine meshes of the plating between the stiffeners(see Fig. 2.24), were employed for this 

purpose. The results obtained from the analysis of the idealised model were compared 

with each other and the measured values. The mid-frame deflections for each size of the 

mesh and the experimental measurements are shown in Fig. 3.9. The two different mesh 

sizes of the model produce very close variations of the deflections relative to each other; 

the fine mesh of the model being slightly closer to the outline of the frame at the curved 

bilge. It also results in marginally larger deflection values than does the medium mesh at 

the flat bottom by about 4.0%. The flange stresses of the mid-frame are compared in Fig. 

3.10 for the two meshes. They produce very close variations of the flange stresses relative 

to each other; the difference between the results is within 10.0% at the most in the curved 

bilge. Figure 3.11 illustrates the comparison of the flange stresses of the longitudinals in 

which the two meshes result in virtually no difference in the variations of the flange 

stresses. The deflections of the longitudinals are compared in Fig. 3.12. The two meshes 

yield generally close variations of deflections relative to each other along the longitudinals. 

There is only a small difference in the light longitudinal 2 being within 5.0% at the most 

This is mainly due to the more pronounced local behaviour of the plate-stiffener 

combination within a fine mesh. From these comparisons, it can be concluded that with 

the refinement of the mesh by reducing the sizes of elements there is no significant change
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in the results of the analysis. In other words, the solution of the idealised model 

converges to an "exact" solution within the accuracy of the model with the element types 

employed.

3.2.2 EFFECT OF IN-PLANE RIGIDITY OF PLATING

It was expressed in the previous section that the idealised model overestimated the 

stiffness of the real test structure particularly at the flat regions of the cross-section. 

Although in these regions the flange stresses of the mid-frame obtained from the analysis 

indicate a reasonably good correlation with the measured values, the calculated deflections 

are considerably smaller than those actually measured. Hence, it is suggested that the 

finite element model is less compliant than the real test structure. This is attributed to a 

great extent to the loss in the effectiveness of the plating in edge compression mainly due 

to initial imperfections and also built-in curvature at the bilge. It may also be due to the 

effect of residual stresses, which was not simulated in the analysis and which would lead 

to a lower stiffness than that based on Young’s modulus of the material. In reality, any 

flat plated structure inevitably possesses some initial imperfections and residual stresses 

introduced by fabrication processes, notably by welding. The effect of these physical 

features of the flat plated structures is to alter and generally reduce in-plane as well as out- 

of-plane stiffness of the plating when subjected to loading. This is especially important in 

the case of coupling of the in-plane actions of the plating with the initial imperfections. 

The loss of effectiveness in the plating arises at the onset of loading. This effect can be 

taken into account within a non-linear finite element analysis by including the initial 

imperfections and residual stresses in the idealised model. Within a linear elastic finite 

element analysis it may be accounted for by arbitrarily varying the rigidities of the plating, 

the properties of the material flexibility matrix in the finite element procedure. It may also 

be catered for by creating initial deviations from flatness in the plating between stiffeners. 

Consideration given to this effect in the analysis is believed to provide a better 

approximation to the stiffness of the real structure. For this purpose, the cross-section is 

considered to be in three regions for convenience; flat bottom, curved bilge and flat side 

regions in which suitable modulus values will be predicted. The effect of in-plane
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rigidities EY(elasticity modulus) in the transverse direction and GXY(shear modulus) on 

the response of the idealised model is investigated in these three regions of the cross- 

section. The effect of EX(elasticity modulus) which results from the restraining of the 

compartment between the two end bulkheads is considered to have an insignificant 

influence on the behaviour of the structure. In addition, the effect of in-plane stiffness of 

the deck plating is also considered to be negligible.

The deflections around the mid-frame of the compartment for different values of EY 

and GXY applied to the foregoing regions of the cross-section are shown in Figs. 3.13- 

3.18. Each figure displays the effect of only one parameter, say EY or GXY, applied at a 

specified region of the cross-section. The figures also illustrate the experimental values to 

identify any improvement in the correlation resulting firom the changes in these rigidities. 

It can be seen that GXY generally has a very small effect in the stiffness of the idealised 

model. However, the effect of EY is predominant especially at the flat regions of the 

cross-section. The experimental results measured in the curved bilge region are very close 

to the outline of the firame. Hence, it is considered that EY and GXY values should be 

between 75% and 100% respectively of the full values at this region to obtain a good 

correlation. On the other hand, the results indicate that the rigidity values should be 

between 50% and 75% of the full values at the flat regions of the cross-section.

The flange stresses of the mid-frame for different values of EY and GXY applied to 

the specified regions of the cross-section are illustrated in Figs. 3.19-3.24. As can be 

seen, GXY has a relatively small effect on the flange stresses of the frame. On the other 

hand, the effect of reducing the EY value in the flat bottom is to induce an overall 

reduction in the flange stresses of the frame. This can be attributed to the flexural 

behaviour of the firame. By reducing the rigidity of the plating, its stiffness is reduced and 

so are the stresses carried by the plating. Consequently, the amount of loading transferred 

to the transverse frames is increased. In other words, the amount of load which remains 

within the plating is decreased. Since the beam element works as a composite member 

between its neutral axis and the mid-surface of the plating, it carries larger axial forces in 

this case. In addition, the effect of reducing the EY value in the curved bilge is to produce
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larger compressive flange stresses in this region, but this also results in a decrease in the 

level of flange stresses in the flat bottom.

This investigation was performed with the aim of simulating the stiffness of the 

actual structure in a realistic manner by introducing the physical features of the structure in 

the idealised model so that the best overall agreement between the analysis results and the 

experimental measurements was obtained. Hence, the comparison between the analysis 

results and the experimental measurements for the deflections of the mid-frame forms a 

good basis for choosing the most suitable values for EY and GXY. However, a suitable 

choice of EY and GXY should be a compromise between the deflections and flange 

stresses of the mid-frame. The results of the investigation indicated that the transverse 

direct stiffness of the plating, reflected by EY, was the dominant factor in the structural 

response. From these results revealing the effect of the in-plane rigidities of the plating on 

the behaviour of the structure, a series of EY and GXY values was chosen. Then, a set of 

analyses was performed by applying these values to the specified regions of the cross- 

section simultaneously. The analysis results were compared with the experimental ones in 

order to choose the most suitable values of these parameters which give the best overall 

agreement with the measurements. Accordingly, the chosen values of EY and GXY are 

60% of the full values at the flat bottom and 75% of the full values at the curved bilge, and 

60% of the full value for EY and 75% of the full value for GXY at the flat side region of 

the cross-section. The physical justification for choosing these values is that the local 

bending of the longitudinals between the intersections reduces the support they give to the 

plating acting with the transverse frames in bending. Furthermore, considerable transverse 

in-plane actions of the plating in the flat bottom region decrease the effectiveness of the 

plating which has a relatively low critical buckling stress. The loss of effectiveness at the 

curved bilge is largely due to the built-in curvature which gives rise to a radial component 

of force when a normal load is applied in this region and this phenomenon has been 

discussed by Chapman and Slatford(1956).
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3.2.3 COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS

With the chosen physical parameters of the idealised model decided on the basis of 

'best fit' calculations to the measured deflections and flange stresses of the mid-fi*ame, the 

analysis of the structure was performed under the hydrostatic pressure loading by 

employing the medium mesh size of the discretisation. The present section discusses the 

results of the analysis and comparisons with the experimental measurements as well as 

with the results of the curved grillage analysis method developed by Yuille and 

Wilson(1960) by whom a detailed theoretical explanation of the method, which was 

essentially one of the earliest applications of the finite element method to ship stractures, 

was given. The deflections around the mid-frame of the compartment for the chosen 

values of EY and GXY applied at the specified regions of the cross-section along with the 

deflections for the full values of the rigidities are compared with the experimental 

measurements in Fig. 3.25. It is noted that the frame experiences an upward shift 

particularly at the bottom region of the cross-section with the reduction in the values of EY 

and GXY. Thus, the correlation between the analysis results and the experimental 

measurements seemingly improves especially at the flat regions. However, it slightly 

deteriorates in the curved bilge in which the structure experiences the smallest deflections, 

and hence it is very sensitive to small changes in the lateral deflections. In comparison 

with the measured deflections, the analysis with the reduced values of EY and GXY 

yields smaller values of the deflections by 0.7% at the keel position, and by 13.8% and 

18.0% at the positions of longitudinals 4 and 16 respectively. Thus, it can be concluded 

that the idealised model produces an acceptably good approximation to the stiffness of the 

real test structure and sufficient agreement with the experimental results.

The flange stresses of the mid-frame for the reduced values of EY and GXY as well 

as for their full values are compared with the measured values in Fig. 3.26. In contrast 

with the results for the frame deflections, the agreement with the experimental results 

somewhat deteriorates at the flat regions, but slightly improves at the curved bilge region 

of the cross-section for the reduced values of the rigidities. Nevertheless, the analysis 

generally yields acceptably good agreement with the measured values. Accordingly, in
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comparison with the measured values, the analysis produces a slightly higher value of the 

flange stress at the keel position by 12.0%. At the positions of longitudinals 5 and 17, the 

stress values obtained from the analysis are smaller than the measurements by 45.2% and 

9.5% respectively. The analysis results fall closer to the experimental values at the curved 

bilge region, but they are smaller than the measured values by an average value of 20.0%. 

Thus, the analysis yields a relatively poor agreement with the experimental measurements 

especially in the flat bottom and in the curved bilge to a smaller degree. However, it 

indicates reasonably satisfactory comparisons at the keel position and at the flat side 

region where the maximum flange stresses occur in the frame, which is a predominant 

factor in a design procedure.

The variation of flange stresses along the selected longitudinals is compared for the 

reduced and full values of EY and GXY with the experimental results in Fig. 3.27. It is 

evident that the hydrostatic pressure loading produces significant local bending effects in 

the longitudinal stiffeners, particularly light ones, between the intersections. Further, the 

aspect ratio, i.e. length to width ratio, of the plating panels in the structure is about three, 

consequently the larger part of the load is transferred to the longitudinal stiffeners, and in 

the case of the light longitudinals, appreciable stresses are produced in the flanges by local 

bending, e.g. in longitudinal 2. The effect of reducing the in-plane rigidities of the plating 

is to induce larger curvature in the longitudinal girders especially at the bottom region of 

the cross-section. However, this does not significantly influence the tertiary behaviour of 

the light longitudinals between the intersections. Hence, the analysis with the reduced 

rigidities produces larger compression flange stresses at the bulkhead ends of the girders 

and larger tension flange stresses at the mid-compartment. It is noticed that the analysis 

results do not appear to agree well with the measured values except for longitudinal 15 

where there is particularly good agreement The differences in the other longitudinals are 

mainly an overall tensile shift

The hydrostatic pressure loading applied over the entire length of the test structure 

between the outer support positions resulted in an overall longitudinal bending of the 

whole structure. Consequently, the applied loading induced considerable longitudinal
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bending moments at the ends of the test compartment However, the present analysis does 

not involve any component of the overall longitudinal bending which causes significant 

flange stresses on the keel and the other longitudinal girders at the bottom region of the 

compartment which is the furthest from the neutral axis of the cross-section. Hence, larger 

discrepancies occur in the bottom longitudinals whereas excellent agreement is observed 

for the flange stresses in longitudinal 15 which lies very close to the neutral axis of the 

cross-section. Another possible factor which causes the discrepancies between the 

measured and the calculated flange stresses to occur is the assumption regarding the 

support conditions of the longitudinals at the bulkhead positions where they were 

assumed to be clamped. This not only implies complete restraint against rotation, but also 

infinite stiffness of the bulkhead in its own plane. However, in some cases bulkheads do 

not provide strictly rigid support against vertical movement of longitudinals. In fact, the 

experimental measurements of deflection indicated a vertical movement at the bulkhead of 

the order of one tenth of the value at the mid-length of the keel(see Clarkson and Wallace, 

1967). Any such movement will clearly influence the distribution of bending moments 

along the longitudinals and hence affect the stress values at the bulkhead positions. The 

relative difference in the local behaviour of the longitudinals resulting firom the reduction 

in the values of the in-plane rigidities of the plating is compared with the full values as 

well as the measurements at the mid-frame position in Fig.3.28. Evidently, the reduction 

in the rigidities of the plating induces significantly more curvature in the longitudinals 

especially at the bottom region; longitudinal 15 experiences slightly smaller change in the 

curvature than do the other longitudinals. The comparison with the experimental 

measurements notably improves at the mid-frame position.

The analysis results were also compared with the results of the curved grillage 

analysis method. In order to obtain a numerical solution by using this method, it was 

necessary to choose values for some physical parameters such as effective breadth of 

plating acting with the longitudinals and the transverse firames, effective shear modulus of 

plate panels between stiffeners and coefficient of constraint of longitudinals at the 

bulkhead position. In addition, the method was incomplete in that it did not include some
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essential physical aspects such as shear deformations of the webs of stiffeners, direct 

forces in the longitudinals and the shear interaction between them, and the local bending 

of the longitudinals between the intersections. Further, these effects were included in the 

results of the analysis by approximately amending the calculated values. The 

approximations in the idealisation and the assumptions of the method, and amendment of 

the analysis results by employing approximate means were explained in detail by Clarkson 

and Wallace(1967). The deflections around the mid-frame are compared in Fig. 3.29 in 

which the parameters employed in the curved grillage analysis are also given. It is noted 

that the present analysis results follow closely the deflections obtained from the curved 

grillage analysis at the bottom region. However, the present analysis produces a better 

agreement with the measured values at the curvçd bilge and flat side region of the cross- 

section than does the curved grillage analysis. It was stated above that the curved grillage 

analysis did not include direct forces in the longitudinals and the shear interaction between 

them, nor did it include any direct stiffness characteristics of the plating in any direction. 

The effect of the plating was accounted for in the method simply through the shear 

stresses in the transverse direction only. Hence, the analysis had only the GXY value to 

allow for the reduced effectiveness of the plating due to the presence of initial 

imperfections. Further, the theoretical modelling of the behaviour of the plating did not 

totally satisfy the constrained conditions, or interactions between the plating and 

surrounding stiffeners. In other words, the equilibrium conditions included 

inconsistencies. However, in modem finite element analyses, the interactions of the 

structural members are taken into account in a more rigorous manner within the 

approximations and assumptions of the method.

The flange stresses of the mid-frame for the two analyses are compared with the 

measured values in Fig. 3.30. Unlike the results for the deflections of the frame, the 

curved grillage analysis method yields a better correlation with the measured results 

especially at the flat bottom and curved bilge regions of the cross-section. However, the 

present analysis results in a better agreement in the vicinity of the keel and the deck edge 

connection due to the better geometrical modelling of these regions. In view of the trend 

of the variation of the stresses, it is clear that the present analysis produces a better
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variation of the flange stresses particularly at the upper part of the curved bilge where 

there is a reduction in the proportions of the frame flange. In addition, the present analysis 

shows a better variation of the stresses at the flat side region towards the deck edge in 

contrast with the rounded variation of the curved grillage analysis results.

The flange stresses of the longitudinals are compared with the measured stresses in 

Fig.3.31. The stresses for the curved grillage analysis included corrections for the local 

behaviour of the longitudinals between the intersections and transverse shear 

deformations, and most importantly for the overall bending of the test structure between 

the end supports. Hence, they show better correlation with the measurements than do the 

present analysis results. The curved grillage analysis results in a good agreement with the 

measured stresses particularly for light longitudinal 2. The reasons for the discrepancies 

between the present analysis and the measured results were discussed above by referring 

to the overall bending of the test structure between the end supports. In fact, the 

experimental results produced an overall bending deflection value at the mid-length of the 

keel relative to the end bulkheads of the test compartment amounting to about 1.0% of the 

value obtained from the curved grillage analysis. In addition, the overall bending resulted 

in flange stresses on the keel and the other deep longitudinals on the bottom floor 

amounting to 35.0% of the larger calculated values, and of about 100.0% for the flanges 

of the small longitudinals in this region(see Clarkson and Wallace, 1967). This indicates 

that while the stresses developed in the longitudinals by the induced end moments of the 

compartment are significant, the deflections are generally negligible. It is because the 

compartment length is not much greater than its depth; they are almost equal, signifying 

that appreciable shear deflections would be produced by the specified loading. 

Accordingly, it is suggested that the effect of the longitudinal hull bending on the flexural 

behaviour and thus actions of the frames would be generally small. As seen in the figure, 

both analyses produce high longitudinal stresses at the bulkhead position measured only 

along longitudinals 2 and 15, being absent along the other longitudinals. These stresses 

along the bottom longitudinals may be reduced considerably by the local influence of the 

quite substantial brackets extending 8 in. (203 mm) from the bulkhead along the 

longitudinals. However, these items were not represented in the analyses. It is also
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noticed that the present analysis displays notably less variation of stresses between the 

intersections and tends to agree better with the pattern of the measured stresses for many 

of the longitudinals in comparison with the curved grillage analysis, although the 

experimental stresses are not always close enough to fully define an experimental curve.

As indicated above, geometric proportions of the compartment and exceptionally 

slender webs in the stiffeners of the frigate model bottom structure( for stiffeners other 

than small longitudinals in the bottom structure the webs had depth to thickness ratio in 

the range from 35:1 to 70:1) suggest that the shear deformations would be significant in 

the model. In fact, Clarkson and Wallace(1967) who calculated the shear deflections in an 

approximate fashion for the amendment of the curved grillage analysis results had found 

that the shear deflections for the hydrostatic pressure loading condition were up to about 

17.0% of the total deflections at the mid-length of the compartment. The shear 

deformations had become less significant around the curved bilge towards the deck as the 

depth of the stiffeners was reduced(the largest slenderness ratio for a stiffener web in the 

structure above the bilge was about 25:1).

3.2.4 VARIATION OF FORCES AND AVERAGE MOMENT IN 

VARIOUS STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

The hydrostatic pressure load is applied to the plating surrounded by the frames and 

the longitudinal stiffeners. This loading is transferred to the surrounding stiffeners 

through the in-plane and out-of-plane actions of the plating. Subsequently, the frames and 

the longitudinal stiffeners experience axial and flexural actions, and hence the loading is 

transferred to the sides and the end bulkheads of the compartment through these actions. 

Under these actions the frames and the longitudinal stiffeners carry axial and transverse 

shear forces as well as vertical bending moments in their cross-sections. The variations of 

these forces and average bending moments along the selected longitudinals are illustrated 

in Fig. 3.32 plotted from the bulkhead to the mid-frame position. The axial direct forces 

vary from compression at the bulkhead to tension at the mid-frame along the longitudinal 

girders, whereas they show large variations between the intersections in the light
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longitudinals. The longitudinal girders at the bottom region carry significantly larger axial 

direct forces at the bulkhead position than do the other longitudinals. They also exhibit 

larger variation of transverse shear forces compared with the light longitudinals. Similar to 

the variation of the axial direct forces, the longitudinal girders at the bottom region carry 

notably high average vertical bending moments at the bulkhead position. However, they 

exhibit large variations between the intersections in the light longitudinals.

The effect of the hydrostatic pressure loading is to induce in-plane stresses within 

the shell plating that in the longitudinal direction these arise mainly from the flexural 

actions of the longitudinal structure. These in-plane actions are balanced by the axial direct 

forces carried by the longitudinals. In other words, the total integral of all longitudinal 

forces on any cross-section is zero, since there is no axial load applied to the 

compartment. The variation of average forces within the shell plating in the longitudinal 

direction and the axial direct forces acting in the centroidal axes of the longitudinals at the 

bulkhead position, where fixed boundary conditions were applied, is shown in Fig. 3.33, 

plotted normal to the outline of the frame. The figure indicates that very high tensile 

forces, the largest at the keel position, are generated within the plating at the flat regions of 

the cross-section where the largest deflections occurred. On the other hand, comparatively 

smaller tensile forces arise at the curved bilge within the plating. Accordingly, high axial 

compressive direct forces are developed in the keel and in all other longitudinal girders at 

the flat regions. Axial direct forces induced in the longitudinals around the curved büge 

are, however, smaller in comparison with those of other longitudinals around the cross- 

section. These findings in effect indicate the development of significant longitudinal in

plane actions within the plating due to the hydrostatic pressure loading, particularly in the 

flat regions of the cross-section. The applied loading also produces high compressive 

forces within the plating at the deck edge connection and across the deck.

The variation of average forces within the shell plating in the longitudinal direction 

and the axial direct forces acting in the centroidal axes of the longitudinals at the first and 

the second frame positions is displayed in Figs. 3.34 and 3.35. It is noticed that the level
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of forces developed at these positions is noticeably smaller than those developed at the 

bulkhead position. At the flat bottom region, relatively large compressive forces develop 

within the plating at the keel and at the positions of the longitudinal girders, whereas 

tensile forces arise at the positions of the light longitudinals between the girders. By 

contrast, smaller in-plane forces develop around the turn of bilge, and large tensile forces 

arise at the flat side region within the plating. This response can be attributed to the local 

behaviour of the longitudinals under the applied loading. The light longitudinals 

experience larger curvature of flexural behaviour between the intersections exhibiting a 

pronounced tertiary response. Further, the spans between frames are effectively clamped 

against rotation at the intersections by the nature of the loading, and hence they carry 

compressive axial direct forces at the frame positions. On the other hand, the longitudinal 

girders indicate a secondary type of response between the end bulkheads, and hence they 

carry tensile axial direct forces at the frame positions. The behaviour types just described 

are more evident in the flat bottom region.

The hydrostatic pressure loading applied between the bulkheads is effectively 

resisted by the transverse structure, i.e. transverse frames and associated plating. 

However, due to the connection of the transverse frames to the bulkheads through the 

shell plating and the longitudinal stiffeners, the bulkheads, which may be considered as 

rigid plane diaphragms separating the compartments, provide significant support to the 

transverse frames. Thus, the response of the frames almost entirely depends upon their 

distance from the bulkheads, and hence the restraint given to the frames considerably 

affects the axial and flexural actions within these members inducing axial and transverse 

shear forces as well as vertical bending moments. Furthermore, the restraint introduced to 

the in-plane component of the frame deflections by the bulkheads results in direct stresses 

in the frames which may be significant compared with the vertical bending stresses. The 

distribution of axial and transverse shear forces, acting in the centroidal axes and in the 

webs of the frames respectively, and average vertical bending moments acting in the 

cross-sections of the frames is illustrated in Figs. 3.36-3.41 for the first and the second 

frames of the compartment plotted for the full and the chosen values of EY and GXY 

normal to the outline of the frame. Figure 3.36 shows that the largest compressive axial
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forces develop in the vicinity of the keel, mainly arising from the angular intersection 

between the keel and the frames. It can be noticed that very large compressive axial forces 

also arise around the curved bilge due to the generous curvature. The axial forces induced 

in the frames around these positions are generally higher than those developed in the 

longitudinals. As seen in the figure, the first frame carries larger axial forces than the 

second(middle) frame. This can be attributed to the restraint given to this frame with the 

shortest distance fi’om the end bulkhead. The second frame is the furthest fi’om the 

bulkhead, and hence it has greater flexibility. Thus, it experiences the largest deflections 

causing significant in-plane actions to arise within the plating. Accordingly, the larger 

amount of loading remains within the plating. The variation of transverse shear forces in 

the webs of the frames is illustrated in Fig. 3.37. High magnitudes of transverse shear 

forces occur in the vicinity of the keel; the first frame has slightly larger values than the 

second frame. However, the transverse shear forces induced in the webs of the keel and 

other deep longitudinals in the bottom floor adjacent to the bulkhead are equal or even 

higher than thos<developed in the webs of the frames. Figure 3.38 shows the variation of 

average vertical bending moments around the first and the second frames. The first frame 

mostly carries larger bending moments than the second frame. High magnitudes of the 

bending moments occur close to the keel, and at the flat regions of the cross-section.

The same set of figures for the variation of forces and vertical bending moments 

around the frames was also plotted for the analysis with the chosen values of EY and 

GXY. The variation of the axial forces acting in the centroidal axes of the first and the 

second frames is shown in Fig. 3.39. It is evident that with the reduction in the in-plane 

rigidities of the plating, the axial force carried by the frames increases, particularly around 

the keel and the curved bilge compared with those in Fig. 3.36. In other words, the 

amount of loading transferred to the frames increases. Figure 3.40 shows the distribution 

of the transverse shear forces in the webs of the frames. There seems to be no significant 

change in the variation and magnitude of the transverse shear forces carried by the frames 

with the reduction in the rigidities of the plating when compared with Fig. 3.37. The 

variation of the average vertical bending moments acting in the cross-sections of the 

frames is displayed in Fig. 3.41. With the reduction in the rigidities of the plating, the
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amount of the vertical bending moment carried by the frames increases particularly in the 

vicinity of the keel and at the flat regions of the cross-section in comparison with those in 

Fig. 3.38.

3.3 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH 

EXPERIMENT FOR KEEL LOADING

The analysis of the idealised model of the structure was performed under the 

condition of a single concentrated load of 90 tons applied to the keel at the intersection of 

the central frame. Since only one quarter of the structure was modelled due to the double 

symmetry of the compartment, one fourth of this load value was employed. This type of 

loading is usually encountered when a ship is in a dry dock and in general terms it is 

important for the design of the keel and surrounding structure. The loads arising from the 

reactions at the dock blocks are normally distributed over a length of the keel and also 

along the ship sides when side blocks are used. However, in the present analysis, the 

simulation of the experimental conditions was followed in the idealisation of the structure 

as well as loading and boundary conditions. Moreover, as the finite element method 

inherently yields an infinite stress field at the application point of a concentrated load, a 

relatively fine discretisation of the area is essentially required for a reasonable prediction 

of the stress field. However, the aim of the present analysis is to predict overall as well as 

local behaviour of the primary structural members, i.e. frames and longitudinal girders; 

the local behaviour mainly refers to the response of the longitudinals between the 

intersections. Hence, it is considered that so called medium mesh size as applied in the 

analysis for the hydrostatic pressure loading condition is sufficient for this purpose. The 

in-plane rigidities of the plating were arbitrarily reduced at the specified regions of the 

cross-section with the aim of obtaining a better approximation to the stiffness of the 

structure on the basis of the best correlation with the measured values. The comparisons 

between the analysis results and the experimental measurements were carried out for the 

purpose of validating the idealised model and the analysis. The variations of forces and 

bending moments along the primary structural members were also examined.
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It is evident that the single concentrated load employed induces a local structural 

response in the immediate vicinity of the applied load. The loading applied at the mid

length of the keel results in significant transverse in-plane actions within the plating 

providing an appreciable rigidity to the structure against the lateral deflections. These 

actions of the plating also considerably affect the flexural response of the keel. The effect 

of the loading is predominant in the bottom region of the structure. Thus, the keel and the 

flat bottom region experience the largest deformations indicating that a value between 50% 

and 75% of the full values of the rigidities would be suitable. On the other hand, the 

curved bilge region experiences notably smaller deflections, whereas the flat side region 

undergoes virtually zero deformations. In other words, the behaviour is generally 

insensitive to the representation of the structural stiffness in these regions. These 

responses suggest that a value between 75% and 100% of the full values should be 

employed in these regions. Accordingly, the investigation yielded rigidities of 60% of the 

full values in the flat bottom region and 75% of the full values in the curved bilge and flat 

side region of the cross-section to be employed for EY and GXY. The physical 

justification for choosing these values is that the transverse in-plane actions of the plating 

induced by the applied loading especially in the bottom floor towards the keel reduces the 

effectiveness of the plating acting with the frames in bending. The built-in curvature of the 

bilge which drifts away from its original position out of the section also somewhat 

decreases the effectiveness of the plating.

The deflections around the mid-frame of the compartment plotted with respect to the 

outline of the frame by employing translational degrees of freedoms are shown in Fig. 

3.42 for the analyses with the reduced and full values of EY and GXY, and for the 

experimental results. The analysis results with the chosen values of EY and GXY exhibit 

very good agreement with the measured results especially at the curved bilge region of the 

cross-section. With the reduction in the rigidities of the plating, the frame cross-section 

experiences larger deflections at the flat bottom, whereas around the curved bilge the 

section drifts further away from its original position. However, the deflections obtained
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from the analysis with the reduced rigidities are slightly above the measured values by an 

average of 10.0% in the flat bottom floor. The flange stresses of the mid-frame are 

compared with the measured values in Fig. 3.43 where the analysis with the chosen 

values of EY and GXY results in perfect correlation with the experimental measurements. 

Figures 3.44 and 3.45 display comparisons of the deflections and the flange stresses of 

the keel with the experimental measurements. The analysis with the chosen values of EY 

and GXY shows very good agreement with the experimental results for the deflections 

along the keel. However, it overestimates the measured flange stresses along the keel by a 

maximum of 17.2% at the mid-frame position. This can be explained by the variation of 

axial forces and average vertical bending moments along the keel shown in Figs. 3.46 and 

3.47 plotted for the chosen and full values of EY and GXY. It is noted that the rate of 

increase of axial forces is larger than the rate of increase of the vertical bending moment 

along the keel. This indicates that the keel carries more axial forces with the reduction in 

the in-plane rigidities of the plating. It can be attributed to the flexural behaviour of the 

beam element working as a composite member between its neutral axis and mid-plane of 

the plating. Clarkson and Wallace(1967) had found that the applied keel loading caused 

shear deflections amounting to 25.0% of the total deflection of the keel at the mid-length 

of the compartment, which was the worst case.

The results of the analysis with the chosen values of EY and GXY are also 

compared with the curved grillage analysis results. Figures 3.48 and 3.49 show 

comparisons of the deflections and the flange stresses around the mid-frame for the 

present analysis and for the curved grillage analysis with corresponding physical 

parameters. For the deflections of the frame, the present analysis results generally give a 

better agreement with the experimental measurements especially around the curved bilge. 

The present analysis also produces a better simulation of the behaviour around the keel. 

However, for the flange stresses of the frame, both analyses closely reproduce the 

response of the real structure around the frame. The variations of the deflections and the 

flange stresses along the keel for both analyses are compared with the measured values in 

Figs. 3.50 and 3.51 respectively. Although, the present analysis results in a better 

agreement with the measured values for the deflections, it generally overestimates the
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flange stresses along the keel.

3.3.1 VARIATION OF FORCES AND AVERAGE MOMENT IN 

VARIOUS STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

The applied concentrated load is reacted by the end bulkheads and it is transferred to 

them through the actions within the plating and its stiffening members particularly in the 

region of the structure where the load was applied. The transverse in-plane actions created 

by the applied loading induce a considerable restraint to the flexural response of the keel 

and neighbouring structural members. They also give rise to appreciable direct stresses in 

the frames. However, these actions are severely restricted by the presence of the 

bulkheads. The restraint given to the transverse frames by the bulkheads arises from the 

connection to the longitudinal members and the plating. Consequently, the actions induced 

within the stiffening members are significantly affected.

The variations of average forces within the shell plating in the longitudinal direction 

and axial forces acting in the centroidal axes of the longitudinals at the bulkhead and the 

second frame positions are shown in Figs. 3.52 and 3.53. The effect of the loading is to 

induce large tensile forces within the plating around the keel at the bulkhead position as 

illustrated in Fig. 3.52. However, it results in smaller compressive plating forces around 

the curved bilge. Consequently, larger axial forces are produced in the keel and the 

longitudinals in the vicinity, particularly in the longitudinal girders, than in the 

longitudinals around the curved bilge. By contrast, the variations of average forces within 

the plating and axial forces in the longitudinals at the second frame position exhibit a 

different distribution as displayed in Fig. 3.53. The applied loading creates very large 

compressive forces within the plating in the vicinity of the keel. The effect is most 

pronounced around the keel creating large tensile axial forces in the neighbouring 

longitudinals. Although, towards the curved bilge region this effect decreases, 

considerable tensile forces develop within the plating; and corresponding axial forces in 

the longitudinals are noticeably larger than those developed at the bulkhead position. All 

of these signify the development of the forces within the structure in the longitudinal
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direction.

The variations of axial and transverse shear forces as well as average vertical 

bending moments in the first and the second frames are displayed in Figs. 3.54-3.56. The 

applied loading yields large tensile axial forces in the frames around the keel; the second 

frame carries larger axial forces than does the first frame. As shown in Fig. 3.54 high 

compressive axial forces develop in the fiat bottom and around the curved bilge, 

particularly in the second frame. The first frame carries slightly larger axial forces around 

the curved bilge. Figure 3.55 illustrates that the second frame carries effectively larger 

transverse shear forces than the first frame in the vicinity of the keel. However, the first 

frame carries marginally larger transverse shear forces in the flat bottom towards the turn 

of bilge. This can be attributed to the induced transverse in-plane actions within the 

plating. The variations of average vertical bending moments around the two frames are 

similar as shown in Fig. 3.56. The second frame carries larger bending moments than the 

first frame around the keel, whilst their values closely follow each other around the curved 

bilge.

3.4 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH 

EXPERIMENT FOR SIDE LOADING

A single concentrated load of 18 tons was applied to the intersection of longitudinal 

15 with the mid-frame. Half of this load value was employed in the analysis since only 

one quarter of the compartment was modelled and the structure has a transverse symmetry 

plane at the mid-length. It is considered that the position of the load was too remote from 

the far side of the compartment to cause any asymmetrical response. The type of loading 

considered generally arises when a ship is berthed to another ship or to a jetty structure, 

and it is important in the design of the berthing facilities and the local side structure of a 

ship. The berthing loads are generally in a uniformly distributed form over an area of the 

protective fender. However, this condition was represented in the analysis with a single 

concentrated load as applied to the test structure. The idealised model with the medium
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mesh size was used in the analysis as for the previous loading conditions. The in-plane 

rigidities of the plating were arbitrarily reduced at the specified regions of the section to 

allow for the physical features of the real test structure. The analysis results were 

compared with the experimental measurements for the purpose of validating the idealised 

model and the solution. The forces and vertical bending moments along the primary 

structural members were also studied.

The applied single concentrated load creates a local response within the structure in 

its immediate vicinity. The loading is applied at a position where the curved bilge and the 

flat side regions of the cross-section meet The effect of the loading is to induce significant 

in-plane actions within the plating in the transverse as well as in the longitudinal directions 

particularly in the upper half of the curved bilge. This is considered to be due to the high 

curvature of the region. With the application of a lateral loading in this region or its 

immediate vicinity, a radial component of force arises tending to deflect the plating from 

its original position. This generates in-plane stresses in the plating in both directions. In 

addition, the applied loading induces significant axial forces in the transverse frames. On 

the other hand, it is considered that the fiat side region behaves in the same manner as a 

flat grillage loaded by a single concentrated load. The effect of the applied loading is 

predominant in the flat side and curved büge regions of the structure. Hence, the reduction 

in the in-plane rigidities of the plating should take place in these regions. In other words, 

it is believed that the response of the structure is insensitive to the representation of the 

stiffness in remote regions. This indicates that a value between 75% and 100% of the full 

values of EY and GXY in the flat bottom region should be employed. However, the 

regions in the immediate vicinity of the load should have a value between 50% and 75% 

of the fuU values of EY and GXY. The preliminary study on the effect of the in-plane 

rigidity of the plating suggested values of 75% of the full values in the flat bottom and 

50% of the full values in the curved bilge and the flat side regions in order to obtain good 

correlation with the experimental results. The physical justification is that the actions 

induced by the applied loading reduce the effectiveness of the plating in the vicinity of the 

load.
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The deflections around the mid-frame, plotted with respect to the outline of the 

frame by employing translational degrees of freedoms, obtained from the analysis with the 

reduced values of the rigidities as well as with the full values are compared with the 

experimental measurements in Fig. 3.57. Excellent agreement is observed between the 

analysis with the reduced values of the rigidities and the experimental results. The 

reduction in the rigidities of the plating has a significant effect in the response of the 

structure particularly in the upper half of the curved bilge and the flat side regions. Figure 

3.58 illustrates the comparison of the flange stresses of the mid-frame for the analysis 

results obtained with the reduced as well as full values of the rigidities with the measured 

results. As seen in the figure, there is an excellent agreement between the analysis with the 

reduced rigidities and the experimental measurements especially in the flat side region and 

upper half of the curved bilge. There exists a slight discrepancy between the results in the 

lower part of the curved bilge where the analysis results in smaller flange stresses by an 

average value of 15.0%. The comparisons of the deflections and the flange stresses along 

longitudinal 15 for the analysis with the reduced and the full values of the rigidities with 

the experimental results are displayed in Figs. 3.59 and 3.60 respectively. Good 

agreement between the theoretical and experimental results is observed for both the 

deflections and the flange stresses for the analysis performed with the reduced rigidities.

The analysis results for the reduced values of the rigidities are also compared with 

the curved grillage analysis results. The deflections and the flange stresses of the mid

frame are compared in Figs. 3.61 and 3.62. The figures illustrate that the results of both 

analyses follow each other very closely particularly for the deflections of the frame. The 

variation of the flange stresses reveals a slight discrepancy between the results in the flat 

side region in which the present analysis results resemble the physical response of the test 

structure more closely. In addition, a difference in the variation of the stresses between the 

two analyses occurs in the curved bilge region especially at the position where there exists 

a reduction in the dimensions of the frame flange. It is clear that the idealised model of the 

frame employed in the present analysis simulates the response of the frame closer than the 

model used in the curved grillage analysis. This difference in the variation of the stresses 

arises since the curved grillage analysis method allowed only constant variation of the
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frame cross-sections to be represented between the longitudinals. The comparison of the 

deflections and the flange stresses along longitudinal 15 are shown in Figs. 3.63 and 

3.64. Although both analyses produce good correlation with the measurements for the 

deflections, the present analysis yields much better comparison with the experimental 

results for the flange stresses along the longitudinal.

3.4.1 VARIATION OF FORCES AND AVERAGE MOMENT IN 

VARIOUS STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

The applied concentrated load is primarily resisted by the transverse structural 

members. Due to the connection of the frames to the longitudinal members and the 

plating, it is transferred to the neighbouring structural members by creating axial actions 

induced by bending as well as flexural actions in these members which thus provide 

significant support to the whole structure. Through these actions the load is transmitted to 

the end bulkheads which give considerable support to the frames in resisting the forces 

transferred to them. Hence, the concentrated point load applied to the second frame at the 

intersection of longitudinal 15 is first reacted by the frame and then it is transferred to the 

first frame, mainly by the flexural behaviour of the neighbouring structural members, 

where it receives significant restraint from the end bulkhead and the surrounding 

structure.

The variation of average forces within the shell plating in the longitudinal direction 

and the axial forces acting in the centroidal axes of the longitudinals at the fixed end 

bulkhead position is illustrated in Fig. 3.65. The effect of the loading is to generate high 

tensile average forces in the plating in the vicinity of longitudinal 15. Furthermore, it 

produces high average compressive forces within the plating at the deck edge connection 

and across the deck as in the hydrostatic pressure loading condition. The applied loading 

also creates relatively small compressive forces in the plating in the flat bottom and 

notably larger compressive forces towards the turn of bilge. Accordingly, large axial 

forces develop within the centroidal axes of the longitudinal girders in the upper half of 

the bilge and in longitudinal girder 15 and in the neighbouring longitudinals to balance the
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forces developed in the plating. Similar to the response of the structure to the keel loading, 

at the second frame position, extremely large compressive forces are produced within the 

plating around the position of the concentrated load as shown in Fig. 3.66. In addition, 

large tensile forces develop within the plating in the lower half of the curved bilge. 

Consequently, high tensile axial forces arise within longitudinal 15 and in the 

longitudinals in the immediate vicinity. Further, the longitudinal girders carry larger 

values of axial forces in the corresponding büge region than do the light longitudinals.

The variation of axial forces acting in the centroidal axes of the first and the second 

frames is shown in Fig. 3.67. The applied loading induces large compressive axial forces 

in the curved büge region particularly in the second frame. Furthermore, large tensüe axial 

forces develop at the position of the load, tailing off towards the deck edge coimection. 

However, comparatively smaller axial forces develop within the first frame following the 

same pattern of variation as in the second frame. The applied loading also gives rise to 

considerable compressive axial forces within the deck beam especiaUy in the vicinity of 

the deck edge connection. Figure 3.68 displays the variation of the transverse shear forces 

within the webs of the frames. It is clear that the second frame carries notably larger shear 

forces than does the first frame. This is especiaUy evident in the upper half of the curved 

büge and the flat side region of the cross-section in the vicinity of the load. The variation 

of average vertical bending moments acting in the cross-sections of the frames is 

ülustrated in Fig. 3.69. The applied loading generally induces larger bending moments in 

the second frame than it does in the first frame; the largest value being at the position of 

the concentrated load.

3.5 PHYSICAL EXPLANATION OF USING REDUCED MODULUS 

VALUES

In the analyses performed for the different loading conditions reported above, the 

physical features of the real test structure were taken into account by arbitrarily varying the 

in-plane rigidities of the plating, the properties of the material flexibility matrix in the finite
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element procedure, with the aim of obtaining a better approximation to the stiffness of the 

real structure especially at the flat regions of the cross-section. It was expressed that these 

physical features arise mainly from a loss in the effectiveness of the plating under edge 

compression due to the presence of initial imperfections inevitably introduced into the 

structure by the fabrication processes. This loss of effectiveness of the plating is more 

marked in thin wide plates having low buckling stress. A further loss in the effectiveness 

of the plating in the transverse direction also occurs due to the built-in curvature at the 

bilge, though it is generally increased in the longitudinal direction. The investigation on 

the effect of the in-plane rigidities of the plating on the structural response indicated that 

the shear rigidity GXY generally has relatively small influence on the behaviour of the 

transverse structure whereas the transverse direct stiffness of the plating, reflected by EY, 

is the predominant factor in the transverse structural response particularly in the flat 

regions, more evidently in the bottom floor. In the present section it is intended to give a 

physical explanation for using a reduced value of the transverse rigidity EY in the analysis 

by employing a simplified procedure applied to an interframe rectangular plate taken from 

the bottom region of the cross-section between longitudinals 4 and 5.

In order to explain the reduction in the transverse rigidity EY in simple terms, the 

rectangular plate employed is considered to be subjected to uniform compression in the 

transverse direction applied along the longitudinal edges as shown in Fig. 3.70. The 

analysis with the reduced value of the transverse rigidity EY only simulates the response 

corresponding to the imperfect plate case. Hence, in principle, for an assumed initial 

imperfection field of the plating, after the edge loading is applied, the shortening in the 

transverse direction should be equal to the one that is obtained by using the results of the 

analysis with the reduced rigidity value. Efficiency of a plate under edge compression is 

defined as the ratio of the total contraction of a perfectly flat plate to that of an imperfect 

plate. Thus, the loss in the efficiency of the plating can be assessed by comparing the total 

shortening of the plate with the assumed imperfections with the total shortening of the 

perfectly flat plate. In the following the procedure is described in mathematical terms.
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For a wide perfectly flat plate(a>b) under edge compression, as shown in the sketch 

below, the end shortening of the plate is given by:

= £y b (3.1)

where £y represents transverse strain and is given by:

hence = —  b 
E

(3.2)

(3.3)

Shortening of the plate : -  2 s

Initial imperfections in a welded stiffened plate structure are generally associated with 

residual welding stresses. The welding contractions across the stiffener fillets provide end 

moments which cause cylindrical bending of the plating in between as shown in the 

diagram below with the geometric and physical features of the plate referred to.

where.

Mo

A,g=2 s

moment due to welding contractions, 

shortening of the plate,
2

assumed initial imperfections(= 0.1 p t), 

distortion of the plate after loading.
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P : plate slendemess(=—J — = 1.74),
t V E

t : thickness of the plate(= 7.0123 mm),

Gq : yield stress (= 275.0 N/mm^),

E : elasticity modulus (= 210,000.0 N/mm^),

b : width of the plate(= 337.185 mm).

Statistical analysis of measurements on naval ships and large scale grillages has 

suggested a mean central plate distortion 5p expressed as a function of plate breadth b, 

plate thickness t, yield strength Og, modulus of elasticity E, and web thickness of 

stiffeners t^(Faulkner, 1975). The central plate distortions 5p have been found to relate

approximately to p ,̂ and 5p / 1 has been given in the following form:

^  = for t ,  P < 3  (3.4)

In warships web thicknesses of stiffeners are generally close to the plate thickness, and in 

this case equation (3.4) becomes:
Ôp ,
^  = K (3.5)

The typical values of 5p /  t have been found to lie in the range 0.05P to 0.15P with

values of up to 0.4P in heavily welded plating. For most continuously welded warships

and merchant ships, a value between 0.12p to 0.15p is recommended for 5p / 1. Since 

in the test frigate structure the longitudinals were attached to the plating by intermittent 

was assumea lor me centrai piaie oisioraon rauo 

Hence, the initial distortion of the plate assumed to be represented by an arc of a circle is 

given by:

6p ^ = 0 .ip ^ t (3.6)

caused by the end moments arising from the welding contractions. Under uniform

welding, 0.Ip was assumed for the central plate distortion ratio Sp / 1 in the present case.

edge stress Gy the initial distortion of the plating increases to:

8p = m 5p̂  (3.7)

where m is a magnification factor and given by:

m = — (3. 8)
G c r  G y
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in which is an average edge stress of the plate referred to obtained from the FE analysis 

with the full value of EY and its value is 42.6 N/mm^ for the hydrostatic pressure loading 

condition. The critical buckling stress employed in equation (3.8) above, for a wide 

plate(a>b) under transverse edge compression is given by:

t
ĉr -

Tt̂ E
12(1-v ^ )

\2 r / b^ 2“
1+ -

y VaJ
a > b (3.9)

in which v is Poisson's ratio, 0.3 for steel, and a is the length of the plate(1028.7 mm). 

The critical buckling stress of the plate employed is 100.68 N/mm .̂

The shortening of the plate at the edges has effectively two components: the first is 

due to the change in the length of the arc corresponding to the flat plate case, and the 

second is because of the change in the initial distortion of the plate after loading. It is, 

however, convenient to consider only the second component as if the arc length is 

unchanged and the shortening arises simply firom the geometric changes, e.g. reduction in 

chord length b. In order to calculate the shortening of the plate(lg= 2s) under edge 

compression arising from the imperfections, the procedure outlined and accompanied by

diagrams below is followed.

before loading after loading

Since it is assumed that the arc length does not change, the following geometric 

relationships can be written:

Ri(2a) = R2(20)

hence R̂  = (3.10)
0
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and

Po
Ri = 2.

2 6 Po

tana =
2(Ri-5pJ

The shortening of the plate is given by:

= 2s = 2 Ri
a

sin a — sin0 
0

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

6 . 0
COS0 =  1 — - —  

Ri a

where the angle 0 is obtained from the following expression:

(3.14)

It is clear that this expression requires an iterative procedure to obtain the angle 0. 

However, if the Taylor expansion of cos0 is used, and third and higher order terms are 

ignored, the following expression is obtained:

(3.15)
Ri a

The shortening given in equation (3.13) can also be expressed in terms of the strain and 

the breadth of the plate from which a rigidity value(Eg) corresponding to the rigidity of 

the plate with the assumed imperfections can be obtained:

(3.16)X s i =  —  b

As stated earlier, the shortening of the plate obtained by employing the results of the 

analysis with the reduced value of the transverse rigidity EY should be equal to the 

shortening corresponding to the assumed imperfections of the plate under edge 

compression in order to predict the correct stiffness of the plating in the analysis with the 

reduced rigidity. Hence, the shortening should be compared with that of the analysis 

with the reduced rigidity, i.e. given below.

(3.17)

where Ê  : reduced elasticity modulus(= 0.60 E)

Gj. : average edge stress obtained from the FE analysis with the reduced rigidity 

(=28.83 N/mm^)
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The total shortening of the perfectly flat plate is then compared with the total shortening of 

the plate with the assumed imperfections in order to identify the loss in the efficiency of 

the plate. The total shortening of the plate is given by:

and

hence

X.  = X f  + X,s (3.18)

M  = (3.19)
Ea E Eg

^  (3.20)
E E + Ea

This expression provides a rigidity value, which is lower than the full value and indicates 

the level of reduction in the stiffness of the plating for the imperfections assumed. 

Application of the procedure outlined above to the plate with the results of the analysis in 

which 60% of the full value of the transverse rigidity EY was assumed in the fiat bottom 

fioor yields the following values:

Shortening of the plate with assumed distortions: = 0.07144994 mm

Shortening of the plate with the reduced value of EY: X̂  = 0.07715114 mm

Shortening of the perfectly fiat plate: = 0.06840386 mm

The difference between X̂  and X̂  is approximately 7.4% which indicates that the 

analysis with the reduced value of EY reasonably simulates the behaviour of the plating 

with the assumed imperfections. The efficiency of the plate is evaluated by comparing the 

total contraction of the fiat plate with that of the imperfect plate, which is expressed in 

equation (3.20). This expression results in a value of 0.49 suggesting that the stiffness of 

the plating is reduced approximately by half for the initial imperfections assumed. This 

reduction in the stiffness of the plating is accurately predicted by employing a reduced 

value of EY which provides a good agreement with the measured deflections and flange 

stresses of the mid-frame.
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3.6 OVERALL DEFLECTIONS AND IN-PLANE STRESSES

Various types of loads to which the structure is subjected induce several actions 

within the structural members and different components of the structure react to these 

actions in different ways. An examination of the overall structural response, i.e. 

deformation of the structure and nominal stresses developed within the shell plating 

provides an insight into the various features that contribute to the strength of the structure 

under the applied loading. This also provides useful information on the locations of prime 

candidate regions of structural weakness by indicating excessive deformation areas and 

the positions of high stress gradients. Hence, the overall deflections of the outer shell 

plating and deck structure along with nominal direct and shear stresses and von Mises 

equivalent stresses corresponding to a multi-axial stress state within the shell plating are 

studied for each loading condition.

Overall distribution of the deflections of the idealised compartment for the 

hydrostatic pressure loading is shown in Fig. 3.71 in which the deformed geometry of the 

structure is overlaid on the undeformed geometry. It is noted that the largest deflections 

occur in the flat regions of the cross-section. The light longitudinals between the 

longitudinal girders experience high variation of curvature between the intersections, 

exhibiting a tertiary behaviour. This is more evident in the bottom light longitudinals 

between longitudinal girders 3 and 6, and in the flat side region in the light longitudinals 

between longitudinal girder 15 and the deck edge. On the other hand, the longitudinal 

girders exhibit a secondary flexural behaviour between the end bulkheads. It is evident 

that the restraint arising from the presence of the bulkheads considerably affects the 

behaviour of the structure and this effect largely depends upon the distance from the 

bulkhead position. Thus, the first frame experiences less magnitudes of deflections than 

the second frame, and the major deflections increase towards the centre of the 

compartment. Consequently, the largest deflections occur between the two frames. 

However, the deflections developed within the compartment are generally in the order of 

the plate thickness values. The maximum deflection within the compartment occurs in the 

side flat region between the frames along longitudinal 16. This is partly because this
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region behaves in the same manner as a flat grillage under the pressure loading and 

receives less support from the in-plane stiffness of the plating than do the other regions. 

Furthermore, the scantlings of longitudinal 16 are considerably smaller than the 

neighbouring longitudinals(see Fig. 2.22). It is apparent that apart from the bulkhead, the 

curved bilge and the deck structure offer appreciable supports to the transverse structure; 

the curved bilge particularly provides significant lateral rigidity to this part of the structure 

where the least lateral deformations are observed in comparison with the flat regions. 

However, this region experiences the largest variation of the curvature.

The deck structure provides a good support to the stiffened side shell against lateral 

deflections as is evident from the behaviour at the upper part of the side shell towards the 

deck edge as shown in Fig. 3.71. The applied loading is transferred to the deck structure 

in the form of in-plane forces acting along the compartment within the deck structure. 

These forces acting in the plane of the deck structure also induce bending moments due to 

the camber of the deck. The flexural actions within the transverse frames are also 

transmitted to the deck beams through the bracket connection. The deflections developed 

within the deck structure, shown separately in Fig.3.71 for clarity, are generally much 

less than those developed in the outer shell. The deck girder located about mid-way 

between the mid-deck and the deck edge clearly provides a significant constraint on the 

response of the deck structure by reducing the deflections towards the mid-deck. 

However, the deck structure experiences notably larger deflections towards the deck edge 

connection due to the appreciable rotation produced at this position, particularly at the 

mid-compartment. In general, the deflections developed within the compartment by the 

hydrostatic pressure loading are normally within the same order of the initial deformations 

expected in any welded stiffened panel.

Figure 3.72 shows overall distribution of the deflections of the idealised model for 

the keel loading condition, including the undeformed plot of the compartment It is clear 

that the applied loading virtually has no effect on the flat side region and on the deck 

structure. It only induces appreciable deflections in the flat bottom and smaller deflections
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in the curved bilge region of the cross-section. The concentrated point load results in a 

structural response which is associated with the localised deformations and concentration 

of stresses. The maximum deflection occurs at the position of the load and its magnitude 

represents only a fraction of the plate thickness(slightly more than half of the thickness). 

A kink occurs at the position of longitudinal 1 along the stiffener between the frames due 

to the angular connection of the frame to the keel. The longitudinal members experience 

much smaller variation of curvature between the intersections than they do under the 

hydrostatic pressure loading. Although the concentrated load applied vertically at the keel 

position produces an upward movement in the flat bottom region, the curved büge region 

undergoing smaUer deformations drifts away from the outline of the section creating some 

variation of curvature. The plating in this region deflects away from the neutral axis 

position of the plate-frame combination. The deck structure experiences virtuaUy zero 

deflections.

OveraU distribution of the deformations corresponding to the side loading condition 

is illustrated in Fig. 3.73, overlaid on the undeformed geometry. As in the keel loading 

condition, the concentrated load applied at the mid-fi^ime on longitudinal 15 induces a 

structural response which is associated with the localised deformations and concentration 

of stresses. Thus, the largest deflection occurs at the position of the load, which 

represents a magnitude nearly in the order of the plate thickness. The longitudinals in the 

vicinity of the load experience some variation of curvature diminishing towards the 

bulkhead reflecting its large restraining effect in reducing the deflections. The applied 

loading causes the curved büge to deflect into the cross-section in the vicinity of the load 

resulting in some variation of curvature. This behaviour induces some in-plane actions 

within the plating due to the curvature. The curved büge deforms away from its position 

in its lower half towards the flat bottom after the deflections passing a zero point on the 

cross-section, exhibiting a downward shift. The applied loading does not create any 

significant response in the flat bottom region. The behaviour of the deck structure 

exhibiting a notable similarity to the response under the hydrostatic pressure loading 

indicates predominant effect of the deck girder in reducing the deflections towards the 

mid-deck.
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The stress fields developed within the shell plating are commonly represented by 

contour plots of the relevant stress components. A contour plot of a chosen stress field 

shows either lines of equal stress values or colour filled areas between contour values in 

respect of a selected stress interval over the surface of the structure. The stress values are 

generally calculated at the integration points of the elements and then they are extrapolated 

to the nodal points where they are usually averaged as output values. The contour plots 

are generated by interpolating between the points with stress output. They indicate the 

positions of high stress gradients and the variation of stress values across the structure. 

However, it should always be kept in mind that the FE solution provides a stress field 

which is of an approximate nature. Further, the stress fields generated by the applied 

loadings will clearly be affected by welding residual stresses and induced initial 

imperfections. Besides, the distribution of the stresses represents only the response of a 

geometrically and physically idealised structure. Thus, the procedure of substituting a real 

continuum structure and associated loading by a discrete idealised model with equivalent 

nodal loads and boundary conditions applied at discrete nodal points tends to produce 

some local effects which may not exist in the real structure.

The linear elastic finite element program AS AS-H provides in-plane direct and shear 

stresses, and stress resultants i.e. moments and transverse shear forces at the nodal points 

as output for the TCS8 shell element. The post-processing program PICASO enables one 

to visualise a selected stress field at the bottom or top surface of the shell plating indicating 

the effect of local plate bending behaviour. Alternatively, the contours corresponding to 

the stress field at the mid-thickness of the shell plating can be plotted, revealing the in

plane response of the plating. The local plate bending was considered to have a relatively 

small effect on the structural response, and thus only the contour plots on the mid-surface 

of the shell plating were considered. However, although the experimental strain gauge 

measurements made on the plate panels of the frigate model had shown a rough agreement 

with theoretical findings, they had been found to be inaccurate with a fair degree of 

scatter, due mainly to the large and varying bending component of strain(see Clarkson and 

Wallace, 1967). In the plots the three-dimensional curved plating of the outer shell firom
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keel to deck edge was projected to a two-dimensional flat surface. The orientation of the 

plot area and local axis systems of elements are indicated in the figures. The broken lines 

within the plot area represent the boundaries of the elements, displaying the medium mesh 

subdivision of the structure. The deck plating was also flattened out to a two-dimensional 

surface. The stress values in the plots are in N/m  ̂units.

The contour plots of direct stresses in the longitudinal and transverse directions, and 

shear and von Mises equivalent stresses within the outer shell plating corresponding to the 

analysis with the reduced values of the rigidities for the hydrostatic pressure loading are 

shown in Figs. 3.74-3.77. The highest levels of stresses occur in the longitudinal 

direction that the maximum stress levels are developed adjacent to the fixed end bulkhead 

around the keel as displayed in Fig. 3.74. In the interpretation of the stresses developed 

within the plating in the longitudinal direction, it should be kept in mind that the light 

longitudinals generally exhibit a tertiary response between the intersections, whereas the 

longitudinal girders indicate a secondary behaviour between the fixed end bulkheads. 

Thus, tensile stresses are established in the plating adjacent to the bulkhead almost all 

around the cross-section. On the other hand, some moderate levels of interframe 

compressive stresses are developed at the flat regions of the cross-section; the largest ones 

occur in the flat side region mid-way between the frames due to the high levels of 

deflections and around the keel adjacent to the mid-frame. However, much smaller 

compressive stresses are developed in the curved bilge region and in the areas away from 

the local support positions along the structure. This arises from the fact that the large 

curvature of the büge provides very high lateral stiffness to the structural members in this 

region.

Figure 3.75 shows that the largest levels of stresses in the transverse direction occur 

around the mid-frame in the flat regions between longitudinals 3 and 7 and longitudinals 

15 and 17 in compressive nature. In the bottom fioor, these stresses arise mainly due to 

the relatively large induced curvature of the transverse frames in this region, producing 

high compressive stresses in the plating, together with the transverse direct loads from the 

hydrostatic pressure acting on the sides. However, in the flat side region, they develop
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mostly due to the flexural behaviour of the frames and to a less extent due to the 

hydrostatic pressure acting in the bottom floor which pushes the whole cross-section 

upwards. A distinctive feature of the plot is the circles of the contours around the frames 

in the curved büge region that smaUer stresses are developed towards the center of the 

curved plating. These arise since the frames experience a considerable variation of 

curvature around the büge, and the induced bending moments try to decrease the curvature 

of the bilge by deflecting the plating away from the neutral axis of the plate-frame section. 

Hence, the level of stresses is reduced towards the centre of the büge plating. On the other 

hand, the curved büge is pushed into the section by the hydrostatic pressure. These two 

effects somewhat compensate each other and relatively smaU stresses are developed in the 

curved büge. In general, the distribution of the stresses in the transverse direction exhibits 

an overall compressive stress field over the mid-surface of the plating except in the 

regions adjacent to the fixed end bulkhead and the frame positions at the deck edge. The 

highest shear stress levels developed within the plating occur in the upper part of the 

curved büge and the flat side region adjacent to the bulkhead as shown in Fig.3.76. The 

levels of shear stresses in this region reach about 75.0% of the maximum transverse direct 

compressive stresses developed within the outer sheU plating. Figure 3.77 illustrates the 

contour plot of the von Mises equivalent stresses, corresponding to a multi-axial stress 

state, developed within the outer shell plating. The largest stress levels(about 54.0 

N/mm^) occur in the upper part of the curved büge region towards the end bulkhead, but 

these values are much smaUer than the yield stress which is 275.0 N/mm^.

The stress levels induced by the applied loading within the deck sheU plating are 

generally less significant than those developed in the outer sheU plating. They are of 

generaUy smaU values and uniformly distributed over the deck surface, except in the areas 

adjacent to the deck edge and around the deck beams. As iUustrated in Fig. 3.78, the 

stress contours corresponding to the stresses in the longitudinal direction are populated at 

the comer between bulkhead and deck edge. This is an area where the highest longitudinal 

stress levels, in compression, are developed in the deck plating. This is believed to be due 

to the significant restraining effect of the bulkhead in reducing the deflections. However,
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relatively small tensile stresses are generated adjacent to the deck edge towards the mid- 

frame. Bending and compression of the deck beams due to the induced in-plane forces 

and the effect of the camber creates the highest stresses in the vicinity of the deck edge in 

the transverse direction within the deck plating as displayed in Fig. 3.79. The stress 

contours are populated around the deck beams adjacent to the deck edge; the largest stress 

levels occur around the deck beam connected to the mid-frame at the position of the first 

deck longitudinal from the deck edge. The stresses developed are mostly in compressive 

nature except adjacent to the deck edge towards the mid-compartment due to relatively 

large deflections. The shear stresses developed within the deck plating are of much less 

importance; the largest shear stress levels occur around the deck edge as shown in Fig. 

3.80.

As stated earlier, the applied keel loading induces a stmctural response associated 

with the local deflections and concentrated stresses around the loading point. Hence, the 

highest stress levels are developed in the vicinity of the loading point and along the keel. 

In this loading condition, the stress levels developed within the outer shell plating are of 

most significance. As shown in Fig. 3.81, the largest stress levels developed within the 

shell plating in the longitudinal direction occur at the position of the loading; the stresses 

created are in compressive nature and extremely large in a magnitude of 180 N/mm^. 

Comparatively small stress levels are developed around the keel adjacent to the end 

bulkhead, yet in a tensile nature and a magnitude of 110 N/mm^. The stresses rapidly die 

away from the keel and moderate stress levels are created over most of the shell surface. 

In the transverse direction the largest stress levels occur at the application point of the 

loading in a magnitude of 136 N/mm^ as shown in Fig. 3.82 in which the induced local 

response of the structure is evident. The level of stresses decreases in going away from 

the loading point; compressive stresses are developed around the loading point due to the 

induced high curvature. After passing a zero level of stresses, much smaller tensile 

stresses are generated towards the curved bilge region and around the keel adjacent to the 

bulkhead. The levels of shear stresses are of less significance, but they are larger than 

those produced by the hydrostatic pressure loading. The largest levels of shear stresses 

occur around the keel towards the loading point as shown in Fig. 3.83. The stresses
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developed within the deck plating are mostly negligible in magnitude since the applied 

loading hardly causes any significant response in the deck structure. The contours of the 

von Mises equivalent stresses developed within the outer shell plating are illustrated in 

Fig. 3.84. It is noted that the stress contours are concentrated at the loading point and the 

stress levels created are of relatively significant importance in magnitudes of 164 N/mm^ 

in comparison with the yield stress. The stress levels quickly die away from the keel 

loading position.

As in the keel loading condition, the side loading induces stresses concentrated in 

the vicinity of the loading point due to the response of the structure associated with the 

localised deflections. Hence, the highest stress levels occur around the loading point 

between the first and second frame. The stress levels are generally of less significance 

than the corresponding stresses induced by the keel loading, but they are normally larger 

than the stress levels generated by the hydrostatic pressure loading. As shown in Fig. 

3.85, considerable longitudinal compressive stresses are developed around the mid-frame 

in the vicinity of the loading point and in the upper half of the curved büge due to the 

relatively large induced curvature. However, smaU tensüe stresses are induced in the outer 

sheU plating in almost aU of the rest of the structure.

As ülustrated in Fig. 3.86, considerably high levels of stresses are produced in the 

transverse direction. The stress contours are concentrated in the immediate vicinity of the 

loading point at longitudinal 15 and high compressive stresses are developed in the flat 

side and in the upper half of the curved büge around the second fi*ame. The effect of the 

loading rapidly diminishes in going away from the loading application point. Shear 

stresses induced in the sheU plating are in less magnitudes than the corresponding stresses 

created by the keel loading. As iUustrated in Fig. 3.87, high levels of shear stresses are 

produced immediately below the loading point in the upper half of the curved büge. The 

shear stresses are generaUy uniformly distributed along the structure in the flat side and in 

the upper part of the curved büge; they diminish in going away from the loading point 

The von Mises equivalent stresses have generaUy less magnitudes than the corresponding 

stresses induced by the keel loading as shown in Fig. 3.88. The largest levels of stresses
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are developed immediately around the loading point; the maximum stress levels in 

magnitude are about 95 N/mm^. The stress levels away from the loading point have 

notably less magnitudes. The stresses developed in the deck plating are fairly small, and 

the largest stress levels generally occur around the second frame in the vicinity of the deck 

edge as displayed in Figs. 3.89-3.91.

3.7 USE OF INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS TO ALLOW FOR 

REDUCED RIGIDITY OF PLATING

The physical features of the real test structure arising from the loss in the 

effectiveness of the plating due to the presence of initial imperfections were included in the 

analyses reported above by varying the in-plane rigidities of the plating. It is a well known 

fact that the effect of initial imperfections in the plating, mainly associated with residual 

welding stresses in modem ship stractures, is generally to reduce compressive and shear 

stiffness, and strength of the plating. An initially deformed plate normally loses its 

stif&iess immediately from the onset of the load application, and the efficiency of the plate 

continually reduces as the load increases, even before buckling occurs. It is, however, 

considered that this loss in the efficiency is small until the buckling loads are reached, 

particularly in plates under compression applied in the longer direction, but the loss in the 

efficiency is more significant in wide thin plates compressed in the shorter direction 

depending on the shape and magnitude of initial distortions. In the latter case the most 

important form of initial deformation is a single lobe over the full plate length which is 

normally the dominant component of the weld-induced distortions and can have a very 

significant effect on transverse stiffness and strength(Smith, 1981). The physical features 

of the structure arising from this effect may also be taken into account within a linear 

elastic finite element analysis by creating initial deviations from flamess in the plating 

between stiffeners.

The new version of the linear elastic AS AS-H finite element program provides one 

with a facility to automatically produce variations from the nodal coordinate values in a 

local axis system over a plate region. The program enables one to create a combination of
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sine or cosine variations of the coordinate values within a cartesian, cylindrical, or 

spherical local axis system. From the measurements on naval ships and large scale 

grillages, it was noted that the weld-induced distortions have a marked m=n=l mode 

shape(Faulkner, 1975). This suggests that a sinusoidal variation in the plating, a sine 

form of deviation from the coordinate values in both directions, symmetric about the plate 

edges will be suitable for the simulation of the initial imperfections. Hence, in the flat 

regions of the compartment for each plate between the stiffeners a cartesian local axis 

system was formed and a sinusoidal variation from the coordinate values was created. On 

the other hand, in the curved bilge region a cylindrical axis system was formed for each 

plate between the stiffeners. In this region, although a sinusoidal variation was generated 

in the longitudinal direction, a parabolic variation was employed in the transverse direction 

within the approximation of the modelling of the TCS8 shell element. This is because the 

program allows one to create an angular variation from the coordinate values within a 

cylindrical axis system currently defined only by integer values. Hence, by using the COS 

parameter and specifying a zero harmonic number of angular variation in the transverse 

direction for a constant variation, a sinusoidal variation depending on the longitudinal 

direction only was created(see ASAS-H User Manual, Version 10,1989). This indicates 

that the variation in the transverse direction mainly depends on the approximation of the 

TCS8 shell element The central plate distortion ratio(ôo/t) was assumed to be given as in 

equation(3.5).

The representation of a sinusoidal variation from the coordinate values in either 

direction and simulation of the loss in the efficiency of the plating principally depend on 

the number of elements, i.e. subdivision of the plating between the stiffeners, and 

approximation of the shell element. The TCS8 general curved shell element provides a 

quadratic variation of deflections across the shell plating. In the discretisation of the 

idealised model four shell elements in the longitudinal direction and one element in the 

transverse direction for the plating between the stiffeners were employed. The analysis 

results discussed above indicated that this level of subdivision was acceptably sufficient to 

simulate the local behaviour of the longitudinals between the intersections considering that
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the length of the plating between the stiffeners is about three times its width. It is, 

however, considered that the subdivision of the plating in the transverse direction plays an 

important role in the simulation of the loss in the efficiency of the plating. Hence, it is 

believed that use of one element across the plating with the assumed initial imperfections 

does not provide any significant effect in the response of the structure. This suggests that 

the quadratic approximation of the TCS8 shell element is not satisfactory with the use of 

one element across the plating. In other words, it is considered that the stiffness of the 

structure is more sensitive to the subdivision of the plating between the stiffeners in the 

transverse direction. Hence, a simple example problem was employed to decide on a 

suitable level of the subdivision of the plating between the stiffeners. For this purpose, a 

rectangular plate with assumed sinusoidally varying initial imperfections and simply 

supported at all edges was analysed under transverse edge compression. A different 

number of elements was employed in both directions and the central deflection value for 

each subdivision was compared with the central deflection of a very fine mesh reference 

solution in which twelve elements in the longitudinal direction and four elements in the 

transverse direction were employed. The comparison of central deflections with respect to 

the number of elements employed in the longitudinal and transverse directions is shown in 

Fig. 3.92 along with the geometric and physical properties of the example problem. 

Accordingly, a six by two subdivision of the plating between the stiffeners was chosen to 

employ in the discretisation of the idealised model for the analysis.

Having decided on the level of the subdivision of the plating between the stiffeners, 

central distortions of the plating, i. e. amplitudes of the initial imperfections, calculated 

from equation(3.5) were evaluated with different K values within the specified regions of 

the cross-section. Accordingly, the chosen values of K applied within the specified 

regions, providing the best agreement with the measured deflections and flange stresses of 

the mid-frame, are 0.35 at the flat bottom, 0.10 at the curved bilge, and 0.25 at the flat 

side. These assumed amplitudes of sinusoidally varying initial distortions produce central 

distortions of the plating around in the order of the plate thickness at the flat bottom and in 

the order of half of the plate thickness in the curved bilge. However, they result in central 

distortions of the plating almost in the order of two times the plate thickness in the lower
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part of the flat side and in the order of the thickness in the upper part. These levels of 

distortions in the plating can give rise to questions on the validity of a linear analysis.

The deflections and flange stresses around the mid-frame corresponding to the flat 

plating as well as to the assumed central distortions of the plating are compared with the 

measured values in Figs. 3.93 and 3.94. The analysis with the assumed initial 

imperfections yields a good agreement with the measured deflections around the frame 

particularly at the curved bilge and at the flat side. However, it generally results in smaller 

mid-frame deflections than the measured values by 6.1% at the keel, and by 17.2% and 

11.8% at the positions of longitudinals 4 and 16 respectively. The flange stresses around 

the mid-frame are not significantly affected by the initial imperfections in the plating in 

comparison with the values for the flat case, except at the flat bottom and around the keel. 

The analysis with the assumed initial imperfections yields larger flange stress values than 

the analysis with the perfectly flat plating at the keel position by 8.6%, but it results in 

smaller stresses at the position of longitudinal 5 by 8.0% and at the position of 

longitudinal 17 by 6.0%. However, in comparison with the measured results it produces 

larger flange stress values at the keel position by 11.0%, but smaller values by 37.0% and 

10.5% at the positions of longitudinals 5 and 17 respectively. Further, the analysis 

generally underestimates the flange stresses of the mid-frame around the curved bilge by 

an average of 30.0%. The flange stresses along the longitudinals are not significantly 

influenced by the imperfections in the plating except towards the end bulkhead where 

larger values of the stresses are developed along the longitudinals as shown in Fig. 3.95. 

The discrepancy between the analysis results and the measured values was discussed 

earlier. The efficiency of the plate employed in section 3.5 is reduced by nearly half with a 

value of 0.53 obtained from the comparison of the total contraction of the perfectly flat 

plate with the total shortening of the imperfect plate. This value is only 7.5% higher than 

that calculated in section 3.5, which was 0.49. The analysis with the assumed plate 

imperfections yields an average transverse compressive stress value of 36.9 N/mm^ for 

the same plate element
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From all of the above, it can be concluded that the physical features of the real 

structure arising from the presence of initial imperfections in the plating resulting in a loss 

in the efficiency of the plating under edge compression can be taken into account by 

simply including imperfections within a suitable subdivision of the plating between the 

stiffeners in a linear analysis. The analysis yields an acceptably good agreement with the 

measured deflections and flange stresses of the mid-frame. However, the large initial 

imperfections induced in the plating and the levels of deflections produced by the applied 

loading can give rise to questions on the validity of a linear analysis.

The contour plots of direct stresses in the longitudinal and transverse directions, and 

shear and von Mises equivalent stresses within the outer shell plating corresponding to the 

analysis with the assumed imperfections of the plating are illustrated in Figs. 3.96-3.99. It 

is first noted that the level of stresses is much higher than it is for the analysis with the 

reduced in-plane rigidities of the plating shown in Figs. 3.74-3.77. Further, by contrast, 

the highest levels of stresses occur in the transverse direction in a magnitude of more than

100.0 N/mm .̂ It should, however, be remembered that in the analysis performed with the 

reduced rigidities the transverse direct and shear stiffnesses of the plating were reduced, 

and hence the stresses within the plating. Moreover, the reduction in the rigidities of the 

plating caused almost the whole section, notably in the bottom floor, to experience an 

overall upward shift and the curved bilge to drift away from its original position into the 

section. On the other hand, introduction of initial imperfections in the plating within a 

relatively fine mesh generates larger deflections of the mid-frame in the flat regions, but a 

movement of the curved bilge away from the neutral axis of the frame-plate combination 

closer to the outline of the section reducing the curvature of the bilge. The highest levels 

of stresses in the longitudinal direction arise around the keel adjacent to the fixed end 

bulkhead where tensile stresses are developed almost aU around the section as shown in 

Fig. 3.96. The maximum level of tensile stresses is about 24.0% higher than those 

generated in the analysis with the reduced rigidities, though the maximum level of 

compressive stresses is virtually the same. This is mainly due to the more pronounced 

local behaviour of the structure within a relatively fine mesh of the structure. In
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connection to this, the magnitudes of deflections developed within the structure should 

also be considered. On the other hand, mostly compressive stresses are generated in the 

areas away from the support points between the fmmes and in the curved bilge region; the 

largest value arises around the keel adjacent to the mid-frame.

Figure 3.97 shows that the largest stresses in the transverse direction are developed 

in the flat regions of the section around the mid-frame in compressive nature; the 

maximum value occurs in the flat side region. In these locations the stress field indicates 

some local concentrations of stresses. Further, it is noted that the level of stresses reduces 

towards the centre of the bilge around the frames. In general, the distribution of stresses 

in the transverse direction displays an overall compressive stress field except in the 

regions adjacent to the bulkhead and around the frame positions at the deck edge. The 

highest shear stress levels are developed in the flat side region adjacent to the fixed end 

bulkhead as shown in Fig. 3.98. The maximum shear stress value is slightly more than 

50.0% of the maximum compressive stresses induced in the plating in the transverse 

direction. Figure 3.99 shows the von Mises stresses developed within the outer shell 

plating. It indicates the local stress concentration areas at the flat side region around the 

frames and adjacent to the bulkhead. The stresses are also localised at the flat bottom floor 

around the frames. The highest level of stresses(about 120.0 N/mm^) arises around the 

mid-frame at the flat side region, but this is well below the yield stress which is 275.0 

N/mm^.

3.8 PARAMETRIC STUDY FOR HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE 

LOADING

The analysis of the compartment was also carried out to investigate the effect of 

changing some geometrical parameters on the transverse structural response. The 

hydrostatic pressure loading condition was chosen to carry out this investigation since it is 

considered to be the dominant loading condition in the selection of the scantlings for the 

transverse structural members. The original idealised model of the compartment 

discretised with the so called medium mesh size was used in the study. The geometrical
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parameters employed for this investigation were deadrise angle, i.e. rise of floor, radius 

of bilge, cross-section dimensions of the keel and the frames, and modelling of the deck 

structure. The influence of changing these parameters on the response of the structural 

members was discussed.

3.8.1 EFFECT OF DEADRISE ANGLE

It was pointed out earlier that the lateral loads applied in a vertical transverse plane 

of the compartment between the end bulkheads give rise to significant transverse in-plane 

actions within the plating. These actions result in appreciable influence on the response of 

the transverse structural members by providing these members with substantial rigidity to 

resist lateral deformations. They also significantly affect the flexural behaviour of the keel 

girder. Furthermore, it is evident that the responses of the longitudinal structural members 

are appreciably affected due to the support they receive from the transverse frames. The 

extent of these effects largely depends on the level of deadrise angle, i. e. rise of floor. 

Hence, the deadrise angle of the original cross-section was changed between a range of 

values varying from nearly zero(flat bottom), 3 degrees to 20 degrees in order to 

investigate the effect of rise of floor on the transverse response of the structure. The 

radius of the curved bilge and the rest of the features of the cross-section were kept 

constant. However, for small deadrise angles, up to 10 degrees, a longitudinal stiffener 

was fitted to the structure at the midway between the deck edge and longitudinal 18 to 

support this region. This is considered to produce no significant influence on the response 

of the transverse structural members.

The deflections around the mid-frame for the different values of the deadrise angle 

are shown in Fig. 3.100, plotted with respect to the outline of the frame for each angle by 

employing translational degrees of freedoms. It is noted that the vertical deflection at the 

keel position increases almost linearly as the deadrise angle decreases. The cross-section 

with the smallest deadrise angle experiences the largest deflection values in the flat bottom 

region, since the flat bottom structure behaves more like a flat grillage under hydrostatic 

pressure loading. In effect, it does not receive any considerable support from the in-plane
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stiffness of the plating. On the other hand, the deflection values for the large deadrise 

angles are significantly reduced mainly due to the in-plane actions of the plating. It is 

observed that there is relatively small difference in the response of the mid-frame for 

angles 3 and 5 degs. However, the deflections in the bottom region are appreciably 

reduced for deadrise angle 10 degrees and larger. Thus, the significant effect of the in

plane stiffness of the plating comes into play for the deadrise angles exceeding 10 

degrees. Another distinctive feature of the response of the frame for the different values of 

the deadrise angle is that the curved bilge region suffers larger variation of curvature as the 

deadrise angle decreases. In the flat side region the response of the frame resembles the 

behaviour in the flat bottom floor; larger deflections are produced for smaller deadrise 

angles. In general, the response of the mid-frame for the different values of the deadrise 

angles indicates the substantial rigidity arising from the in-plane stiffness of the plating 

particularly in the flat bottom region in resisting the lateral deformations as the rise of the 

floor increases, and hence the cross-section experiences smaller deflections at the keel 

position and at the flat regions for the large values of the deadrise angle. It can thus be 

expressed that the applied loading is mainly resisted by the flexural actions of the 

stiffening members and associated plating for the small values of the deadrise angle.

The flange stresses of the mid-frame for the different angles of the deadrise angle 

are illustrated in Fig. 3.101, plotted normally to the outline of the fiiume. It is evident that 

the magnitude of the flange stress at the keel position considerably decreases, but not quite 

linearly proportional as in the frame deflections as the deadrise angle decreases. In the 

bottom floor mostly uniformly varying flange stresses are produced for the small deadrise 

angles. In general, significant variations in the flange stresses of the frame are observed 

for the deadrise angles exceeding 10 degrees especially around the curved bilge and at the 

flat side region. The smaller deadrise angles produce generally larger flange stresses 

around the bilge mainly due to the reduction in in-plane resistance to the pressure loading 

and consequent increase in bending stresses. The effect in the flat side region is a 

disposition of the maximum stress away from the deck edge. The smallest deadrise angle 

results in the largest stress in this region. Figure 3.102 shows the effect of the deadrise 

angle on the flange stresses of the longitudinal members. It is apparent that the stresses
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along the bottom longitudinals generally increase as the deadrise angle decreases. 

However, bottom longitudinal 6 indicates a decrease in the stresses for the small values of 

the deadrise angle since it is located in a region where the frame deflections decrease with 

the decreasing deadrise angles. It is also observed that the effect on the light longitudinal 

is less significant since it is considered that the change in the deadrise angle results in a 

secondary type of response of the structure between the end bulkheads.

3.8.2 EFFECT OF RADIUS OF BILGE

The effect of lateral loads applied on the curved bilge of the cross-section is to 

induce in-plane actions within the plating apart from flexural actions in the frames. 

However, the response of the structure exhibits distinctive features due to the built-in 

curvature. The hydrostatic pressure loading applied on the plating results in a radial 

component of force which causes the plate to deflect towards the neutral axis of the plate- 

frame combination. This occurs because the bending of the frame-plate combination takes 

place in the vertical web plane of the frame. The effect of this deflection is to produce in

plane stresses in the plating in both longitudinal and transverse directions resulting in a 

loss of effectiveness in the plating(Chapman and Slatford, 1956). The induced in-plane 

actions produce appreciable effect on the response of the transverse structural members to 

the applied lateral loading. The behaviour of the longitudinal members are also 

subsequently affected. Further, these actions, considerably restrained by the presence of 

the bulkheads, also produce significant axial forces in the centroidal axes of the frames. 

The extent of the bilge effect largely depends on the shape of the bilge, i.e. radius of 

bilge. The original radius of the bilge(2.286 m) was thus reduced to two different values 

of 2.0 and 1.5 metres in order to investigate the effect of the bilge shape on the transverse 

response of the structure. The spacings of the longitudinals and the rest of the features of 

the cross-section were kept unchanged.

The effect of the change in the radius of the bilge on the deflections around the mid- 

frame is illustrated in Fig. 3.103. It is apparent that a reduction in the bilge radius
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produces larger deflections at the keel position and in the flat regions of the cross-section. 

This indicates that the curved bilge region gives a considerable support to the transverse 

frames in resisting lateral deflections especially in the flat regions. It also influences the 

flexural response of the keel girder, though to a lesser extent It is also observed that the 

curved bilge region experiences a significant variation of curvature for small values of 

radius of bilge and the plating slightly deflects away from the center of the curvature 

moving closer to the outline of the section. The effect of the change in the radius of the 

bilge is most evident in the flat side region where much larger deflection values are 

produced for smaller radius of bilge. The behaviour in the bottom floor can be attributed 

to the in-plane actions of the plating in this region due to the geometric configuration. On 

the other hand, the flat side region behaves more like a flat grillage under the applied 

loading and the in-plane actions of the plating have much less effect in the response of the 

frame.

The flange stresses of the mid-frame for the different values of the radius of the 

bilge are shown in Fig. 3.104. It is evident that the effect of radius of bilge is to induce 

larger flange stresses around the frame for small values of bilge radius. The variation of 

the flange stresses is most influenced by the change in the radius of bilge around the 

curved bilge region where substantially larger compressive flange stresses are developed 

for smaller values of the bilge radius. This is mainly due to the severe variation of the 

curvature with the smaller radius of the bilge producing considerable axial compressive 

forces and bending moments in this region. On the other hand, the effect on the flat side 

region of the cross-section is not as significant as in the other regions. Figure 3.105 

shows the comparison of flange stresses of the longitudinals reflecting the effect of the 

change in the radius of the bilge. It indicates that the change of radius of bilge significantly 

affects the flange stresses along the keel and the longitudinal girders. However, it has no 

considerable effect on the stresses along the light longitudinals exhibiting a tertiary type of 

response between the intersections. The effect on the keel and longitudinal girder 3 is less 

significant than it is on the other girders. This is mainly due to the in-plane actions of the 

plating arising from the geometric shape of the bottom floor, causing the frame to 

experience less magnitudes of lateral deflections. The flange stresses along longitudinal
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girders 6 and 15 exhibit the severest influence of the change in the radius of the bilge. 

This is largely due to the location of these two girders, situated at the beginning and at the 

end of the curved bilge respectively. Hence, they experience larger variation of deflections 

between the end bulkheads.

3.8.3 KEEL SIZE EFFECT

In a single-bottomed hull, the scantlings of a keel girder are generally decided on the 

basis of concentrated docking loads resulting from reactions of docking blocks due to the 

weight of the ship section under consideration. In order to sustain these loads, the keel 

and surrounding structural components should provide the structure with sufficient 

strength. However, It has been argued that for large rises of floor only a small keel girder 

would be required, supported by an early work on the transverse strength of vee-shaped 

structures representing the bottom part of a ship(Clarkson, 1958 and see Clarkson and 

Wallace, 1967), and even the keel could be dispensed with on the basis of large in-plane 

stiffness of the plating arising from appreciable deadrise angles, say exceeding 10 

degrees. Physically, even in the absence of a keel girder it seems that the knuckle joint of 

the frames at the keel position could well provide some lateral support, though with a 

snap-through risk. However, apart from resisting concentrated docking loads, the keel 

girder plays an important role in delaying lateral-torsional buckling of the frames by 

inducing a restraining effect on their response. The effect of the keel girder in preventing 

this failure mode of the frames generally depends upon the geometry of the frames and 

form of load(Smith, 1974). In the present investigation, it is of interest to study the effect 

of changes in the geometric properties of the structural components on the transverse 

structural response. Thus, the original scantlings of the keel girder are increased by 

50.0% for this purpose.

The deflections around the mid-frame of the compartment resulting from the 

changes in the dimensions of the keel are compared with the deflections of the original 

analysis in Fig. 3.106. It is noticed that a 50.0% increase in the scantlings of the keel 

girder results in a reduction in the deflections of the mid-frame by 39.4% at the keel
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position with a tapering off of this effect out to the flat bottom region of the cross-section. 

On the other hand, this causes the frame to slightly drift away from the outline of the 

section in the curved bilge. Figure 3.107 shows a comparison of the flange stresses of the 

mid-frame. The effect on the flange stresses seems to be less signiflcant, though of the 

order of 12.5% increase at the keel position. Due to the angular intersection at the keel- 

frame connection, the increase in the dimensions of the keel results in a larger frame 

flange stress value at this position. The flange stresses towards the curved bilge region 

are, however, reduced by about 10.0%. On the other hand, the flange stresses along the 

longitudinals are not significantly influenced by the changes in the keel dimensions, 

except along the keel girder as shown in Fig. 3.108. The keel flange stresses are 

significantly reduced by about 36.0% at the mid-frame position and by about 43.0% at the 

bulkheads. In addition, the flange stresses of longitudinal girder 3 in the flat bottom 

region are reduced, though to a lesser extent.

The results suggest that a signiflcant increase in the cross-section dimensions of the 

keel girder does not create an important effect on the response of the transverse structure, 

except in the structural members in the immediate vicinity of the keel. However, it is 

considered that the change in the keel dimensions produces a more signiflcant effect on the 

transverse structural response for a smaller rise of floor under the type of loading applied. 

The size of the keel is believed to play a more considerable effect on the transverse 

structural response under docking loads since this loading results in a more localised 

response of the structure.

3.8.4 FRAME SIZE EFFECT

Transverse frames are primary structural members of a ship's compartment to resist 

transverse loads applied between the bulkheads. These members also provide substantial 

support to the longitudinal structural members, and thus they are important in maintenance 

of hull form and longitudinal strength. Hence, any weakness in the transverse structure 

somewhat influences the longitudinal strength of the ship's structure. In warships the 

frames are generally identical and uniformly spaced so as to reduce the fabrication time
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and cost of the structure. However, geometric dimensions of the frames may vary around 

the cross-section, for example, web depth or proportions of the frame flange may be 

different around the section. In order to study the effect of the geometrical features of the 

frames on the transverse structural response, two different modifications were made in the 

geometrical properties of the frames around the section. The first modification included a 

small change in the frame rider. The original frame geometry contained a sudden reduction 

in the flange proportions almost right in the centre of the bilge radius between 

longitudinals 12 and 13. This is a region of the structure where high compressive frame 

bending stresses are commonly expected. It is considered to be a bad practice to make 

such a run down in the scantlings of the frames in this region. The reduction in the 

scantlings should be made either further up the frame or in a much more gradual manner. 

In the present study, the dimensions of the frame rider were modified by employing the 

dimensions of the original frame rider in the flat bottom region further up to the beginning 

of the flat side between longitudinals 15 and 16, and from this point onward the 

dimensions of the frame rider were kept constant almost up to the deck edge as shown in 

Fig. 3.112. The dimensions of the rest of the structure and the scantlings of the other 

members were kept the same. The transition in the dimensions of the frame towards the 

position of the change was assumed to occur linearly in a gradual manner. The second 

modification applied to the frame dimensions was to increase the original depth of the 

frame web by 25.0% from keel to deck edge. The dimensions of the longitudinal girders 

including the keel and the scantlings of the other members were kept unchanged.

The deflections and the flange stresses around the mid-frame for the analyses with 

the modified dimensions of the frame are compared with the original analysis results in 

Figs. 3.109 and 3.110 respectively. It is apparent that the change in the frame rider does 

not significantly affect the deflections of the mid-frame except in the flat side region where 

it results in slightly smaller deflection values than the original analysis, by 7.7% at the 

position of longitudinal 16. On the other hand, the increase in the web depth produces 

notably larger reduction effects in the deflections of the mid-frame particularly at the flat 

regions of the cross-section. This modification has the effect of reducing the deflection
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values at the position of longitudinal 4 by 11.3% and at the position of longitudinal 16 by 

26.4%. It also has the effect of changing the deflections in the curved bilge region; the 

bilge slightly drifts away from the outline of the frame into the section. By contrast, the 

flange stresses of the mid-frame are significantly affected by the modification in the frame 

rider dimensions around the areas where these changes were made. Further, the pattern of 

the variation of the flange stresses particularly in the modification regions markedly 

changes. The effect of the modification applied in the proportions of the frame rider is to 

produce a rounded variation of the stresses in the bilge region. This results in a substantial 

decrease in the stress value at the position of the reduction in the proportions of the rider 

in the original frame by nearly 40.0%. In the flat side region the variation of the flange 

stresses follows a somewhat more uniform pattern, and the stress values are significantly 

reduced, by more than 50.0% at the position of longitudinal 17 where the maximum 

flange stress occurred in the original analysis. This indicates that a minor change in the 

scantlings of the frames can produce considerable differences in the structural response. 

On the other hand, the increase in the web depth of the frame results in an overall decrease 

in the flange stresses around the frame. In the flat bottom region, this modification has the 

effect of reducing the stress values by 37.5% at the most The stress values are also 

reduced by about 20.0% around the curved bilge. Further, a notable effect occurs in the 

flat side region of the cross-section where there is a significant reduction in the stress 

value at the position of longitudinal 17 by about 20.0%.

The variation of the flange stresses along the longitudinals are compared in Fig. 

3.111. The modification in the dimensions of the frame rider does not considerably affect 

the flange stresses along the light longitudinal, but it induces a reduction in the stresses in 

the bottom longitudinal girders at the mid-frame position by more than 10.0%. The flange 

stresses along longitudinal 15 lying close to the modification area are also notably reduced 

by 27.5% at the mid-frame position. This indicates that a small change in the cross-section 

dimensions of the frame can also result in considerable changes in the longitudinal 

stresses. On the other hand, the increase in the depth of the frame web has an appreciable 

effect of generally reducing the flange stresses along the longitudinal girders in the bottom 

region. This modification has the largest effect in reducing the flange stresses along
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longitudinal girder 15 by about 40.0% at the mid-frame position and by about 20.0% at 

the bulkhead positions.

3.8.5 EFFECT OF DECK STIFFNESS

The original discretisation of the idealised model of the compartment included all the 

stiffening members in the deck structure resulting in a large total number of degrees of 

freedoms, computational time, and effort to construct the discretised model. However, it 

was considered that the detailed representation of the stiffness of the deck structure would 

not significantly affect the response of the transverse structure, except in the members 

immediately below the deck edge. Hence, the last aspect studied to find its effect on the 

transverse response of the structure is the extent of the representation of the deck structure 

in the idealised model for the type of loading employed. For this purpose, a much simpler 

representation of the deck structure was used within the idealised model. As mentioned in 

section 3.6, the deck structure provides a very good support to the side shell structure 

against the lateral deformations mainly arising from the in-plane stiffness of the deck 

structure. Thus, smaller magnitudes of deflections develop in the deck structure than those 

developed in the outer shell, as expected for the types of loads applied laterally in a close 

region to the deck edge connection. The deflections within the deck structure are 

significantly constrained by the deep deck girder situated about midway between deck 

edge and mid-deck, reducing the deflections considerably towards the mid-deck. The 

idealisation of the deck structure therefore included the deck girder and also the 

longitudinal at the mid-deck as stiffening members of the plating. Further, the discretised 

model of the deck plating did not involve any subdivision in the transverse direction as 

shown in Fig. 3.113.

The results obtained from the analysis with the crude representation of the deck 

structure are compared with the original analysis in Figs. 3.114-3.116. As shown in Fig. 

3.114, the effect on the behaviour of the mid-frame is to induce slightly larger deflections 

in the flat side region by about 5.0% at the most However, the analysis results in notably 

smaller deflections along the deck beam around the deck edge. Moreover, it also produces
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larger flange stresses around the frame in the flat side region towards the deck edge by 

about 6.0% at the most as shown in Fig. 3.115. The effect on the flange stresses of the 

longitudinals is generally insignificant; there is a very small increase in the flange stresses 

of longitudinal 15 located closer to the deck edge as displayed in Fig. 3.116.

With the representation of the deck structure crudely in the idealised model, a 

substantial reduction in the CPU time was obtained. The CPU time required in the original 

analysis was reduced from 231.21 secs, to 167.06 secs, with a significant decrease by 

about 27.7%. Further, the total number of degrees of freedoms was also considerably 

reduced from 4782 to 3378 by about 29.4%. In conclusion, it is evident that it is not 

strictly necessary to include the deck structural components in the idealisation in a great 

detail except the essential features such as the deep deck girder, and thus considerable 

computational time and effort can be saved. However, as concluded by Clarkson and 

Wallace(1967), the extent of the idealisation of the structural geometry depends on the 

type of loading condition. Hence, it is essential to include a great detail of the deck 

structure for a concentrated loading applied on the deck structure. The general conclusion 

is that it is necessary to include a greater detail of the structure in the idealisation in the 

immediate vicinity of applied loads, but elsewhere in the structure a rougher 

approximation embracing the major structural features is sufficient. Further, it is important 

to have an idea of which structural parts will influence the behaviour significantly for a 

particular loading condition. For hydrostatic pressure loading, a rather close idealisation 

of the structure is required particularly from keel to deck edge.

3.9 CONCLUSIONS

The FE analysis results of the compartment structure under mainly transverse loads 

have provided several significant aspects with regard to the choice of a suitable model for 

simulating the structural behaviour and of a mesh for the discretisation of the idealised 

structure, and most importantly concerning the transverse structural response of the 

compartment. The conclusions and findings of the investigation are given below.
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The comparisons of the analysis results for the different models of the structural 

behaviour provided by the use of combinations of alternative compatible element types 

have indicated that the TCS8 model results in a more consistent simulation of the local as 

well as overall behaviour of the idealised structure by reproducing an intermediate 

response between the other two models. Although the QUM4 and QUS4 models yield 

slightly better correlations with the measurements for the deflections and flange stresses of 

the mid-frame, and they are also more efficient than the TCS8 model, the TCS8 model 

with the ability to idealise the genuine curvature of the cross-section and to simulate the 

local behaviour of the structure more consistently has emerged as the best model to 

represent the behaviour of the idealised structure, providing more confidence in the 

solution.

The results of the study on the convergence characteristics of the idealised model and of 

the solution by successively refining the discretisation of the model have exhibited that 

with the refinement of the mesh by reducing the sizes of elements, there is no significant 

change in the results of the analysis. Hence, the so called medium mesh where the plating 

has been divided into four elements between the frames is sufficient for an acceptable 

accuracy of the results.

The results of the investigation into the effect of in-plane rigidities of the plating on the 

structural response for the hydrostatic pressure loading have suggested that the transverse 

direct stiffness of the plating, reflected by elasticity modulus EY, is the dominant factor in 

the structural response. In contrast, the shear stiffness of the plating, expressed by shear 

modulus GXY, normally has a very smaU effect on the behaviour of the idealised model. 

The comparisons of the analysis results for the mid-firame deflections and flange stresses 

with the experimental values have indicated 60% of the full values at the flat bottom and 

75% of the full values at the curved bilge to be employed for EY and GXY. In addition, 

60% of the full value for EY and 75% of the full value for GXY at the flat side region of 

the cross-section should be used in order to simulate the stiffness of the actual structure in 

a more realistic manner so that the best overall agreement between the analysis results and 

the measurements is obtained.
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The comparison of the results of the analysis with the selected physical parameters 

for the deflections around the mid-frame of the compartment with the measurements for 

the hydrostatic pressure loading has illustrated that the idealised model produces an 

acceptably good approximation to the stiffness of the real test structure and sufficient 

agreement with the experimental values. On the other hand, the analysis yields a relatively 

poor agreement with the measurements for the flange stresses of the mid-frame, especially 

in the flat bottom and in the curved bilge to a lesser extent. But, it indicates reasonably 

satisfactory comparisons at the keel position and at the flat side region where the highest 

flange stresses, about 76.0 N/mm^ at the keel and around 114.0 N/mm^ at the position of 

longitudinal 17, were measured in the frame. In addition, it results in an unsatisfactory 

correlation with the experimental measurements for the flange stresses of the selected 

longitudinals except for longitudinal 15 where there exists particularly good agreement. 

Large discrepancies between the analysis results and the measurements for the flange 

stresses of the longitudinals arise to a great extent from the application of the hydrostatic 

pressure loading over the entire length of the test structure between the outer support 

positions in the experimental investigation, resulting in an overall bending of the whole 

test structure. Consequently, the applied loading had induced considerable longitudinal 

bending moments at the ends of the test compartment, which have not been simulated in 

the present analysis. Since longitudinal 15 lies very close to the neutral axis of the cross- 

section, it had not been influenced by this action.

The comparisons of the finite element analysis results of the idealised compartment with 

the results of the curved grillage analysis method reported by Clarkson and Wallace(1967) 

have indicated that the two methods result in close variations of the mid-frame deflections 

relative to each other, particularly at the flat bottom region. However, the present analysis 

produces a slightly better agreement with the measured deflections at the curved bilge and 

flat side regions of the cross-section than the curved grillage analysis. On the other hand, 

the curved grillage analysis gives a better correlation with the measurements for the flange 

stresses of the mid-frame, especially at the flat bottom and curved bilge regions, though 

the present analysis results in a better agreement in the vicinity of the keel and the deck 

edge connection due to the better geometric modelling of these regions. The present
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analysis also yields a more consistent variation of the flange stresses around the mid- 

frame in view of the pattern of the experimental measurements. For the flange stresses of 

the selected longitudinals, the curved grillage analysis results in a much better correlation 

with the measured stresses than the present analysis. This is mainly due to the corrections 

applied to the curved grillage analysis results for the overall bending of the test hull 

structure between the end supports.

The transverse strength analysis of the compartment structure had also been performed by 

Clarkson and Wallace(1967) for the hydrostatic pressure and keel loading conditions by 

employing the conventional ring frame analysis method. The comparisons with the curved 

grillage analysis results and the measurements for the same loading conditions had 

indicated that the ring frame analysis predictions of stiffness were in error by factors of 20 

to 30 for these loadings. In addition, the ring frame analysis results for the mid-frame 

flange stresses were in error by factors of over 50 for the keel point loading, and by 

factors of about 5 for the hydrostatic pressure loading. Furthermore, the ring frame 

analysis had resulted in markedly different variations of the frame flange stresses from the 

pattern of the measured stresses for both loadings. In view of the comparisons between 

the present analysis and the curved grillage analysis results, the same conclusion can be 

arrived at

From the variations of forces and average bending moments along the selected 

longitudinals, the hydrostatic pressure loading induces large axial forces and average 

bending moments, notably at the bulkhead position, as well as large transverse shear 

forces in the bottom longitudinal girders. However, it gives rise to widely varying axial 

forces and average bending moments along the small longitudinals. In addition, it 

generates very high average tensile forces within the shell plating in the longitudinal 

direction at the bulkhead position arising mainly from the flexural behaviour of the 

longitudinal structure, especially at the flat regions of the cross-section. It induces a tensile 

force of about 455.0 kN/m at the keel position and average values of tensile forces of

190.0 kN/m and 170.0 kN/m at the flat bottom and side regions respectively within the 

shell plating. Accordingly, high axial compressive forces are developed in the keel and
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other longitudinal girders at the flat regions. The variations of forces and average vertical 

bending moments acting in the cross-section of the transverse frames have indicated that 

the hydrostatic pressure loading induces markedly large compressive axial forces in the 

vicinity of the keel with an average value of 140.0 kN and around the curved bilge with an 

average magnitude of 105.0 kN. It also gives rise to high magnitudes of transverse shear 

forces in the webs of the frames around the keel and the turn of bilge with average values 

of 40.0 kN and 22.0 kN respectively. On the other hand, large average vertical bending 

moments are developed around the keel and at the flat regions of the cross-section in the 

frames.

The results of the analysis with the chosen values of the physical parameters for the 

keel loading have exhibited a structural response associated with localised deformations 

and stresses in the immediate vicinity of the applied load. The analysis has resulted in an 

excellent correlation with the experimental measurements for the deflections and flanges 

stresses of the mid-frame. Although it has yielded a good agreement for the deflections 

along the keel with the experimental measurements, it has overestimated the measured 

flange stresses of the keel by a maximum value of 17.2% at the mid-frame position due to 

the flexural behaviour of the keel beam element working as a composite member between 

its neutral axis and mid-plane of the plating. The present analysis has also produced 

comparatively better correlations with the measurements for the deflections and flange 

stresses of the mid-frame, especially around the curved bilge, and for the keel deflections 

than the curved grillage analysis. However, it has resulted in a poorer agreement with the 

measurements for the flange stresses along the keel than the curved griUage analysis.

The applied keel point loading induces markedly high tensile forces within the shell 

plating in the longitudinal direction around the keel at the bulkhead position, about 915.0 

kN/m at the keel position, though it results in smaller compressive plating forces with a 

maximum of 110.0 kN/m around the bilge at this position. Consequently, larger axial 

forces are developed in the keel and the longitudinals in the vicinity than in the 

longitudinals around the bilge. On the other hand, the keel loading gives rise to a different
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variation of forces in the plating and axial forces in the longitudinals around the section at 

the ntid-frame position where the load was applied at the intersection with the keel. It 

creates extremely large compressive forces in the plating in the vicinity of the keel, about

1560.0 kN/m at the keel, and corresponding tensile axial forces in the neighbouring 

longitudinals. The applied keel loading also induces large tensile axial forces around the 

keel, about 85.0 kN at the keel, and large compressive axial forces in the flat bottom and 

the curved bilge with an average value of 75.0 kN in the transverse frames. It is generally 

carried by the shear actions in the frame webs around the keel position. The keel loading 

additionally gives rise to notably high vertical bending moments in the frames around the 

keel position with an average of 12.0 kN m.

The analysis with the selected physical parameters for the side loading condition has 

resulted in an exceptionally good agreement with the experimental measurements for the 

deflections and flange stresses of the mid-frame as well as for the deflections and flange 

stresses along longitudinal 15. As in the keel loading condition, the side point loading has 

given rise to a local structural response with the concentrations of large deformations and 

stresses in the immediate vicinity of the applied load. Although the present and curved 

grillage analyses have yielded very good comparisons with the measured results for the 

deflections and flange stresses of the mid-frame, the present analysis results have 

resembled the physical response of the real structure more closely for the flange stresses 

due to the better modelling of the frame between the intersections. In addition, the two 

analyses have produced good correlations with the measurements for the deflections and 

flange stresses along longitudinal 15.

The applied side loading generates high tensile forces within the shell plating in the 

longitudinal direction around longitudinal 15 with an average value of 90.0 kN/m and 

corresponding compressive axial forces in the neighbouring longitudinals at the bulkhead 

position. It also results in large compressive plating forces in the flat bottom around the 

turn of bilge and across the deck structure, and corresponding axial forces in the 

longitudinals. As in the keel loading condition, at the mid-frame position where the load 

was applied at the intersection with longitudinal 15, the side loading induces extremely
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large compressive forces in the plating with an average magnitude of 300.0 kN/m and 

corresponding axial forces in the longitudinals in the vicinity of the loading point. It also 

gives rise to large compressive axial forces around the curved bilge with an average value 

of 60.0 kN and large tensile axial forces at the position of the load, tailing off towards the 

deck edge, in the transverse frames, notably in the mid-frame with a value of about 90.0 

kN. Considerable compressive axial forces are additionally developed in the deck beams 

around the deck edge. The applied loading is generally carried by the shear actions within 

the webs of the transverse frames in the vicinity of the load. It gives rise to large vertical 

bending moments around its position in the transverse frames, especially in the mid-frame 

with a magnitude of about 4.5 kN m.

The study for the explanation of using reduced elasticity modulus values to allow 

for the loss of plate effectiveness under edge compression in the transverse direction due 

to the presence of initial imperfections has indicated that the present analysis performed 

with a modified value of EY reasonably simulates the behaviour of the plating with the 

assumed initial imperfections. In addition, it has suggested that the stiffness of the plating 

is reduced by about half for the assumed imperfections. Thus, this reduction in the plate 

stiffness is accurately predicted by using a reduced value of EY which gives a good 

agreement with the measurements.

The overall distribution of the deformations of the idealised compartment for the 

hydrostatic pressure loading has illustrated that the applied loading induces large 

deformations within the flat regions of the cross-section, though they are generally in the 

order of plate thickness. The behaviour of the structure evidently suggests a secondary 

bending behaviour, notably observed in the response of the longitudinal girders, between 

the end bulkheads. However, the small longitudinals experience a tertiary flexural 

response between the intersections. In view of the overall behaviour of the structure, the 

curved bilge provides a significant lateral rigidity to this part of the structure undergoing 

the least deformations. In addition, the deck structure affords a good support to the 

stiffened side shell subjected to the transverse pressure loading against lateral deflections. 

This arises mainly from the high in-plane stiffness of the deck structure which carries the
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applied pressure loading in the form of in-plane forces transmitted to it. Further, the deck 

girder provides a significant constraint on the response of the deck structure by reducing 

the deflections towards the mid-deck.

The variations of normal stresses induced within the outer shell plating have indicated that 

the highest levels of stresses arise in the longitudinal direction with a magnitude of 55.4 

N/mm^. It is evident that these stresses stem mainly from the flexural behaviour of the 

longitudinal structure. Thus, tensile stresses are established in the plating all around the 

cross-section at the flxed end bulkhead position. The distribution of the longitudinal 

normal stresses illustrates the effect of the local bending behaviour of the structural 

members with moderate compressive stresses arising between the frames, particularly at 

the flat regions, and revealing the influence of local supports, i.e. the flames. On the other 

hand, the distribution of the transverse normal stresses indicates the effect of the flexural 

behaviour of the transverse frames with compressive stresses arising in the plating at the 

flat regions of the cross-section around the frames, notably around the mid-frame. In the 

curved bilge region, the circles of stress contours have occurred in the plating around the 

frames due to the variation of the curvature associated with bending of the transverse 

frames. It should be noted that the stress flelds induced in the shell plating correspond to 

the analysis with the reduced values of transverse elasticity and shear moduli, EY and 

GXY. The hydrostatic pressure loading also induces notable shear stresses in the outer 

shell plating; the maximum level of shear stresses is about 75.0% of the maximum 

transverse compressive stress which is about 40.0 N/mm^. The maximum magnitude of 

the von Mises equivalent stresses developed in the outer shell plating is well below the 

yield stress value, about 20.0% of it. The stress levels induced by the applied pressure 

loading within the deck shell plating are normally less signiflcant than those developed in 

the outer shell plating.

The overall behaviour of the idealised compartment structure for the keel loading 

condition exhibits a local structural response with the appreciable deformations occurring 

in the flat bottom region of the cross-section, notably in the vicinity of the load. In 

addition, the curved bilge drifts away from the outline of the section creating some
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variation of curvature.

The applied keel loading induces concentrations of stresses in the vicinity of the loading 

point in the outer shell plating due to the response of the structure associated with the 

localised deflections. Hence, the highest stress levels are developed in the vicinity of the 

load and along the keel. The applied loading yields maximum normal stress values of

181.4 N/mm^ and 135.6 N/mm^ at the keel position in the longitudinal and transverse 

directions respectively in compression. It also results in a maximum shear stress value of

37.0 N/mm^ along the keel. The stresses rapidly die away from the keel loading point and 

moderate levels of stresses occur over most of the shell surface. The maximum von Mises 

equivalent stress arises at the position of the load with a magnitude of about 60.0% of the 

yield stress value.

As in the keel loading condition, the overall deformed configuration of the idealised 

structure for the side loading indicates a concentration of large deformations around the 

position of the load, though they are in the order of plate thickness. The applied loading 

induces deflections in the plating and neighbouring structural members in the vicinity of 

the load resulting in some variation of curvature. It also gives rise to a structural response 

in the deck structure, which is similar to the one observed under the hydrostatic pressure 

loading.

Similar to the stress fields developed for the keel loading condition, the applied side 

loading generates concentrations of stresses in the vicinity of the load in the outer shell 

plating due to the local response of the structure. Hence, the largest stress levels arise 

around the loading point between the first and second frame. The applied loading yields 

maximum normal stress values of 80.0 N/mm^ and 102.7 N/mm^ at the position of 

longitudinal 15 around the mid-frame in the longitudinal and transverse directions 

respectively in compression. It also results in a maximum shear stress value of 32.3 

N/mm^ in the vicinity of longitudinal 15 at the ntid-frame position. The effect of the 

applied loading quickly diminishes in going away from the position of the loading. The
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maximum magnitude of the von Mises equivalent stresses is about 35.0% of the yield 

stress value, arising at the position of the load. The stresses developed in the deck shell 

plating are fairly small in comparison with those generated in the outer sheU plating.

The investigation into the simulation of the loss in the efficiency of the plating under 

edge compression due to the presence of initial imperfections has illustrated that this effect 

can be considered within a linear elastic finite element analysis by creating initial 

deviations firom flatness in the plating between the stiffeners. However, the representation 

of a variation from the coordinate values and simulation of the loss in the efficiency 

principally depend on the subdivision of the plating between the stiffeners, especially in 

the transverse direction, and approximation of the shell element employed. The analysis 

with the assumed initial imperfections for the hydrostatic pressure loading yields an 

acceptably good correlation with the measurements. Yet, the large initial imperfections 

induced in the plating, in the order of plate thickness, and the levels of deflections 

produced by the applied loading can give rise to questions on the validity of a linear 

analysis.

With the introduction of assumed initial imperfections in the plating within a relatively fine 

mesh, the analysis yields larger levels of stresses than the one with the reduced in-plane 

rigidities of the plating. This is mainly due to the more accurate representation of the stress 

fields in the plating with the true in-plane rigidities. Thus, the highest levels of normal 

stresses arise in the transverse direction which is about 100.0 N/mm^ in compression. 

The distribution of normal stresses in the longitudinal direction indicates the effect of the 

local flexural response of the longitudinal structure, which is observed more noticeably 

within a fine mesh, particularly in the flat regions between the intersections. On the other 

hand, the variations of the transverse normal stresses illustrate the distinguishable 

influence of the flexural response of the frames with local concentrations of compressive 

stresses arising around the frame positions in the flat regions. In addition, the circles of 

stress contours in decreasing levels towards the centre of the bilge around the frames are 

more apparent. The maximum shear stress value is slightly more than 50.0% of the 

maximum transverse compression stress induced in the plating. Hence, the variations of
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the von Mises equivalent stresses indicate the local stress concentration areas around the 

frame positions in the flat regions. The maximum value is about 44.0% of the yield stress, 

arising around the mid-frame position at the flat side region.

A parametric study on the effect of deadrise angle on the response of the structure to 

the applied hydrostatic pressure loading has shown that for small deadrise angles the mid

frame experiences larger deflections in the flat bottom floor, since the bottom structure 

behaves more Uke a flat grillage under lateral loading, receiving much less support from 

the in-plane stiffness of the plating. In addition, the curved bilge region suffers larger 

variation of curvature for small deadrise angles. Furthermore, the small deadrise angles 

produce mostly larger flange stresses around the mid-frame particularly in the curved büge 

and the flat side region, but they yield smaller stresses at the keel position. Also, the 

flange stresses along the longitudinals generally decrease as the deadrise angle increases, 

especially in the bottom floor. The significant effect of the in-plane stiffiiess of the plating 

comes into play for the deadrise angles exceeding 10 degrees.

The effect of a reduction in the radius of the bilge is to produce more notable 

variation of curvature in the bilge, and hence larger deflections in the flat regions of the 

mid-frame. This indicates that the curved bilge region gives a considerable support to the 

transverse frames in resisting lateral deflections. With the reduction in the radius of the 

bilge, larger flange stresses arise around the mid-frame. In addition, larger flange stresses 

are induced along the longitudinal girders, particularly along the ones close to the curved 

bilge.

The results of the investigation into the effect of the keel size on the structural 

response have suggested that a significant increase, by 50.0%, in the cross-section 

dimensions of the keel does not result in an important change on the transverse response 

of the structure, except in the structural members in the immediate vicinity of the keel. 

However, it reduces the vertical deflection of the mid-frame at the keel position by 39.4%, 

though it produces a larger flange stress value in the mid-frame at this position by 12.5%. 

On the other hand, the keel flange stresses are significantly reduced by about 40.0% with
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the increase in its scantlings. It is generally considered that the effect of the keel size on 

the structural response under the hydrostatic pressure loading is not very significant at 

large deadrise angles.

The study on the effect of the geometric features of the frames on the transverse 

structural response has indicated that the slight change in the frame riders does not yield 

any significant effect on the deflections of the mid-frame except in the flat side region 

where it results in a small reduction in the deflections. However, it produces a notable 

effect on the flange stresses of the frame around the areas where the changes were made. 

The variations of the flange stresses around these areas also change. The flange stresses 

of the frame decrease substantially by about 40 to 50% in these areas. In addition, the 

change in the frame riders results in a reduction in the flange stresses along the 

longitudinals situated close to the modiflcation areas. All these indicate that a minor 

change in the cross-section dimensions of the frames can give rise to considerable effects 

in the response of the structural members. On the other hand, the increase in the web 

depth of the frames significantly reduces the deflections of the mid-frame, particularly at 

the flat regions of the cross-section. It also results in an overall reduction in the flange 

stresses around the frame. The flange stresses of the mid-frame decrease by about 20 to 

37.5%. In addition, the flange stresses along the longitudinal girders decrease, notably 

along longitudinal 15.

It has been demonstrated that for the hydrostatic pressure loading it is not strictly 

necessary to include the deck structure in the idealisation in a great detail, except the 

essential features such as the deck girder, unless the stress field on the deck structure is of 

interest Further, a crude representation of the deck structure within a coarse mesh can be 

employed in the idealised model without producing any significant effect on the transverse 

structural response, except in the members immediately below the deck edge. Thus, 

considerable computational time and effort can be saved.
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Chapter Three

The analysis of the idealised compartment structure for the different transverse 

loading conditions has provided many significant aspects of the structural response, i.e. 

deformations, resultant forces and moments as well as stresses, from which it is possible 

to explore the various features that contribute to the strength of such ship structures under 

transverse loadings. The results of the parametric study have indicated some of the 

important geometric features of the compartment structure, which influence the transverse 

structural response. From a design point of view, the analysis of the compartment 

structure by using an advanced structural analysis method is time consuming and costly; 

however, the insights from such an analysis can be useful in informing designers of the 

major determinants of structural response and the locations of prime candidate regions of 

structural failure.
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Fig. 3.70 An Imperfect Wide Plate under Uniform Edge Compression.
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Fig.3.74 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Outer Shell Plating for 
Hydrostatic Pressure Loading.
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Fig.3.75 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Outer Shell Plating for
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Fig.3.76 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Outer Shell Plating for 
Hydrostatic Pressure Loading.
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Fig.3.80 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Deck Shell Plating for 
Hydrostatic Pressure Loading.
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Fig.3.81 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Outer Shell Plating for
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Fig.3.82 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Outer Shell Plating for 
Keel Loading.
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Fig.3.84 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Outer Shell Plating for 
Keel Loading.
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Fig.3.85 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Outer Shell Plating for
Side Loading.
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Chapter Four

CHAPTER FOUR

ANALYSIS OF THE COMPARTMENT UNDER 
COMBINED LOADING

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The results of the analysis of the compartment and their comparisons with the 

experimental values for primarily transverse loads applied between the main bulkheads 

were presented in the previous chapter. The analysis of the compartment was performed 

for the conditions of hydrostatic pressure loading, and separately for keel and side 

concentrated point loads representing docking and berthing respectively. The main 

emphasis was, however, placed upon the response of the compartment under the 

hydrostatic pressure loading for which a parametric study on the effect of some changes 

in the geometric features of the compartment mainly on the transverse structural response 

was carried out since it was considered to be the predominant loading condition. The 

idealised model of the compartment was isolated from the rest of the structure by applying 

suitable boundary conditions at the bulkhead positions in which clamped conditions were 

assumed for the hydrostatic pressure loading. This implies that the model can only 

simulate the secondary bending behaviour of the structure between the bulkheads, and 

local behaviour of the plating between the stiffeners and of small longitudinals between 

the intersections under the applied transverse loading. The isolation of the compartment 

having a constant cross-section along its length also suggests that only one quarter of the 

compartment need be analysed because of the double symmetry of the structural geometry 

and symmetrical configuration of the applied loading. The loss of plate effectiveness due 

to mainly initial imperfections at the flat regions and also built-in curvature at the bilge 

was simulated in the analysis by employing either reduced in-plane rigidities of the plating 

or assumed initial imperfections in the plating between the stiffeners. The analysis did not 

involve any component of the overall longitudinal bending of the hull, and hence the 

effect on the structural response was excluded from the results. However, the results
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indicated deflections and stresses in the longitudinal structure principally arising from the 

flexural actions under the applied transverse loading.

Although the comparisons of the analysis results with the measured values yielded 

sufficiently good agreement for the deflections and flange stresses of the mid-frame, the 

calculated values differed largely from the experimental measurements for the flange 

stresses measured along the longitudinals. These discrepancies between the results were 

ascribed to a great extent to the overall longitudinal bending of the test structure resulting 

from the application of the hydrostatic pressure loading over the entire length of the test 

model between the outer ends, namely the supports on the bulkheads at stations 3 and 

17(Fig. 4.1). The application of the hydrostatic pressure loading to the test model was 

achieved by employing a watertight steel jacket fitted around the section along the test 

structure. This steel jacket was connected to the model at the ends, deck edges and round 

the reaction capsules at the keel by rubber gaskets. The jacket was filled with water by 

gravity feed from a header tank located on the top of the large testing frame to attain a 

prescribed level of pressure(Clarkson and Wallace, 1967 and see Fig. 2.21). With the 

application of the hydrostatic pressure loading along the test model between the outer 

supports, significant longitudinal bending moments were generated at the ends of the test 

compartment. However, the end moments induced were small in comparison with those 

likely to be encountered by a ship travelling in a seaway.

The study outlined within the present chapter aims at achieving more favourable 

comparisons between the analysis results and the experimental measurements particularly 

for the flange stresses of the longitudinals. The effect of the overall longitudinal bending 

of the test structure between the end supports is considered within the analysis by 

employing a simplified approximate procedure in which the whole test structure is treated 

as a beam simply supported at the end bulkheads at stations 3 and 17 under uniformly 

distributed loading(Fig. 4.1). The chapter begins with spelling out the general 

methodology of the approach applied within the idealisation along with the aspects of the 

FE modelling of the idealised structure. The analysis of the results and comparisons with 

the experimental measurements are subsequently presented. Overall behaviour of the 

whole structure and selected stmctural members, and variations of stresses induced within 

the outer shell plating including the deck structure and in the webs of the selected
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members are next examined. The effects of different components of the applied loading, 

namely hydrostatic pressure and longitudinal hull bending moment, on the response of the 

structure, particularly on the primary structural members, are then studied. A qualitative 

account of the interaction between transverse and longitudinal actions is finally given.

4.2 ASPECTS OF THE ANALYSIS

It has already been expressed that the whole test structure was considered to be a 

beam simply supported at the end bulkheads(3 and 17) under uniformly distributed 

loading. These bulkheads at the ends of the test structure were made specially strong, 3/4 

in. thick, and pedestals were placed between the model and testing frame to support the 

weight of the model and to react the loads applied. In addition, for the hydrostatic 

pressure loading, four vertical struts were inserted between the heavy end bulkheads and 

the roof of the testing frame to react the significant vertical loads generated(Clarkson and 

Wallace, 1967 and see Fig. 2.21). Hence, the end bulkheads were firmly supported to 

carry the reaction forces arising from the hydrostatic pressure loading applied along the 

test structure. In the second chapter it was indicated that the test compartment between 

bulkheads 6 and 10 did not represent a symmetrical arrangement within the configuration 

of the whole test structure between the end supports. Thus, the moments induced at the 

ends of the test compartment by the applied loading were not equal; the moment generated 

at the position of bulkhead 10(middle of the test structure) was evidently larger than the 

one produced at the position of bulkhead 6. However, in the idealisation of the structure 

for the analysis, as mentioned before, the compartment was isolated from the rest of the 

structure by applying suitable boundary conditions at the bulkheads, resulting in 

symmetry planes to exist at the mid-frame position and along the centre line of the 

compartment. Thus, only one quarter of the compartment was modelled yielding a 

considerable reduction in the size of the model, computational cost and time to construct 

the model. In order to retain this symmetrical configuration with the combined loading 

system, the moments applied at the ends of the compartment must be equal.

The hydrostatic pressure was applied around the cross-section of the structure along 

its length. Hence, there is only one net component of the loading, which is the vertical 

one, since the components of the loading applied on the sides of the cross-section cancel
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each other. The whole structure assumed to be a beam simply supported at the end 

bulkheads(3 and 17) was thus considered to be subjected to this vertical load uniformly 

distributed along the beam. The bending moment at any position along the beam was 

calculated by the engineer’s beam theory resulting in a parabolic variation of the bending 

moment along the beam for a uniformly distributed loading. The presence of bulkheads at 

certain locations along the structure was, however, ignored for simplicity. As an 

engineering approximation, it was considered that the bending moment calculated at the 

mid-length of the test compartment was the most appropriate value to be employed in the 

analysis, applied equally at the bulkhead ends of the compartment(Fig. 4.1). This bending 

moment was then applied to the cross-section in the form of prescribed displacements at 

the nodal points in the direction of the corresponding degree of freedom, i.e. in the

longitudinal direction. In the following, this procedure is described in mathematical terms.

According to the engineer’s beam theory, for a straight beam of uniform cross- 

section in pure bending condition, there exists a linear relationship between M, applied 

moment, and (1/p), curvature of the beam. This relationship is given by:

in which the El is called the bending rigidity of the beam; it is the product of Young’s 

modulus of the material, E, and the moment of inertia. I, of the cross-section of the beam 

about the axis of bending. It is evidently assumed that the beam deforms into a circular arc 

of radius p. The longitudinal strain at any fibre on the cross-section is then given by the 

engineer’s beam theory as proportional to the distance of that fibre from the neutral axis of 

the cross-section. The strain at a distance y from the neutral axis is thus:

8 = -̂  (4.2)
P

In order to find the elongation of the fibre, this strain value should be multiplied by the 

corresponding length. Since the idealised model of the compartment has a plane of 

symmetry at the mid-frame position, the corresponding length should be taken as a half of 

the compartment length. Hence, the prescribed displacement at the position of the fibre on 

the cross-section is given by:

5 = z ^  (4.3)
P

or
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5 = (4.4)
El

in which z corresponds to the half length of the compartment. Clearly, it is first necessary 

to determine the values of M and I in order to calculate the prescribed displacements. In 

the calculation of I it was assumed that all the longitudinal material on the cross-section 

was effective in resisting the applied bending moment. The following values were then 

used for the calculation of prescribed displacements at the nodal points in the direction of 

the corresponding degrees of freedoms:

Uniformly distributed load q = 599.79 N/mm

Length of the whole test structure L = 14401.8 mm

Moment calculation point from the left support i  = 5143.5 mm

Moment at the mid-length of the test compartment M = 1.4281x10^® N mm (hogging)

Moment of inertia of the cross-section I = 5.6798x10^^ mm^

Distance of the neutral axis from the base line ŷ ^̂  = 2379.32 mm

Half length of the test compartment z = 2057.4 mm

Young’s modulus of the material E = 2.10x10^ N/mm .̂

Thus, the compartment was considered to be subjected to the hydrostatic pressure loading 

applied around its cross-section between the end bulkheads and the longitudinal hull 

bending moment applied at the bulkhead position in the form of prescribed 

displacements(Fig.4.1 ).

The applied combined loading, hydrostatic pressure and longitudinal bending 

moment, together with the assumed boundary conditions of the compartment are shown 

schematically in Fig. 4.2. The hydrostatic pressure loading employed in the analysis 

corresponds to the static pressure head of 28 ft. of water above the keel as applied to the 

compartment in the analysis reported in Chapter 3. Since there exist symmetry planes at 

the mid-length and along the centre line of the compartment, the appropriate boundary 

conditions were introduced at the nodal points on these planes. On the other hand, at the 

bulkhead positions, it is assumed that the bulkheads are rigid in their own planes, and 

hence the translational degrees of freedoms and rotational degree of freedom(around the 

Z-axis) of the nodal points within the plane of the bulkhead were suppressed. Further, the
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bulkheads can be considered as rigid plane diaphragms separating the compartments, and 

thus they remain plane after loading. The rotational degrees of freedoms of the nodal 

points around the Y-axis at the bulkhead position were then suppressed. On the other 

hand, the behaviour at the bulkhead position in the longitudinal direction and around the 

X-axis is governed by the applied prescribed displacements. Suppressed degrees of 

freedoms on the symmetry planes and at the bulkhead position are illustrated in Fig. 4.2.

The hydrostatic pressure loading applied laterally to the plating is mainly carried by 

the stiffening members of the plating, primarily transverse frames and associated plating, 

and also by the plating itself principally due to its large in-plane stiffness which is 

developed in hulls with a high rise of bottom floor and/or a large radius of curvature of 

bilge. On the other hand, the longitudinal bending moment is primarily resisted by the 

plating and its longitudinal stiffening members on the cross-section. The bending moment 

is applied axially in the plating as well as in the longitudinal stiffening members. This 

brings about the question as to the proportions of the loading carried by the plating and 

the longitudinal stiffeners along with their associated plating(effective plating). In order to 

avoid invoking a suitable choice of effective plating acting with the longitudinals under the 

axial loading and the question of what proportion of the loading is carried by the 

longitudinals, a different modelling approach is followed in the idealisation of the 

stiffening members, namely longitudinals and transverses, in contrast with the idealisation 

employed in the previous analyses reported in Chapter 3. Thus, the stiffening members 

composed of mainly two components(web and flange) are idealised by employing TCS8 

generally curved shell elements for the web and TCBM generally curved beam elements 

for the flange. A finite element idealisation of a stiffener with the use of these elements is 

shown in the upper part of Fig. 4.5. The flanges of the stiffening members are generally 

under the actions of axial forces arising from bending and applied axial loading. Hence, at 

first it is considered that the inclusion of axial stiffnesses of these components of the 

sections is adequate for the simulation of the structural response. However, providing 

these components with bending stiffnesses yields a positive effect on the lateral bending 

of the whole structural member. This is particularly true for the longitudinal girders 

located at the bottom floor and at the junctions of the curved bilge and the flat regions. It 

should also be noted that these members are not perpendicular to the shell plating at the 

bottom floor.
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The finite element models of the shell plating together with the longitudinals for the 

section from keel to deck edge and for the deck structure are displayed in Fig. 4.3. It is 

noted that a finer size of mesh is used in the outer shell plating from keel to deck edge 

than in the deck stmcture. A four by two subdivision of the plating between the stiffeners 

was applied within the idealisation for the shell plating from keel to deck edge by referring 

to the example problem employed in section 3.7. As denoted in Fig. 3.92, this is not the 

finest level of subdivision to discretise the plating between the stiffeners so as to simulate 

loss of plate effectiveness to the maximum attainable accuracy under direct compressive 

loading arising from the presence of initial imperfections. However, in view of the size of 

the model, the idealisation of the structure, and computational cost and time to construct 

the model, this level of subdivision was considered to be appropriate, though resulting in 

some sacrifice in accuracy. On the other hand, it is considered that it is not necessary to 

discretise the deck structure in a great detail since it does not significantly affect the 

response of the transverse structure as indicated by the results of the analysis reported in 

section 3.8.5. Hence, a four by one size of mesh was chosen to subdivide the deck 

plating between the stiffeners. In addition to the subdivision of the plating between the 

stiffeners, it is noticed that number of shell elements used in the depth of the webs is three 

for the longitudinal girders and one for the light longitudinals.

The discretisation of the beam elements used for modelling the flanges of the 

longitudinals as well as the transverses is shown in Fig. 4.4. The figure also includes the 

discretisation of a transverse frame. The frame was idealised mostly according to the real 

geometric features of the structure; only the connection of the frame to the deck beam was 

simplified to some extent. The FE model of the one quarter of the compartment with all 

the components is displayed in Fig. 4.5. Since only the overall response of the primary 

structural members is in the interest of the study, the local structures and geometric 

features such as brackets at the bulkhead end, local stiffenings and cutouts were not 

included in the idealisation. The physical features of the real test structure arising from the 

loss of plate effectiveness due to the presence of initial imperfections in the plating in the 

flat regions and also due to the built-in curvature at the bilge were considered in the 

analysis by employing sinusoidally varying initial imperfections in the plating between the 

stiffeners. The amplitude of initial imperfections at the center of the plating between the 

stiffeners was taken as a fraction of the plate thickness. The values of elasticity modulus,
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2.10x10^ N/mm^, and Poisson s ratio, 0.3, were used in the analysis and the yield stress 

was assumed to be 275.0 N/mm^.

4.3 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH 

EXPERIMENT

The idealised and discretised model of the compartment was analysed under the 

applied combined loading with the assumed boundary conditions. In this section the 

results of the analysis are compared with the experimental values for the structural 

members, namely the mid-frame and a selection of longitudinals, on which the 

measurements were performed. As expressed in the previous section, a sinusoidal 

variation from the nodal coordinate values within a local plate region between the 

stiffeners was employed in the orthogonal directions in order to simulate the physical 

features of the real test structure primarily resulting from the loss of effectiveness in the 

plating. Hence, in the flat regions of the cross-section for each plate between the stiffeners 

a cartesian local axis system was formed and a sinusoidal variation from the coordinate 

values was generated in either directions. On the other hand, in the curved bilge a 

cylindrical local axis system was formed for each plate between the stiffeners. Although a 

sinusoidal variation was created in the longitudinal direction, a parabolic variation was 

produced in the transverse direction within the approximation of the TCS8 shell element 

for the reasons explained in section 3.7 of Chapter 3. The central plate distortion, i.e. 

amplitude of sinusoidally varying initial imperfections, was considered to be a fraction of 

the plate thickness. With the objective of achieving a better approximation to the stiffness 

of the real structure, the level of central plate distortions was varied in the flat regions of 

the cross-section. In order to examine the effect of the amplitude of initial imperfections, 

three different levels of imperfection amplitudes were employed as a fraction of the plate 

thickness in the flat regions, namely 0.50,0.75, and l.OOtp. The values of the amplitudes 

of imperfections in the curved bilge were, however, kept unchanged as 0.25tp since the 

experimental measurements do not indicate any significant drift of the section from its 

original position towards the centre of the bilge. Further, the loss of effectiveness in the 

transverse direction in the plating is mainly due to the built-in curvature of the cross- 

section which was modelled by using the TCS8 generally curved shell elements. The 

simulation of this effect clearly depends upon the number of shell elements employed in
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the transverse direction.

The deflections around the mid-frame plotted with respect to the outline of the 

cross-section by using translational degrees of freedoms and corresponding to the 

analyses with the flat plating as well as with the different amplitudes of initial 

imperfections in the plating between the stiffeners are compared with the experimental 

values in Fig. 4.6. The calculated deflection values of the frame were taken from the 

nodal points on the flange of the frame for comparison with the experimental values as the 

frame deflections were measured on the flange normal to the shell plating by Mercer dial 

gauges mounted on a datum frame of steel tubes as reported by Clarkson and 

Wallace(1966). The figure indicates that the variation in the amplitudes of initial 

imperfections has a slightly more marked effect in the flat bottom floor than it has in the 

flat side region of the section. This can be ascribed to the induced in-plane actions of the 

plating coupled with the assumed initial imperfections. Generally, the correlation with the 

experimental values improves predominantly in the flat regions as the amplitude of initial 

imperfections taken as a fraction of the plate thickness increases, though for the assumed 

amplitudes of imperfections, the calculated deflections of the mid-frame are mostly 

smaller than the measured values. It should, however, be recollected that the built-in 

residual stresses primarily resulting from the welding, which were not simulated in the 

analysis, also affect and normally reduce the stiffness of the structure, and hence the 

deflection values are principally larger within the real structure than in the idealised model. 

The calculated deflections around the curved bilge display very good comparisons with 

the measured values. The assumed initial imperfections with an amplitude of 0.25tp in this 

region seemingly do not yield any significant variation of deflections with respect to the 

flat plating case.

The flange stresses around the mid-frame plotted normal to the outline of the cross- 

section and corresponding to the flat as well as to the assumed central distortions of initial 

imperfections in the plating between the stiffeners are compared with the measured values 

in Fig. 4.7. It is noticed that the variation in the amplitudes of initial imperfections has a 

notable effect on the flange stresses of the frame only in the flat bottom floor and in the 

upper half of the bilge to a lesser extent. The stress values commonly increase in 

compression in the vicinity of the keel, but decrease in tension in the bottom floor with the
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increase in the amplitudes of initial imperfections. They also marginally increase in the 

upper half of the bilge with larger amplitudes of initial imperfections. Although the 

correlation with the measured values slightly deteriorates in the bottom floor with the 

increase in the amplitudes of imperfections, it improves in the vicinity of the keel. 

However, there exists a marked discrepancy between the calculated and the measured 

stress values at the position of the keel. This is attributed to the angular connection 

between the frame and the keel. Further, the flange of the frame is attached to an auxiliary 

flange fitted lower down than the main flange of the keel and the associated portion of the 

frame lies on the flat keel plate. Hence, the pattern as well as the value of the stresses are 

influenced in the immediate vicinity.

The calculated flange stresses of the longitudinals for the assumed amplitudes of 

initial imperfections are compared with the measured values in Fig. 4.8. The effect of the 

variation of the imperfection amplitudes is slightly more marked in the longitudinals in the 

bottom floor than it is in the other longitudinals. As the amplitudes of imperfections 

increase, the flange stresses of the longitudinal girders increase at the mid-frame and at the 

bulkhead positions. The flange stresses of the light longitudinal also increase at the mid

length between the frames, and at the frame and bulkhead positions. It is evident that there 

appears to be a significant improvement in the correlation between the calculated and the 

measured values particularly towards the mid-frame position with the inclusion of the 

effect of the overall longitudinal hull bending, albeit in an extremely approximate fashion. 

However, the improvement or variation in the correlation of the flange stresses of 

longitudinal 15 where the analysis results normally display an exceptionally good 

agreement with the measured values seems to be relatively small since this longitudinal 

lies very close to the neutral axis of the cross-section. On the other hand, the 

discrepancies in the flange stresses of the other longitudinals are mostly confined to the 

stress values towards the positions of the bulkheads. The stress values around these 

positions are likely to be affected by the overall behaviour of the whole test structure 

between its outer supports as well as by the brackets extending from the bulkhead along 

the longitudinals in the bottom floor. Nevertheless, it is considered that the effect of the 

bulkhead end brackets and overall bending of the test structure on the flange stresses of 

the light longitudinals is less predominant than the effect of the local bending of the 

longitudinals between the intersections.
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In view of the comparisons discussed above, it was decided to employ the 

amplitudes of initial imperfections 1.00^ in the flat regions and 0.25tp in the curved bilge. 

The calculated values for these selected levels of imperfections are compared with the 

experimental measurements in Figs. 4.9-4.11. The deflections around the mid-frame 

corresponding to the analysis with the chosen amplitudes of initial imperfections illustrate 

favourable comparisons with the measured values particularly in the flat bottom floor and 

in the curved bilge as shown in Fig. 4.9. However, the calculated deflection values are 

slightly larger than the measurements at the keel position by 5.0%, but smaller in the 

bottom floor at the position of longitudinal 4 by 7.0% and in the flat side shell at the 

position of longitudinal 16 by 13.0%. Although the level of deflections for the mid-frame 

does not exceed the thickness of the plating, within the plating between the stiffeners it is 

equal or higher than the plate thickness. The flange stresses of the mid-frame for the 

analysis with the chosen amplitudes of initial imperfections are compared with the 

measured values in Fig. 4.10. The calculated values are generally in good agreement with 

the measurements, even though the analysis mostly underestimates the flange stresses 

around the frame. The analysis results are smaller than the measured values by about 

25.0% at the position of the keel, and by 23.0% and 20.0% at the positions of 

longitudinals 5 and 17 respectively. The analysis also underpredicts the stresses around 

the curved bilge by an average value of 25.0%. Despite these levels of discrepancies 

between the results for the flange stresses of the frame, it is considered that the idealised 

model of the compartment with the chosen amplitudes of imperfections simulates the 

response of the structure generally to a satisfactory degree.

Clarkson and Wallace(1967) also included the effect of the overall bending of the 

whole test structure by treating the complete test model as a simply supported Euler- 

Bemoulli beam. The calculation provided an approximate estimate of the overall bending 

deflection relative to the end bulkheads of the test compartment and the stresses 

corresponding to the overall bending along the longitudinals in the test compartment 

developed by the loading applied between the outer supports of the test structure. It was 

found that while stresses developed in the compartment along the flanges of the 

longitudinals were significant, especially in the bottom floor longitudinals, the deflections 

were generally negligible; the overall bending deflection at the mid-length of the keel 

relative to the bulkheads of the test compartment would amount to about 1.0% of the
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curved grillage analysis result Hence, it can be concluded that the effect of the overall 

bending is more pronounced in the longitudinal structure than in the transverse structure. 

With regard to this conclusion, by comparing the response of the mid-frame shown in 

Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 including the overall bending effect with the response for the 

hydrostatic pressure loading only case displayed in Figs. 3.93 and 3.94, it can be noticed 

that the response of the frame does not significantly change with the inclusion of the 

overall bending effect. Besides, the discrepancies between the responses of the frame can 

be attributed to the assumed levels of imperfections and to some extent to the boundary 

conditions adopted at the bulkhead positions.

The comparisons of the flange stresses of the longitudinals for the chosen 

amplitudes of imperfections with the measured values are displayed in Fig .4.11. It is 

evident that the calculated flange stresses exhibit rather favourable comparisons with the 

measured values towards the mid-frame positions. Further, there is an exceptionally good 

agreement between the results for the light longitudinal at the mid-length between the 

frames as well as at the bulkhead positions, in which the local bending of the longitudinal 

between the intersections is a predominant factor in the structural response. In addition, 

an excellent correlation is observed between the results along longitudinal 15 which is 

located very close to the neutral axis of the cross-section, and hence only marginally 

affected by the overall bending of the whole test stracture. The comparisons of the flange 

stresses of the other longitudinals exhibit noticeable differences towards the bulkhead 

ends. As mentioned earlier, the stress values at these positions are likely to be influenced 

by the bulkhead end brackets as well as by the overall hull bending of the test structure. 

The bracketed connections and the effect of brackets are discussed below in general 

terms.

The stiffening members of a ship’s structure principally require connections to 

adjoining structure, e.g. at the boundaries of a stiffened plating and at grillage stiffener 

intersections. The connections at the boundaries of a stiffened plating can be divided into 

mainly two classes; beam to frame(the “comer” connection such as the upper deck edge, 

and the “Tee” connection, e.g. at intermediate decks) and longitudinal stiffener to 

transverse bulkhead, which becomes a special case of the previous types of connections 

when the longitudinals line up with vertical bulkhead stiffeners. It has been argued that 

strengths and stiffnesses less than “ideal” were acceptable for the vast majority of beam-
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frame connections in warships, and hence satisfactory standards could be achieved with 

bracketless connections which occupy no space and, are cheaper and lighter than 

bracketed connections(Faulkner, 1964). However, well designed bracketed connections 

generally provide a higher degree of strength and stiffness, and lower stress 

concentrations than bracketless connections. Ideally, a structural connection should have 

an adequate strength, at least as much as any of the members it joints, and an adequate 

elastic stiffness as structural requirements. Additionally, the connection should have a low 

stress concentration which is an important requirement for heavily loaded connections, 

particularly so for large dynamic or cyclic loads. Thus, where highest strength or stiffness 

is essential or where large dynamic or cyclic loads are expected, the added weight, cost, 

and loss of space which the bracketed connection involves, may be justified. The 

attachment of a bracket at the beam end also raises the natural frequency of transverse 

vibration of the beam above the exciting value, hence overcoming local vibration of the 

beam connected to a stiff adjacent structure. The structural performance and design of 

various standard connections at the stiffened plate boundaries and at the grillage 

intersections recommended for use in warships are comprehensively presented by 

Faulkner(1964). In addition, the modelling of bracketed beam ends within a finite element 

idealisation is discussed by Hughes(1983).

In general, in rigid-jointed frame structures brackets yield a beneficial effect in 

regard to the elastic response by providing more cross-sectional area and moment of 

inertia at the ends of beams, thus reducing the transverse shear stress and the normal 

bending stress respectively. They mainly increase the degree of fixity at the ends of 

individual beams, thereby stiffening the frame and possibly decreasing the midspan 

bending moment. Since a bracket increases the local moment of inertia it increases the 

flexural rigidity, El, of the beam. Thus, for a constant bending moment the increase in the 

local value of I produces a corresponding decrease in the local curvature. In other words, 

the beam is flexurally more rigid in way of the bracket. The bracket also shortens the 

effective span of the beam, thus reducing the bending moment. However, it should be 

noted that the bracket itself has some flexibility and it will only be effective in reducing 

elastic deflections and stresses(to a smaller degree) in the beam if the adjoining frame 

structure is sufficiently stiff to provide an almost rigid end constraint to the beam. 

Generally, with the proportions of a ship’s structural members the effect of distortion in
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the comer connection itself on the beam end-fixity is less than that of flexibility in the side 

framing. Hence, it may be argued that if the beam end fixity is less than about 75 per cent, 

there appears to be little point in designing a beam-frame connection of great stiffness. 

Methods of calculating bracketed beam end-fixities are discussed by McCallum(1957).

In connecting longitudinals to main transverse bulkheads, in order to give maximum 

resistance to concentrated loads it is principally necessary to back up a longitudinal by a 

bulkhead stiffener, and thus it becomes a special case of the beam to frame connection. 

The connection should ideally meet the foregoing stmctural requirements, but with greater 

emphasis placed upon reduction of stress concentrations because most longitudinals on a 

ship are subject to large repeated loads due to longitudinal bending of the ship. 

Longitudinal bulkhead connections in warships should additionally be able to withstand 

large deformations caused by explosive loading without causing premature rupture of the 

bulkhead plating which would render the bulkhead to fulfil its primary function of 

containment. Careful structural design is therefore of the utmost importance where 

longitudinals pass through bulkheads. As a result, bulkheads should be strengthened and 

stiffened to withstand the maximum loads that could be delivered to their edges by the 

adjacent hull structure, and particularly by the longitudinals. The longitudinals of the 

compartment under consideration, which were backed up by the vertical stiffeners at 

bulkhead 6, included T bar struts at the boundary intersections to form brackets with an 8 

in. leg length. In view of the response of the longitudinals, i.e. a secondary type of 

behaviour for the longitudinal girders between the bulkhead ends and a tertiary type of 

behaviour for the light longitudinals between the intersections, it is considered that the 

strut types of brackets mainly produce an influence in the local behaviour of the 

longitudinals in the immediate vicinity of the bulkheads. Further, the local bending of the 

light longitudinals between the intersections is believed to be more influential than the 

effect of the brackets in the response of the longitudinals. Thus, the brackets are expected 

to yield a reduction in the flange stresses of the longitudinals around the bulkhead ends.

4.4 OVERALL DEFLECTIONS AND IN-PLANE STRESSES

As a primary component of the applied combined loading, the hydrostatic pressure 

loading is principally resisted by the stiffening members of the structure, predominantly
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by the transverse structural members and their associated plating. It thus results in flexural 

and bending induced axial actions within the longitudinal as well as transverse structural 

members. Furthermore, the flexural behaviour of the transverse frames induces 

significant actions within the plating of the structure in the transverse direction particularly 

in the bottom floor due to the geometric configuration of the bottom structure having a 

high rise of floor. The same actions also occur in the curved bilge because of a large 

curvature. Thus, the contribution of the in-plane stiffness of the plating is introduced into 

the response of the structure in resisting the lateral deflections. On the other hand, the 

secondary component of the applied combined loading, the longitudinal bending moment 

applied in the form of prescribed displacements is mainly resisted by the plating and its 

longitudinal stiffening members. The applied hogging bending moment yields 

compressive stresses in the plating and in the structural members in the bottom structure 

below the neutral axis of the cross-section. Hence, it results in axial displacements at the 

bulkhead position towards the centre of the compartment and associated lateral 

deformations in the plating, mainly arising from the initial imperfections of the plating 

between the stiffeners. Thus, the amount of loading transferred to the surrounding 

structural members increases, which in turn results in larger deformations in these 

structural elements. Since the longitudinal and transverse structural members are 

connected together, there evidently exists a coupling between the components of the 

applied combined loading, and between the induced structural actions. It should, 

however, be noted that the response of the structural members is restrained by the 

presence of the bulkheads. In order to obtain an improved understanding on the response 

of the structure as well as on the locations of significant lateral deflections and high stress 

gradients, an examination of the general structural response, i.e. overall deformations of 

the structure and in-plane stresses of the shell plating, is principally essential.

Overall deformations of the idealised compartment for the applied combined loading 

are shown in Fig. 4.12 separately for the shell plating from keel to deck edge and for the 

deck shell plating both including the longitudinal structural members and overlaid on the 

undeformed geometric configurations. It is apparent that the largest deflections are 

developed in the flat regions of the section towards the center of the compartment between 

the frames. The interframe flexural behaviour of the plating is more pronouncedly 

observed in the flat regions than in the curved bilge. It is noted that the response of the
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longitudinal girders indicates a secondary type of flexural behaviour between the end 

bulkheads as illustrated in Fig. 4.13. On the other hand, the response of the light 

longitudinals suggests a tertiary type of flexural behaviour between the intersections as 

shown in Fig. 4.14. It is also noticed that some of the longitudinals display a lateral 

flexural response, e.g. in longitudinal 15. The bottom floor at the bulkhead position 

experiences the largest axial displacements in the longitudinal direction from the applied 

bending moment suggesting that the lateral deformations induced in the structure are 

partly caused by this effect. The curved bilge appears to be a high rigidity area which 

undergoes the least deformations in the cross-section. Further, the deck structure 

seemingly provides a significant support to the stiffened side shell by reducing the lateral 

deflections towards the deck edge. The deflections observed in the deck structure are 

mostly small in comparison with the deflections generated in the shell plating. It is 

apparent that the longitudinal deck girder gives a considerable constraint to the response 

of the deck structure; the deflections developed within the deck structure are reduced 

towards the mid-deck. The longitudinal hogging bending moment applied in the form of 

prescribed displacements gives tensile forces in the deck structure and in the flat side sheU 

above the neutral axis, and hence it introduces an increased flexural rigidity effect and 

reduces the lateral deflections of the structure in these regions by some degree. However, 

the deflections in the deck structure are somewhat significant towards the side shell 

mainly due to the rotations of the deck beams around the deck edge. The restraint effect of 

the bulkheads is evident from the behaviour of the deck stmcture.

Figure 4.15 shows the deformations of the frames overlaid on the undeformed 

geometrical configurations. It is clear that the mid-frame experiences larger deflections 

than the first frame which is closest to the bulkhead end support The frames seemingly 

undergo an upward shift, to a greater degree in the second frame, notably at the bottom 

floor. The flat portions of the frames undergo notable lateral deflections due to the flexural 

actions. On the other hand, the curved bilge provides a high rigidity to this part of the 

frames, but it experiences the largest variations of the curvature. The behaviour of the 

frames suggests that the connections at the frame to keel and the frame to deck beams 

form the areas of stress concentrations mainly due to the geometric discontinuities. The 

rotations of the deck beams around the deck edge, particularly on the mid-frame, are quite 

noticeable; however, the deflections are within the magnitude of the plate thickness.
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The contour plots characteristically display the variations of stress values across the 

shell plating and in its components. Thus, they provide useful information on the 

response of the structure and on the load transfer within the structure, and by denoting 

low stress areas they may lead to some weight savings. It should, however, be noted that 

the results correspond to a geometrically and physically idealised model. The contour 

plots of in-plane direct and shear stresses and von Mises equivalent stresses are examined 

for the longitudinal girders in the bottom floor and in the shell plating together with the 

web plating of the mid-frame in order to obtain an improved understanding on the 

response of the structure. The plots illustrate the local axes systems and the configurations 

of the structural components.

The contour plots of direct and shear stresses, and von Mises equivalent stresses 

induced within the web plating of the keel girder for the applied combined loading are 

displayed in Figs. 4.16-4.19. As mentioned before, the longitudinal girders exhibit a 

secondary flexural behaviour between the end bulkheads under the applied hydrostatic 

pressure. In addition, they experience axial forces from the applied longitudinal bending 

moment, in compressive nature in the bottom floor. Thus, Figure 4.16 shows that the 

keel girder carries compressive direct stresses along its length. Large stresses are 

observed adjacent to the bulkhead on the top flange and across towards the mid-frame 

position adjacent to the floor shell plating where the compressive axial forces from the 

applied bending moment are added to the bending induced axial actions. The maximum x- 

stress then occurs at the comer between the top flange and the bulkhead. On the other 

hand, the direct y-stresses induced within the web plating of the keel girder in the 

direction of the web depth are considerably smaller than those developed along the keel as 

displayed in Fig. 4.17. The distribution of the y-stresses indicates the positions of the 

frame and bulkhead supports. The shear stresses induced in the web plating of the keel 

girder are illustrated in Fig. 4.18. Their distribution suggests that the keel girder mostly 

carries the shear stresses between the bulkhead and the first fi-ame. Thus, their maximum 

level, which is nearly half of the maximum level of the x-stresses, occurs adjacent to the 

bulkhead on the top flange of the keel girder. Figure 4.19 displays the von Mises 

equivalent stresses developed within the web plating of the keel. The distribution of the 

equivalent stresses exhibits high stresses adjacent to the bulkhead on the top flange of the 

keel, contributed primarily by the longitudinal direct and shear stresses induced within the
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web plating. The maximum level of the equivalent stresses is about 68.0% of the yield 

stress.

The variation of longitudinal direct x-stresses induced within the web plating of 

longitudinal 3 in the bottom floor is shown in Fig. 4.20. As in the web plating of the keel 

girder, the distribution indicates a secondary type of flexural behaviour including the 

effect of the compressive stresses from the applied longitudinal bending moment, but the 

level of stresses is notably higher, by about 20.0% at the most The stresses are mostly 

compressive, but towards the mid-frame they become tensile on the flange due to the 

more pronounced flexural behaviour. The maximum level of stresses occurs adjacent to 

the bulkhead on the flange. The level of stresses suggests that longitudinal 3 experiences 

larger flexural curvature than the keel girder. It should also be noted that this longitudinal 

is closer to the neutral axis of the cross-section than the keel girder, hence it is subjected 

to less axial compressive force from the applied longitudinal bending moment. The 

variation of direct y-stresses in the direction of the web depth is illustrated in Fig. 4.21. 

The levels of y-stresses are about twice higher than those developed in the web plating of 

the keel girder, though they are immaterial in magnitude. The stresses are mostly in 

compression except at the frame positions. The maximum stress levels occur adjacent to 

the bulkhead over the web depth. Figure 4.22 shows that comparatively larger shear 

stresses are developed in the web plating of longitudinal 3. The maximum level of shear 

stresses developed in the web plating is about 35.0% higher than the maximum level of 

shear stresses induced in the web plating of the keel girder. The largest shear stress value 

occurs at the comer between the bulkhead and the flange. As in the web plating of the 

keel, the shear stresses are mostly carried between the first frame and the bulkhead. The 

von Mises equivalent stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 3 are displayed in 

Fig. 4.23. It is evident that the level of equivalent stresses is notably larger than those 

developed in the web plating of the keel, by about 26.0% at the most. These are 

principally contributed by the shear and direct longitudinal x-stresses. The highest level of 

equivalent stresses is mostly concentrated at the comer between the bulkhead and the 

flange.

Figure 4.24 illustrates the variation of longitudinal direct x-stresses developed 

within the web plating of longitudinal 6 in the bottom floor. The distribution of stresses
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indicates a similar pattern of x-stresses, compressive in nature, to the variations developed 

in the web plating of the keel and longitudinal 3. However, the level of the induced 

stresses in the web plating is almost the same as the ones developed in the web plating of 

the keel. The maximum stress occurs adjacent to the bulkhead on the flange. The variation 

of stresses signifies the influence of a secondary type of flexural response between the 

end bulkheads. The direct y-stresses induced within the web plating of longitudinal 6 in 

the direction of the web depth are illustrated in Fig. 4.25. It is noted that the distribution 

of stresses is very similar to the variation in the web plating of the keel. Although their 

levels are larger than the stresses developed in the web plating of the keel, they are 

generally insignificant in magnitude. Figure 4.26 displays the variations of shear stresses 

developed in the web plating of longitudinal 6. It is observed that the distribution of shear 

stresses is similar to the variation of shear stresses induced in the web plating of 

longitudinal 3. However, their maximum level is between the maximum level of the shear 

stresses developed in the keel and longitudinal 3. As in the previous longitudinals, the 

shear stresses are mostly carried between the bulkhead and the first frame.

The variations of the von Mises equivalent stresses indicate a strong resemblance to 

the distribution generated in the web plating of longitudinal 3. The high levels of 

equivalent stresses are populated at the comer between the bulkhead and the flange as 

shown in Fig. 4.27. These stresses are mainly contributed by the longitudinal direct and 

shear stresses. The maximum level of the equivalent stresses is between the maximum 

levels of the equivalent stresses developed in the web plating of the keel and longitudinal 

3. From the examination of the stresses induced within the web plating of the three 

longitudinal girders situated in the bottom floor of the stmcture, it is clear that the 

hydrostatic pressure loading is the predominant component of the applied combined 

loading. It mainly yields significant flexural actions within the bottom stmcture between 

the keel and longitudinal 6, especially towards the keel. The distribution and levels of the 

stresses induced in the web plating of the longitudinal girders, particularly direct 

longitudinal x-stresses and shear stresses, suggest that longitudinal 3 and neighbouring 

members experience larger flexural actions than any other longitudinal in the bottom floor. 

The axial in-plane forces from the applied longitudinal bending moment principally alter 

the variation of the induced stresses in the web plating of the longitudinal girders to some 

extent.
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The variation of the x-stresses induced within the outer shell plating from keel to 

deck edge along the compartment is displayed in Fig. 4.28. It is noticed that the stresses 

are mostly compressive in the bottom floor and in the curved bilge. However, mainly 

tensile stresses are developed in the flat side region of the cross-section above the neutral 

axis along the structure. Generally, moderate stress levels occur in the flat bottom floor 

where the largest deflections are developed in the structure. The stresses are mostly 

uniformly developed along the structure. As shown in Fig. 4.29, the distribution of the y- 

stresses in the transverse direction, on the other hand, illustrates concentrations of the 

stresses in the flat regions of the cross-section around the frames mainly due to their 

flexural response. The stresses are generally in compression except where adjacent to the 

bulkhead and the deck edge at the local support positions. The magnitudes of the stresses 

are mostly moderate, and the maximum value occurs at the bottom floor around the mid

frame. The variations of the shear stresses induced in the shell plating indicate a uniformly 

distributed moderate stress field across the shell plating except where adjacent to the 

bulkhead at the flat side region of the section as illustrated in Fig. 4.30. The shear stress 

contours are also highly populated in the bottom floor around the mid-frame. The von 

Mises equivalent stresses contributed by all these stress components induced in the shell 

plating are displayed in Fig. 4.31. They illustrate stress concentrations in the flat side 

region of the section around the frames and adjacent to the bulkhead. The stresses are also 

populated in the bottom floor towards the mid-frame along the keel girder. However, the 

level of the equivalent stresses is mostly well below the yield stress. The stresses induced 

in the deck shell plating mostly suggest uniformly distributed moderate tensile stress 

fields, though they display concentrations around the frames towards the deck edge and 

adjacent to the bulkhead as shown in Figs. 4.32-4.35.

The variations of stresses developed in the web plating of the mid-frame are shown 

in Figs. 4.36-4.39. The distribution of the direct x-stresses around the frame exhibits 

concentrations of high stresses at the connection of the frame to keel and at the connection 

of the frame to deck beam at the edge of the bracket on the deck beam as illustrated in Fig. 

4.36. It is observed that large tensile stresses are developed on the flange side of the web 

plating between the deck edge and the bilge. However, the tensile stresses induced 

towards the flange side of the web plating in the bottom floor are notably smaller. This is 

mainly ascribed to the induced in-plane actions of the plating. On the other hand, mostly
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compressive stresses are generated in the web plating of the frame in the curved bilge 

region except on the shell plating side of the web. Figure 4.37 displays the variations of 

y-stresses in the web depth direction of the frame. It is noted that the y-stresses are mostly 

in moderate magnitudes. The stress concentrations are observed at the frame to keel 

connection and at the frame to deck beam connection at the edge of the bracket on the deck 

beam. The variations of shear stresses induced in the web plating of the mid-frame is 

shown in Fig. 4.38. It is observed that the shear stresses have large magnitudes towards 

the ends of the flat regions of the section in the web plating of the mid-frame. It is thus 

suggested that the lateral pressure loading is principally transferred to these support 

positions of the section. The maximum value of the shear stresses occurs in the vicinity of 

the connection between the frame and the keel. However, towards the centre of the bilge 

and in the middle parts of the flat regions of the section mostly moderate values of the 

shear stresses are developed. The distribution of the von Mises equivalent stresses 

developed in the web plating of the mid-frame indicates stress concentrations at the 

connection of the frame to keel and the frame to deck beam at the edge of the bracket on 

the deck beam as displayed in Fig. 4.39. The equivalent stresses are contributed by the 

foregoing stresses induced in the web plating of the frame. The maximum equivalent 

stress which occurs at the frame to keel connection is about 68.0% of the yield stress.

4.5 EFFECT OF VARIATION IN HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE

As indicated in the previous section, the hydrostatic pressure loading is the 

predominant component of the applied combined loading. The hydrostatic pressure 

mainly results in flexural actions in the stiffened plating of the compartment in the 

orthogonal directions. However, it is primarily resisted by the transverse structural 

members. The flexural response of the transverse frames in turn gives rise to significant 

actions within the plating particularly in the bottom floor due to the geometric 

configuration of the section having a high rise of floor. This brings about a considerable 

contribution to the rigidity of the structure in resisting the lateral deflections. As noted in 

the previous sections, the applied hydrostatic pressure also induces considerable flexural 

and bending induced axial actions within the longitudinal structure. The present section 

discusses the effect of different levels of the hydrostatic pressure on the structural 

response, particularly on the longitudinal structure. In addition, the influence on the
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stresses induced in the web plating of the selected structural members and in the outer 

shell plating of the compartment including the deck plating is examined for a particular 

level of the pressure. It should be noted that the applied original hydrostatic pressure 

represents quite an extreme loading condition which is unlikely to be encountered by a 

ship in a seaway. Thus, the original level of the pressure was systematically reduced 

except in one case where the original level of the pressure was increased by 25.0%. A 

moderate level of amplitude of initial imperfections was used in the analysis with the 

values of 0.50tp in the flat regions and 0.25tp in the curved bilge. The magnitude of the 

second component of the applied combined loading, i.e. longitudinal hull bending 

moment, was kept unchanged.

The deflections and flange stresses around the mid-frame corresponding to the 

different levels of the hydrostatic pressure are illustrated in Figs. 4.40 and 4.41. It is 

evident that the variation in the level of the pressure gives rise to significant changes in the 

deflections around the frame only in the flat regions of the section as shown in Fig. 4.40. 

The curved bilge does not experience any considerable displacement from its original 

position particularly in the centre. However, it undergoes appreciable variation of 

curvature with the change in the pressure level; the curvature of the bilge is reduced as the 

level of the pressure increases. The deflection at the keel position seems to change linearly 

with the varying level of the pressure. However, as the level of the pressure increases, the 

rate of increase in the displacement value at this position decreases. For example, the 

deflection at the keel position increases by about 30.0% with the change in the level of the 

pressure from 0.50?^ to 0.75?^ where represents the original level of the pressure. 

On the other hand, the increase in the deflection value is about 19.0% for the change in 

the pressure level from l.OOP  ̂ to 1.25Pq. The same consideration also applies to the 

deflections normal to the outline of the section around the frame. This is attributed to the 

influence of the in-plane actions of the plating with the increasing level of the pressure.

The variation in the level of the pressure results in notable changes in the 

distribution of the flange stresses around the mid-frame except about the midway across 

the flat portion of the bottom floor as displayed in Fig. 4.41. This is also attributed to the 

induced in-plane actions of the plating arising from the flexural behaviour of the frame. 

The flange stresses of the frame mainly increase as the level of the pressure becomes
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higher. The change in the flange stresses with the pressure level is slightly more 

significant in the flat side region of the section than in the other regions. The value of the 

flange stress of the frame at the keel position appears to change almost linearly with the 

varying level of the pressure. However, as in the deflections of the frame, the rate of 

increase in the value of the flange stress at this position decreases as the level of the 

pressure increases. The variations of the flange stresses along a selection of typical 

longitudinal structural members in the bottom floor and in the side shell for the different 

levels of the pressure are illustrated in Fig. 4.42. It is evident that the distribution of the 

flange stresses along the longitudinals suggests an increasing secondary type of flexural 

response for the longitudinal girders between the bulkheads and a tertiary type of flexural 

response for the light longitudinals between the intersections with the increase in the level 

of the pressure. The extreme values of the stresses at the bulkhead and at the support 

positions and between them seemingly vary linearly with the change in the pressure level. 

It should be noted that the flange stresses resulting from the flexural response of the 

structural members are added to or subtracted from the stresses from the longitudinal 

bending moment depending on the bending curvature of the member. Hence, it is likely 

that the flange stresses of the longitudinals can reach yield stress at the bulkhead ends. 

However, as mentioned before, these local values are possibly influenced by the bulkhead 

end brackets as well as by the overall bending.

The contour plots of the stresses induced within the web plating of the selected 

structural members and in the outer shell plating including the deck plating are examined 

for the increased level of the original hydrostatic pressure by 25.0%. Figures 4.43-4.46 

show the variations of the stresses developed within the web plating of the keel girder for 

the specified pressure level. The distributions of the stresses induced mostly exhibit 

similar patterns to the variations of the stresses for the original pressure level, though the 

magnitudes of the stresses become larger with the increase in the level of the pressure. It 

is noted in Fig. 4.43 that due to the increase in the bending curvature of the keel girder, 

the maximum level of the longitudinal direct x-stresses is increased by about 12.5% in 

comparison with the x-stresses developed for the original pressure. The increase in the 

maximum level of the y-stresses, on the other hand, is only within 10.0% as shown in 

Fig. 4.44; in fact, the magnitudes of the y-stresSes themselves are immaterial. The shear 

stresses in the web plating of the keel girder also increase to a greater extent with the
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increase in the pressure level as displayed in Fig. 4.45. The maximum level of the shear 

stresses is higher than that of the shear stresses developed for the original pressure level 

by about 16.0%. Figure 4.46 shows the variations of the von Mises equivalent stresses 

induced in the web plating of the keel for the specified pressure level. The maximum level 

of the equivalent stresses is larger than that of the ones developed for the original pressure 

level by 13.7%. It is clear that these stresses are mainly contributed by the longitudinal 

direct x-stresses and the shear sttesses.

The contours of the stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 3 for the 

specified level of the pressure are shown in Figs. 4.47-4.50. The distributions of the 

stresses induced largely display similar patterns to the stress variations developed for the 

original pressure across the web plating of the longitudinal. However, due to the change 

in the bending curvature of the longitudinal, the stress components principally are higher 

than the stresses developed for the original level of the pressure. The maximum levels of 

the longitudinal direct x-stresses and the shear stresses increase by about 16.0% and 

18.5% respectively. On the other hand, although the y-stresses in the web depth direction 

of the longitudinal increase by about 16.0% at the most, their magnitudes are mostly 

insignificant. The von Mises equivalent stresses developed in the web plating of the 

longitudinal reflect the predominant contributions of the longitudinal direct x-stresses and 

the shear stresses. The maximum level of the equivalent stresses is higher than the one 

developed for the original level of the pressure by about 17.0%. It is observed that the 

maximum level of the equivalent stresses concentrated at the comer between the bulkhead 

and the flange is beyond the elastic limit indicating that the specified level of the pressure 

results in yielding within the longitudinal arising mainly from the flexural actions of the 

longitudinal structure. This brings about a question on the validity of the analysis.

The contour plots of the stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 6 for the 

specified pressure level also illustrate rather similar patterns to the stresses developed for 

the original pressure level as shown in Figs. 4.51-4.54. However, the level of the 

stresses increases mainly due to the larger flexural actions within the structure. The 

maximum values of the longitudinal direct x-stresses and the shear stresses are higher 

than the corresponding stresses induced for the original level of the pressure by 15.8% 

and 18.4% respectively. The y-stresses mostly illustrate moderate magnitudes, but larger
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than the ones developed for the original pressure level by about 12.0% at the most. Thus, 

the von Mises equivalent stresses contributed mainly by the longitudinal direct x-stresses 

and the shear stresses display larger levels of the stresses by 17.0% at the maximum.

The variations of the stresses developed in the outer shell plating of the 

compartment from keel to deck edge for the specified level of the pressure are displayed in 

Figs. 4.55-4.58. Although the distributions of the stresses mostly suggest a strong 

resemblance to the stresses developed for the original pressure, the magnitudes of the 

stresses indicate larger values mainly due to the increased flexural actions within the 

structure. The maximum level of the longitudinal direct x-stresses is higher than that of 

the x-stresses obtained for the original pressure level by 8.8%. The direct y-stresses in the 

transverse direction exhibit a large increase in magnitude principally arising from the 

flexural actions of the transverse structure. The maximum level of the y-stresses is higher 

than that of the y-stresses for the original pressure by 17.8%. With the specified pressure 

level, the maximum level of the shear stresses also increases by about 19.0%. The von 

Mises equivalent stresses corresponding to a multiaxial stress state thus increase by about 

18.0%. The contours of the stress fields induced within the deck shell plating also display 

similar patterns of the stress variations to the stresses developed for the original pressure 

level. However, slightly higher values of the stresses are observed in the deck plating for 

the specified value of the pressure.

As stated earlier, the hydrostatic pressure loading mainly results in bending within 

the structure in the orthogonal directions, and it is principally resisted by the transverse 

structural members and associated plating. Hence, an increase in the pressure level will 

clearly produce larger flexural actions within the transverse structural members. The 

contour plots of the stresses induced in the web plating of the mid-frame reflect these 

increased actions within the frame with the increase in the pressure level. The 

distributions of the stresses show rather similar patterns to the stresses developed for the 

original pressure level, but with higher levels as seen in Figs. 4.63-4.66. The maximum 

levels of the direct x and y-stresses and the shear stresses are higher than those of the 

ones induced for the original level of the pressure by about 18.5%, 20.8% and 20.5% 

respectively. Consequently, the maximum level of the von Mises equivalent stresses 

displays an increase by about 21.0% in comparison with the equivalent stresses for the
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original pressure.

In summary, the response of the selected structural members for the different levels 

of the hydrostatic pressure and the distributions of the stresses induced in the web plating 

of these members and in the outer shell plating of the compartment for the specified level 

of the pressure suggest that the influence of the hydrostatic pressure is to induce larger 

flexural actions within the structure in the orthogonal directions with the higher levels of 

the pressure. Hence, the longitudinal and transverse structural members experience larger 

flexural curvature for the higher pressure levels. The effect on the response of the frame is 

predominant particularly in the flat regions of the section. However, the higher levels of 

the pressure brings more in-plane actions of the plating into the response of the structure. 

Consequently, the effect about the midway across the flat portion of the bottom floor is to 

a much lesser extent in comparison with the other regions of the section. On the other 

hand, the longitudinal girders and stiffeners exhibit larger secondary and tertiary flexural 

responses respectively for the higher levels of the pressure. The response of the 

longitudinals indicates that longitudinal 3 experiences the largest bending curvature of all. 

Further, the specified level of the pressure results in yielding within this longitudinal, 

which brings about a question on the validity of the analysis. It should, however, be 

recollected that the results of the analysis are associated with an extremely high pressure 

head which is unlikely to be encountered in practice.

4.6 EFFECT OF VARIATION IN HULL BENDING MOMENT

As the secondary component of the combined loading, the longitudinal hull bending 

moment applied in the form of prescribed displacements at the bulkhead position is 

principally resisted by the plating and longitudinal structural members. It thus results in 

axial displacements in the longitudinal direction at the position of the bulkhead. Since the 

applied bending moment corresponds to a hogging condition, the bottom region of the 

section below the neutral axis is displaced towards the centre of the compartment in the 

longitudinal direction. The displacement of the bulkhead end in the axial direction 

normally generates lateral deflections in the plating between the stiffeners due to the initial 

imperfections, thus inducing larger deformations in the surrounding structural members 

because of the increased transfer of loading. However, the maximum longitudinal
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bending stress applied in the bottom structure is well below the critical buckling stress of 

the structural components. Thus, the effect of the applied longitudinal bending moment is 

considered to be small with regard to the response of the transverse structural members. 

However, it is of interest to examine the effect of the variation in the longitudinal bending 

moment on the overall structural response. The present section discusses the effect of 

different values of the longitudinal bending moment on the response of the structural 

members. In addition, the influence on the stresses induced in the web plating of the 

selected structural members and in the outer shell plating of the compartment including the 

deck plating is examined for a particular value of the longitudinal bending moment. The 

value of the longitudinal bending moment was systematically increased except in one case 

where its value was reduced by half. A moderate level of amplitude of initial 

imperfections was used in the analysis with the values of 0.50tp in the flat regions and 

0.25tp in the curved bilge. The magnitude of the hydrostatic pressure was kept the same 

as the original.

The deflections and flange stresses around the mid-frame obtained for the different 

values of the longitudinal bending moment are shown in Figs. 4.67 and 4.68. It is clear 

that the variation in the magnitude of the longitudinal bending moment does not produce 

any significant change in the structural response of the frame. As noted in Fig. 4.67, the 

variation in the longitudinal bending moment gives rise to some changes in the deflections 

around the frame only in the flat side region of the section towards the deck edge and to a 

lesser extent in the bottom floor towards the curved bilge. The deflections around the 

frame mostly increase with the larger values of the bending moment The flange stresses 

of the mid-frame, on the other hand, are only affected in the bottom floor and to a lesser 

extent towards the curved bilge as illustrated in Fig. 4.68. Around the keel position the 

flange stress of the frame decreases as the magnitude of the bending moment increases. 

However, the flange stresses increase in the bottom floor with the larger values of the 

applied moment The effect of the different values of the longitudinal bending moment on 

the flange stresses of the selected longitudinals is illustrated in Fig. 4.69. It is evident that 

the effect on the flange stresses of the longitudinals is predominant The flange stresses 

increase somewhat linearly as the value of the bending moment becomes larger. Hence, 

the longitudinals in the bottom structure experience higher compressive flange stresses 

with the larger values of the bending moment. On the other hand, longitudinal 15 which is
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located above and close to the neutral axis of the section on the side shell is affected to a 

much lesser extent.

The contour plots of the stress fields induced within the web plating of the selected 

structural members and in the outer shell plating of the compartment including the deck 

plating are examined for the bending moment value which is two times larger than the 

original bending moment. Figures 4.70-4.73 show the variations of the stresses 

developed within the web plating of the keel girder. The distributions of the stresses 

generally display a similar pattern to the ones induced for the original value of the bending 

moment, but their levels are considerably higher. For the specified value of the bending 

moment, the maximum levels of the longitudinal direct x-stresses and the shear stresses 

are higher than those of the stresses developed for the original value of the bending 

moment by about 30.0% and 21.0% respectively. Although the maximum level of the 

direct y-stresses for the original value of the bending moment is doubled, their 

magnitudes are normally immaterial. Thus, the maximum level of the von Mises 

equivalent stresses corresponding to a multi-axial stress state increases by about 27.0%. It 

is clear that these stresses are mainly contributed by the longitudinal direct x-stresses and 

the shear stresses.

The contours of the stresses developed in the web plating of longitudinal 3 for the 

specified value of the longitudinal bending moment are illustrated in Figs. 4.74-4.77. 

Although the distributions of the stresses within the web plating of the longitudinal mostly 

indicate similar patterns to the stresses developed for the original bending moment, their 

values are considerably increased. The maximum values of the longitudinal direct x- 

stresses and the shear stresses increase by about 19.5% and 9.0% respectively in 

comparison with the stresses obtained for the original bending moment. On the other 

hand, the maximum level of the direct y-stresses is higher than the one developed for the 

original value of the bending moment by about 29.0%, but their magnitudes are 

insignificant. Consequently, the maximum level of the von Mises equivalent stresses 

increases by about 15.0% with the contribution mainly from the direct x-stresses and the 

shear stresses. It is noted that the maximum level of the equivalent stresses indicates a 

magnitude which is beyond the yield stress and occurs at the comer between the bulkhead 

and the flange. This brings about a question on the validity of the analysis. The variations
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of the stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 6 also indicate similar patterns of 

the stresses to the ones developed for the original value of the bending moment, but with 

notably higher values. The maximum levels of the longitudinal direct x-stresses and the 

shear stresses are higher than those of the ones developed for the original bending 

moment by about 20.0% and 9.0% respectively. As in the foregoing longitudinals, 

although the maximum level of the direct y-stresses increases by about 35.0%, their 

values are mainly immaterial. Thus, the maximum level of the von Mises equivalent 

stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 6 increases by about 15.5% in 

comparison with the equivalent stresses developed for the original bending moment.

The contour plots of the stresses induced in the outer shell plating of the 

compartment from keel to deck edge for the specified value of the bending moment are 

illustrated in Figs. 4.82-4.85. Although the variations of the direct x-stresses display a 

similar pattern to the ones developed for the original bending moment, an increase in the 

longitudinal bending moment evidently results in larger magnitudes of the x-stresses in 

the shell plating as shown in Fig. 4.82. The maximum level of the x-stresses is higher 

than the maximum level of the x-stresses developed for the original value of the bending 

moment by about 38.0%. The variations of the direct y-stresses and the shear stresses 

induced in the shell plating also indicate a strong resemblance to the distributions of the 

corresponding stresses developed for the original value of the bending moment, however 

their maximum levels are higher than the original ones by about 12.0% and 6.5% 

respectively as illustrated in Figs. 4.83 and 4.84. Thus, the maximum level of the von 

Mises equivalent stresses increases by about 36.0% in comparison with the equivalent 

stresses developed for the original bending moment. It is noted that although the 

variations of the equivalent stresses mostly display a resemblance to the distribution of the 

stresses induced for the original bending moment, the stress concentrations observed for 

the original bending moment in the flat side shell around the frames and adjacent to the 

bulkhead disappear for the specified value of the bending moment However, the levels of 

the equivalent stresses suggest moderate magnitudes well below the yield stress as shown 

in Fig. 4.85. The variations of the stresses developed in the deck shell plating mostly 

display similar patterns to the stresses generated for the original value of the bending 

moment as shown in Fig. 4.86-4.89. However, notably higher levels of the stresses, 

particularly the direct x and shear stresses, are induced in the deck shell plating.
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The effect of the variation in the value of the longitudinal bending moment on the 

stresses induced within the web plating of the mid-frame is one of the most important 

considerations in the context of the present investigation. The variation of the direct x- 

stresses around the mid-frame for the specified value of the bending moment exhibits a 

strong resemblance to the x-stresses developed for the original bending moment as 

displayed in Fig. 4.90. However, the maximum level of the x-stresses is slightly higher 

than that of the x-stresses induced for the original bending moment by about 9.5%. The 

distribution of the stresses displays concentrations at the connections of the frame to the 

keel and to the deck beam at the edge of the bracket. On the other hand, apart from these 

locations where the largest increase in the values of the x-stresses occurs, the magnitudes 

of the induced x-stresses on the flange side or on the shell plating side of the frame’s web 

slightly decrease by an average value of 3.0%. The magnitudes of the direct y-stresses 

induced in the web plating of the frame are somewhat reduced, although they show quite 

similar variations around the frame as noticed in Fig. 4.91. The variations of the shear 

stresses developed for the specified value of the bending moment are shown in Fig. 4.92. 

The shear stresses also suggest a very strong resemblance to the variations of the 

corresponding stresses obtained for the original bending moment. However, the 

maximum value of the stresses is slightly reduced by about 3.5%. Thus, the maximum 

value of the von Mises equivalent stresses is decreased by about 6.0%, though their 

distribution displays very similar variations to the equivalent stresses originally developed 

as seen in Fig. 4.93.

As mentioned earlier, the applied longitudinal bending moment results from the 

application of the hydrostatic pressure over the entire length of the test model between the 

outer end supports. Hence, it is relatively small in comparison with those likely to be 

encountered by a ship travelling in a seaway. The longitudinal bending moment 

corresponding to a hogging condition and applied in the form of prescribed displacements 

is principally resisted by the plating and the longitudinal stmctural members. Thus, below 

the neutral axis of the section in the bottom floor, it results in axial displacements towards 

the centre of the compartment at the bulkhead position and associated lateral deflections in 

the stmctural members and in the plating between the stiffeners. However, it does not 

produce any significant effect on the stmctural response of the frames. The main influence 

of the variation in the value of the bending moment is on the response of the
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longitudinals. The flange stresses of the longitudinal members increase somewhat linearly 

with the larger values of the bending moment. Since the longitudinal bending moment is 

mainly resisted by the outer shell plating and the longitudinals, larger stresses are induced 

in the web plating of these structural members and in the outer shell plating including the 

deck shell plating for the larger values of the bending moment. The specified value of the 

longitudinal bending moment which is twice the original one results in yielding in 

longitudinal 3, which raises a question on the validity of the analysis. On the other hand, 

it does have the influence of slightly reducing the stresses developed in the web plating of 

the mid-frame in comparison with the stresses induced for the original bending moment.

4.7 INTERACTION BETWEEN TRANSVERSE AND 

LONGITUDINAL ACTIONS

As a three-dimensional floating structure a ship's hull girder when travelling in a 

seaway is subjected to loads arising from the mass of the ship, the accelerations which it 

experiences and the pressure variations of the water around its sections induced by waves 

and its oscillatory motions. These loads give rise to not only vertical bending moments 

and shear forces but also transverse bending and compression of the sections, horizontal 

bending and twisting moments on the hull girder. These actions in some circumstances 

occur at the same time. However, the most significant actions for the design of a ship are 

the vertical bending moments and shear forces arising from the longitudinal distribution of 

weight of the ship and the supporting buoyancy forces from the surrounding water. In the 

usual quasi-static approach to longitudinal bending, the hull girder is thus considered to 

be subjected to shear forces and bending moments. This typically produces a large 

bending moment amidships which is resisted by the hull and deck shell plating, and 

effectively continuous longitudinals. The effect of local or secondary deformations of the 

transverse frames on the longitudinal stresses is not allowed for in the conventional 

longitudinal strength analysis. With the crest of the wave amidships, a hogging moment is 

produced, which results in compressive longitudinal stresses in the bottom floor and keel 

structure. In addition, the bottom floor experiences the severest hydrostatic pressure, and 

hence there occurs a marked interaction between longitudinal and transverse (secondary 

and tertiary) actions.
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In the simplest approach the longitudinal and transverse loading effects are treated 

independently on the basis that the loads causing these actions act orthogonally to each 

other. However, the transverse loads result in deflections and stresses in the longitudinal 

structure. In fact, the longitudinal structural members carry significant stresses which 

arise from both the longitudinal and transverse loadings. By treating the two loading 

effects separately, the combined effect of the two loadings will give rise to the addition of 

structural responses within the linear elastic behaviour of the structural material in the 

longitudinal members as well as in the shell plating. However, it should be noted that the 

lateral deflections due to the applied transverse loading alter the geometric distribution of 

longitudinal material, i.e. shape of the cross-section, and could yield different values for 

moment of inertia of the section and neutral axis position from the assumed original ones. 

Yet, significant distortions of the cross-section to create any considerable deviations in 

these values require large lateral deflections to take place. From the results of the analysis 

of the frigate hull compartment employed in the present study, there is no indication that 

the applied hydrostatic pressure loading being somewhat extreme results in any significant 

distortions of the transverse structure. The developed deformations within the 

compartment were normally in the order of the plate thicknesses. On a local scale, 

however, the transverse loading can distort the longitudinal structure sufficiently to give 

rise to coupling effects. The three-dimensional transverse strength analysis, as performed 

in this investigation, evaluates the secondary deflections of longitudinal members and the 

elastic deformations of transverse frames as a response to the applied hydrostatic pressure 

loading. The effect of these secondary deflections of longitudinal members on the overall 

response of the stmcture is that it can, in some cases, reduce the load carrying capacity of 

stiffened plates subjected to an overall compressive loading as in the case of the bottom 

stmcture in hogging condition.

The hydrostatic pressure loading on the bottom section of the stmcture is principally 

applied to the shell plating surrounded by the frames and longitudinal stiffeners. It is 

transferred to the surrounding stiffeners mainly through the local bending actions of the 

plating. Subsequently, the frames and longitudinal stiffeners experience flexural 

response, and hence the lateral loading is transferred to the sides and to the end bulkheads 

of the compartment Thus, the applied lateral loading predominantly results in bending of 

the longitudinal stiffeners between the frames as well as, because of the flexural
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deformations of the frames themselves, bending between the bulkheads. The resulting 

out-of-plane deformations of the longitudinal girders between the bulkheads induce tensile 

stresses at the mid-span and compressive stresses at the bulkhead positions in the girder 

flanges. In the light longitudinals the similar type of variation will occur for the flange 

stresses at the mid-span between the frames and at the frame positions. It has been 

established that in the light longitudinals, which are the only ones likely to suffer from 

flexural buckling, local bending behaviour is more significant than overall 

bending(Clarkson and Wallace, 1967). Apart from the flexural actions in both 

longitudinal and transverse directions, the applied hydrostatic pressure loading also 

results in transverse in-plane compression and shear actions in the shell plating arising 

from the bending of transverse frames associated with the geometrical configuration of the 

bottom structure having a high rise of floor. In addition, the hydrostatic pressure acting 

on the side shell will induce transverse compression stresses in the bottom plating as well 

as local bending stresses in the side shell. It should also be noted that the flexural 

response of the frames, and hence the longitudinals, under the lateral loading is severely 

restricted by the presence of the bulkheads.

The bottom floor of the compartment structure is also subjected to longitudinal 

compressive stresses arising from the overall bending of the hull girder under the hogging 

bending moment. The longitudinal bending moment is primarily resisted by the plating 

and its longitudinal stiffening members. The longitudinal compressive stresses in the 

bottom structure result in axial longitudinal displacements in the structure and associated 

lateral deformations in the plating mainly arising from the initial imperfections of the 

plating between the stiffeners. In addition, the applied longitudinal loading would induce 

a lateral widening of the stiffened panel equal to the Poisson ratio effect if there were no 

lateral restraints. The free lateral expansion will, however, be restrained at the transverse 

frames and bulkheads. The stiffener flanges and webs mid-way between the transverses 

tend to move laterally which will result in a rolling tendency relative to the laterally 

restrained ends at the transverse frames. The restraints imposed by the transverses will 

also induce shear stresses in the plates, which will probably be high at the comers of the 

panel. The tendency of the plate to expand laterally will induce forces on the frames at the 

plate-frame intersection which wiU try to stretch the transverses slightly and also induce a 

bending action. This will generate compression in the top along the flange as well as 

bending of the longitudinals in which the flanges are loaded in compression.
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With these actions induced within the structure by the hydrostatic pressure loading 

and the longitudinal hull bending moment, the plate elements between the stiffeners in the 

bottom structure will be subjected to a complex stress field at their edges in addition to the 

hydrostatic pressure. The plate elements of the bottom structure are primarily subjected to 

longitudinal compressive stresses resulting from the hull bending. These stresses will 

normally be modified by the stress field arising from the bending of longitudinals under 

the lateral pressure loading. The flexural deformations of the frames, on the other hand, 

induce biaxial compressive stresses in the plating varying along the bottom floor. An 

additional transverse compressive stress component also comes from the action of the 

hydrostatic pressure on the side shell. In addition, shear stresses occur at the edges of the 

plate elements due to the bending of the frames and the restraints of the end bulkheads on 

the response of the frames.

In view of the actions induced by the hydrostatic pressure loading and the 

longitudinal hull bending, the behaviour of the structure under the combined loading has 

several significant aspects. The applied hydrostatic pressure loading is primarily resisted 

by the transverse frames with associated effective plating. The transverse frames are also 

supported by the longitudinal stiffeners with associated plating fully restrained laterally at 

the end bulkheads. The ability of the longitudinal stiffeners to provide support to the 

transverse frames is affected by the longitudinal hull bending. With the flexural 

deformations of the longitudinal stiffeners due to the applied hydrostatic pressure loading, 

the stresses in these structural members will be seriously affected in association with the 

longitudinal stresses due to the overall bending of the ship hull. In a single longitudinal 

stiffener with an associated effective plating, though there exists compressive stresses in 

its flange from the overall hull bending, at the mid-way between the frames the applied 

lateral loading induces tensile stresses in the flange, thus resulting in a net lowering of 

compressive stresses in the flange. In a recent comparative study by Rutherford and 

Caldwell(1990) on the ultimate longitudinal strength of ships, it has been argued that 

tensile stresses induced in the stiffener flange due to the lateral pressure loading delay the 

onset of stiffener buckling and hence increase the ultimate strength of the ship hull. 

However, it has been found that the effect of small variations in the hydrostatic pressure 

on the hull strength is negligible. With the presence of a complex stress field at the edges 

of plate elements in the bottom floor under the combined loading, the longitudinal stresses
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in the shell plating from the ship hull bending coupled with the initial plate deformations 

will alter the in-plane and flexural rigidities of the shell plating. The effect is generally to 

reduce the stiffness of the plating between the stiffeners, and hence decreasing the support 

given to the transverse frames by the longitudinals. The flexural deformations of the 

transverse frames result in significant in-plane compressive and shear stresses in the 

plating of the bottom floor. These actions coupled with the initial plate deformations will 

affect the support given to the longitudinals by the transverse frames.

As emphasised earlier, under the action of a hogging bending moment, the bottom 

structure of the ship hull is subjected to compressive longitudinal loading from the hull- 

girder bending and lateral hydrostatic pressure as well as compressive transverse loading 

from the bending of transverse frames and from the action of hydrostatic pressure on the 

side shell. The compressive longitudinal loading is fundamentally the predominant 

component of the loads acting on the bottom structure. Hence, it is essential to consider 

any weakening effects of lateral pressure and other induced loading actions on the 

longitudinal compressive strength of the bottom structure.

An overriding aspect of fundamental importance in the design of ship structures is 

the provision of deck and bottom stiffened plate structures capable of withstanding 

compressive loads induced by vertical bending of the ship’s hull. Thus, an extensive 

theoretical and experimental research effort has been expended into the compressive 

strength of stiffened plate structures, prompted by concern over steel weight and light 

scantlings for naval ships, and by structural failures in bridges. Theoretical studies have 

been mainly based on the solution of the equilibrium equations of an effective beam- 

column, representing the stiffened plating, numerically within an incremental procedure. 

Experimental programs have also been conducted on stiffened plates subjected to uni-axial 

compression or combined compression and lateral pressure, e. g. by Becker et al(1971), 

Smith(1975), Faulkner(1977), and Dean and Dowling(1977) among many others. 

Simplified design methods for estimating the ultimate compressive load of stiffened plates 

based on the beam-column concept with associated effective plating have been proposed 

by Faulkner(1973 and 1975) and Carlsen(1977 and 1980), orientated towards ship and 

marine structures. Soares and Soreide(1983) have shown that the design method 

proposed by Faulkner yields a better correlation with various experimental and numerical
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results. The results of the research work on the compressive strength of stiffened plates 

associated with naval ships, particularly by Smith(1975) and Faulkner(1975) have been 

implemented in the design rules for preliminary structural design of these ships. 

Sadden(1977) has outlined the simplifications and approximations embedded in the rules 

dealing with the primary (longitudinal) strength of the upper decks and bottoms of 

destroyers and frigates under normal environmental loads. He also gives some 

implications of transverse loading effects on the longitudinal strength of ships.

The ultimate collapse behaviour of stiffened plates under compressive loads is 

commonly characterised by four types of failure modes. These are principally failure of 

plating between stiffeners, interframe flexural buckling of longitudinal stiffeners, lateral- 

torsional buckling of longitudinals and overall buckling of the grillage between stiff 

supports. The most likely form of failure is, however, the interfirame flexural buckling of 

longitudinal stiffeners with associated effective plating. This form of failure mode is 

normally stimulated by the presence of heavy transverse frames providing an extra rigidity 

to the longitudinal structure. It involves yielding of the stiffeners accelerated by loss of 

stiffness due to buckling or yielding of the plating. In general, stiffened plates are 

designed so that this form of failure precedes overall grillage buckling, involving bending 

of transverse as well as longitudinal stiffeners, and lateral-torsional instability of the 

longitudinals. Thus, limit state design of ship structures principally requires explicit 

evaluation of interframe flexural failure under compressive loading, possibly complicated 

by the presence of lateral hydrostatic pressure. In the absence of lateral hydrostatic 

pressure loading, the flexural buckling of stiffeners usually follows a form of alternating 

in and out buckles in adjacent spans of a continuous panel. Lateral hydrostatic pressure 

can affect the collapse mode of a stiffened panel by forcing adjacent spans to collapse in 

the same direction rather than in the normal pattern of alternating directions.

The effect of interframe bending of longitudinals due to lateral hydrostatic pressure 

loading on the interfirame collapse of stiffened panels can be considered in the evaluation 

of interfirame collapse behaviour by employing incremental finite element methods(Smith, 

1975). As stated before, local bending behaviour of longitudinals between frames is more 

important than overall bending between bulkheads. It has also been established through 

approximate calculations using the incremental analysis that whereas the local bending has
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a small but noticeable effect on interframe collapse, the effect of overall bending is hardly 

perceptible(Sadden, 1977). The results of experimental investigation and theoretical 

studies carried out by Smith(1975) have suggested that low lateral pressure levels do not 

cause significant reduction of longitudinal compressive strength in normally proportioned 

single bottom and deck structures. This has also been discussed by Faulkner(1975). The 

behaviour of stiffened plates under combined compressive and lateral pressure loading 

normally depends on the relative magnitude and dominance of the two types of loading on 

the cross-section to length slenderness. In most cases the magnitudes of hydrostatic 

pressure existent in ship side shells and bottoms are not very high. Hence, the effect of 

lateral hydrostatic pressure on compressive strength of ship structures has usually been 

neglected(Sadden, 1977; Soares and Soreide, 1983). However, the latest work on 

compressive strength of stiffened plates by Smith et al(1991), summarised by Chapman et 

al(1991), has demonstrated that loss of compressive strength caused by lateral pressure is 

most marked in panels with high column slenderness and increase also with plate 

slenderness. Further, Chalmers and Smith(1992) have illustrated the use of this recently 

published collapse data for stiffened plating within a procedure for design synthesis of a 

ship’s hull section, leading directly into a longitudinal strength assessment.

As expressed earlier, overall grillage behaviour under combined compressive and 

lateral pressure loading normally entails flexural deformations of longitudinal as well as 

transverse stiffeners. This form of failure mode is unlikely to occur, except in lightly 

stiffened panels such as superstructure decks, and it is usually avoided by provision of 

heavy transverse frames. The overall collapse behaviour characterised by drastic changes 

in stiffness generally involves large-deflections, load-redistribution effects and a complex 

interaction between local and overall structural behaviour. Thus, it requires an advanced 

structural analysis method to be employed. It is, however, reasonable to assume that the 

total direct and bending stresses, estimated on the basis of small deflection elastic 

structural analysis allowing for initial imperfections, in the stiffened plate should not 

exceed yield at the expected design loads. Smith(1968) and Faulkner(1973) have 

described methods of analysis for the evaluation of linear elastic behaviour of fiat grillages 

under combined axial and lateral loading. Although calculations of elastic deflections and 

stresses by these methods of analysis are usually sufficiently accurate for flat grillages, 

for ships with an appreciable rise of bottom floor it is absolutely essential to include the
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plating in the analysis which should consider the whole bottom structure between 

bulkheads, and between keel and turn of bilge as stated throughout previously and 

discussed by Clarkson and Wallace(1967). In this case, flexural deformations of 

transverse frames due to lateral pressure loading are significantly restrained by the in

plane actions of the plating arising from the geometrical configuration of the bottom 

structure. However, the end loads of longitudinals due to the hull girder bending will 

modify the lateral deflections along the structure. This will clearly affect the deformations 

and concentrated reactions at the intersections of longitudinals with frames. 

Consequently, the stresses induced in the transverse frames will be influenced. The effect 

of end loads of longitudinals on the response of frames is considered to be more 

distinguishable for longitudinal girders than it is for small longitudinals.

Since plating forms the largest portion of longitudinally continuous material of a 

ship’s hull, the compressive strength of the hull is very significantly affected by the 

behaviour of rectangular plate elements between stiffeners under mainly longitudinal 

compression arising from the hull girder bending. In addition, losses in plate stiffness as 

collapse is approached decrease the flexural stiffness of the longitudinal structure, 

reducing interframe flexural and overall grillage buckling loads. The behaviour of plate 

elements under uni-axial compression has been very well understood(Faulkner, 1975) 

and a sound design equation has been devised for the compressive strength of plate 

elements(Soares, 1988 and 1992). The plate elements in the bottom structure of a ship’s 

hull are in general subjected to a complex loading of biaxial compression and edge shear 

along with lateral hydrostatic pressure. The influence of these additional components of 

loading on the longitudinal compressive stiffness and strength of plating can be significant 

in association with initial imperfections and residual stresses. At this point it should be 

added that the stiffness and strength of plating as well as stiffeners are considerably 

influenced by the initial distortions and weld-induced residual stresses(Faulkner, 1977; 

Smith and Kirkwood, 1977; Smith, 1981).

Recent research effort, which has resulted from collaboration between the Admiralty 

Research Establishment, Imperial College, and Chapman and Dowling Associates, has 

produced valuable numerical data, correlated as much as possible with experimental data, 

on the behaviour of plating under compressive, tensile, shear, hydrostatic pressure and
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combined loads, providing improved design guidance for stiffened plating in a ship's 

hull. The results have been presented in a series of papers by Smith et al(1988), and 

Davidson et al(1990 and 1991), and in a more detailed form by Davidson(1989). The 

information on the behaviour of plating under combined loading has also been given by 

Soares and Gordo(1991) who analysed the available numerical and experimental data on 

the combined loading behaviour. For the interaction between longitudinal and transverse 

actions, it is important to note that flexural and in-plane rigidities of the plating are 

affected by the in-plane loading from the hull girder bending as well as from the bending 

of transverse frames in coupling with the initial imperfections of the plating. Hence, the 

contribution of plating acting with the stiffeners as a flange is affected, possibly reduced, 

and so is the support the orthogonal stiffeners give to each other.

In general, within a volume of a ship’s compartment between end bulkheads, 

frames are the only transverse members which provide the transverse support to all other 

longitudinal material. The transverse material has the dual function of maintaining the 

transverse form of the structure, i.e. providing transverse strength, and supporting the 

longitudinal material. Thus, transverse strength is important in maintenance of 

longitudinal strength. It is, however, a problem to be tackled directly by appropriate 

safety margins for transverse structure rather than by justifying high longitudinal strength 

levels. Hence, the transverse frames are designed essentially to stabilise the longitudinal 

structural members, to provide adequate normal load strength, and to avoid local cross- 

section buckling and tripping. For a naval ship, in addition, they should be designed 

against underwater explosions. The progressive link between ship longitudinal bending 

and hydrostatic pressure induced transverse bending is normally governed by combined 

load analysis or interaction between the two separate loads. However, except in way of 

double bottoms, the interaction between transverse loads and longitudinal strength has 

been found to be small in single-skin warships(Sadden, 1977) and it is believed the same 

is true for merchant ships(Evans, 1975).

4.8 CONCLUSIONS

The finite element analysis of the compartment structure has been carried out under 

the hydrostatic pressure loading and bending moment applied at its bulkhead ends arising
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from the application of the hydrostatic pressure loading over the entire length of the test 

model hull between the outer ends. The objective of the analysis is to achieve a better 

correlation between the numerical results and the experimental measurements particularly 

for the flange stresses of the longitudinals. The analysis has provided valuable 

information associated with the modelling of the compartment structure for the combined 

loading condition and more importantly regarding its structural response. The study has 

also yielded significant aspects in relation to the effect of each loading component on the 

structural response of the compartment. In the following, the conclusions and main 

findings of the study are summarised.

With the application of the bending moment axially in the plating and in the 

longitudinal stiffeners at the bulkhead ends of the compartment, the cross-section 

components(web and flange) of the longitudinal structural members should be idealised 

separately by employing plate elements for the web and beam or plate elements for the 

flange. This type of idealisation of the stiffener cross-sections is essential to accurately 

simulate the applied axial loading from the bending moment and to avoid invoking a 

suitable choice of effective plating acting with the longitudinal stiffeners under the axial 

loading. Furthermore, the idealisation of the flange components of the longitudinals 

should include bending as well as axial stiffness characteristics. This is especially 

necessary for the longitudinal girders located in the bottom structure. These structural 

members are not perpendicular to the shell plating and under lateral loading they 

experience some twisting of their cross-sections associated with sideways bending of the 

stiffener flanges and resulting in higher stresses than occur in stiffeners normal to the 

shell plating. It is likely that this will also result in an adverse effect on the response of the 

stiffeners to axial loading. The idealisation of the stiffener cross-sections as described 

above additionally allows one to model details of the structure, particularly the transverse 

structure, with greater accuracy.

The comparisons of the analysis results of the compartment structure idealised 

geometrically and physically with the experimental measurements have indicated that the 

idealised model of the compartment generally simulates the response of the physical test 

structure to a satisfactory degree. The calculated deflections around the mid-frame 

illustrate favourable correlations with the measured values particularly in the flat bottom
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floor within 10.0% and in the curved bilge, though they agree with the measurements in 

the flat side shell within 15.0%. The calculated flange stresses of the mid-frame, 

however, exhibit higher levels of discrepancies with the measured values by about 25.0% 

around the section. With the inclusion of the effect of the overall longitudinal hull bending 

in the analysis, albeit in an approximate fashion, the correlation between the calculated 

and the measured values for the flange stresses of the longitudinals improves significantly 

particularly towards the mid-frame position. The differences between the results are 

mostly confined to the stress values towards the bulkhead positions where the stress 

values are likely to be affected by the overall bending behaviour as well as by the brackets 

running along the longitudinal flanges at this position in the bottom floor. There exists an 

exceptionally good agreement between the results for the light longitudinal at the mid

length between the frames and at the local support positions, in which the local bending of 

the longitudinal between the intersections is a predominant factor in the structural 

response. The comparisons of the response of the compartment structure for the 

combined loading condition with its response for the hydrostatic pressure loading only 

case have suggested that the effect of the overall hull bending is more pronounced in the 

longitudinal structure than in the transverse structure. With the inclusion of the overall 

hull bending effect, the response of the mid-frame does not significantly change. 

However, the flange stresses of the longitudinal stiffeners are influenced dramatically.

The overall deformation plots of the idealised compartment for the applied combined 

loading have illustrated that the flat regions of the structure experience larger deflections 

than the curved bilge. Moreover, the interframe flexural behaviour of the plating is more 

noticeably observed in the fiat regions than in the curved bilge, though the deflections 

developed in the plating are in general in the order of plate thickness. The lateral 

deformations induced in the structure below the neutral axis of the cross-section are partly 

caused by the longitudinal axial displacements fi’om the hogging bending moment, 

whereas above the neutral axis the lateral deflections developed in the side shell and in the 

deck structure by the hydrostatic pressure loading on the side shell are reduced to a certain 

extent by the pulling effect of the axial displacements due to the bending moment. The 

response of the longitudinal girders indicates a secondary type of flexural behaviour 

between the end bulkheads, whilst the light longitudinals experience a tertiary type of 

flexural behaviour between the intersections. The deformation plots of the frames have
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indicated that the connections at the frame to the keel and the frame to the deck beams are 

possible areas of stress concentrations mainly due to the geometrical discontinuities.

The contour plots of stresses induced within the web plating of the longitudinal 

girders located in the bottom floor have illustrated that high longitudinal direct x-stresses 

and shear stresses develop within the web plating of the girders. Since the longitudinal 

girders experience a secondary flexural response between the end bulkheads under the 

hydrostatic pressure loading, they carry axial compressive stresses on the flange side and 

axial tensile stresses on the shell plating side of the web plating at the bulkhead position 

and vice versa at the mid-frame position. The distribution of the induced stresses in the 

web plating of the girders is principally altered by the axial in-plane forces, in 

compression in the bottom floor, from the applied longitudinal bending moment. The 

largest von Mises equivalent stress occurs within the web plating of longitudinal 3 with a 

magnitude of 251.6 N /m m ^  which is 91.5% of the yield stress value. The major 

contributions to the von Mises equivalent stresses come from the longitudinal direct x- 

stresses and shear stresses carried mainly between the bulkhead and the first frame within 

the longitudinal girder webs. The variations of normal stresses induced within the outer 

shell plating of the compartment have demonstrated that the largest normal stress arises in 

the longitudinal direction with a value of 104.0 N /m m ^  including the effect of the hull 

bending moment The contour plots of the normal stresses also illustrate the effect of the 

local flexural behaviour of the longitudinal as well as transverse structural members. In 

the transverse direction, the stress contours display concentrations of normal stresses 

around the frames due to their flexural behaviour with a maximum value of 81.0 N /m m ^  

occurring at the flat bottom floor around the mid-frame. A uniformly distributed moderate 

shear stress field develops within the outer shell plating for the combined loading. The 

maximum von Mises equivalent stress induced in the outer shell plating is about 98.0 

N /m m ^  contributed by all the stress components developed in the shell plating. Mostly 

moderate levels of stresses arise within the deck shell plating. The contour plots of 

stresses developed within the web plating of the mid-frame illustrate the effect of the 

flexural behaviour of the frame. The stress concentrations occur at the connections of the 

frame to the keel and to the deck beam. The largest von Mises equivalent stress which 

arises at the frame to the keel connection is 186.0 N /m m ^  which is about 68.0% of the 

yield stress value.
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The study on the effect of different levels of the hydrostatic pressure loading on the 

structural response has shown that the variation in the level of the pressure results in 

significant changes in the mid-frame deflections only in the flat regions of the section. On 

the other hand, the curved bilge region suffers larger variation of curvature as the pressure 

level increases. The flange stresses around the mid-frame also increase considerably as 

the pressure level increases; though in the flat portion of the bottom floor this effect is 

observed to a much lesser extent. With the increase in the pressure level, the longitudinal 

structural members experience greater flexural response. Thus, the longitudinal girders 

carry larger compressive flange stresses at the bulkhead position and greater tensile flange 

stresses at the mid-frame. Similarly, the light longitudinals carry larger compressive 

flange stresses at the local support positions and greater tensile flange stresses at the mid

way between the intersections. The flange stresses of the longitudinals are altered by the 

stresses resulting from the longitudinal bending moment. The effect of the hydrostatic 

pressure variation seems to be more predominant on the response of the mid-frame than it 

is on the response of the longitudinals.

The contour plots of stresses induced within the web plating of the bottom floor 

longitudinal girders for the increased level of the original hydrostatic pressure by 25.0% 

have demonstrated that as in the variations of the stresses developed for the original 

pressure, high levels of longitudinal direct x-stresses and shear stresses arise within the 

web plating of the girders. With the increase in the hydrostatic pressure level, the 

longitudinal girders experience greater flexural response, and hence the levels of the 

stresses induced in the web plating of the girders are larger than the ones developed for 

the original pressure level. The maximum von Mises equivalent stress accordingly occurs 

within the web plating of longitudinal 3 with a value of 303.8 N/mm^ which is larger than 

the one developed for the original pressure level by about 17.0%. This value is also 

beyond the elastic limit of the structural material indicating that the level of hydrostatic 

pressure loading results in yielding within the longitudinal web. However, it should be 

noted that this level of the hydrostatic pressure loading is an extreme one which is 

unlikely to be encountered in practice. The contour plots of stresses developed in the outer 

shell plating of the compartment for the increased level of the pressure have indicated that 

the variations of the stresses suggest a strong resemblance to the ones induced for the 

original pressure level. However, the levels of the stresses developed for the increased
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level of the pressure are larger mainly due to the greater flexural response of the structural 

members. The maximum von Mises equivalent stress developed in the outer shell plating 

for the increased level of the pressure is 119.0 N /m m ^  which is larger than the one 

induced for the original pressure level by about 18.0%. The variations of the stresses 

developed in the deck shell plating for the increased hydrostatic pressure loading display 

moderate levels of the stresses, but they are larger than the ones developed for the original 

pressure. The effect of the increase in the level of the hydrostatic pressure loading on the 

flexural response of the transverse frames is reflected by the variations of the stresses 

developed in the web plating of the mid-frame. The stresses developed in the web plating 

of the mid-frame are thus larger than the ones induced for the original pressure level. The 

maximum von Mises equivalent stress developed for the increased pressure level is 235.0 

N /m m 2  which is higher by 21.0% than the one induced for the original pressure level.

The investigation into the effect of different values of the longitudinal bending 

moment on the response of the stmcture has revealed that the variation in the magnitude of 

the longitudinal bending moment does not produce any significant change in the structural 

response of the frames. The mid-frame deflections around the section mostly increase 

with the larger values of the bending moment; the effect is predominantly apparent around 

the turn of bilge in the bottom floor and adjacent to the deck edge. The flange stresses of 

the frame, on the other hand, are only marginally influenced by the variation of the 

longitudinal bending moment value, particularly in the bottom floor and to a lesser extent 

around the turn of bilge. The effect of the variation in the magnitude of the longitudinal 

bending moment is paramount on the flange stresses of the longitudinals. With the 

increase in the longitudinal bending moment, the flange stresses of the longitudinals 

located in the bottom structure below the neutral axis of the section increase in 

compression. On the other hand, above the neutral axis the longitudinals carry larger 

tensile flange stresses.

The contour plots of stresses developed within the web plating of the bottom floor 

longitudinal girders for the increased magnitude of the original longitudinal bending 

moment by 2 times have shown that high levels of longitudinal direct x-stresses and shear 

stresses are induced in the web plating of the girders. >^th the increase in the value of the 

longitudinal bending moment, the longitudinal girders carry larger compressive stresses
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within their webs in the bottom floor, and hence the levels of the stresses are higher than 

the ones developed for the original bending moment. The maximum von Mises equivalent 

stress arises in the web plating of longitudinal 3 with a value of 295.0 N/mm^ which is 

larger by 15.0% than the one induced for the original bending moment. This value is also 

beyond the elastic limit of the structural material. The stress contours induced in the outer 

shell plating of the compartment for the increased value of the bending moment have 

illustrated that the effect is evidently more significant on the direct x-stresses than it is on 

the other stress components. Thus, the maximum level of the x-stresses is higher than the 

one developed for the original bending moment by 38.0%, whereas for the y-stresses and 

shear stresses the increases in the maximum levels are 12.0% and 6.5% respectively in 

comparison with the corresponding stresses developed for the original bending moment. 

Hence, the maximum level of the von Mises equivalent stresses increases by 36.0% in 

comparison with the one induced for the original bending moment. The stress contours 

developed in the deck shell plating also show increased levels of stresses for the increase 

in the longitudinal bending moment. The increase in the magnitude of the longitudinal 

bending moment results in a slight increase by about 10.0% in the maximum level of the 

direct x-stresses induced in the web plating of the mid-frame. However, the levels of the 

induced y-stresses and shear stresses decrease marginally. Thus, the maximum level of 

the von Mises equivalent stresses developed for the increased bending moment decreases 

by about 6.0% in comparison with the one induced for the original bending moment

The discussion on the interaction between transverse and longitudinal actions has 

indicated several significant aspects of the structural behaviour with regard to the 

consequences of loading effects on the longitudinal as well as transverse structural 

components. The comparisons of the analysis results of the idealised compartment 

structure with the experimental measurements have demonstrated noticeable improvement 

in the correlation as a result of the inclusion of the overall bending of the test structure in 

the analysis, though in a simplified manner. With the modelling of the structural members 

and geometry of the structure in greater detail, the analysis provides variations of stress 

fields with the structural components from which it is possible to explore various features 

of the structural response. The investigation into the effects of different loading 

components on the structural response has illustrated to some degree the interaction 

between longitudinal hull bending and hydrostatic pressure induced transverse bending.
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Fig.4.36 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Mid-frame Web for Combined 
Loading.
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Fig.4.37 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Mid-frame Web for Combined
Loading.
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Fig.4.38 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Mid-frame Web for Combined 
Loading.
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Fig.4.39 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Mid-frame Web for Combined
Loading.
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Fig.4.43 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Keel for Combined Loading, 
(1.25Po)
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Fig.A.44 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Keel for Combined Loading, 
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Fig.4.45 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Keel for Combined Loading. 
(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.46 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Keel for Combined Loading. 
(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.47 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Longitudinal 3 for Combined 
Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.48 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Longitudinal 3 for Combined
Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.49 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Longitudinal 3 for Combined 

Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.50 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Longitudinal 3 for Combined
Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.A.51 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Longitudinal 6 for Combined 
Loading.(l.25Po)
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Fig.4.52 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Longitudinal 6 for Combined
Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.53 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Longitudinal 6 for Combined 
Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.54 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Longitudinal 6 for Combined
Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.55 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Outer Shell Plating 
Combined Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.56 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Outer Shell Plating for
Combined Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.57 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Outer Shell Plating 
Combined Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.58 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Outer Shell Plating for
Combined Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.59 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Deck Shell Plating for 
Combined Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.60 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Deck Shell Plating for
Combined Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.61 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Deck Shell Plating for 
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Fig.4.62 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Deck Shell Plating
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Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.64 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Mid-frame Web for Combined
Loading.(1.25Po)
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Loading.(1.25Po)
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Fig.4.70 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Keel for Combined Loading, 
(2 .OM0 )
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Fig.4.71 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Keel for Combined Loading.
(2 .OM0 )
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Fig.4.72 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Keel for Combined Loading. 
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Fig.4 . 73 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Keel for Combined Loading.
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Fig.4.74 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Longitudinal 3 for Combined 
Loading.(2.0Mo)
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Fig.4.75 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Longitudinal 3 for Combined
Loading.(2.0Mo)
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Fig.4.76 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Longitudinal 3 for Combined 
Loading.(2.0Mo)
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Fig.4.77 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Longitudinal 3 for Combined
Loading.(2.OMo)
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Fig.4.78 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Longitudinal 6 for Combined 
Loading.(2.OMo)
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Fig.4.79 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Longitudinal 6 for Combined
Loading.(2.OMo)
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Fig.4.80 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Longitudinal 6 for Combined 
Loading.(2.OMo)
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Chapter Five

CHAPTER FIVE

LINEAR ELASTIC BEHAVIOUR OF VEE-BOTTOM
STRUCTURES

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapters were principally concerned with the finite element modelling 

and analysis of a compartment of a frigate model hull, tested by Clarkson and 

Wallace(1967), under predominantly transverse loads applied between the main 

bulkheads and acting in a vertical transverse plane. In addition, the results of the analysis 

of the compartment and their comparisons with the experimental measurements were 

presented for the combined loading which includes the effect of the overall bending of the 

test huU girder between the end supports due to the application of the hydrostatic pressure 

loading over the entire length of the model test structure. The effect of the in-plane 

stiffness of the plating on the structural response of the compartment was expressed 

throughout the foregoing sections in the interpretation of the results and in the explanation 

of the structural response. As stated in the first chapter, the transverse loads applied 

laterally to the stiffened plating of the compartment result in not only flexural actions in 

both longitudinal and transverse directions, but also in-plane normal and shear actions 

principally in the transverse direction in the shell plating mainly resulting from the flexural 

behaviour of the transverse frames. This brings about a significant contribution to the 

structural capability because of the fact that a flat stiffened plate structure withstands 

deformation in its own plane more effectively than it resists bending out of its plane. 

These actions developed within the shell plating are predominant in the bottom floor of the 

compartment primarily due to the geometrical configuration of the bottom structure having 

a significant rise of floor. The similar types of actions also arise in the curved bilge region 

of the cross-section because of the large radius of the curvature.
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In general terms, a flat stiffened plate structure derives its resistance to lateral 

pressure loading from the bending and shearing actions in its stiffening members, with a 

resulting distribution of stress which is not necessarily very efficient in its use of material. 

The hydrostatic pressure applied to the plated structure is transmitted to the surrounding 

stiffeners of the plating essentially through its local flexural actions as a primary function. 

The plating secondarily provides a flange to the stiffeners acting in bending. In most cases 

the in-plane actions induced within the shell plating are immaterial, and its in-plane 

stiffness is not therefore totally utilised. If such a structure is composed of two stiffened 

plates joined at an angle or, if it is folded, such as the bottom structure of a single hulled 

ship having a high rise of floor, the structural behaviour under lateral pressure is 

immediately transformed. The structure derives additional resistance fi*om in-plane actions 

which arise due to its essentially different geometrical form. The shell plating again 

transmits the pressure loading to the stiffeners in the transverse direction as well as in the 

longitudinal direction to the rigid end diaphragms, but any tendency of the structure to 

flatten due to the bending of the transverse stiffeners is now resisted also by the in-plane 

stiffness of the shell plating which transmits these accumulated in-plane forces from the 

transverse stiffeners to the end supports. These in-plane actions significantly affect the 

stresses and deflections of the transverse stiffeners and of the longitudinals restrained by 

the end diaphragms due to the connection between the orthogonal stiffeners. The effect 

clearly depends on the angle between the two components of the structure, and would be 

absent from a flat stiffened plate structure. With this geometrical form of the structure, 

any increase in the structural efficiency stems largely from a reduction in the required 

sizes of the stiffening members, predominantly transverses. Hence, the use of such 

structural forms will evidently lead to a more efficient and economical design of ship 

structures.

The great importance of the in-plane actions of the plating in strengthening the 

resistance of the stiffened plating with vee-shaped geometry was previously noted in the 

context of warship bottom structures by Clarkson(1958) and others. The rise of floor is 

known to have a major strengthening effect and it is this effect which is exploited in the 

stiffened plating with vee-shaped geometry. The study performed on the approximate
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analysis of the bottom structure of a single hulled ship with a significant rise of floor 

under loading applied at the keel such as arise in dry dock by Clarkson(1958), which was 

summarised in the first chapter, was a part of the preliminary work of an investigation 

into the nature of the transverse strength problem of ships. The early stages of this 

investigation were outlined by Clarkson(1958). Yuille and Wilson(1960), who developed 

a curved grillage method of analysis for single hulled ships applicable to a prismatic 

compartment of the ship’s hull under transverse loads as a theoretical part of the 

investigation, also indicated the significance of the in-plane actions of the plating in the 

response of the structure arising from the geometrical form of the bottom structure having 

an appreciable rise of floor. Smith(1974), who studied the overall buckling and vibration 

of a single hulled ship’s vee-bottom structure with a special reference to GRP ships, too 

expressed the importance of the in-plane stiffness of the shell plating. He represented the 

analysis approximately as a simple two-degree-of-freedom eigenvalue problem by 

employing a method of analysing general systems of interconnected beams and 

rectangular orthotropic plates(Smith, 1968). Furthermore, he denoted the strong 

stabilising effect of the keel girder on the overall buckling response of the vee-bottom 

structures, particularly for short vee-bottoms with large deadrise angles.

Caldwell and Woodhead(1973) have pointed out the possible exploitation of the in- 

plane stiffness of the shell plating by employing the concept of the ‘pitched stiffened 

plate’ as a secondary structural form in considering achievable improvements in the 

design of ship structures. Clearly, the structural behaviour of a pitched stiffened plate 

under lateral pressure loading resembles the behaviour of the ship hull’s bottom structure 

having a high rise of floor. Through a preliminary approximate analysis of the pitched 

stiffened plate under lateral pressure, they established that the maximum bending moment 

in the stiffeners of a flat simply supported stiffened plate is reduced by a factor if the 

stiffened plate is pitched, leading to a substantial saving of weight by reducing the sizes of 

the stiffeners. This advance in the notion that the improvement in the design of ship 

structures is possible by the use of the well-known arch-like strength of the pitched 

stiffened plate structures has led to an extensive study by El-Somokhly( 1981). El- 

Somokhly investigated some possible practical applications of the pitched stiffened panels
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by employing a rigorous general folded plate theory, advanced by Goldberg and 

Leve(1957), which takes into consideration the actual(and realistic) boundary conditions 

at the longitudinal edge supports and any type of applied loading. Having established a 

general theory for the analysis of the pitched stiffened plate structures, this was then 

incorporated into a design procedure together with explicit constraints on behaviour and 

dimensions to develop design guidelines for the optimal use of the pitched structure 

concept. Some results of this investigation have been presented by Caldwell and El- 

Somokhly(1983) and Caldwell(1986). It has been reported that for stiffened panels 

subject to lateral pressure by replacing conventional flat stiffened panels with optimally- 

designed pitched stiffened panels weight savings of 25-45% could be achieved. 

Moreover, the results have indicated that the optimum deadrise angle would be in the 

range 15 to 25 degrees resulting in significant reductions in stiffener scantlings.

As evident from the above discussion, the geometrical configuration of the bottom 

structure of the compartment causes the in-plane actions to arise under primarily lateral 

transverse loads. Further, the interaction between longitudinal and transverse load effects 

is more pronounced due to the more severe hydrostatic pressure in this part of the cross- 

section. Hence, the main investigation concentrates on the behaviour of the stiffened plate 

structures with vee-shaped geometry representing the bottom part of a ship’s hull section 

having a high rise of floor under mainly lateral pressure loading. Accordingly, in this 

chapter a comprehensive linear elastic study of such structures under lateral pressure 

loading is presented. The study employs the orthotropic plate theory within the finite strip 

method of analysis. Thus, with a general and brief definition of the finite strip method, a 

finite strip formulation for the analysis of folded stiffened plates under lateral loading is 

described along with the computer implementation of the formulation. For the validation 

of the formulation implemented, the comparisons of the results of the finite strip analyses 

for some selected examples for which the solutions obtained theoretically or 

experimentally are already available, are illustrated. The results of the analysis of an 

example stiffened plate with flat and vee-shaped geometry representing the bottom 

structure of a single hulled ship with a rise of floor are subsequently presented. In 

addition, the effect of some geometrical features on the response of the structure is 

discussed.
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5.2 FINITE STRIP ANALYSIS OF VEE-BOTTOM STRUCTURES

Many engineering structures present constant material and geometrical features 

along a particular direction together with simple boundary conditions. Such prismatic 

structures are very common in plate and folded plate structural problems, where the 

transverse cross-section of the structure often remains constant in the particular direction. 

It is well known that the analysis of such structures can be extremely simplified by the 

combined use of finite elements and Fourier expansions to model the transversal and 

longitudinal behaviour of the structure respectively. The extension of the combined use of 

finite elements and Fourier series to plate and shell problems was first developed by 

Cheung(1968) in the context of plate bending analysis, who named the procedure ‘the 

finite strip method*. Since then, the finite strip method has been advanced as an analytical 

method for the analysis of prismatic thin-walled structures. The motive for the advance in 

the use of the method has been that, for several classes of useful practical problems, it is 

at least an order of magnitude faster than the finite element method.

The well-known basic procedure of the method is to divide the prismatic structure 

into longitudinal strips. Hence, the method can be considered as a special form of the 

finite element procedure using the displacement approach. However, unlike the standard 

finite element method, which uses polynomial displacement functions in all directions, the 

finite strip method employs displacement functions comprising simple polynomials in the 

transverse direction and harmonic functions in the longitudinal direction, satisfying 

boundary conditions at the ends a priori, to describe the behaviour of each strip. The 

general form of the displacement functions is then given as a product of polynomial and 

harmonic series. The efficiency of the method lies in the fact that for the particular 

harmonic functions satisfying simply supported end conditions, the stiffness matrices 

corresponding to the individual harmonics are uncoupled. The complete solution is 

therefore composed of solutions for individual harmonics involving small numbers of 

degrees of freedom. This uncoupling of the solutions for the structures with simply 

supported ends is of fundamental significance to the method. With the problems having
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simply supported boundary conditions, the finite strip method has thus the advantage of 

being computationally faster and less demanding than the finite element method since it 

usually involves less number of equations to solve, and is easier to program and 

implement requiring less amount of input data. Various end boundary conditions for 

single-span structures have also been analysed by Cheung(1968) using hyperbolic series 

which satisfy the boundary conditions a priori. These are derived from the modal shapes 

of vibrating beams. The stiffness matrices for these functions are coupled for the different 

harmonics, and large matrices therefore have to be inverted for the solutions. For simple 

and well distributed loading conditions the number of harmonics required for a certain 

level of accuracy may be small, but for general cases it is doubtful whether the method is 

more efficient than the finite element method for the boundary conditions other than 

simply supported. Although the method is restrictive in its applications and it therefore 

can not be competitive with the finite element method for general non-specific structural 

analysis, it is still useful for particular but practical cases; for parametric studies, 

interaction studies, higher order analysis and the like where efficiency is still of 

paramount importance.

The applications of the finite strip method have been extended to the analysis of 

folded plates and box girder bridges by Cheung(1969) and by Loo and Cusens(1970) 

among many others for isotropic and orthotropic cases. William and Scordelis(1970) 

presented the application of the method to the orthotropic folded plate structures with 

eccentric stiffeners. The theoretical basis and applications of the finite strip method to the 

linear analysis of simply supported prismatic structures have been thoroughly documented 

in two textbooks by Cheung(1976) and by Loo and Cusens(1978). The original ‘finite 

strip plate elements* have been based entirely on thin plate theory. These elements work 

well for thin plate problems, but are unable to reproduce transverse shear effects when the 

thickness of the plating is significant in comparison with other dimensions, restricting the 

range of the applicability of the method. However, Mawenya and Davies(1974), using a 

‘thick* plate approach have included the effect of transverse shear deformations to give a 

thick finite strip solution applicable to thick, thin and sandwich plates. Benson and 

Hinton(1976) extended the theory of Mawenya and Davies developed for the static
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analysis of prismatic structures in the context of the finite strip method to the vibration and 

stability solutions of the structural problems. Both studies employed quadratic one

dimensional isoparametric shape functions in the transverse direction for the strip plate 

elements. The formulation devised for the strip plate elements in these studies was based 

on Mindlin’s plate theory(Mindlin, 1951) which takes into account the effect of transverse 

shear deformations. This theory also allows an independent interpolation of displacements 

and slopes, and hence the requirement on the continuity of deflections and slopes between 

adjacent elements does not involve first derivatives of deflections.

Plate and shell elements based on this theory in the context of the finite element 

method worked well for thick and moderately thin plated structures. However, for very 

thin plated structures they did not yield satisfactory solutions, and overstiff unrealistic 

numerical results were obtained in many cases(Zienkiewicz, 1971), especially in 

situations where bending effects predominate. This spurious behaviour is, now fully 

understood, due to the numerical overstiffness effect(commonly known as ‘locking’) 

induced in the stiffness matrix by the shear terms as the thickness of the plate reduces. In 

other words, when the plate is very thin, the shear terms of the stiffness matrix become 

very large in comparison with the bending ones, and tend to dominate the solution. This 

problem has been overcome, in practice, by the use of ‘reduced integration technique’ by 

which the parasitic effect of shear is eliminated through a subintegration of the terms of 

the stiffness matrix. This approach was first introduced by Zienkiewicz et al.(1971) who 

showed that the adoption of such a technique leads to an improvement in element 

characteristics. A more successful way of overcoming this problem is to relax the shear 

constraint by integrating the shear terms of the stiffness matrix with a quadrature order 

less than that needed for their exact integration. This procedure is known as ‘selective 

integration technique’(Hughes et al., 1978). Mawenya and Davies(1974) and Benson and 

Hinton(1976) adopted the ‘reduced integration’ technique for evaluating the characteristics 

of Mindlin strip elements to suppress the spurious shear effects. The ‘selective 

integration’ concept was first introduced in the Mindlin strip formulation by Hinton and 

Zienkiewicz(1977). Onate and Suarez(1983) investigated the reduced and selective 

integration family of Mindlin plate strip elements. Attention was particularly focused on
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the study of linear, quadratic and cubic elements. They also analysed both straight and 

curved bridges, and axisymmetric shells by employing the linear Mindlin strip elements 

within a unified approach(Onate and Suarez, 1983).

The finite strip method has proved to be very effective in a large number of practical 

engineering applications. The method has become increasingly popular over the last 

decade for the analysis of thin-walled structures. Furthermore, it has been applied to the 

solutions of different classes of structural problems such as static and dynamic behaviour, 

and stability and non-linear analysis. Graves Smith(1987) has recently given an account 

of the development of the method and the latest research efforts to extend the applicability 

of the method to more general structures. The present investigation is concerned with the 

analysis of folded plate structures resembling the vee-bottom portions of ship structures 

under lateral loading by employing the orthotropic plate theory within a Mindlin finite 

strip method of analysis.

5.2.1 FINITE STRIP FORMULATION FOR THE ANALYSIS OF 

FOLDED PLATES

Having briefly outlined the basis and the development of the finite strip method, in 

this section a finite strip formulation based on Mindlin’s plate theory is presented for the 

analysis of folded stiffened plate structures under lateral loading. The details of the finite 

strip procedure and the assumptions of the method are given along with a description of 

the computer implementation of the procedure.

The objective of the analysis is to determine the elastic deflections and stress 

resultants within a number of interconnected plate strip elements, and hence in the whole 

structure. Each plate strip element of the structure is considered to be of an isotropic or an 

equivalent uniform orthotropic plate whose elastic properties are different in the two 

orthogonal directions in the plane of the plate, due to the combined rigidity of the plating 

and the stiffeners. Thus, the theory incorporates the usual assumptions of the small 

deflection isotropic or orthotropic plate theory and the two-dimensional elasticity theory. 

It is further assumed that the material of the folded plate structure is homogeneous and
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linearly elastic, i.e. the material follows Hooke’s law. In accordance with Mindlin’s plate 

theory, it is assumed that the normals to the mid-plane of the plate before deformation 

remain straight but not necessarily normal to the mid-plane after deformation. In addition, 

the lateral deformations of the plate are considered to be small in comparison with the 

thickness of the plate, and the stresses normal to the mid-plane of the plate are assumed to 

be negligible. Hence, the membrane and bending behaviours of each individual plate strip 

are independent of each other. This suggests that the in-plane displacements are only 

related to the in-plane forces and the displacements normal to the plane of the plate strip 

are only related to the normal forces. The theory evidently involves the simultaneous 

bending and membrane actions of each individual plate strip.

From the assumptions associated with the deformations, for a plane ‘shell’ strip

element, as shown in Fig. 5.1, the three displacements(u, v, w) of a typical point across

the shell thickness can be expressed in terms of the three displacements and the two

rotations of the corresponding point in the middle surface as:
u(x, y, z) = Uo (x, y) + z 0x (x, y )
v(x,y,z) = V g(x,y)4-z8y(x,y) (5.1)

w(x,y,z) = Wg(x,y)

where Uq, Vq and w  ̂ are the displacements of a point of the shell middle surface, and 

0  ̂ and 0y are the rotations of the normal contained in the planes xz and yz respectively. 

The sign convention for the displacements and the rotations is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The 

rotations of the normal in the xz and yz planes can be expressed as the sum of the change 

in the slope of the middle surface and an additional average rotation ÿ to allow for non- 

uniform shear deformation of the cross-section of the shell(Benson and Hinton, 1976), 

thus:
0w 
9x0 X = ^  + <I>X

The strain vector defined in the local axis system can be obtained from the standard 

elasticity theoiy and written as:
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in which

Gm -

^ 0
9x
9vQ
9y

S Eb=<

9y 9x

96*
9x 

98
dy Es=< (5.4)

9y 9x
are the corresponding generalised strain vectors resulting from membrane, bending and 

shear effects respectively.

The vector of stress resultants corresponding to the generalised strain vectors of 

equation(5.4) can be written as:

’m
C = <Gij (5.5)

where

' n /

Cm = Ny My =
•xz (5.6)

are the stress resultant vectors due to membrane, bending and shear effects respectively. 

The sign convention for the stress resultants is shown in Fig. 5.2.

For an elastic material the relationship between the generalised strains and stress 

resultants can be expressed in the following form:

a  = D e (5.7)

in which D is the elasticity matrix containing the appropriate material properties. The D 

matrix mainly has three components associated with the membrane, bending and shear 

effects, and it can be written as:

D =
Dm 0 0
0 Db 0 (5.8)
0 0 Ds.

where for an isotropic material
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Dm =
E t

Du = E r

1 V 0
V 1 0 

1 - V
0 0 2 J

1 V 
V 1 
0 0

0
0 

1 - V

2 J

(5.9)

Ds =
E tK T  0  

0 12 ( l + v)
are, respectively, the membrane, bending and shear contributions to the elasticity matrix; 

E and v are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio; t is the shell thickness, and K is a 

shear modification coefficient to allow for the warping of the cross-section(K=5/6 for 

rectangular sections). For an orthotropic material the membrane, flexural and shear 

rigidities of the shell, associated with the components of the elasticity matrix for the 

corresponding effects, indicate the properties of each individual orthotropic plate strip 

which may be determined as a function of the stiffening system, dimensions of the 

stiffeners with associated plating, and elastic properties of the plate and the stiffeners. The 

elasticity matrix and the elastic rigidities corresponding to the membrane, flexural and 

shear effects for an orthotropic material representing the elastic properties of an 

orthogonally stiffened plate structure are given in Appendix C.

For a linearly elastic body which carries conservative loads, the governing 

equilibrium equations can be obtained by minimising the total potential energy of the 

system. The total potential energy of the shell can be expressed as:

n  = ;ijJ e^ a d A -J J s ’̂ q d A -j5 ’̂ pdS (5.10)
A A S

where Ô is the displacement vector of a point on the shell middle surface, q and p are the

distributed load vector acting per unit area and the vector of point loads acting along a line

S, and A is the area of the shell middle surface.

As the basic procedure of the finite strip method, the folded plate structure is 

divided into longitudinal strips. Fig.5.3 shows the finite strip discretisation of a prismatic
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structure(a box girder bridge) and the local axis system of a strip element. It was stated 

earlier that the finite strip method adopted a combined use of finite elements and Fourier 

series to represent the behaviour of the structure in the transverse and longitudinal 

directions respectively. Thus, the displacements are now expanded in terms of truncated 

Fourier series in the longitudinal direction in which both the material and geometrical 

properties of the shell are considered to be constant The displacements are then written in 

the following form:

Uo(x.y) = X “ o W
t=\ °

Vo(x,y) = %v^(x) c o s - ^  
/=1 “

Wo(x,y) = %w^(x) s i n ^  
<=i b

0j(x.y) = X e i(x )  s i n ^

(5.11)

=̂1

0y(x.y) = c o s - ^

where b is the length of the plate strip, and Uq, v ,̂ w  ̂, and 0y are the displacement 

amplitudes for the t̂h harmonic term, and n is the number of harmonic terms employed in 

the analysis.

The next step is to discretise the displacement amplitudes, which are a function of 

the X coordinate only, using a standard finite element representation(Zienkiewicz, 1971) 

in the transverse direction of the plate strip. Thus, within a strip element the displacement 

amplitudes can be written as:
k

UoW = XNi(x)Uoi 
i=l 
k

Vo(x) = XNi(x)Voi 
i=l 

k
Wo(x) = % Ni(x) Woi (5.12)

i=l

ex(x) = lN i(x )0 ^ i  
i=l 
k

e ;(x )= X N i(x )e ; i
i=l
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in which Uoi, w ĵ, 0^ and 0yi are the displacement amplitudes of the ith node of 

the strip element, N-(x) is the (one-dimensional) shape function of node i of the element, 

and k is the number of nodes in the element The linear, quadratic and cubic strip elements 

and their shape functions are illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The process is thus equivalent to 

dividing the structure into longitudinal elements(or strips) so that each strip has a certain 

number of nodes(or more accurately nodal lines) associated with its transverse direction. 

The displacement field is defined longitudinally by the Fourier series of (5.11) and 

transversely by the finite element discretisation of (5.12).

Substituting (5.12) into (5.11), the displacement field within the strip element with 

k nodes can be expressed as products of polynomial shape functions in the transversal 

direction and Fourier expansions in the longitudinal direction in the following form:

5 = X l N f a f  (5.13)
£ = li= l

where Nf and af are, respectively, the generalised shape function matrix and the vector of 

nodal displacement amplitudes associated with node i for the t̂h harmonic term. The 

matrices depicted in (5.13) are given as follows:
- T

(5.14)

(5.15)

and

Uo, V0» ^ 0 » 0 „  0 y f
■N iS, 0 0 0 0  “

0 N iC , 0 0 0

0 0 N iS , 0 0

0 0 0 N iS , 0

0 0 0 0 N i Q _

{^oi* ^01» ^o i»  ®xi» e j i ]

T
(5.16)

ticsin which S^=sin^^^ and Q  =cos— - .  Nj are linear, quadratic or cubic one- 
b b

dimensional shape functions defined in terms of the curvilinear coordinate Ç (see Fig. 5.1) 

and b is the length of the strip element in the y direction. The harmonic expansions chosen 

to define the displacements satisfy the simply supported boundary conditions at y=0 and 

y=b. That is in mathematical terms:
w = 0  ̂= 0 

9w _  90X _ _
9x 9x 9y

= 0 at y=0 and y=b (5.17)
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These boundary conditions also indicate that the structure is supported by rigid

diaphragms at the two ends and that the cross-section of the structure is free to warp

longitudinally but can not distort transversely. Further, it should be noted that with the

chosen harmonic series for the in-plane displacements u  ̂ and v^, each plate strip
9v

satisfies the boundary conditions Uq =^-^=0 at y=0,b. Displacements û  and normal
dy

stress resultants and Ny are thus zero at the ends(y=0,b), while displacements v  ̂

and shear stress resultants N^y are in general non-zero. Other types of boundary 

conditions can be reproduced by an appropriate selection of the Fourier-like expansions of 

(5.11). However, the expansions chosen here are the most simple and usual in practice 

for economy reasons.

The generalised strain vector can be obtained at any point within the strip element in

terms of the nodal displacement amplitudes by substituting (5.13) into (5.3) to yield:
n k

ite = I X B f a f (5.18)
t=\ i= l

in which Bf is the generalised strain-displacement matrix of the ith node of the strip 

element for the /th harmonic term, and it can be written in terms of the membrane.

bending and transverse shear strain components as:

B^, B<}^

where

b L  =

Bbi =

Bri =

0 0 0

ML:
9x

9x

0 0 0

0

0 0 0 0 N i-^ S /

0 0 0 -N ;— C,
b 3x

3N-
0 0 -NiS^

0 0 N i-^ Q  0 
b

0

-N iQ

(5.19)

(5.20)
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are the contributions to the generalised strain-displacement matrix of node i due to the 

membrane, bending and transverse shear effects, respectively, for the t̂h harmonic term. 

The relationship between the generalised strains and stress resultants at any point within 

the strip element can then be expressed in terms of the nodal displacement amplitudes by

substituting (5.18) into (5.7) in the following form:

/= ! i=l

where D is the elasticity matrix.

(5.21)

The external loads acting over the structure are also represented in the same way as 

the displacements, that is as the sum of harmonic series in the longitudinal direction of the 

structure. Further, the form of Fourier expansions for the loads is the same as that chosen 

for the corresponding displacements. For example, a distributed transverse loading of 

intensity q per unit area is expressed as:

T̂cy
q = I q ' Sin- (5.22)

/=!
in which q̂  is the load amplitude for the ̂ th harmonic term and for a uniformly

distributed load q  ̂ form y=c to y=d it is given as:

q' =  ^  J  qo dy (5.23)
C

For a concentrated lateral point load P acting at y=c, the loading is represented in the same 

as the uniform loading given in (5.22), but q̂  is now expressed as:

q ' = | p s i n ^  (5.24)
b b

Thus, substituting (5.13), (5.18), (5.21) and the expressions for the loading into 

the total potential energy equation of (5.10), it is possible to write the total potential 

energy of the strip element in the following form:

1 (  n k n k
n  = X X B f a f  D I l B f a J

A \ / = l  i= l /  \^m=l j=l
d A -

\ / = l  i=l Vm=l
dA (5.25)
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in which only the energy due to the uniformly distributed loading has been considered for 

simplicity. Considering the orthogonal properties of the functions and C ,̂ i.e.:

Ij = fsin-^^sin-^^^^dy = 0 for
i  b b

= -J for  ̂= m (5.26)

b .- f T̂ty mjty , ^
I2 = I cos— -c o s — -d y  = Il

0 b b

equation (5.25) can be written in a simplified form as follows:

n  = j X X X ( a f ) - X X ( a f ) T f f  (5.27)
/= ! m =li= l j=l /= li= l

in which

K'■” = 1  | j ( B f ) ’̂ D (B |)dx for  ̂= m2 J ' "  ' J" (5.28)
0 for  ̂5* m

is the stiffiiess matrix of the strip element of width ‘a’ connecting nodes i and j for the t̂h 

harmonic term, and

f f = | j ( N f ) ^ q ' d x  (5.29)

is the vector of forces of node i of the strip element for the t̂h harmonic term. From 

(5.28) and (5.29) it can be seen that there is no coupling between the different harmonic 

terms, and thus the stiffness matrix and load vectors of the strip element can be computed 

separately for each harmonic term.

The total potential energy of the whole structure is the sum of the energy 

contributions of the individual plate strips. The discretised equilibrium equations for the 

entire structure can then be obtained by minimising the total potential energy with respect 

to all the nodal displacement amplitudes. This process leads to a set of uncoupled systems 

of equations, which can be solved separately for each harmonic term, and resulting total 

stiffness matrix for n harmonic terms will be of the form:
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K11 .11 f f i l

K22 0

(5.30)

0
Knn f"

Thus, the global stiffness matrix K̂ ând the load vector f  ̂can be constructed separately 

for each harmonic term by assembling the contributions from the different strip matrices 

in the standard manner(Zienkiewicz, 1971). The system of equations for the t̂h harmonic 

term can then be solved independently for the nodal amplitudes a .̂ By repeating this 

process for all the harmonic terms, the different nodal amplitude parameters can be 

obtained. Subsequently, the displacements at each point in the structure can be computed 

by (5.13), whereas the strains and stress resultants can be evaluated using (5.18) and 

(5.21) respectively. The displacements and stress resultants calculated throughout the 

structure for each individual harmonic term are finally summed until satisfactory 

convergence occurs. It should be noted that the decoupling of the stiffness and load 

matrices for each harmonic term is a direct consequence of the Fourier expansions chosen 

for the displacement field in (5.11). If any other expansion is used to reproduce a 

different type of boundary condition at the plate strip ends, then this decoupling does not 

occur due to the appearance of products which do not satisfy the orthogonality

condition. In such cases the stiffness matrix is a full matrix and the finite strip method 

loses its competitiveness against the finite element method to a great extent

In folded plate structures the plate strips generally meet at different angles, in other 

words they are not always coplanar, hence requiring a common coordinate system so as 

to establish the equilibrium of nodal forces at nodal lines common to non-coplanar plate 

strips. Thus, to assemble the complete stiffness matrix of the structure firom the individual 

strip stiffness matrices, all nodal forces and displacements must be expressed in a 

common and uniquely defined coordinate system. The nodal displacements defined in the 

local strip coordinate system, shown in Fig. 5.1, contain only two rotation components 

0  ̂ and 0y. The third component, 0 ,̂ about the z-axis, does not appear in the strain 

definition and is therefore not required to model the structural behaviour of each
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individual strip. However, when several strips meeting at. a common node lie in different 

planes it is necessary to include 0^, the rotation about the global Z axis(see Fig. 5.4), for 

consistent transformation of displacements and forces from the local to the global 

coordinate system. Thus, following the usual coordinate transformation process, the 

transformed displacement and force vectors are expressed as:

a f = T i a f
(5.31)

where the bar indicates the global coordinate system. The displacement and force vectors 

at node i of the plate strip element in the global coordinate system are then written in the 

following form:

w j i ,  0 ^ i, 0 y i ,  0 | i }L̂ oi» Voi» Woi,

Fyi. F|i. ' I -  < }

(5.32)

and also note that:
iT

iT (5.33)

K f(6 x 6 ) =

af={uri.  vJi, w'i, e'i, e^i, o} 

ff={pri. Fji. Fd. M'e ,̂ o}
are the same vectors in the local strip coordinate system. Further, in equation (5.31) Tj is 

the coordinate transformation matrix which relates the displacements and forces in the 

local and global system, and is given in Fig. 5.4. The strip stiffness matrix in the global 

coordinate system can thus be written in the standard form as:

K ^ '^ T i K f T jT  (5.34)

with

"4^(5x5) o'
0 0

The sixth row and column of  ̂ contains only zeros. This is done to facilitate the

transformation from the local to the global system. Equation (5.34) can be written in a

more practical form as:

—f/ ^

 ̂u 
with

b ;' = b / t J  (5.37)
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The matrix allows the direct evaluation of the local stress resultants from the global 

displacements by using (5.7) and (5.18). Thus, the local stress resultants can be written 

as:

G = £ X D B * < a f  (5.38)
^=li=l

In general, the matrix will be fully populated, and thus 0  ̂ will be an 

independent degree of freedom. However, a problem arises if all strip elements associated 

with a particular node happen to lie in the same plane since the resultant diagonal stiffiiess 

coefficient corresponding to 0^, after assembly, will be zero. Such a node is termed a 

coplanar node. This singularity of the global stiffness matrix can be avoided by putting an 

arbitrary number in the sixth leading diagonal location of the matrix after assembling 

the equations corresponding to the three rotations at a coplanar node in the local system 

x,y,z in which x,z lie in the same common plane containing all the adjacent plate strips. 

This implies that the sixth equation is a pesudo-equation. However, it does not affect the 

solution process since such an equation is uncoupled from the rest of the stiffness 

equations. This artifice, first suggested by Clough and Wilson(1971), implies that all 

coplanar and non-coplanar nodes have six degrees of freedom. A practical solution to this 

problem is to eliminate the corresponding rows and columns of the sixth degrees of 

freedoms from the global stiffness matrix, which is equivalent to introducing constraints 

in the structure corresponding with the normal rotation at each node.

In the implementation of the finite strip method, all the integrals in the transverse 

direction, such as those of (5.28) and (5.29), are evaluated numerically by using one

dimensional Gauss-Legendre quadrature(Zienkiewicz, 1971). As indicated before, for 

very thin plated structures the shear terms of the stiffness matrix tend to dominate the 

numerical solution and unrealistic overstiff results(locking) are obtained with the Mindlin 

finite strip elements, particularly with the lower order strip elements. Hence, in order to 

avoid this numerical solution problem, the reduced or selective integration techniques 

should be employed for the integration of the terms of the stiffness matrix.
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The computer implementation of the finite strip formulation outlined above 

essentially follows the same procedure as in a finite element computer program adopting a 

modular approach in which the various main finite element operations are performed by 

individual subroutines. The finite strip program developed in the present study is an 

extension of the software developed for the analysis of flat plated structures(Hinton and 

Owen, 1984) to the analysis of folded stiffened plate structures under lateral loading. Fig. 

5.5 shows a flow chart of the finite strip program named FSAOFP(Finite Strip Analysis 

of Orthotropic Folded Plates). As noted, the main steps are performed by primary 

subroutines which rely on auxiliary subroutines to carry out secondary operations. The 

order of calling of the primary subroutines is controlled by a main or master segment. 

Thus, the construction of a finite strip program falls into four well-defined phases; 

definition of input data, generation of stiffness and stress matrices and applied load vector 

for each harmonic term, solution of the stiffness equations and calculation of stress 

resultants for each harmonic term, and finally summation of displacements and stress 

resultants for all harmonic terms employed.

Having defined all the relevant input data, the stiffness and stress matrices for each 

strip are calculated and transformed into the global coordinate system in subroutine 

STIFFS. The load vector is also subsequently evaluated and transformed into the global 

coordinate system in subroutine LOADFS. Both of these primary subroutines are within a 

loop, indicating that the calculations are performed for each harmonic term of the series 

employed in the definition of the displacement field. The solution of the stiffness 

equations of the whole structure is carried out in subroutine SOLUT which assembles the 

strip stiffiiess equations and solves the unknown displacement amplitudes for the current 

harmonic term using the gauss elimination technique. The stress resultants within each 

strip are then evaluated for each harmonic term at the gaussian integration points(i.e. 

integration points used for the calculation of the transverse shear stiffiiess) by employing 

the strip stress matrices and the nodal displacement amplitudes for that harmonic term in 

subroutine STREFS. Subroutine ADDFS sums the contribution of all harmonic terms to 

evaluate the nodal displacements and stress resultants at aiiy point in the structure.
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Finally, as a natural consequence of adopting harmonic series functions to simulate 

the behaviour of each strip in the longitudinal direction, the convergence of a solution is 

essentially loading dependent. Generally, solutions for uniform loads converge more 

rapidly than those for point loads. Additionally, the number of harmonic terms needed to 

achieve a given degree of accuracy for the solution is greater for the resultant forces and 

moments than for the displacements. Further, it should be evident that the accuracy of the 

solution does also depend on the number of strip elements used to discretise the structure.

5.2.2 NUMERICAL VALIDATION EXAMPLES

In order to validate the computer implementation of the finite strip formulation 

described in the previous section and to illustrate the versatility and accuracy of the 

method, the results of the finite strip analyses for a set of selected example problems are 

presented and compared with the available solutions obtained theoretically or 

experimentally. The longitudinal symmetry of the structural geometry and loading, which 

causes only one half of the structure to be modelled and contributions to the load vector 

for even harmonic terms to be zero respectively, has been exploited in the analyses of the 

examples; suitable boundary conditions have thus been employed on the longitudinal 

symmetry planes. The quadratic three-noded strip elements have been used to discretise 

the structural geometry throughout the analyses of the example problems having different 

meshes. The selective integration technique, which employs a full integration rule for the 

membrane and bending terms and a reduced integration rule for the transverse shear term 

of the stiffness matrix, has been adopted to construct the stiffness matrices of the plate 

strip elements.

The numerical analysis of a simply supported square plate with unit width under 

uniformly distributed loading of a unit pressure for thick and thin plate cases has been 

considered to be the first example. The configuration of the structure and the discretisation 

of its geometry is shown in Fig. 5.6. Only half of the plate has been analysed due to the 

symmetry. The numerical results have been obtained by employing five three-noded strip
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elements with selective integration and by using six non-zero harmonic terms. The

Young’s modulus, E, and Poisson’s ratio, v, have been assumed to be 10,920 IbAn̂  and

0.3 respectively. Figure 5.6 also includes a table in which the numerical results have been

compared with the theoretical ‘exact’ solutions of Timoshenko and Woinowsky-

Krieger(1959) for the central deflection and the central bending moments and My.

The theoretical results correspond to the series solution of the plate problem, by which the

central deflection and bending moments can be expressed as:
T ^

w = a ^ -  and M  ̂= My = |3 qL? (5.39)

where D is the flexural rigidity of the plate and given in Fig. 5.6; a  and (3 are the 

coefficients corresponding to the series part of the solution. The multipliers(see Fig. 5.6) 

take unit values by the insertion of the parameters into the expressions. Hence, the table in 

Fig. 5.6 compares the actual deflection and moment values for the thick and thin plate 

cases. The thin plate solution by the finite strip method has been obtained by employing 

very large values, say 1x10^, for the components of the plate strip rigidity matrix 

corresponding to the transverse shear deformations in order to suppress their effects. It is 

evident that the accuracy of the finite strip solution is remarkably good in both cases. This 

example has also been studied with linear, quadratic or cubic strip elements by using 

reduced or selective integration techniques by Onate and Suarez(1983).

The second example involves the calculation of displacements and stress resultants 

in a cylindrical shell roof under uniformly distributed self-weight loading. The 

configuration of the cylindrical shell and some particulars of the problem are shown in 

Fig. 5.7. The longitudinal straight edges of the cylindrical shell are free, whilst the curved 

edges are supported by diaphragms which are assumed to be infinitely rigid in their own 

plane, but infinitely flexible out of it  This problem is of interest since it illustrates a 

situation where both membrane and bending actions are significant. Furthermore, it has 

been used as a test case by many finite element investigators such as Megard(1969), 

Clough and Wilson(1971), Dawe(1976), and Kanok-Nukulchai(1979) among many 

others. Fan and Cheung(1983) have studied this example by employing the spline finite 

strip method within the Vlasov’s shallow shell theory. Only half of the cylindrical shell 

need be considered due to the symmetry. The analysis results have been obtained by
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using twelve three-noded strip elements with selective integration and by employing eight 

non-zero harmonic terms. An analytical ‘exact’ solution of the problem has been achieved 

by Scordelis and Lo(1964) who used shallow shell theory equations. The numerical 

results of the present analysis have been compared with Megard’s FE solution with an 8 

by 12 mesh(Megard, 1969), and Scordelis and Lo’s analytical solution(Scordelis and Lo, 

1964) as illustrated in Figs. 5.7-5.9 which show displacement, force and moment 

distributions at various sections of the cylindrical shell. It is evident that the results of the 

finite strip analysis are in exceptionally good agreement with the analytical solution as 

well as with the finite element analysis. However, the present analysis underestimates the 

vertical deflections of the analytical solution across the mid-length by 19.5% at the crown 

of the cylindrical shell (0 degrees) and by 8.8% at the free edge(40 degrees) as noted in 

Fig. 5.7. Further, the analysis overpredicts the transverse moment across the mid

length by 8.0% at the crown position as seen in Fig. 5.8: Note that the stress resultants 

are calculated at the gaussian integration points. However, they can be obtained at the 

nodal points by using a linear extrapolation technique(Hinton et al., 1975).

The numerical analysis of a panel of steel plating having dimensions 160 in. x 100 

in. X 0.188 in. thick with E=30xl0^ Ib/in  ̂and v=0.3 has been considered as the next 

example. The structure is simply supported at its longer edges and free at its shorter 

edges, with nine evenly spaced T-bar stiffeners across its shorter span. The configuration 

and some particulars of the structure and its finite strip discretisation are illustrated in Fig. 

5.10. The structure is subjected to a concentrated load of 1.0 ton applied over the web of 

the central stiffener at the mid-length. An experimental investigation of the structure has 

been described by Clarkson(1962). Smith(1966) has also studied this structure by 

employing a generalised plate-beam method(folded plate method) of analysis applicable to 

interconnected systems of rectangular plates and parallel beams under lateral loading. The 

present analysis has considered only one half of the structure with half of the point 

loading value due to the symmetry. A finer mesh of three-noded strip elements with 

selective integration has been adopted towards the immediate vicinity of the point loading. 

The analysis results have been obtained by using twenty four strip elements and eight 

non-zero harmonic terms. The results of the present analysis are compared with Smith’s
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folded plate analysis(Smith, 1966) and Clarkson’s experimental measurements(Clarkson, 

1962). Figures 5.10 and 5.11 illustrate the comparisons of the results for the vertical 

deflections and longitudinal plate stresses across the mid-length of the structure, as well 

as for the table(flange) stresses of stiffeners. The vertical deflections obtained by the 

present analysis are mostly in good agreement with both the folded plate analysis 

including a transverse shear correction and the experimental measurements, though the 

analysis underestimates the maximum experimental deflection value at the position of the 

point load by 12.0% as seen in Fig. 5.11. The analysis results for the longitudinal plate 

stresses across the stiffened panel at the mid-length compare very well with the folded 

plate analysis(Fig. 5.11). The table(flange) stress of the central stiffener obtained by the 

present analysis and the experimental measurement evidently agrees to within 5.0%.

Finally, a simply supported orthotropic square plate under uniformly distributed 

loading has been analysed. Two cases of orthotropy have been considered with the 

stiffness rigidities given in Fig. 5.12. The figure also shows the configuration of the 

structure with its discretisation and particulars of the problem. The analysis results have 

been obtained by using five three-noded strip elements, in a symmetric half of the plate, 

with selective integration and by employing five non-zero harmonic terms. This example 

has also been studied by Cheung(1968) and Mawenya and Davies(1974) for the two 

cases of orthotropy. The theoretical results correspond to the series solution and have 

been given by Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger(1959). The present finite strip 

analysis results have been obtained by employing large values, say 1x10 ,̂ for the elastic 

rigidities corresponding to transverse shear terms so as to suppress their effects. As noted 

in Fig. 5.12, the comparison of the results with the theoretical values shows an excellent 

correlation.

It has been shown that the finite strip method is a versatile and accurate semi- 

analytical technique for the analysis of prismatic plate/shell structures with simply 

supported boundary conditions. The comparisons of the results for the set of example 

problems analysed by using the finite strip method with the available theoretical and 

experimental solutions have proved that the computer implementation of the finite strip 

formulation described in the previous section can be employed with confidence for the
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analysis of prismatic plate structures having simply supported end conditions under lateral 

loading for isotropic or orthotropic cases.

5.3 ANALYSIS OF A SHIP’S VEE-BOTTOM STRUCTURE

As different from merchant ships, having cross-sections usually approximately 

rectangular for a considerable distance near amidships with little or no rise of floor, naval 

ships such as frigates and small destroyers, for reasons associated with their high 

speed/length ratio, are normally built with a comparatively large rise of floor, in the range 

10 to 20 degrees, and/or a larger radius of bilge being usually associated with a small rise 

of floor. For loading applied at the keel such as arise in dry dock the cross-sections of 

such ships, being usually constant over a large proportion of the hull length around 

amidships, may be considered to be in a pentagonal shape with the sides composed of flat 

plated grillages, apart from the curved portion around the bilge. Further, it may be 

assumed that for keel loading the shape of the bilge comer would play only a small part in 

the structural response. The experimental work on xylonite models has indicated that the 

pentagon does behave in a very similar way to the corresponding structure with a curved 

bilge for keel loading(see Clarkson, 1958). However, for lateral pressure loading applied 

around the cross-section the effect of the shape of the curved bilge can be significant 

because of the change in the curvature of the bilge, inducing in-plane actions within the 

shell plating. Thus, the analysis of the bottom structure of a single-hulled ship, which is 

modelled by flat stiffened panels on either side of the keel girder, should include only the 

part of the bottom structure up to the turn of bilge. Furthermore, the portion of the bottom 

structure on each side of the keel girder may be represented by a flat, rectangular 

orthotropic plate of a length between two transverse bulkheads. This idealisation then 

resembles a stiffened plate with vee-shaped geometry consisting of two rectangular plate 

components connected rigidly at the keel girder. The turn of bilge can be considered as an 

edge support where its restraint against rotations and displacements will depend largely on 

the relative stiffness of the side shell structure, the specific construction and the amount 

and distribution of the material in the bottom and the side shell at the bilge. The action of 

the side shell structure is reflected merely in these boundary conditions, and the analysis
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is thereby confined to a treatment of the bottom structure only.

The analysis of an example stiffened plate with flat and vee-shaped geometry 

representing the bottom structure of a single-hulled ship with a rise of floor is now 

considered to explore some general aspects of the comparative behaviour of vee-shaped 

and flat stiffened plate structures. The example cross-stiffened square flat structure is 

made of mild steel whose elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of its isotropic material are 

208,000.0 N/mm  ̂and 0.3 respectively. The side dimension of the square stiffened panel 

is L=B=8.0 m and the thickness of plating is 11.9 mm. The plating is reinforced by two 

identical sets of orthogonal stiffeners, 11 in each direction; hence, the spacing of the 

stiffeners in each direction is 0.667 m. The stiffeners are of tee-section in which both web 

and flange have dimensions 360 mm x 12 mm. The bulkhead or transverse ends of the 

structure are assumed to be simply supported. The properties of the equivalent orthotropic 

structure are calculated according to the expressions given in Appendix C. In considering 

the bending behaviour of the orthotropic structure, the effective breadth of plating acting 

with the stiffeners has been taken as 54.0% of the stiffener spacing. This proportion of 

the plating assumed acting with the stiffeners in bending has the advantage, apart from 

being close to a value of half the stiffener spacing recommended by some authorities, of 

locating the neutral axis of the stiffener-plate combination at the mid-depth of its section; 

though this is by no means essential, it makes the problem more tractable. The equivalent 

thickness of the orthotropic plate in orthogonal directions is 35 mm, except that the 

effective thickness for in-plane shear is the actual plate thickness of 11.9 mm.

This flat cross-stiffened square panel can also be regarded as the extreme case of a 

stiffened panel with vee-shaped geometry for which the deadrise angle is zero. It is then 

possible to consider a series of vee-shaped stiffened panels with different deadrise angles, 

but having the same properties and stiffener spacing as the flat panel, by folding the 

structure from half way across the transverse span. Thus, a series of vee-shaped stiffened 

panels has been produced with varying deadrise angles from 0 to 20 degrees, having an 

interval of 2 degrees. The configuration of the cross-stiffened flat structure and its vee- 

shaped geometrical form with the global axis system is illustrated in Fig. 5.13 including
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the cross-section of a stiffener-plate combination. The figure also shows the portion of the 

ship structure under consideration. In aU cases a uniform pressure of 0.01 N/mm^ applied 

laterally(normally) to the plating has been used. Two different boundary conditions have 

been considered at the turn of bilge, namely simply supported and rotationally clamped 

conditions. It has been assumed that the structure can freely move in the X-direction at the 

turn of bilge, but it can not deflect vertically along the turn of bilge; though it can rotate 

about the Y-axis along this edge for the simply supported condition. Since the 

displacements in the longitudinal direction arise mainly from the Poisson’s effect under 

lateral loading and the vee-bottom structure is assumed to be connected rigidly to the 

adjacent structure, these displacements will not be very significant in comparison with 

other deflections in the structure. Hence, the structure has additionally been restrained 

longitudinally along the turn of bilge in order to let the in-plane shear forces develop along 

this edge.

The analysis determines the elastic deflections and stress resultants within the 

orthotropic structure. A convergence study on the flat orthotropic plate structure has 

favoured the use of ten three-noded strip elements with selective integration in a 

symmetric half of the structure from the keel or joint of the components of the structure to 

the turn of bilge along with eight non-zero harmonic terms. Comparisons of the results 

have been performed for the horizontal and vertical displacements, i.e. displacements in 

the X and Z-directions, and for the stress resultants per unit width across and along the 

structure with different boundary conditions at the turn of bilge. Furthermore, the 

variations of displacements and stress resultants with the deadrise angle have been 

examined. The stress resultants have been computed at the gaussian integration points in 

the local coordinate system, whereas the displacements have been calculated at the nodal 

points in the global coordinate system. However, when necessary the stress resultants 

have been evaluated at the nodal points by employing a linear extrapolation technique(see 

Hinton et al., 1975).

The first step is to verify the results of the finite strip analysis of the structure for the 

flat case with simply supported boundary conditions at the turn of bilge, and with the 

orthotropic properties of the structure determined from the expressions of Appendix C.
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This has been achieved by comparing the characteristic results of the analysis, e.g. central 

lateral deflection and bending moment, with the classical series solution of the problem. 

From the relationships between stress resultants and lateral displacements, and the 

expression for the conditions of equilibrium of a typical element of an orthotropic plate 

under lateral pressure loading q, the governing differential equation of orthotropic plates 

can be obtained in the following form(Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1959; 

Szilard, 1974):

in which and Dy are the flexural rigidities per unit width in the x and y-directions 

respectively, and H is the effective torsional rigidity of the orthotropic plate, which 

represents the resistance of an orthotropic plate element to twisting and it may be 

expressed as(Szilard, 1974):

H = i ( v , D , + V j , D , )  + 2D,y  (5.41)

Based on Betti’s reciprocal theorem it is possible to write:

v^Dy =VyD^ (5.42)

hence the expression of equation (5.41) for H takes the following form:

H = Vjj Dy + 2 D^y = Vy D  ̂+ 2 Dxy (5.43)

Since simply supported conditions have been assumed all around the boundaries of the 

orthotropic plate, the Navier’s method, which employs double trigonometrical series, can 

be applied for the solution of equation (5.40). In solving this equation, the applied lateral 

loading is represented in the form of a double Fourier series:

. mTtx . uTty . .V
XlmnSUl— sm— ^  (5.44)

m=l n=l ^  ^

in which
BL4 f f  . mjcx . njcy , , . . .

q™ =  I q su»— sin—^  dxdy (5.45)

and for a uniformly distributed lateral load q = qo :

qmn = ^2  m,n = 1,3,5,.... (5.46)
muTt

Thus, the lateral loading q can be written explicitly as:

q =  Y ’ X  sin— sin-^^^ m,n = 1,3,5,.... (5.47)
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A solution to the governing differential equation, i.e. equation (5.40), satisfying the 

boundary conditions, can then be assumed in the form of a double trigonometrical series:

w ^  mTtx nTty
= 2 ,  A^mnSrn—r -  sm ^B

(5.48)
m=l n=l

Upon substitution of the expressions of equations (5.47) and (5.48) into the governing

equation of the problem, the expression for the coefficients is obtained as follows:
1

n m ( D , | ^ + 2 H ^ + D , ^ )  

Hence, the solution of equation (5.40) is given by:

m,n = 1,3,5,.... (5.49)

. mTtx . njcy sin sm
w =_ 1 6 q o f  y

Tt̂  _  m ■ m"n" _  n
_   B L
6 jLi Z4 Z O  I?

m=l n=l
m,n = 1,3,5,.... (5.50)

If L=B, i.e. a square plate, then:

4  e o  e o
. mTtx . nTty 

sm sm— -

^ Jl5mn(DX+2HmV + Dyn̂ ) ~ (5-51)

The expressions for the bending moments per unit width can be obtained from the 

equilibrium of an orthotropic plate element in the following form(Szilaid, 1974):

My = -Dy

9 w 9 w

\ y
2. . . >

(5.52)
9 w 9 w

These can be written in explicit forms by substituting the second derivatives of equation 

(5.50) or (5.51) for a square plate into equation (5.52).

The vertical deflection and bending moments evaluated at the centre(X=Y=B/2) of 

the flat orthotropic plate, for which the particulars have been given above, by employing 

the finite strip method are compared with the results of the classical series solution of the 

problem below:

Wç(mm) M^ç=Myç(N mm/mm)

Classical Series Solution 

Finite Strip Analysis

2.166

2.186

48490.320

48465.560
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It is evident that the results of the two analyses agree to within about 1.0%. This indicates 

that the present finite strip analysis correctly predicts the behaviour of a flat orthotropic 

plate under lateral loading. It should be noted that the thickness of the orthotropic plate is 

small relative to its other dimensions, say B/h^>50 where hĵ  is the average thickness(see 

Appendix C). The effect of shear deflections is thus unlikely to be of any importance, 

suggested by the difference between the two central deflection values obtained from the 

analyses.

In order to gain some confidence in the finite strip analysis of vee-shaped stiffened 

panels represented by orthotropic plate structures, the example stiffened panel with a 

deadrise angle of 10 degrees and simply supported boundary conditions at the turn of 

bilge has been analysed by employing the finite strip as well as the finite element method 

for comparison. The finite strip analysis of the structure has been performed initially by 

using ten three-noded strip elements with selective integration in a symmetric half of the 

structure from the keel to the turn of bilge and by employing eight non-zero harmonic 

terms. On the other hand, the finite element analysis of the structure by the ASAS-H finite 

element program has been carried out by using a 10 by 10 mesh of TCS8 thick shell 

elements within a quarter model of the orthotropic plate structure. However, since the 

finite strip formulation described earlier uses the same principles as the formulation of the 

TCS8 shell element for the discretisation of the plated structure in the transverse direction, 

another type of element, GCS8 eight-noded semi-loof thin shell, has additionally been 

selected from the ASAS-H element library to be used in the discretisation of the structure 

for the finite element analysis. The anisotropic constitutive matrices of these finite 

elements have been modified to include the orthotropic properties of the stiffened plate 

structure determined from the expressions of Appendix C.

Figure 5.14 shows the assumed boundary conditions for the finite strip idealisation 

in a symmetric half of the structure and for the finite element idealisation in a quarter 

section of the structure. As noted, suitable boundary conditions have been applied on the 

symmetry planes. Although the simply supported boundary conditions at the transverse 

ends of the structure are imposed by the chosen harmonic series in the finite strip
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idealisation, this condition has been achieved in the finite element idealisation by 

introducing restraints on the horizontal and vertical displacements as well as on the 

rotational displacement around the Y-axis for the nodes at the ends of the orthotropic plate 

stmcture. Identical restraints in both idealisations have been applied on the displacements 

along the turn of bilge to satisfy the boundary condition described previously. At the 

intersection point of two planes, a combination of boundary conditions applied in those 

planes has been imposed in the finite element idealisation. A uniform pressure of 0.01 

N/mm  ̂applied laterally to the plating has been employed in the analysis of the stmcture.

The analysis of the stmcture by the finite strip as well as the finite element methods 

using different numbers of elements and harmonic numbers has indicated that the stress 

resultants Ny and N^y are highly sensitive to the mesh size, i.e. discretisation in the 

transverse direction. The maximum change in the values of Ny at the mid-length of the 

stmcture and N^y at the transverse end has occurred at the keel position in the analysis by 

the finite strip method. With the use of twenty three-noded strip elements with selective 

integration across the orthotropic plate stmcture rather than ten, the mid-length value of 

Ny at the keel position increases by 25.0%, whereas the transverse end value of N^y at 

the keel position decreases by 70.0%. The analysis results with twenty three-noded strip 

elements in the transverse direction have been obtained by employing fifteen non-zero 

harmonic terms, though the results do not appear to be significantly sensitive to the 

variation in the number of harmonic terms. The results obtained by the finite element 

method using TCS8 or GCS8 shell elements within a 20 by 20 mesh in a quarter section 

of the stmcture rather than a 10 by 10 have also denoted a significant change in the values 

of Ny and N^y, but to a lesser extent than the finite strip analysis. Although the stress 

resultants Ny and N^y vary dramatically with the change in the transverse discretisation of 

the orthotropic plate stmcture, the displacements and other stress resultants do remain 

virtually unchanged with 1.0% variation at the most. Thus, it has been decided to employ 

twenty three-noded strip elements with selective integration and fifteen non-zero harmonic 

terms in the finite strip analysis, and a 20 by 20 mesh of TCS8 or GCS8 sheU elements in 

a quarter section of the orthotropic plate stmcture in the finite element analysis.
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The comparisons of the horizontal and vertical displacements and primary stress 

resultants across the orthotropic plate at the mid-length of the structure corresponding to 

the analysis by the finite strip method as well as the finite element method with two 

different shell elements are illustrated in Figs. 5.15 to 5.17. It is evident that there is 

exceptionally good correlation between the finite strip and finite element analysis results 

such that the maximum difference between the results is about 8.2%, the finite strip result 

being larger than that of the finite element analysis with TCS8 shell elements for the 

transverse bending moment developed at the keel position. Across the Orthotropic 

plate, the largest vertical displacement occurs at the keel position; the vertical 

displacements decrease down to zero at the turn of bilge where the highest value of 

horizontal displacements arises. The maximum value of the transverse bending moment 

Mj develops at about the mid-span across the plate; starting with a comparatively small 

value at the keel position the level of decreases to zero at the turn of bilge. Even 

though the variation of the longitudinal bending moment My follows the same pattern as 

that of Mx and it is generally smaller than M* across the orthotropic plate, the longitudinal 

bending moment value at the keel position is larger than that of the transverse bending 

moment by about 1.87 times.

It is noticed that although the variation of the transverse in-plane forces exhibits 

a gradual decrease from a maximum value at the keel position to nearly zero at the turn of 

bilge across the plate structure, the distribution of the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny 

unexpectedly illustrates an extremely large value at the position of the keel, reducing 

down to nearly zero within about two elements width away from the keel and remaining 

virtually zero across the orthotropic plate. In reality, it is anticipated that the variation of 

the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny across the orthotropic plate should follow a pattern of 

gradual decrease in the level of Ny down to zero at the turn of bilge. In other words, 

having started with a moderate level of in-plane forces Ny at the keel position, which is 

larger than the value of N ,̂ say 2 to 3 times, due to the geometrical configuration of the 

stiffened plate structure, the level of longitudinal in-plane forces should tail off down to 

zero at the turn of bilge. However, the analysis has yielded a significantly high value of 

Ny at the position of the keel, which is about 18 times larger than the value of N  ̂at the 

same position. Although the analysis of the vee-shaped stiffened plate structure
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represented by orthotropic panels gives rise to some questionable results for the stress 

resultant in-plane forces being inconsistent with the expected variations, by treating the 

plated structure as an isotropic one, i.e. ignoring the effect of the stiffeners, the analysis 

results in variations of the resultant in-plane forces which are in accordance with the 

considerations on the expected distributions of these forces outlined above. In this case, 

the mid-length value of the in-plane forces Ny at the keel position is about 2.3 times the 

value of Nx at the same position, and the variation of Ny exhibits a gradual decrease from 

a maximum value at the keel down to zero at the turn of bilge.

With the finite strip and finite element analysis results being almost identical, and 

with the use of two very different elements in the finite element analysis, the possibility of 

the finite element formulations as being at fault has been discounted. In addition, the finite 

strip analysis results of the set of example problems reported in section 5.2.2 have 

established that the finite strip formulation and its computer implementation clearly has a 

sound basis. Nevertheless, the deformation and stress fields obtained from the results of 

the finite element analysis can provide some insight into the response of the orthotropic 

plate structure. It was expressed in Chapter 2 that the eight-noded thick shell element 

TCS8 has two spurious zero energy modes, though these are rarely activated in practical 

cases. The deflected configuration of one quarter of the orthotropic plate structure shown 

in Fig. 5.18 does not indicate any unusual deformation of individual or a group of 

elements. Figure 5.19 illustrates the distributions of the stress contours of the in-plane 

forces N  ̂and Ny in the transverse and longitudinal directions respectively. It is observed 

that the transverse in-plane forces N  ̂exhibit a variation spreading across the orthotropic 

plate in both directions. On the other hand, the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny display a 

concentration of the stress contours at the keel longitudinal edge of the orthotropic plate 

within one finite element length distance from the keel rather than spreading across the 

plate. This indicates a problem with the application of loads or with boundary conditions. 

However, for a uniformly distributed pressure loading, it is hard to see the reason for the 

variation of the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny. Thus, it has been concentrated on the 

boundary conditions. The fact that the problem gets worse as the mesh is refined also 

indicates that the cause is possibly a localised error in the modelling of the restraints at the
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boundaries. This is rather like applying a point load to a mesh of plate panels or shells. 

There is always a local concentration of stresses around the point where the load is 

applied, this peak stress being limited by the size of the elements at that point. As the 

mesh is refined and the elements are made smaller, the stress increases because it is able 

to more accurately model the true stress at the point of load application.

In the present analysis, the value of the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny at the centre 

of the structure is very much dependent on the element size. In addition, the variation of 

Ny is limited by the size of the elements at the centre, the rest of the orthotropic plate 

being virtually stress free in the longitudinal direction. The way that the applied lateral 

loading is reacted mainly depends on the boundary conditions imposed. Since the plated 

structure is folded at the centre line, any lateral loading resulting from the folded nature of 

the structure will be attracted to the restraints applied at the transverse ends of the 

structure, particularly in the transverse direction. Although almost all the possible 

boundary conditions have been tried, unfortunately any improvement in the results has 

not been achieved. Besides, the different boundary conditions have given rise to different 

sets of results and distributions of the stress resultants, worsening the correlation between 

the finite strip and the finite element analysis results. Despite the questionable results of 

the present analysis for the longitudinal in-plane forces, the analysis results in consistent 

variations and magnitudes for the deformations and rest of the stress resultants. It is also 

important to note that the equilibrium conditions of the orthotropic plate structure are 

satisfied. Thus, in the following the trend and variations of the analysis results are 

discussed to obtain some insight into the response of the vee-shaped stiffened panels in 

comparison with the behaviour of the fiat structure.

As expressed earlier, folding the structure in a vee-shaped geometrical configuration 

immediately transforms the structural response under lateral pressure into one that the 

lateral pressure loading is resisted by the flexural rigidities of the transverse and 

longitudinal stiffeners as well as by the in-plane stiffness of the shell plating, particularly 

in the transverse direction. Thus, the vertical(lateral) deflections of the transverse 

stiffeners are now accompanied by the displacement components tangential to these
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stiffening members. These components of the displacements are severely restricted by the 

presence of the bulkheads or transverse end supports, and they result in significant axial 

forces in the transverse stiffeners, which arise from the in-plane stiffness of the plating. 

This feature of the structural response has been described by Clarkson(1958) for the keel 

loading in the context of warship bottom structures.

Figure 5.20 illustrates the horizontal displacements of the structure in the X- 

direction for selected deadrise angles across the orthotropic plate from the keel to the turn 

of bilge at the mid-length of the structure for respectively simply supported and clamped 

boundary conditions at the turn of bilge. It is noted that at any deadrise angle the 

horizontal displacements across the orthotropic plate are smaller for the clamped boundary 

condition than for the simply supported condition. Further, the horizontal displacements 

across the structure, particularly towards the turn of bilge, increase for deadrise angles up 

to 10 degrees, whereas they decrease for higher deadrise angles. It is also observed that 

for both boundary conditions the nodal points across the orthotropic plate displace 

outwards from the centre line, i.e. the keel, notably at the turn of bilge. For the simply 

supported boundary condition, the horizontal displacement at the turn of bilge for deadrise 

angle 10 degrees is larger than the one for deadrise angle 2 degrees, i.e. shallow vee- 

shaped structure, by 2.26 times. Although the horizontal displacement at this position for 

deadrise angle 14 degrees is smaller than the one for 10 degrees by 1.12 times, it is larger 

by 1.27 times than the one for deadrise angle 20 degrees. In addition, the horizontal 

displacement at this position for deadrise angle 20 degrees is greater than the one for the 

shallow vee-shaped structure (i.e. a  = 2 degs.) by 1.59 times. For the clamped boundary 

condition at the turn of bilge these comparative figures are 2.95, 1.03, 1.22 and 2.36 

times respectively. Yet, the simply supported boundary condition at the turn of bilge 

yields a larger horizontal displacement than the clamped boundary condition at this 

position by 2.48 times for deadrise angle 2 degrees, by 1.90 times for deadrise angle 10 

degrees, and by 1.67 times for deadrise angle 20 degrees.

The vertical displacements of the structure in the Z-direction for selected deadrise 

angles across the orthotropic plate at the mid-length for the two different boundary
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conditions at the turn of bilge are displayed in Fig. 5.21. As can be noticed, the clamped 

boundary condition results in smaller vertical displacements across the orthotropic plate 

than the simply supported condition at any deadrise angle. It is important to note that the 

vertical displacements across the structure decrease with the increase in deadrise angle. 

Thus, the vertical displacements of the vee-shaped structure are much smaller than those 

obtained for the corresponding flat one. It can also be noticed that the rate of decrease of 

the vertical displacements across the orthotropic plate decreases with larger deadrise 

angles, particularly for the ones greater than 10 degrees. For the simply supported 

boundary condition at the turn of bilge, the vertical displacement at the keel position for 

the flat structure is reduced by 2.35 and 6.90 times for deadrise angles 10 and 20 degrees 

respectively. For the clamped boundary condition these reduction factors in comparison 

with the flat structure response are 1.76 and 4.54 times respectively. Nevertheless, at this 

position the simply supported boundary condition at the turn of bilge yields a larger 

vertical displacement than the clamped boundary condition by 2.54 times for the flat 

structure, by 1.90 times for deadrise angle 10 degrees, and by 1.67 times for deadrise 

angle 20 degrees.

From the comparisons and distributions of the displacements for the two different 

boundary conditions at the turn of bilge, it can be expressed that although the simply 

supported and clamped boundary conditions result in similar distributions of the 

displacements, the rotational constraint applied around the Y-axis along the turn of bilge 

significantly restrains the vertical and hence horizontal behaviour of the orthotropic plate. 

The distributions of the displacements across the structure indicate that the effect of in

plane stiffhess of the plating on the structural response normally becomes predominant for 

deadrise angles higher than 10 degrees.

Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the in-plane forces and Ny in the transverse and 

longitudinal directions respectively for selected deadrise angles across the orthotropic 

plate at the mid-length of the structure for the two different boundary conditions at the 

turn of bilge. It is evident that the clamped boundary condition produces smaller 

transverse in-plane forces across the orthotropic plate than the simply supported 

boundary condition at any specific deadrise angle as seen in Fig. 5.22. This can be
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attributed to the behaviour of the structure reflected by the distributions of the horizontal 

and vertical displacements across the orthotropic plate. The distributions of the transverse 

in-plane forces for the two different boundary conditions at the turn of bilge suggest that 

for deadrise angles up to 10 degrees, the in-plane forces across the orthotropic plate 

increase, whilst they decrease for greater deadrise angles, particularly at the keel position. 

The magnitude of the in-plane forces at the keel position for the simply supported 

boundary condition is larger for deadrise angle 10 degrees than for 2 degrees by 2.17 

times. Even though the value of the transverse in-plane forces at this position for deadrise 

angle 14 degrees is smaller than the one for 10 degrees by 1.15 times, it is larger than the 

one for 20 degrees by 1.31 times. Further, the value of the in-plane forces at this 

position for deadrise angle 20 degrees is greater than the one for the shallow vee-shaped 

structure(i.e. a  = 2 degs.) by 1.44 times. For the clamped boundary condition these 

comparative figures for the magnitude of the in-plane forces at the keel position are 

2.94, 1.02, 1.19 and 2.43 times respectively. Nonetheless, at this position the simply 

supported boundary condition at the turn of bilge gives a larger value of the in-plane 

forces N  ̂ than the clamped boundary condition by 2.56 times for deadrise angle 2 

degrees, by 1.89 times for deadrise angle 10 degrees, and by 1.52 times for deadrise 

angle 20 degrees respectively. It can be noticed that the in-plane forces N  ̂at the turn of 

bilge for both boundary conditions are very small in comparison with the forces at the 

keel position. This is principally associated with the horizontal restraint applied at the turn 

of bilge. The difference between the transverse in-plane forces at the keel and the turn of 

bilge is balanced by in-plane shear forces N^y induced across the orthotropic plate at Y=0 

and L, i.e. at the transverse ends.

As seen in Fig. 5.23, very large longitudinal in-plane forces Ny are generated in the 

orthotropic plate structure at the keel position in comparison with the in-plane forces N  ̂

developed in the transverse direction. These forces are primarily induced by bending 

actions in association with the folded nature of the structure and are balanced by in-plane 

shear forces N^y along the longitudinal edges. It is noted, that much smaller longitudinal 

in-plane forces are developed at the position of the keel for the clamped boundary 

condition than for the simply supported boundary condition at the turn of bilge. In
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general, the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny seem to increase with deadrise angle up to 10 

degrees, but they decrease for larger deadrise angles, particularly around the keel, the 

levels of the longitudinal in-plane forces across the orthotropic plate two elements width 

away from the keel being virtually zero. The value of the longitudinal in-plane forces at 

the keel position for deadrise angle 10 degrees of the structure with the simply supported 

boundary conditions at the turn of bilge is larger than the ones generated for deadrise 

angles 2 and 20 degrees by 2.23 and 1.48 times respectively. These comparative values 

are 2.92 and 1.29 times for the clamped boundary condition at the turn of bilge 

respectively. The simply supported boundary condition, nevertheless, yields a higher 

value of the in-plane forces Ny at the keel position than the clamped boundary condition 

by 2.50 times for deadrise angle 2 degrees, by 1.91 times for deadrise angle 10 degrees, 

and by 1.68 times for deadrise angle 20 degrees respectively.

Figure 5.24 shows the distributions of the in-plane shear forces N^y for selected 

deadrise angles across the orthotropic plate at the transverse end of the structure for the 

two different boundary conditions at the turn of bilge. It is observed that at any deadrise 

angle the value of the in-plane shear forces N^y increases to an almost constant magnitude 

across the plate from a comparatively small value at the keel position within two strip 

elements width distance from the keel. In fact, similar to the variations of the longitudinal 

in-plane forces Ny, the value of the in-plane shear forces N^y at the keel position is very 

much dependent on the size of elements in the vicinity. However, it remains virtually 

constant and unaffected from the size of elements across the structure away from the keel. 

It is noted that the clamped boundary condition at the turn of bilge yields comparatively 

smaller in-plane shear forces than the simply supported condition across the structure. 

The distributions of the in-plane shear forces N^y for both boundary conditions also 

suggest that the in-plane shear forces increase with deadrise angle up to 10 degrees, 

whereas they decrease for greater deadrise angles. The magnitude of the in-plane shear 

forces N^y at the turn of bilge for deadrise angle 10 degrees of the structure with the 

simply supported boundary condition at this position is larger than the one for deadrise 

angle 2 degrees by 2.27 times. This value is also greater than the corresponding one for 

deadrise angle 14 degrees by 1.12 times. On the other hand, the value of the in-plane
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shear forces N^y at this position for deadrise angle 14 degrees is larger than the one for 20 

degrees by 1.30 times. These comparative figures are 2.94, 1.04 and 1.24 times 

respectively for the clamped boundary condition at the turn of bilge.

The distributions of the transverse and longitudinal bending moments, and My 

respectively, for selected deadrise angles across the orthotropic plate at the mid-length of 

the structure are illustrated in Figs. 5.25 and 5.26 for the two different boundary 

conditions at the turn of bilge. It is first noted that the clamped boundary condition results 

in non-zero bending moments at the turn of bilge, corresponding to the rotational 

constraint applied at this position. As noticed in Fig. 5.25, the value of the transverse 

bending moment at the turn of bilge, decreasing with the increase in deadrise angle, is 

larger than the one developed at the keel position at any specific deadrise angle. Further, 

the largest value of the transverse bending moment M% occurs at this position for the fiat 

plate structure. On the other hand, the distributions of the transverse bending moment 

across the orthotropic plate for the simply supported boundary condition at the turn of 

bilge indicate that the location of the maximum bending moment, which is at the keel 

position for the flat structure, moves towards the turn of bilge with decreasing magnitudes 

as deadrise angle increases. For the simply supported boundary condition the value of the 

transverse bending moment at the keel position for the flat structure is reduced by 

1.85, 5.17 and 6.34 times for deadrise angles 6, 10 and 20 degrees respectively. These 

reduction factors in comparison with the flat structure response are 1.42, 2.52 and 17.87 

times respectively for the clamped boundary condition at the turn of bilge. It should be 

noted that as deadrise angle increases, the vertical displacement at the keel position 

decreases, and accordingly the transverse bending moment decreases.

As observed in Fig. 5.26, the longitudinal bending moment My across the 

orthotropic plate is generally smaller than the corresponding one in the transverse 

direction M ,̂ particularly for the clamped boundary condition at the turn of bilge and for 

the simply supported condition at deadrise angles larger than 10 degrees; noting that the 

same amount of material is distributed uniformly in both directions. For the clamped 

boundary condition at the turn of bilge, the value of the longitudinal bending moment My 

at this position decreases as deadrise angle increases. In fact, the longitudinal bending
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moment My induced at this location is larger than the one developed at the keel position 

for deadrise angles greater than 10 degrees. Similar to the distributions of the transverse 

bending moment M% for the simply supported boundary condition at the turn of bilge, the 

location of the maximum value of the longitudinal bending moment My shifts towards the 

turn of bilge with decreasing magnitudes as deadrise angle increases. At the keel position 

the longitudinal bending moment My decreases with deadrise angle for both boundary 

conditions at the turn of bilge. However, it may be noticed that the rate of decrease of the 

bending moment My at this position decreases with larger deadrise angles. Nevertheless, 

for the simply supported boundary condition the longitudinal bending moment at this 

position for the flat structure is reduced by 1.59,2.92 and 23.58 times for deadrise angles 

6, 10 and 20 degrees respectively. These reduction figures in comparison with the flat 

structure response are 1.33, 2.05 and 10.46 respectively for the clamped boundary 

condition at the turn of bilge.

Figure 5.27 shows the distributions of the transverse shear forces Qyz for selected 

deadrise angles across the orthotropic plate at the transverse end of the structure for the 

two different boundary conditions at the turn of bilge. It is important to note that the 

transverse shear forces at the transverse end supports of the structure decrease with the 

increase in deadrise angle, notably at the keel position. This evidently results in smaller 

bending moments in the orthogonal directions for the vee-shaped structure than the 

corresponding flat one. This in turn signifies the contribution of the in-plane stiffness of 

the plating as deadrise angle increases. For the simply supported boundary condition at 

the turn of bilge, the value of the transverse shear forces Qŷ  at the keel position for the 

fiat structure is reduced by 1.47, 2.41 and 12.76 times for deadrise angles 6, 10 and 20 

degrees respectively. For the clamped boundary condition these figures in comparison 

with the fiat structure response are 1.28,1.87 and 8.17 times respectively.

The distributions of the horizontal and vertical displacements as well as the stress 

resultant forces and bending moments induced within the structure along the keel or the 

turn of bilge are illustrated in Figs. 5.28 to 5.35. These figures merely serve to enhance 

the observations on the behaviour of the vee-shaped stiffened panels and to support the
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previous statements on the structural response. Figures 5.28 and 5.29 showing the 

horizontal and vertical displacements of the structure along the turn of bilge and the keel 

respectively for the two different boundary conditions at the turn of bilge clearly reinforce 

the previous remarks on the structural behaviour. Further, it should be noted that the 

distributions of the displacements along the orthotropic plate signify the presence of the 

simply supported boundary conditions at the transverse ends. The distributions of the in

plane forces N ,̂ Ny and N^y along the keel for the two different boundary conditions at 

the turn of bilge are displayed in Figs. 5.30 to 5.32. These figures also confirm the 

previously made statements on the variations of the in-plane forces. However, it should 

be noted that the total in-plane forces N  ̂and Ny along the keel edge of the structure 

appear to be larger than the ones developed at the mid-length across the structure. On the 

other hand, the total in-plane shear force N^y along the keel seems to be smaller than the 

one developed at the transverse end across the orthotropic plate. The distributions of the 

transverse bending moments along the keel illustrated in Fig. 5.33 indicate that for 

very large deadrise angles the location of the maximum bending moment moves away 

from the centre to the transverse ends of the structure. This is notably observed at 

deadrise angles 14 degrees and higher for the simply supported boundary condition at the 

turn of bilge and at deadrise angles larger than 14 degrees for the clamped boundary 

condition. On the other hand, the distributions of the longitudinal bending moments My 

along the keel shown in Fig. 5.34 denote that the longitudinal bending moments My occur 

in positive sign and increasing along the structure to a maximum value at the centre. In 

addition, as deadrise angle increases, the longitudinal bending moments My decrease 

along the structure.

Figure 5.35 displays the distributions of the transverse shear forces for selected 

deadrise angles along the turn of bilge for the two different boundary conditions at this 

location. It is evident that the value of the transverse shear forces decreases with the 

increase in deadrise angle along the structure. The clamped boundary condition at the turn 

of bilge results in larger transverse shear forces than the simply supported condition 

at any deadrise angle. The value of the transverse shear forces at the mid-length of the 

structure with the clamped boundary condition at the turn of bilge for deadrise angle 10
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degrees is smaller than the one for the flat structure by 1.26 times. In addition, the values 

of the transverse shear forces at this position for deadrise angles 14 and 20 degrees 

are smaller than the one for the flat structure by 1.42 and 1.64 times respectively. For the 

simply supported boundary condition at the turn of bilge,, these comparative figures with 

the flat structure response are 1.31,1.45 and 1.61 times respectively.

The effect of folding the flat stiffened plate structure in a vee-shaped geometrical 

form is best observed by plotting a characteristic value of the displacements or stress 

resultant forces and bending moments against deadrise angle. Figure 5.36 displays the 

variations of the horizontal and vertical displacements with deadrise angle for the two 

different boundary conditions at the turn of bilge. The characteristic displacement values 

correspond to the mid-length horizontal and vertical displacements in the structure at the 

turn of bilge and at the keel position respectively. It is noted that as deadrise angle 

increases, the horizontal displacement at the turn of bilge increases, reaching a maximum 

value at a deadrise angle of 8 degrees for the simply supported boundary condition at this 

edge. However, the magnitude of the horizontal displacements decreases for higher 

values of deadrise angle. Although the clamped boundary condition at the turn of bilge 

results in the same distribution of the horizontal displacement at this position as the simply 

supported condition, the horizontal displacement at the turn bilge arrives at a maximum 

value at deadrise angle 12 degrees. On the other hand, the vertical displacement at the keel 

position decreases as deadrise angle increases for both boundary conditions at the turn of 

bilge, more drastically for the simply supported boundary condition. However, this 

reduction is less marked for the clamped boundary condition. It is also observed that as 

deadrise angle increases, the values of the vertical displacement at the keel position for the 

two boundary conditions at the turn of bilge get close to each other, effectively indicating 

that the effect of the rotational restraint around the Y-axis at the turn of bilge decreases.

The mid-length values of the in-plane forces and Ny in the transverse and 

longitudinal directions respectively at the keel position are illustrated in Fig. 5.37, plotted 

against deadrise angle for the two different boundary conditions at the turn of bilge. The 

value of the transverse in-plane forces N̂  ̂ at the keel position, which is compressive.
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increases for both boundary conditions at the turn of bilge as deadrise angle increases. It 

reaches a maximum at a deadrise angle of 8 degrees for the simply supported boundary 

condition, and then it decreases as deadrise angle increases. On the other hand, the 

clamped boundary condition yields a maximum value at deadrise angle 12 degrees. The 

variations of the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny for the two different boundary conditions 

also exhibit the similar distributions against deadrise angle as those of the transverse in

plane forces N .̂ They also reach maximum values at deadrise angles of 8 and 12 degrees 

for the simply supported and clamped boundary conditions at the turn of bilge 

respectively. However, it is evident that these are much larger values than N̂ .̂ The plot of 

the maximum values of the in-plane shear forces N^y at the transverse ends of the 

orthotropic plate against deadrise angle is illustrated in Fig. 5.38 for the simply supported 

and clamped boundary conditions at the turn of bilge. It is noted that the in-plane shear 

forces Nxy increase with deadrise angle arriving at the largest value at a deadrise angle of 

8 degrees for the simply supported boundary condition and of 12 degrees for the clamped 

boundary condition at the turn of bilge. For larger deadrise angles the value of the 

maximum in-plane shear forces at the transverse ends of the structure decreases.

The variations of the mid-length values of the transverse and longitudinal bending 

moments, and My respectively, at the keel position with deadrise angle are displayed 

in Fig. 5.39 for the two different boundary conditions at the turn of bilge. As deadrise 

angle increases, the transverse bending moment M  ̂ at the keel position decreases 

considerably, reaching zero at a deadrise angle of 14 degrees for the simply supported 

boundary condition and of 18 degrees for the clamped boundary condition at the the turn 

of bilge, and then it starts increasing with negative sign. It is observed that at a deadrise 

angle of 9 degrees the value of the transverse bending moment at the keel position is the 

same magnitude for both boundary conditions; for deadrise angles up to 15 degrees the 

clamped boundary condition yields larger transverse bending moment values than the 

simply supported boundary condition. On the other hand, the mid-length values of the 

longitudinal bending moment My at the keel position decrease with positive sign for both 

boundary conditions as deadrise angle increases. For small deadrise angles, the value of 

the longitudinal bending moment My at the keel position for the simply supported 

boundary condition at the turn of bilge is notably higher than the one for the clamped
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boundary condition. However, as deadrise angle increases, the values of the longitudinal 

bending moment at this position for both boundary conditions at the turn of bilge 

approach to each other, and at deadrise angle 20 degrees they become equal.

Figure 5.40 shows the variation of the mid-length value of the transverse shear 

forces Qxz at the turn of bilge with deadrise angle for the two different boundary 

conditions at this position. It is noticed that the transverse shear forces decrease with 

negative sign for both boundary conditions at the turn of büge as deadrise angle increases. 

In addition, as deadrise angle increases, the difference between the transverse shear forces 

Qxz for the simply supported and the clamped boundary conditions becomes smaller. The 

maximum values of the transverse shear forces Qy  ̂ at the transverse ends of the 

orthotropic plate structure plotted against deadrise angle are illustrated in Fig. 5.41 for the 

two different boundary conditions at the turn of bilge. It is evident that as deadrise angle 

increases, the transverse shear forces Qyg decrease, more dramatically for the simply 

supported boundary condition. Although at small deadrise angles the transverse shear 

forces Qy2 for the simply supported boundary condition are larger than the ones for the 

clamped boundary condition at the turn of bilge, the values of the transverse shear forces 

Qyz for these boundary conditions approach each other as deadrise angle increases.

5.4 EFFECT OF SOME GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES

In order to investigate the effect of some geometrical features on the structural 

response of the stiffened panel under the specified applied pressure loading, the finite 

strip analysis of the structure has been carried out for the flat or nearly flat and vee-shaped 

geometrical configurations of the orthotropic plate structure. Thus, the analysis has been 

performed for deadrise angles 2 and 10 degrees as well as for the flat structure. The 

simply supported boundary condition with the additional longitudinal restraint described 

earlier has been assumed along the turn of bilge throughout the study. The number of 

three-noded strip elements with selective integration employed in a symmetric half of the 

plate structure from the keel to the turn of bilge has been considered to be twenty and the 

number of non-zero harmonic terms is fifteen. The orthotropic properties of the plate
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structure have been determined from the expressions of Appendix C. The geometrical 

features of the structure selected for the study are the cross-section dimensions of the 

transverse stiffeners, i.e. the frames, and the centre line stiffener, i.e the keel, as well as 

the aspect ratio of the structure, i.e. the longitudinal span of the orthotropic plate. The 

variations of the displacements and the stress resultant forces and bending moments have 

been discussed in a comparative way.

5.4.1 FRAME SIZE

The applied lateral pressure loading induces flexural actions in the orthogonal 

directions, resisted by the flexural rigidities of the corresponding structural components, 

as well as in-plane actions particularly in the transverse direction arising from the 

geometrical configuration of the structure. This in-plane component of the applied loading 

is principally resisted by the in-plane stiffness of the shell plating and the axial rigidities of 

the transverse stiffeners. Thus, the original cross-section dimensions of the transverse 

stiffeners of the structure which is represented by the orthotropic plating, have been 

altered with the objective of studying their effect on the structural response. The original 

cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners have been reduced and increased by 

25.0%, and hence the effect of two different changes on the structural response has been 

investigated in comparison with the response of the flat or nearly flat structure. The 

material and other geometrical features of the orthotropic plate structure have been kept 

unchanged. The modified cross-sections of the transverse stiffeners employed in the 

parametric study are shown in Fig. 5.42. The effective breadth of plating acting with the 

transverse stiffeners in bending has been determined on the basis that the neutral axis of 

the stiffener-plate combination is at the mid-depth of its cross-section.

Figure 5.43 displays the variations of the horizontal and vertical displacements of 

the structure at the mid-length across the orthotropic plate from the keel to the turn of bilge 

for the flat or nearly flat and vee-shaped structures with the modified as well as original 

cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners. It is observed that for the shallow 

vee-shaped structure(i.e. a  = 2 degs.), the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the
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transverse stiffeners by 25.0% reduces the horizontal displacements across the orthotropic 

plate, notably at the turn of bilge by 1.52 times in comparison with the response of the 

structure with the original geometric properties. However, the effect of decreasing the 

cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by the same amount is comparatively 

more marked, the horizontal displacements increasing across the structure. At the turn of 

bilge, the value of the horizontal displacements for the structure with the modified 

transverse stiffeners is larger than that of the original structure by 1.63 times. On the other 

hand, for the vee-shaped structure with a deadrise angle of 10 degrees, the decrease in the 

cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners considerably changes the distribution 

of the horizontal displacements across the structure. The nodal points from the keel to 

about the mid-span across the orthotropic plate displace towards the centre line, i.e. the 

keel position, whereas the rest of the nodal points move away from the centre line. 

Although the horizontal displacements across the structure with the modified transverse 

stiffeners are mostly smaller than those of the original structure, they become larger than 

the ones for the original structure towards the turn of bilge. Thus, at the turn of bilge, the 

value of the horizontal displacements for the structure with the modified transverse 

stiffeners is larger than that of the original structure by 1.13 times. The effect of 

increasing the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by the same amount 

is, however, to decrease the horizontal displacements across the orthotropic plate 

structure. The value of the horizontal displacements at the turn of bilge for the original 

structure is reduced by 1.31 times.

It is evident that the effect of change of the cross-section dimensions of the 

transverse stiffeners on the variation of the vertical displacements is more noticeable for 

the flat structure than for the vee-shaped structure with a deadrise angle of 10 degrees. 

With the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners, the vertical 

displacements decrease across the orthotropic plate structure. For the fiat structure, the 

value of the vertical displacements at the keel position for the original structure is reduced 

by 1.54 times. However, the vertical displacements increase across the orthotropic plate 

structure with the decrease in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners. 

The value of the vertical displacements at the keel position for the structure with the
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modified transverse stiffeners is larger than the one for the original structure by 1.70 

times. On the other hand, for the vee-shaped structure with deadrise angle 10 degrees, the 

change in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners produces notably less 

effect on the variation of the vertical displacements across the orthotropic plate structure. 

With the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners, the vertical 

displacements across the structure decrease, whereas they increase with the decrease in 

the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners. The value of the vertical 

displacements at the keel position for the original structure is reduced by 1.31 times for 

the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners. However, the 

decrease in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by the same amount 

results in a larger value for the vertical displacements at the keel position than the one for 

the original structure by 1.14 times, though the maximum deviation from the vertical 

displacements of the original structure occurs at the mid-span across the orthotropic plate.

The variations of the in-plane forces and Ny in the transverse and longitudinal 

directions respectively across the orthotropic plate at the mid-length of the structure are 

illustrated in Fig. 5.44 for the nearly fiat and vee-shaped structures with the modified as 

well as original cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners. As noticed, for the 

shallow vee-shaped structure, the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the 

transverse stiffeners by 25.0% gives rise to smaller in-plane forces than the structure with 

the original geometric properties. The value of the transverse in-plane forces N  ̂obtained 

for the original structure at the keel position is reduced by 1.42 times. It is observed that 

the effect of decreasing the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by the 

same amount is more marked, the transverse in-plane forces increasing considerably 

across the structure in comparison with the in-plane forces obtained for the original 

structure. The value of the transverse in-plane forces N̂  ̂ at the keel position for the 

structure with the reduced cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners is larger 

by 1.83 times than the one for the original structure. On the other hand, for the vee- 

shaped structure with a deadrise angle of 10 degrees, with the decrease in the cross- 

section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners, the transverse in-plane forces N% increase 

across the orthotropic plate, by 1.27 times at the keel position in comparison with the 

value obtained for the original structure. However, the increase in the cross-section
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dimensions of the transverse stiffeners results in smaller transverse in-plane forces 

across the orthotropic plate than the original structure. At the keel position the structure 

with the increased cross-section dimensions for the transverse stiffeners yields a smaller 

transverse in-plane force value than the original structure by 1.22 times.

As expressed earlier, the analysis yields an extremely large value for the 

longitudinal in-plane forces Ny at the keel position. Nonetheless, as far as the variation of 

the in-plane forces Ny with the change in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse 

stiffeners is concerned, the decrease in the transverse stiffener cross-section dimensions 

by 25.0% gives rise to a larger value of the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny at the keel 

position than the one for the original vee-shaped structure by 1.79 times for the shallow 

vee-shaped structure. On the other hand, the increase in the cross-section dimensions of 

the transverse stiffeners by the same amount results in smaller values of the longitudinal 

in-plane forces Ny than the structure with the original geometrical features. The value of 

the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny at the keel position for the structure with the increased 

transverse stiffener cross-section dimensions is smaller than the one for the original 

structure by 1.42 times. For the vee-shaped structure with a deadrise angle of 10 degrees, 

the decrease in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by 25.0% results 

in a higher value of the in-plane forces Ny at the keel position than the original structure 

by 1.25 times. However, the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse 

stiffeners by the same amount gives rise to a smaller value at this location by 1.22 times in 

comparison with the one obtained for the original structure.

Figure 5.45 shows the variations of the transverse and longitudinal bending 

moments, and My respectively, across the orthotropic plate from the keel to the turn of 

bilge at the mid-length for the flat and vee-shaped structures with the modified as well as 

original cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners. As seen in the figure, the 

reduction in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by 25.0% results in 

smaller transverse bending moments M ,̂ whereas the increase by the same amount gives 

lise to larger bending moments M  ̂across the orthotropic plate structure than the ones for 

the structure with the original geometrical properties. For the flat case(i.e. a  = 0 degs.).
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the value of the transverse bending moment at the keel position for the structure with 

the reduced transverse stiffener cross-section dimensions is smaller than the one for the 

original structure by 1.90 times. However, the structure with the increased cross-section 

dimensions of the transverse stiffeners gives a greater value for the transverse bending 

moment than the original structure by 1.37 times at this position. On the other hand, 

for the vee-shaped structure with deadrise angle 10 degrees, the increase in the cross- 

section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners results in a larger transverse bending 

moment at the keel position than the one for the structure with the original geometric 

properties by 2.66 times. The effect of reducing the cross-section dimensions of the 

transverse stiffeners by the same amount is, however, to introduce smaller transverse 

bending moments across the structure, in negative sign in the vicinity of the keel. The 

value of the transverse bending moment M% at the keel position for the original structure is 

reduced by 1.24 times. It should also be noticed that the location of the maximum 

transverse bending moment M% across the orthotropic plate changes with the variation in 

the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners.

In contrast with the variation of the transverse bending moment with the change 

in the specified geometric feature of the original structure, the reduction in the cross- 

section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners results in larger longitudinal bending 

moments My than the structure with the original geometric properties across the 

orthotropic plate. But, the increase by the same amount yields smaller longitudinal 

bending moments My. This observation is particularly true for the flat structure. The value 

of the longitudinal bending moment My at the keel position increases by 1.47 times with 

the reduction in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by 25.0%. 

However, the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by the 

same amount results in a smaller longitudinal bending moment My than the one for the 

structure with the original geometric features by 1.58 times at this location. On the other 

hand, the effect of change of the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners is 

less noticeable for the vee-shaped structure with a deadrise angle of 10 degrees. The value 

of the longitudinal bending moment My at the keel position for the original structure 

decreases by 1.11 and 1.20 times for the reduction and increase of the cross-section
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dimensions of the transverse stiffeners respectively, though the maximum deviation from 

the longitudinal bending moments My for the original structure occurs somewhere across 

the orthotropic plate.

The variations of the horizontal and vertical displacements as well as the stress 

resultant forces and bending moments induced in the flat or nearly flat and vee-shaped 

structures with the modified as well as original cross-section dimensions of the transverse 

stiffeners along the keel or the turn of bilge are illustrated in Figs. 5.46 to 5.48. These 

figures namely enhance the observations on the response of the structure for the variations 

in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners. The variations of the 

horizontal and vertical displacements along the turn of bilge and the keel respectively 

shown in Fig. 5.46 confirm that the displacements along the structure increase with the 

reduction in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by 25.0%, whereas 

they decrease with the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners 

by the same amount. The distributions of the in-plane forces N% and Ny along the keel 

displayed in Fig. 5.47 also support the previously made statements on the variations of 

these forces across the structure. The variations of the transverse bending moments M  ̂

along the keel displayed in Fig. 5.48 indicate that the reduction in the cross-section 

dimensions of the transverse stiffeners results in negative transverse bending moments 

M^, smaller than the ones for the original structure, all along the orthotropic plate 

structure for the vee-shaped structure with a deadrise angle of 10 degrees. The increase in 

the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners, however, gives rise to larger 

transverse bending moments than the ones obtained for the original structure. On the other 

hand, as observed in the figure, the effect of change of the cross-section dimensions of 

the transverse stiffeners on the variation of the longitudinal bending moments My is only 

marginal for the vee-shaped structure with deadrise angle 10 degrees.

5.4.2 KEEL SIZE

The applied pressure loading is transferred to the boundaries of the structure 

through the flexural actions within the stiffening members with the associated shell 

plating. In addition, since the orthotropic plate structure is folded along the centre line,
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some of the applied loading is transmitted to the longitudinal edges of the structure by the 

actions within the shell plating due to the flexural behaviour of the transverse stiffeners 

associated with the geometrical configuration of the structure. This component of the 

applied loading arises to a great extent at the keel longitudinal edge of the orthotropic plate 

as axial forces at the transverse stiffener positions. It is then transferred to the transverse 

ends of the structure through the bending of the centre line stiffener. Hence, it can be 

expressed that the keel provides somewhat important lateral support to the structure, 

particularly for loads applied at this position. Physically, even in the absence of a keel, the 

knuckle joint of the transverse stiffeners could well provide some lateral resistance. Also, 

in some practical cases, introduction or increase in size of a keel girder may result in a 

reduction in the buckling stress of vee-shaped stiffened panels(Smith, 1974). Thus, the 

original cross-section dimensions of the keel have been increased by 1.5 and 2.0 times in 

order to study the effect on the structural response of vee-shaped stiffened panels. The 

material and other geometrical features of the structure have been kept unchanged. A 

different modelling strategy has been followed in the finite strip idealisation of the 

structure such that the cross-section plating(web and flange) of the keel has been idealised 

as isotropic plates. The rest of the structure has been represented by the orthotropic 

plating with the properties calculated from the expressions of Appendix C. A transverse 

section of the structure with different cross-section dimensions of the keel employed for 

the parametric study is shown in Fig. 5.49. It should be noted that the web plating of the 

keel has been idealised by using half of its thickness due to the symmetry along the centre 

line. For the flange and web plating of the keel, two and four three-noded strip elements 

with selective integration have been used in the model respectively.

The idealisation of the cross-section of the keel by isotropic plates allows one to 

study the effect of folding the stiffened plate structure in a vee-shaped geometrical 

configuration on the variations of the axial flange stresses and forces within the cross- 

section of the keel at any transverse section of the structure. Figure 5.50 shows the 

distributions of the axial flange stresses evaluated at the intersection of the flange and web 

plating of the keel with the original cross-section dimensions along the structure for 

selected deadrise angles. It is evident that the axial flange stresses decrease along the
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structure as deadrise angle increases. However, it may be noticed that the rate of decrease 

of the axial flange stresses along the structure decreases for deadrise angles larger than 10 

degrees. The value of the axial flange stresses at the mid-length of the structure for 

deadrise angle 6 degrees is smaller than the one for the flat structure by 1.46 times. On the 

other hand, this value is larger than the ones for deadrise angles 10 and 20 degrees by 

1.58 and 4.22 times respectively. The distributions of the longitudinal axial forces Ny in 

the cross-section plating(web and flange) of the keel with the original dimensions at the 

mid-length of the structure for selected deadrise angles are displayed in Fig. 5.51. The 

magnitude of the longitudinal axial forces in the flange plating of the keel cross-section for 

a specific deadrise angle is measured from the position of the flange plating in the figure, 

whereas across the web plating of the keel the longitudinal axial forces are measured from 

the position of the web. It should be noted that because of the symmetry plane along the 

centre line of the structure, the web plating of the keel has been idealised by taking half of 

its original thickness value, and hence the maximum longitudinal axial forces in the web 

plating are half of the flange force values obtained at the intersection with the flange 

plating of the keel. As observed in the figure, the axial forces in the cross-section of the 

keel for the flat structure decrease dramatically with large deadrise angles. The maximum 

axial force in the flange of the keel cross-section, which is at the junction between the 

flange and web plating, is reduced by 2.32 and 6.17 times for deadrise angles 10 and 20 

degrees respectively. The variations of the axial forces across the flange width of the keel 

indicate virtually a uniform distribution. It is noticed that the axial forces varying linearly 

across the web plating of the keel reduce down to zero at a point close to the intersection 

of the web with the shell plating. This is the neutral axis position of the combined cross- 

section of the keel and the associated shell plating.

The variations of the horizontal and vertical displacements at the mid-length of the 

structure across the orthotropic plate are illustrated in Fig. 5.52 for the flat or nearly flat 

and vee-shaped structures with the modified and original cross-section dimensions of the 

keel. It is clear that the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the keel results in 

smaller displacements across the orthotropic plate than the ones obtained for the structure 

with the original geometric properties. The value of the horizontal displacements at the
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turn of bilge for the nearly flat structure is reduced by 1.39 and 2.28 times for the 

increases in the cross-section dimensions of the keel by 1.5 and 2.0 times respectively. 

For the vee-shaped structure with deadrise angle 10 degrees, these figures for the 

reduction from the horizontal displacement value obtained for the original structure at the 

turn of bilge are 1.19 and 1.62 times respectively. Similarly, the vertical displacements 

across the orthotropic plate structure decrease with the increase in the cross-section 

dimensions of the keel. However, the effect of increasing the cross-section dimensions of 

the keel is less significant for the vee-shaped structure with a deadrise angle of 10 degrees 

than for the flat structure. The value of the vertical displacements at the keel position for 

the flat structure with the increased cross-section dimensions of the keel by 1.5 and 2.0 

times is smaller respectively by 1.41 and 2.35 times than the one for the flat original 

structure. On the other hand, for the vee-shaped structure with deadrise angle 10 degrees, 

the vertical displacement at the keel position decreases by 1.19 and 1.62 times for the 

increases in the cross-section dimensions of the keel by 1.5 and 2.0 times respectively in 

comparison with the value for the original structure.

Figure 5.53 displays the variations of the in-plane forces and Ny in the 

transverse and longitudinal directions respectively across the orthotropic plate at the mid

length of the structure for the nearly flat and vee-shaped structures with the modified as 

well as original cross-section dimensions of the keel. It is evident that with the increase in 

the cross-section dimensions of the keel, the transverse in-plane forces N  ̂across the 

orthotropic plate structure decrease. For the nearly flat structure, the magnitude of the 

transverse in-plane forces N  ̂at the keel position obtained for the original structure is 

reduced by 1.38 and 2.29 times for the increases in the cross-section dimensions of the 

keel by 1.5 and 2.0 times respectively. These figures for the reduction from the value of 

the transverse in-plane forces N% obtained for the original structure at the keel position are 

1.17 and 1.58 times respectively for the vee-shaped structure with deadrise angle 10 

degrees. In contrast with the effect of increasing the cross-section dimensions of the keel 

on the variations of the transverse in-plane forces N ,̂ the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny 

increase, notably at the keel position, with the increase in the cross-section dimensions of 

the keel. For the nearly flat structure, the increases in the cross-section dimensions of the
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keel by 1.5 and 2.0 times result in larger longitudinal in-plane forces Ny than the original 

structure at the keel position by 1.49 and 1.66 respectively. These comparative figures for 

the increase in the value of the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny at the keel position are 

1.14 and 1.19 times respectively for the vee-shaped structure with a deadrise angle of 10 

degrees.

The variations of the resultant bending moments and My in the transverse and 

longitudinal directions respectively across the orthotropic plate at the mid-length for the 

flat and vee-shaped structures with the modified as well as original cross-section 

dimensions of the keel are illustrated in Fig. 5.54. As observed in the figure, the structure 

with the increased cross-section dimensions of the keel yields smaller resultant bending 

moments than the one with the original geometric properties across the orthotropic plate. 

In addition, the effect of increasing the cross-section dimensions of the keel seems to be 

more marked for the flat structure than for the vee-shaped structure with a deadrise angle 

of 10 degrees. The value of the transverse bending moment M% for the original flat 

structure at the keel position is reduced by 1.77 and 7.46 times with the increase in the 

cross-section dimensions of the keel by 1.5 and 2.0 times respectively. For the vee- 

shaped structure, these comparative figures for the reduction in the value of the transverse 

bending moment M% of the original structure at the keel position are 2.12 and 3.12 times 

respectively. It should also be noticed that the location of the maximum transverse 

bending moment across the orthotropic plate moves towards the turn of bilge with the 

increase in the cross-section dimensions of the keel. Similarly, the longitudinal bending 

moments My decrease across the orthotropic plate with the increase in the cross-section 

dimensions of the keel, more markedly for the flat structure. The magnitude of the 

longitudinal bending moment My at the keel position for the original flat structure 

decreases by 1.49 and 2.91 times with the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the 

keel by 1.5 and 2.0 times respectively. The value of the longitudinal bending moment My 

at this position for the vee-shaped structure with the original geometric properties is also 

reduced by 1.26 and 2.08 times respectively.

The variations of the horizontal and vertical displacements as well as the stress 

resultant forces and bending moments induced in the flat or nearly flat and vee-shaped
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structures with the modified as well as original cross-section dimensions of the keel along 

the turn of bilge or the keel are illustrated in Figs. 5.55 to 5.57. These figures simply 

serve to endorse the observations on the variations of the displacements and stress 

resultants within the structure with the change in the cross-section dimensions of the keel. 

The distributions of the horizontal displacements along the turn of bilge shown in Fig. 

5.55 support the previous statements that the horizontal displacements decrease with the 

increase in the cross-section dimensions of the keel, the effect being slightly more notable 

for the vee-shaped structure with deadrise angle 10 degrees. In addition, the variations of 

the vertical displacements along the keel confirm the previously made statements such that 

the effect of changing the cross-section dimensions of the keel is less significant for the 

vee-shaped structure. The distributions of the transverse and longitudinal in-plane forces 

Nx and Ny along the keel displayed in Fig. 5.56 are also in line with the statements 

expressed earlier. The effect of increasing the cross-section dimensions of the keel on the 

longitudinal in-plane forces Ny appears to be more notable for the nearly flat structure.

Although the distributions of the transverse bending moment Mx along the keel 

illustrated in Fig. 5.57 confirm the previously made statements, they indicate that for the 

flat structure with the increased cross-section dimensions of the keel by 2.0 times, the 

variation of the transverse bending moment Mx changes noticeably in comparison with the 

one obtained for the original structure. In addition, for the vee-shaped structure with a 

deadrise angle of 10 degrees, the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the keel by

2.0 times gives rise to negative transverse bending moment Mx along the structure. 

Further, the location of the maximum transverse bending moment shifts towards the 

transverse ends of the structure. On the other hand, the increase in the cross-section 

dimensions of the keel results in a positive longitudinal bending moment My along the 

structure, though smaller than the one obtained for the original structure. The effect of 

increasing the cross-section dimensions of the keel on the variations of the longitudinal 

bending moment My seems to be less significant for the vee-shaped structure, which is in 

line with the statements made earlier.
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5.4.3 ASPECT RATIO

The original flat stiffened plate structure with an aspect ratio(L/B) of unity has been 

folded from half way across the transverse span to obtain a set of vee-shaped stiffened 

panels. In order to predict the effect of the aspect ratio of the panel on the response of 

vee-shaped structures, different values have been assigned to the longitudinal span of the 

structure. Thus, the width of the structure has been considered constant and the structure 

with different longitudinal spans has been folded from half way across the width. The 

specific deadrise angle assumed for the structure with different longitudinal spans is 10 

degrees. The material and other geometrical features of the structure have been kept 

unchanged. The original longitudinal span of the structure has been modified by 0.5,1.5,

2.0 and 2.5 times. The variations of the horizontal and vertical displacements as well as 

primary stress resultants across the orthotropic plate at the mid-length of the structure 

have been studied in comparison with the values obtained for the original structure.

Figure 5.58 displays the variations of the horizontal and vertical displacements of 

the vee-shaped structure with a deadrise angle of 10 degrees at the mid-length across the 

orthotropic plate for the different longitudinal spans, hence aspect ratios, of the structure. 

It is evident that the displacements across the orthotropic plate increase as the longitudinal 

span of the structure increases. The value of the horizontal displacements at the turn of 

bilge for the modified longitudinal span of the structure by 1.5,2.0 and 2.5 times is larger 

than the one for the original structure by 1.98, 2.76 and 3.31 times respectively. 

However, the structure with the reduced longitudinal span by 0.5 times yields a smaller 

horizontal displacement at this position than the original structure by 5.94. Similarly, for 

the modified longitudinal span of the structure by 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 times, the magnitude 

of the vertical displacements at the keel position is larger than the one for the original 

structure by 1.97, 2.76 and 3.31 times respectively. In addition, the value of the vertical 

displacements at this location for the structure with the reduced longitudinal span by 0.5 

times is smaller than that of the original structure by 5.92 times. It is evident that the 

structure with a low aspect ratio(L/B) has a significant advantage over the one with a large 

longitudinal span.
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The variations of the in-plane forces and Ny in the transverse and longitudinal 

directions respectively for the vee-shaped structure at the mid-length across the 

orthotropic plate for the different longitudinal spans of the structure are displayed in Fig. 

5.59. It is observed that with the change in the longitudinal span of the structure, the 

transverse in-plane forces Nx decrease across the orthotropic plate structure. At the keel 

position, the value of the transverse in-plane forces Nx for the structure with the increased 

longitudinal span by 1.5 times is smaller than the one obtained for the original structure 

by 1.25 times, though this value is larger by 1.13 times than that of the structure with the 

reduced longitudinal span by 0.5 times. In addition, the structure with the increased 

longitudinal span by 2.0 and 2.5 times gives smaller transverse in-plane force values at 

the keel position by 1.76 and 2.53 times respectively in comparison with the value 

obtained for the original structure. It is noted that the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny 

increase across the orthotropic plate, notably at the keel position, with the increase in the 

longitudinal span of the structure. The magnitude of the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny at 

the keel position obtained for the original structure is larger by 3.91 times than that of the 

structure with the reduced longitudinal span by 0.5 times. However, this value is smaller 

by 1.42 and 1.51 times than the one obtained for the structure with the modified 

longitudinal span by 1.5 and 2.0 times respectively. Although the magnitude of the 

longitudinal in-plane forces Ny at the keel position obtained for the structure with the 

modified longitudinal span by 2.5 times is larger than that of the original structure by 1.44 

times, it is smaller by 1.05 times than the one obtained for the structure with the modified 

longitudinal span by 2.0 times.

Figure 5.60 shows the variations of the resultant bending moments Mx and My in 

the transverse and longitudinal directions respectively for the vee-shaped structure across 

the orthotropic plate at the mid-length for the different longitudinal spans of the structure. 

As noted in the figure, the transverse bending moment Mx increases across the orthotropic 

plate structure with the increase in the longitudinal span. It is also observed that the 

location of the maximum transverse bending moment Mx moves towards the position of 

the keel as the longitudinal span of the structure increases. The magnitude of the 

transverse bending moment Mx at the keel position obtained for the original structure is
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larger by 1.46 times than that of the structure with the reduced longitudinal span by 0.5 

times. However, this value is smaller by 2.95,4.58 and 5.73 times than the one obtained 

for the structure with the modified longitudinal span by 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 times 

respectively at the same location. In contrast with the variations of the transverse bending 

moment M% with the change in the longitudinal span of the structure, although the 

reduction in the longitudinal span of the structure by 0.5 times results in a dramatic 

change in the level and distribution of the longitudinal bending moment My across the 

orthotropic plate, the increase in the longitudinal span of the structure does not give rise to 

a great deal of variation. At the keel position, the value of the longitudinal bending 

moment My obtained for the original structure is larger than that of the structure with the 

reduced longitudinal span by 1.84 times. However, this value is smaller by 1.16, 1.23 

and 1.27 times than the one obtained for the structure with the improved longitudinal span 

by 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 times respectively. It should also be noted that the location of the 

maximum longitudinal bending moment My shifts towards the keel as the longitudinal 

span of the structure increases.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

An investigation into the linear elastic behaviour of the stiffened plate structures 

with vee-shaped geometry representing the bottom structure of a single-hulled ship’s 

section with a rise of floor under lateral pressure loading has been presented. The main 

objective of the study is to highlight and explore some general aspects of the comparative 

behaviour of flat and vee-shaped stiffened plate structures. The analysis of the structure 

has been carried out by employing the orthotropic plate theory to represent the stiffened 

plate structure within the finite strip method of analysis. It has been established that the 

finite strip formulation described and its computer implementation has a sound basis. The 

example flat cross-stiffened square panel has been folded half way across the transverse 

span to obtain a series of vee-shaped stiffened panels. Although the transverse ends of the 

structure have been considered to be simply supported, the action of the side shell on the 

bottom structure has been reflected only in the boundary conditions applied at the turn of 

bilge. In a real ship structure, the side shell will evidently provide some restraint on the 

response of the bottom structure along the turn of bilge, depending on its relative stiffness
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and amount and type of loading on it. Hence, practical boundary conditions at this 

longitudinal edge will likely to be between fully restrained and free conditions. In 

particular, the boundary restraint in the horizontal direction perpendicular to the turn of 

büge applied at this edge, which has been assumed to freely move in this direction in the 

present study, is one of the important aspects which can significantly influence the 

structural response of vee-shaped stiffened panels under lateral loading. This is because 

any response to lateral loading resulting from the folded nature of the structure is attracted 

to the restraints applied in the transverse direction at the boundaries.

A convergence study on the flat orthotropic plate structure has suggested ten three- 

noded strip elements with selective integration to be used in a symmetric half of the 

structure from the keel to the turn of büge for subdivision along with eight non-zero 

harmonic terms for sufficient accuracy of the results. The comparisons of the finite strip 

analysis results with the classical series solution of the problem for the prediction of the 

response of the flat orthotropic plate structure with simply supported conditions at the 

boundaries under lateral pressure loading have indicated that the finite strip analysis 

results correctly represent the behaviour of the flat structure. The finite strip as weU as the 

finite element analysis results of the example vee-shaped structure with a deadrise angle of 

10 degrees and simply supported boundary conditions at the turn of bilge have exhibited 

that the stress resultants Ny and N^y are highly sensitive to the discretisation of the plate 

structure in the transverse direction. In contrast, the displacements and other stress 

resultants do not experience any significant variation with the change in the transverse 

discretisation of the structure. Thus, twenty three-noded strip elements with selective 

integration and fifteen non-zero harmonic terms have been employed in the finite strip 

analysis, whereas a 20 by 20 mesh of TCS8 or GCS8 sheU elements has been used in the 

finite element analysis of the structure.

Although the results corresponding to the analysis of the structure by the finite strip 

method as weU as the finite element method with two different shell elements have 

correlated exceptionaUy weU, they have exhibited an unusuaUy large mid-length value of 

the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny, which is dependent on the element size, at the keel
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position in comparison with the value of the transverse in-plane forces N .̂ In addition, 

the level of the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny has decreased down to nearly zero within 

about two elements width away from the keel, remaining virtually zero across the 

orthotropic plate. This variation of the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny across the structure 

is very much inconsistent with the expected distribution. Further, the contours of the 

longitudinal in-plane forces Ny obtained from the finite element analysis results have 

indicated a concentration of the in-plane forces at the keel longitudinal edge of the 

orthotropic plate, confined to one finite element width. This suggests a possible localised 

error in the modelling of the restraints at the boundaries, in particular at the transverse 

ends. The attempts to improve the variation of the longitudinal in-plane forces Ny by 

studying almost all possible boundary conditions unfortunately have not been successful.

Even though the present analysis has yielded questionable results for the 

longitudinal in-plane forces, it results in consistent variations and numerical values for the 

displacements and other stress resultants which are insensitive to any change in the 

structural discretisation. Hence, the trend and variations of the analysis results for the 

orthotropic plate structure with varying deadrise angles have provided some insight into 

the comparative response of the flat and vee-shaped stiffened plate structures. A summary 

of the main observations on the structural response is now given.

The variations of the displacements of the orthotropic plate structure with different 

deadrise angles across the mid-length position of the plate for the simply supported and 

clamped boundary conditions at the turn of bilge have indicated that the clamped boundary 

condition results in smaller displacements across the structure than the simply supported 

condition at any deadrise angle. This suggests that the rotational constraint applied around 

the Y-axis along the turn of bilge significantly restrains the behaviour of the orthotropic 

plate structure. In fact, the boundary condition at the turn of bilge is the dominant 

influential factor on the response of vee-shaped stiffened plates under lateral loading. The 

distributions of the displacements across the structure have most importantly illustrated 

that the effect of in-plane stiffness of the plating on the structural response becomes 

predominant for deadrise angles higher than 10 degrees.
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The variations of the resultant in-plane forces across the orthotropic plate structure 

have also signified these observations. It may be anticipated that with the assumption that 

the structure can freely move in the horizontal direction at the turn of bilge, the in-plane 

stiffness of the structure in the transverse direction is effectively reduced, but the in-plane 

shear stiffness as well as the in-plane stiffiiess in the longitudinal direction are increased 

in resisting the lateral pressure loading. The distributions of the transverse and 

longitudinal bending moments across the structure with varying deadrise angles for the 

two different boundary conditions at the turn of bilge have indicated that the levels of 

bending moments decrease with the increase in deadrise angle. This is because the levels 

of transverse shear forces at the boundaries of the orthotropic plate structure decrease as 

deadrise angle increases. In addition, for the simply supported boundary condition the 

location of the maximum bending moment, which is at the keel position for the flat 

structure, moves towards the turn of bilge with decreasing magnitudes as deadrise angle 

increases. The plots of the variations of the displacements and stress resultants induced 

within the structure along the orthotropic plate structure enhance and support the 

statements made earlier on the structural response. Further, the distributions of the 

transverse bending moments along the keel have illustrated that for very large deadrise 

angles the location of the maximum bending moment moves away form the centre to the 

transverse ends of the structure.

The comparative behaviour of flat or nearly flat and vee-shaped stiffened plate 

structures under lateral loading is best observed in the figures showing the plots of 

characteristic values of the displacements or stress resultants against deadrise angle. The 

variations of the mid-length horizontal displacement at the turn of bilge with deadrise 

angle have denoted that the horizontal displacement at the turn of bilge increases with 

deadrise angle, reaching a maximum value at deadrise angles 8 and 12 degrees for the 

simply supported and clamped boundary conditions at the turn of bilge respectively. For 

larger deadrise angles, the turn of bilge value of the horizontal displacement decreases. On 

the other hand, the mid-length value of the vertical displacements at the keel position 

decreases sharply as deadrise angle increases, notably for the simply supported boundary 

condition at the turn of bilge. Similar to the variations of the horizontal displacements, the
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mid-length values of the in-plane forces and Ny increase with the increase in deadrise 

angle, reaching a maximum value at the same deadrise angles for the two boundary 

conditions at the turn of bilge respectively. Then, they decrease with the increase in 

deadrise angle. The maximum values of the in-plane shear forces N^y at the transverse 

ends of the structure also illustrate the same types of distributions, reaching the highest 

magnitudes at the same deadrise angles. The variations of the mid-length values of the 

transverse and longitudinal bending moments, and My respectively, at the keel 

position with deadrise angle display considerable reductions of the bending moments as 

deadrise angle increases. In addition, as deadrise angle increases, the mid-length values of 

the bending moments approach to each other for both boundary conditions; they become 

equal at a deadrise angle of 20 degrees for the longitudinal bending moment My. The mid

length values of the transverse shear forces Qxz at the turn of bilge and the maximum 

values of the transverse shear forces Qyg at the transverse ends of the structure decrease as 

deadrise angle increases.

An increase in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by 25.0% 

reduces the horizontal as well as vertical displacements across the orthotropic plate 

structure at any deadrise angle. However, the effect on the vertical displacements is more 

notable for the flat structure due to mainly the absence of in-plane actions. On the other 

hand, a decrease in the transverse stiffener cross-section dimensions by the same amount 

generally causes the displacements to increase across the structure. The effect on the 

vertical displacements is more apparent for the flat structure. In addition, it results in a 

noticeably different variation of the horizontal displacements across the orthotropic plate 

for the structure with deadrise angle 10 degrees due to the presence of in-plane actions. 

The increase in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by 25.0% 

decreases the in-plane forces, whereas the decrease by the same amount increases the in

plane forces across the orthotropic plate structure. The effect of decreasing the cross- 

section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners on the transverse in-plane forces is more 

marked, which is associated with the variation of the horizontal displacements across the 

structure. The reduction in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners by 

25.0% decreases the transverse bending moments, whereas the increase by the same
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amount gives rise to larger transverse bending moments across the orthotropic plate 

structure than the ones for the original stmcture. In addition, the location of the maximum 

transverse bending moment across the stmcture changes with the variation in the cross- 

section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners. In contrast, the reduction in the scantlings 

of the transverse stiffeners normally causes the longitudinal bending moments to increase. 

But, the increase by the same amount results in smaller longitudinal bending moments 

across the stmcture than the ones for the original stmcture. The effect is more marked for 

the flat stmcture. The variations of the transverse bending moments along the keel indicate 

that the reduction in the cross-section dimensions of the transverse stiffeners results in 

negative bending moments, smaller than the ones for the original stmcture, all along the 

orthotropic plate for the vee-shaped stmcture with deadrise angle 10 degrees.

The study on the effect of the keel size on the stmctural response has indicated that 

the longitudinal axial forces in the cross-section plating(web and flange) of the keel 

decrease as the deadrise angle of the stmcture increases. Further, an increase in the cross- 

section dimensions of the keel reduces the displacements across the orthotropic plate 

stmcture. The effect on the vertical displacements is more notable for the flat stmcture. 

With the increase in the cross-section dimensions of the keel, the transverse in-plane 

forces decrease across the orthotropic plate stmcture. However, the effect of increasing 

the cross-section dimensions of the keel on the longitudinal in-plane forces is to increase 

their levels across the stmcture. Similar to the effect of increasing the scantlings of the 

keel on the transverse in-plane forces, the resultant bending moments decrease across the 

orthotropic plate stmcture with the increase in the keel cross-section dimensions. The 

effect appears to be more marked for the flat stmcture. In addition, the locations of the 

maximum bending moments across the stmcture move towards the turn of büge with the 

increase in the keel scantlings, particularly for the transverse bending moments. Further, 

the increase in the keel cross-section dimensions by 2.0 times gives rise to negative 

transverse bending moments along the stmcture with their maximum value occurring 

close to the transverse end.
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It has been illustrated that the displacements across the vee-shaped structure with 

deadrise angle 10 degrees increase as its longitudinal span increases. This suggests that 

the structure with a low aspect ratio has an advantage over the one with a large 

longitudinal span. Although, with the increase in the longitudinal span of the structure, 

the transverse in-plane forces generally decrease across the structure, the reduction in the 

longitudinal span of the structure also causes the transverse in-plane forces to decrease. 

The effect of increasing the longitudinal span of the structure on the longitudinal in-plane 

forces is normally to increase their levels across the orthotropic plate. However, for very 

large longitudinal spans, say 2.5 times or longer than the original span, the level of 

longitudinal in-plane forces decreases across the structure. The resultant bending 

moments generally increase across the orthotropic plate structure with the increase in the 

longitudinal span of the structure. The effect is more apparent on the transverse bending 

moments. In addition, the locations of the maximum bending moments move towards the 

keel as the longitudinal span of the structure increases.

In general, the elastic response of vee-shaped stiffened plate structures under lateral 

loading is mainly dependent upon the boundary conditions imposed on the longitudinal 

edges, i.e. the turn of bilge. It can be expressed that a vee-shaped structure normally 

affords more resistance to lateral loading than the corresponding flat structure. Hence, it 

can carry a higher lateral loading than when it is in its flat configuration. However, it 

should be noted that the advantage gained over the flat structure by folding it in a vee- 

shaped form will be present up to a certain value of the deadrise angle, which is likely to 

be in the range of 10 to 20 degrees.
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Fig. 5.12 Simply Supported Orthotropic Square Plate Under Uniformly Distributed Loading.
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Fig. 5.14 Assumed Boundary Conditions for FS and FE idealisations respectively.
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Shell Elements.
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Fig. 5.19 Variations of In-plane Stresses(a^, Cy)  Across the Orthotropic Plate for FE idealisation with 

TCS8 Shell Elements.
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Chapter Six

CHAPTER SIX

NON-LINEAR ELASTO-PLASTIC BEHAVIOUR
OF

VEE-BOTTOM STRUCTURES

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the ship compartment under consideration presented in Chapters 3 

and 4 for the different modelling strategies was entirely based on the linear elastic theory 

of structural mechanics. In other words, the displacements arising from the applied 

loading along with the physical and Idnematical conditions of the structure assumed in the 

modellings were small in comparison with the geometrical dimensions of the structure, 

and the structural material remained within its elastic limit. Thus, the analysis could only 

yield a limited prediction of the real structural behaviour under the assumptions of linear 

elastic material with small displacements. The results of the analysis were then relevant to 

the elastic strength of the structure with restrictions on the level of deformations. The 

response of structures up to this state of the structural capability is usually governed by 

the criteria associated with the normal operational conditions and durability of the 

structure by which is meant the ability of the structure to maintain its original level of 

structural efficiency.

The general trend observed over the last decades towards least weight, economical 

and more optimised structural designs for ship and marine structures has led to utilisation 

of improved materials and resulted in more slender structures which may locally exhibit 

excessive deflections and high stresses beyond the elastic limit of structural material even 

under service loads. Thus, an accurate and realistic prediction of the structural response of 

such slender structures should involve a true account of non-linear effects due to large 

deformations and yielding. With the optimisation of structures for weight, cost and a host 

of other parameters, the need to use a greater part of the load-carrying capacity of
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structures has increased because of the demand for reliable and efficient structural designs 

with an expectation of a higher performance. Hence, in order to obtain a greater 

exploitation of structural materials and form to achieve improved economy, least weight 

and greater safety, an account of all possible non-linear behaviour has become necessary. 

In addition to the demand for higher performance and efficiency, the integrity of 

structures and their components has become a prime concern to designers as well as to the 

general public, brought about by the observed structural failures and because of the 

potential consequences of catastrophic failures of such slender structures. Accordingly, an 

accurate and reliable estimation of the ultimate capacity of structures, and the nature and 

cause(s) of their structural failure has emerged as an important part of a rational design 

procedure.

With structures becoming more slender, their collapse behaviour generally involves 

a complex interaction between material and geometrical non-linearities requiring the use of 

advanced structural analysis methods for a realistic prediction of structural response and 

safe designs(Crisfield, 1981). To this end, numerical solution techniques, particularly the 

finite element method of solution for linear as well as non-linear analysis as a dominant 

technique of today, have become an essential part of the design procedure. In general, 

apart from the use of non-linear analysis directly in design for both ultimate and 

serviceability limit states, the non-linear analysis can be used in the assessment of existing 

structures whose integrity may be in doubt due to visible damage, special loadings not 

envisaged at the design stage, and concern over ageing. Non-linear analysis of structures 

up to collapse state is usually of interest to determine the nature and cause(s) of any 

structural failure which may originate from a weakness in the geometrical detail design of 

the structure and to indicate the margin of safety. For warship structures which are the 

main concern of this investigation, the general collapse behaviour is also of interest from 

an underwater explosion point of view.

For the reasons explained in the previous chapter, the main investigation has 

concentrated upon the behaviour of the bottom structure of the compartment having a high 

rise of floor under mainly lateral pressure loading. Hence, the present chapter gives an
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account of non-linear elasto-plastic behaviour of the bottom floor of the compartment 

structure between the keel and longitudinal 12 situated almost at the centre of the bilge 

under hydrostatic pressure loading. The non-linear analysis of the bottom structure up to 

the state of collapse has been performed by employing an incremental-iterative solution 

procedure within the finite element method of analysis considering the combined effect of 

large displacements and material non-linearities. Even though the finite element modelling 

of the structure for linear and non-linear analysis comprises a similar basis, the modelling 

for non-linear analysis involves several distinctive aspects, particularly in relation to the 

solution procedure. Hence, the chapter begins with outlining the finite element modelling 

of the idealised structure for a non-linear analysis along with several aspects relevant to 

the solution procedure. Overall behaviour of the structure at a point on the load-deflection 

curve near the collapse load is subsequently discussed. The stresses and inelastic strains 

induced within the shell plating and within the webs of the selected structural members at 

this level of loading are then examined. Finally, a brief discussion on the overall structural 

behaviour at the collapse load is given together with some conclusions drawn from the 

results.

6.2 ASPECTS OF THE ANALYSIS

Linear analysis of structures by using the finite element method has been thoroughly 

discussed in the previous chapters. Further, in Chapter 2 the finite element modelling has 

been considered from a general perspective as well as with regard to the modelling of ship 

structures. Since this chapter deals with the non-linear structural behaviour, it is important 

that the major differences between linear and non-linear structural behaviour must be 

recognised before undertaking a non-linear analysis. In contrast with the linear structural 

behaviour, in the non-linear case the principle of superposition is no longer valid and the 

response of the structure generally depends on the loading history, i. e. sequence of 

application of loads. Further, only one load condition can be considered at a time and the 

structural response can be markedly non-proportional to the applied loading. The initial 

state of stresses also may have an important effect on the non-linear structural behaviour.
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Non-linear analysis of structures by the finite element method is most commonly 

achieved by employing a combined incremental-iterative solution procedure. In general, 

the total load to be applied to the structure is divided into a number of smaller loads which 

are applied incrementally. However, due to the non-linear nature of the structural 

response, at the end of a load increment, the structure will not be in equilibrium, i.e. the 

applied loads will not balance the internal element forces. An iterative procedure is then 

adopted to correct the displacements, and hence the strains and stresses until the internal 

element forces balance the externally applied load. This iterative procedure is repeated for 

each load increment. Hence, the solution procedure invariably involves a linearisation 

process, whereby the non-linear solution is achieved by repeatedly solving a linear 

problem until all the conditions of the non-linear situation are met. It is thus evident that 

the computational effort required in non-linear analysis normally exceeds that of linear 

analysis by several orders of magnitude.

The objective of a non-linear analysis is in many cases to estimate the maximum 

load that a structure can sustain prior to overall structural failure by instability and/or 

plastification. In the analysis the load distribution on the structure is known, but the load 

magnitude that the structure can withstand is unknown. Alternatively the objective may be 

to obtain detailed information about the spread of plasticity within the structure. In a 

collapse analysis, the collapse of the structure is normally reached when for a small load 

increment the displacements become relatively large, which means that the overall 

stiffness of the structure becomes small. As stated in the previous section, the most 

important non-linear phenomena which have to be considered in the collapse analysis of 

thin-walled structures are large deformations and plasticity. The ultimate mode of failure 

of a particular structure under consideration depends on the mutual interaction of these 

two effects. In general, the non-linear analysis will treat all occurrences of the non-linear 

behaviour that is being investigated with equal importance. Thus, considerably more 

attention to the details of the idealised model, even for those regions that are not of direct 

interest, must be paid.

Having been presented with a non-linear analysis of a particular structure under 

consideration, the analyst must choose a suitable computational model to provide some
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insight into the structural behaviour. This model generally involves idealisation of the 

structural geometry as well as loading and boundary conditions, identification of types of 

non-linearities and an appropriate material model. It also includes the development of a 

numerical approximation and devising a solution strategy. The choice of the model 

normally depends on many factors including the time, money, expertise and software 

available, computer resources, and the degree of accuracy required. The objectives of the 

analysis clearly provide valuable guidance in the development of a suitable model. The 

considerations regarding representation of the structural geometry and loading, the extent 

and complexity of the structural model, modelling of structural details, idealisation of the 

boundary conditions of the structure and so on are all relevant for linear as well as non

linear representations. As pointed out in Chapter 2, the establishment of an appropriate 

finite element model for the analysis of an actual engineering structure is to a large extent 

based on a sufficient understanding of the problem under consideration and a thorough 

knowledge of the finite element procedures available for analysis. This consideration is 

even more applicable to non-linear analysis than to linear analysis, since a few more 

solution variables have to be judiciously selected, such as the types of non-linearities and 

relevant kinematic formulations, material models, and incremental solution strategies. 

Thus, non-linear finite element analysis is inevitably more complex with regard to 

problem definition and it demands greater knowledge on both theory and numerical 

formulation as well as solution procedures.

In an actual engineering analysis, it is good practice that a non-linear analysis of a 

structure is always followed by a linear analysis, so that the non-linear analysis is 

considered as an extension of the complete analysis process beyond the assumptions of 

linear analysis. The linear analysis results essentially indicate the types of non-linear 

response, the regions of the structure that exhibit large deformations or yielding, and non

representative idealisations. Thus, it is possible to predict which non-linearities are 

significant and how to account for them most appropriately. Since a non-linear analysis 

involves a great deal more expense than a linear analysis, it is important that prior to the 

non-linear response solution a suitable and cost-effective finite element idealisation be 

established.
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Based on these considerations, it is noted that all modelling considerations 

regarding the linear analysis of a structure are also relevant to its non-linear analysis. 

Hence, the discussion of Chapter 2 provides a number of aspects for the selection of an 

appropriate finite element model for non-linear analysis. However, there are some 

important further considerations. As mentioned in Chapter 2, finite elements are in general 

most effective in the prediction of displacements and stresses when they are in their basic 

form of shape. However, elements which are initially rectangular or triangular generally 

experience excessive distortions in geometrically non-linear analysis. In a non-linear 

analysis the non-linear kinematic formulations are normally applied to each individual 

element corresponding to the current configuration instead of the initial configuration used 

in linear analysis. Thus, element distortions must be expected to affect the accuracy of the 

non-linear response predictions in a manner similar to that in linear analysis, but now 

considerations regarding the element distortions in linear analysis discussed in Chapter 2 

are applicable throughout the response history of the finite element discretisation. Since 

during an analysis significant element distortions may occur, a different and finer mesh in 

general may be required for the geometrically non-linear analysis than for the linear 

analysis.

The variation of stresses and strains within the structure is generally monitored at 

the Gaussian integration points of finite elements. Thus, if the structure is expected to 

exhibit a non-linear response involving gross-yielding and large deformations, in order 

for the analysis to capture the onset and spread of the materially non-linear conditions 

accurately enough a finer mesh is generally required than the one used for the prediction 

of an accurate elastic response, particularly in the regions where gross strains occur. In 

the collapse load analysis of a structure the general interest of the analyst usually lies in 

the overall stmctural behaviour prior to the collapse rather than the detailed information on 

the local distribution of inelastic stresses. Hence, the mesh requirements for the analysis 

may be relatively coarse. However, the considerations outlined above should be pursued 

in order to account for the structural interactions and to accurately represent the geometric 

non-linearities and the spread of materially non-linear conditions through the finite 

elements.
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As stated in the previous section, the present study is principally concerned with the 

non-linear elasto-plastic behaviour of the bottom floor of the compartment structure 

between the keel and longitudinal 12 under hydrostatic pressure loading. Even though the 

analysis considers only a particular section of the compartment structure, it may be stated 

that the linear elastic behaviour of the structure under hydrostatic pressure loading has 

already been established in the preceding chapters as long as suitable boundary conditions 

are employed at the position of longitudinal 12 when the linear elastic analysis of the 

bottom floor is considered. Further, the considerations regarding the idealisation as well 

as the finite element discretisation of the structure have been discussed to a great degree. It 

should be noted that the non-linear response of the structure up to collapse under 

hydrostatic pressure loading normally involves large deformations and plasticity, i.e. 

geometric and material non-linearities. The objectives of the analysis are then to estimate 

the collapse load of the idealised structure and to obtain a better understanding of the 

overall collapse behaviour of the structure as well as to establish the nature and cause(s) 

of the structural failure which may originate from a weakness in the detail design of the 

structure or from insufficient scantlings, e.g. slender webs, of the structural members. 

The non-linear analysis of the structure was performed by using the computer program 

ASAS-NL, developed by Atkins R&D in collaboration with ARE, Dunfermline(ASAS- 

NL, 1990). This is a general purpose non-linear finite element program in which large 

displacement effects are taken into account by updating the geometry and using the 

geometric stiffness matrices for beam and shell elements and non-linear geometric 

relations within an Updated Lagrangian formulation, which implies that all state variables 

are referred to the current configuration of the deformed structure.

With the objectives of the analysis in mind, the idealisation of the structure follows 

the same approach adopted in Chapter 4. In other words, the plating between the 

stiffening members is idealised by shell elements, whereas the stiffening members, 

namely longitudinals and transverses composed of mainly two components(web and 

flange) are idealised by shell elements for the web and by beam elements for the flange. 

This idealisation of the cross-section of the stiffening members is in general capable of
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reproducing basic bending stiffness of the members as well as local behaviour of the 

cross-section components to some extent Since the main interest of the analysis lies in the 

overall collapse behaviour of the structure, the local structures and geometric features 

such as brackets, local sdffenings and cutouts were not included in the idealisation. 

Although the collapse of the structure may be influenced by a number of weaknesses in 

the detail design of the structure, the inclusion of structural details in the idealisation was 

precluded by the limitations in the computer resources. Besides, it is more prudent to 

analyse these structural details for their strength with a fine mesh idealisation, following a 

linear elastic analysis.

Although the idealisation of the structure followed the same approach applied in 

Chapter 4, the finite element discretisation of the structure is principally based on the 

considerations outlined in the previous paragraphs as well as time and computer resources 

available. The discretised finite element model of the one quarter of the compartment 

structure with all its components is displayed in Fig. 6.1. The figure also includes part of 

the structure under consideration. These models were constructed to establish suitable 

boundary conditions at the location of longitudinal 12 for the subsequent non-linear 

analysis through a linear elastic finite element analysis. For the shell plating and the webs 

of the stiffening members TCS8 eight-noded generally curved shell elements were 

employed, whereas for the flanges of the stiffening members TCBM three-noded 

compatible beam elements were used. It is noted that a finer size of mesh is used for the 

plating between the stiffeners in the bottom and bilge parts of the structure than in both the 

side shell and the deck plating. A five by three subdivision of the plating between the 

stiffeners is employed within the discretisation of the shell plating from the keel to 

longitudinal 15 at the side shell with an average aspect ratio of 1.75 for the shell finite 

elements. On the other hand, five by two and five by one sizes of mesh are used for the 

discretisation of the shell plating between the stiffeners in the side shell and deck parts of 

the structure respectively on the basis that these parts will not significantly affect the 

behaviour of the bottom floor and bilge section of the structure. In addition, it is noticed 

that the number of shell elements used in the depth of the webs is four for the longitudinal 

girders and transverses, and two for the light longitudinals.
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With this discretisation of the structure the one quarter model of the compartment 

structure includes 1932 shells and 448 beam elements with a total of 34926 degrees of 

freedom, whereas the model of the bottom part of the structure under consideration 

contains 1024 shells and 220 beam elements with a total of 18666 degrees of freedom. 

The initial imperfections of the plating were simulated by employing a sinusoidal form of 

deviation from the coordinate values in the plating between the stiffeners in the orthogonal 

directions. The amplitude of initial imperfections at the centre of the plating between the 

stiffeners was taken as a fraction of the plate thickness. For the plating in the flat regions 

of the compartment the amplitude of initial imperfections was assumed to be 0.50tp, 

whereas in the curved bilge it was considered to be 0.25tp. These values were arbitrarily 

selected to approximate moderate levels of initial imperfections. In the analysis the values 

of elasticity modulus, 2.10x10^ N/mm^, and Poisson's ratio, 0.3 were used, and the 

yield stress was assumed to be 275.0 N/mm^.

The linear elastic analysis of the one quarter model of the compartment with fixed 

boundary conditions at the bulkhead and with symmetry boundary conditions at the mid

length and along the centre line was performed for an external hydrostatic pressure load 

amounting to 28 ft.(8.53 m.) of water above the keel as applied to the test structure. 

Figure 6.2 shows the deformations of the frames overlaid on the undeformed geometrical 

configurations. It is noted that the frames experience significant deformations only in the 

flat regions of the section. However, although at the curved bilge region the frames 

undergo the largest variations of the curvature, towards the centre of the bilge, particularly 

in the vicinity of longitudinal 12, they hardly experience any noticeable deformation. The 

deflected plot of longitudinal 12 overlaid on the undeflected configuration shown in the 

upper part of Fig. 6.3 indicates that longitudinal 12 does not experience any notable 

deformation. The figure also displays schematically the assumed boundary conditions for 

the one quarter model as well as for the bottom structure model of the compartment along 

with the distribution of hydrostatic pressure loading applied to the bottom structure 

model. A local skewed coordinate system was employed to apply the assumed boundary 

conditions at the position of longitudinal 12 in order to simulate the structural response 

observed in the one quarter model of the compartment. As illustrated in Fig. 6.3, at the
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position of longitudinal 12 across the web depth of the frame, translational displacements 

in the x-direction were restrained along the structure. In addition, it should be noted that at 

the nodal points at the intersection of the frame web with the shell plating translational 

displacements in the y-direction were restrained along the structure.

The bottom structure model of the compartment was analysed under hydrostatic 

pressure loading corresponding to a static pressure head of 28 ft  (8.53 m.) of water above 

the keel as applied to the one quarter model. The deformations of the frames plotted on the 

undeformed geometric configurations are displayed in Fig. 6.4. The comparisons of the 

deformations of the frames for this model(Fig. 6.4) with those of the one quarter model 

of the compartment (Fig. 6.2) reveal no significant difference in the structural response of 

the frames. Further, the comparisons of the flange deflections around the frames plotted 

with respect to the outline of the cross-section by using translational degrees of freedoms 

are shown in Fig. 6.5. The flange deflections of the second frame are also compared with 

the experimental results from which there appears to be a good correlation. The 

comparisons of the two models suggest that the assumed boundary conditions at the 

position of longitudinal 12 in the bottom structure model seem to be quite satisfactory to 

simulate the effect of the rest of the structure on the bottom structure under consideration. 

Thus, these boundary conditions can be employed with confidence in a subsequent 

analysis.

For the non-linear analysis of the bottom structure model of the compartment, the 

corresponding finite elements provided within the ASAS-NL element library for 

modelling structures are TCS8 eight-noded isoparametric quadrilateral shell and 

compatible STF4 three-noded isoparametric beam element with a range of closed forms of 

cross-sections(ASAS-NL, 1990). Thus, the shell plating and the webs of the stiffening 

members were represented by TCS8 shell elements having six degrees of freedom per 

node, with the application of 2x2 Gauss quadrature integration in-plane and five point 

Newton-Coates integration through the thickness. On the other hand, the flanges of the 

stiffening members were modelled by STF4 beam elements with solid rectangular cross- 

section having six degrees of freedom per node, with the application of 2 point Gauss
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quadrature integration along length and 3x3 Newton-Coates integration on cross-section. 

The hydrostatic pressure loading was applied incrementally to the idealised structure in a 

proportional manner. Since the analysis involves large deformations, the pressure loading 

was considered to be of non-conservative(follower) character. Even though the 

hydrostatic pressure loading corresponding to a static pressure head of 28 ft.(8.53 m.) of 

water above the keel did not result in any yielding within the structure, the initial intensity 

of the pressure was taken to be a lower level of the pressure corresponding to a pressure 

head of 21.21 ft.(6.46 m.) of water above the keel so as to ensure a completely elastic 

solution and to obtain a point on the load-displacement curve before the first yield. In 

order to reduce the maximum incore frontwidth, the frontwidth optimisation facility of the 

program(see ASAS-NL, 1990) was invoked by choosing the default optimisation 

procedure with 10 frontwidth reduction attempts. With this frontwidth reduction 

procedure, the maximum frontwidth of the analysis was reduced to 492.

It was mentioned at the beginning of the section that the initial state of stresses may 

have a significant effect on the non-linear response of structures. In stiffened plate 

structures, the initial state of stresses is largely caused by the welding process. In general, 

the welding process leaves a system of self-equilibrating locked-in stresses with high 

tensile stresses close to the weld cross-section and balancing lower compressive stresses 

distributed over the rest of the cross-section. These stresses cause distortion of the cross- 

section, and sometimes also the longitudinal axis due to large contraction forces arising on 

cooling. The effect of these residual stresses is in general to reduce the stiffness and 

strength of stiffened plate structures very significantly, particularly, when these structures 

are loaded in compression(Faulkner, 1977). In the present analysis residual stresses 

induced by the welding process were not included for simplicity and due to the fact that 

the inclusion of their effects requires a very fine mesh to be used for the shell plating 

between the stiffeners in the vicinity of stiffener webs.

In general, the information regarding the discretisation of an idealised structure, 

material and geometrical properties, and loading and boundary conditions constitutes the 

vast majority of the input data for a non-linear finite element analysis. Thus, a non-linear 

analysis usually requires little extra effort on the part of the analyst over a linear analysis.
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Indeed, the input data required to control the execution of the analysis comprises only a 

small part of the total data, but it has to be very carefully designed to obtain an effective 

and accurate solution. Within this control data block, the analyst mainly has to define the 

type of structural and material behaviour that is to be modelled, the number, size and 

nature of load increments, the frequency of updating of the stiffness matrix, load and 

geometry, the desired number of iterations within each increment, an appropriate 

convergence criterion to terminate the iterations, and number of restart procedures to be 

invoked in the event of non-convergence. The analyst also has to specify a measure to 

terminate the analysis procedure and finally to decide how often to output results and what 

particular results should be saved for subsequent post-processing considering that non

linear analysis can produce an order of magnitude more output than linear analysis. It 

should be noted that the parameters controlling output, solution schemes, and potentially 

many other aspects of the solution are generally dependent on the specific finite element 

code being employed. The specification of the frequency of reformations of the global 

stiffness matrix, and updating loads and geometry normally signifies the nature of the 

iterative procedure used within each increment. The ASAS-NL finite element program 

provides several alternative methods for determining the structural response, which are a 

completely flexible combination of various incremental-iterative solution procedures such 

as load or displacement incrementation complemented by a selection of Newton-Raphson 

iteration techniques.

The basic problem in a general non-linear analysis is to find the state of equilibrium 

of a structure corresponding to the incrementally applied loads. At each load increment, 

the displacements Wj are estimated in an attempt to achieve equilibrium between the 

applied loads W and the internal resisting forces Pj which depend directly on the 

estimated displacements. However, because the displacements are only estimates, the 

resisting forces Pj are also only approximations. Hence, the equilibrium is not satisfied 

so that the solution is left with out-of-balance or residual forces gj at the nodes, that is:

gi(Wi) = Pi(Wi)~W (6.1)

where i refers to the iteration number. Given any trial solution Wj for a specific load 

increment, which is not in equilibrium, the out-of-balance force vector g(Wj) can be
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expanded as a Taylor series to give:

Ô W + ... (6.2)
d s

g(Wi+5w) = g(Wi) + T^ 
dw

so that an improved solution, which gives:

g(wi+5w) = 0 (6.3)

is obtained with:

and

6w = -|KT|. ^gi (6.4)

K t = I ^ (6.5)
9w i

being the 'tangent stiffness matrix' evaluated for displacements Wj and the improved set 

of nodal displacements is given by:

W i + i = W i + 5 w  ( 6 .6 )

This iterative procedure continues and for each iteration a new system of linearised 

equations of the form given by (6.4) has to be solved until the out-of-balance force vector 

g has converged to zero within some specified tolerance limit. In the combined

incremental-iterative solution procedures, the tangential incremental solution can be used 

as a predictor which provides the starting solution, w^, for the iterative procedure. It is 

evident that a good starting point can significantly improve the convergence of iterative 

procedures. The combination of an incremental predictor with Newton-Raphson iterations 

for a one-dimensional problem is shown in Fig. 6.6.

The most commonly used variants of the Newton-Raphson iteration technique for 

the solution of non-linear finite element equations are the full and modified Newton- 

Raphson methods. The full Newton-Raphson method as described above involves the 

computation and reduction of the tangent stiffness matrix with each iteration, hence it is 

expensive. The modified Newton-Raphson method only forms the tangent stiffness 

matrix once for each increment This may require more iterations to reach convergence, 

but because the tangent stiffness matrix is only calculated and reduced once, it is less 

expensive on computer time. Although more expensive, the full Newton-Raphson method 

usually converges to a solution more quickly than the modified Newton-Raphson method. 

In fact, the full Newton-Raphson method converges quadratically, whereas the modified
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Newton-Raphson method converges in general more slowly depending on the updating 

used for the tangent stiffness matrix. However, for mildly non-linear problems, the 

modified Newton-Raphson method can prove much cheaper, particularly when combined 

with acceleration techniques. In general, the ideal choice of solution procedure lies in 

determining the load-displacement characteristics of a structure with the minimum cost. 

The choice of an iterative solution procedure usually depends on such factors as type, 

severity and spread of non-linearity, accuracy of the required results, speed and difficulty 

of convergence, and cost. Anticipating the type of response the structure will exhibit is 

clearly important to achieving a cost effective and accurate solution.

Any iterative solution scheme to be effective must be used in conjunction with some 

type of convergence criterion to determine when the current solution is so close to the 

'equilibrating* solution that the iteration process can be terminated. The convergence 

criteria and tolerances must be carefully chosen so as to provide accurate yet economic 

solutions. If the convergence tolerances are too loose, inaccurate results are obtained, and 

if they are too tight, too much effort is spent in obtaining unnecessary accuracy. In 

general, in non-linear structural analysis convergence criteria are usually based on 

displacements, residual forces or energy. Of these, residual force criteria are the most 

reliable and commonly used as they check that equilibrium of the forces has been achieved 

within a specified tolerance in the current increment. Usually, the convergence tests are 

based on a scalar norm for each of the vectors such as Absolute, Maximum value or 

Euclidean norm. The Euclidean norm is the most popular scalar norm and is defined as:
ni/2

|2
X  = Zlxil" (6.7)

i=l
where x is an arbitrary vector. The following inequality may be used to perform the 

convergence test:
NORM(dqj) /  NORM(dqij) ^  e (6.8)

in which dqj is the jth iterative correction of selected quantity, calculated during the ith 

increment and qjj is the total incremental value of this quantity obtained after the jth

iteration of the ith increment NORM and e refer to selected scalar norm and specified

tolerance respectively. For convergence criteria on displacements or residual forces, the
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components of the convergence criteria can be scaled by using the diagonal terms of the 

stiffness matrix(see ASAS-NL, 1990).

The incremental-iterative solution procedures based on the Newton-Raphson 

iteration techniques discussed above fail to converge to a solution under load or 

displacement control for structural configurations which exhibit unstable post-collapse 

behaviour characterised by limit points on the equilibrium curve. The constrained or so 

called 'arc-length' solution methods have been developed to overcome the difficulties 

experienced with the analysis of structures displaying unstable solution paths. The basic 

technique of the methods involves incrementing the 'arc-length' of the solution path rather 

than the load or a specified displacement variable. These methods are ideally suited to 

automatic solution procedures which require a minimum of user definition and control. 

The solution technique originally proposed by Riks(1972) and Wempner(1971) has been 

adapted by Crisfield(1981) and Ramm(1981) to suit to the finite element method. The 

fundamental notion behind all constrained methods is that of modifying the load level at 

each iteration rather than holding the applied load level constant during a load increment 

Thus, within the arc-length solution procedure the applied load level is no longer 

considered constant but is carried during the iteration process as:

W = AXF (6.9)

in which AX is the incremental load factor and Fis a reference fixed load vector. The load 

level parameter then becomes an additional variable in the solution, which requires an 

additional equation to solve for. Essentially, all constrained methods involve the addition 

of an auxiliary equation which constrains the iterative displacements to follow a specified 

path towards a converged solution. The evaluation of the iterative variation of the load 

level parameter invariably depends on the nature of the constraint equation adopted. The 

constraint equation proposed by Crisfield(1981) based on numerical experience is one of 

the most popular and given by:

Aw  ̂Awj -  Â  ̂= 0 (6.10)

where Aŵ  is the incremental nodal displacement vector and M  is the arc length. The
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constraint applies throughout the increment for all iterations. This equation defines a 

cylindrical surface with a constant length of the incremental displacement vector. The 

technique is shown in Fig. 6.6 for a one-dimensional problem using the full Newton- 

Raphson iterative procedure. Although the constrained solution methods have 

significantly extended the range of application of the Newton-Raphson based solution 

schemes, there are stiU several major difficulties in the application of the methods to 

practical problems. Padovan and Moscarello(1986) address the problems with these 

methods by a general approach and propose numerical strategies to enhance the 

effectiveness of these methods.

In the present analysis, it is anticipated that the structure will exhibit a gross material 

non-linear behaviour with large deformations. It is most likely that the collapse will 

significantly be affected by membrane effects arising from the geometrical configuration 

and large deformations of the structure. Due to possible gross plastic deformations, it is 

expected that convergence will become more difficult to achieve as the collapse load is 

approached. Hence, the Crisfield Spherical arc-length procedure with automatic load 

incrementation was employed in the solution by using the full Newton-Raphson iteration 

technique. The default convergence criterion on residual forces based on the Euclidean 

norm was used to terminate the iterations with a default tolerance value of 0.001. The 

automatic restart facility of the program was activated with five attempts to cut the 

increment size and restart the solution in case of non-convergence within the specified 

number of iterations. The automatic incrementation of the load level is usually controlled 

by the desired number of iterations within each load increment. The load increment factor 

for the next load level is typically calculated by:

il
V ^ o  y

(6 .11)

where AX  ̂is the old increment factor for which I  ̂ iterations were required and I<j is the 

desired number of iterations. This technique leads to provision of small increments when 

the response is most non-linear and large increments when the response is most linear. In 

the present analysis the desired number of iterations per increment was specified as 6. 

Also, a very large load level was defined to terminate the solution procedure.
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It was assumed that the structural material follows an elastic-perfectly plastic 

uniaxial stress-strain curve with the properties given in Fig. 6.6. In general, elasto-plastic 

behaviour is characterised by an initial elastic material response on to which a plastic 

deformation is superimposed after a certain level of stress has been reached. Plastic 

deformation is essentially non-reversible upon unloading and is incompressible in nature. 

The post-yield deformation generally occurs at a greatly reduced material stiffness. The 

onset of plastic deformation(or yielding) is governed by a yield criterion which defines a 

multiaxial stress state as well as the relation between the incremental stresses and strains. 

The most widely applied yield criteria to the behaviour of metals are the von Mises and the 

Tresca yield criteria; experimental evidence generally favours the von Mises yield 

criterion. Both criteria are based on the idea that there exists a scalar combination of the 

stress components in a three dimensional stress state that can be compared with the 

uniaxial yield stress to predict the onset of plastic deformations. That is, when this 

equivalent stress equals the uniaxial yield stress, the material is at the point of yield. The 

von Mises equivalent stress may be written in terms of principal stresses as:

^vm  + ^ ( ^ 2  + ^ (< ^ 3  j  (6 .1 2 )

The yield criterion normally defines when plasticity will occur but gives no information 

about the nature of the plastic behaviour. The growth of plastic strains is described by a 

so called flow rule in which the rate and the direction of plastic strains is related to the 

stress state and the stress rate. A flow rule that is generally used to describe elastic- 

perfectly plastic material behaviour is the Prandtl-Reuss relation which specifies that the 

plastic strain increment vector is normal to the yield surface. In the present analysis, 

plasticity was represented assuming the von Mises yield criterion and associated Prandtl- 

Reuss flow rule. A survey of assumptions, models, and computational methods for 

plasticity is given by Armen(1979).

Normally, during a non-linear solution process at a load level apart from the global 

calculations in which non-linear equilibrium equations are solved and displacements are 

calculated, there is another set of non-linear equations to solve for stress and strain states
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within each solution cycle. The solution of these equations is performed locally at a 

number of points within each finite element. The solution which is often referred to as 

‘stress recovery* has a twofold objective. The first is to provide a state of stress 

corresponding to a certain load level and the second to contribute to the calculation of 

unbalanced forces. During the iteration process within a load increment, the only state 

where both the constitutive equations and equilibrium are satisfied is at the start of the 

increment, i.e. the previous converged solution. Therefore, the stress increment in 

successive iterations should always be added to the last converged state of stress, 

otherwise a spurious accumulation of plastic strains and plastic work can occur, and the 

solution will be in error. This is achieved by calculating the strain increment as the 

difference between the current strains and those obtained from the previous load 

increment, related thus to the converged solution. The stress increment and total stress are 

then calculated; until a convergence is satisfied the total stress contributes only to the 

recalculation of residual forces used in the next displacement iteration. The final state, 

being the sum of the previous converged solution and the current increment does not 

depend directly on the solution path. Hence, this solution process is called the ‘path 

independent* incremental scheme in the computational plasticity, which was employed in 

the present analysis.

The analysis was performed within a computer directory space of 350 Mbytes. 

Thus, considering the size of the model and the files created by the run, the results and the 

information on the status of the solution were saved in every 3 load increments initially. 

But later, the analysis was progressed by saving the results at the end of every load 

increment and by archiving all the files into another disc for post-processing. The 

subsequent increments were solved by using the restart facility of the program. In total 60 

load increments were achieved in the solution within an elapse time of about 2 months. 

The results saved for the post-processing were displacements, reactions, stresses, total 

strains, inelastic strains, elastic strains and stress resultants. Finally, it should be 

mentioned that many of the aspects discussed above and more can be found in the books 

by Owen and Hinton(1980), Bathe(1982), Crisfield(1991), Zienkiewicz and 

Taylor(1991), and Hinton(1992).
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6.3 BEHAVIOUR OF THE STRUCTURE

Having achieved a successful non-linear analysis computer run, the analysis results 

must be presented graphically to obtain a visual impression of the overall structural 

behaviour. This information is usually in the form of deformed mesh plots, principal 

stress plots, zones of plasticity, and load-displacement curve plots. These results should, 

of course, be examined critically by using engineering judgement and experience. In 

general, a non-linear analysis can only provide snap-shots of the response of a particular 

structure under consideration. Thus, at the end of a converged solution corresponding to a 

certain load level, the analysis may produce a vast amount of output data as in a linear 

analysis. Further, the non-linear response of the structure may involve very rapid and 

dramatic redistribution of load and stress as well as large deformations which will have a 

significant effect on the load-displacement characteristics of the structure. Hence, the 

examination of the results should consider a substantial part of the load-displacement 

curve of the structure, if not the whole. However, as mentioned before, a non-linear 

analysis can be very expensive in terms of computer resources and, just as for a linear 

analysis, a clear idea of the type of results acquired, without missing vital information, is 

essential if further expense is to be avoided. Non-linear finite element programs usually 

give the user great freedom of choice and control in deciding the amount of information 

that is to be output In addition, because of the voluminous quantities of output for each 

load increment, a good non-linear program should allow the analyst to select and store 

data on a history file for subsequent restarts, printing or post-processing. Ideally, the 

results at the end of each increment should be saved. Typical results of interest at each 

point of reference(nodes or interior points) are displacements, stresses, strains(elastic and 

plastic), and their equivalent values. The main results required should be output and 

plotted, if possible. It is useful to view deformations and growths of plastic zones as 

these give a particular informative assessment of the structural behaviour.

The complex non-linear response of a structure is commonly characterised by 

plotting a suitable load parameter against displacement of a representative nodal point on 

the structure. The solution obtained at each load increment provides a single point on this
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‘load-displacement’ curve. It may be possible to fit a smooth curve through all these 

points which indicates a continuous behaviour. However, this may not occur in practice. 

Such load-displacement curves provide a concise, visual aid to the overall response of the 

structure. If more detailed information is required, for example whether a local collapse 

mechanism triggered the overall collapse response, then it is necessary to examine the 

deflected shapes of the structure for several successive increments, providing that the 

model is not too complex and the required detail is not obscured.

Figure 6.7 illustrates a characteristic load-displacement curve in which the 

successive increments of pressure loading have been plotted against the vertical 

displacements of the keel top flange at the mid-frame position, corresponding to the 

successful solutions at the consecutive increments of loading. This curve, which includes 

60 successful solution points, represents the overall response of the idealised bottom 

structure. As noticed, the solution proceeds with relatively large load increments in the 

initial section of the curve where the structural response does not involve severe non- 

linearity. Then, it follows a structural response which embraces softening due to large 

plastic deformations, and it advances with rather small load increments up to a certain 

level of loading. It was mentioned in the previous section that the intensity of the pressure 

loading for the first load increment was chosen to ensure a completely elastic solution. 

Hence, the solution obtained for this load increment can be used to predict the level of 

pressure which will result in the first yield in the structure, even though this could be 

determined by using the elastic analysis results obtained previously. The level of 

pressure, P^, which will give an initial plastic yield in the structure can be obtained from 

the following expression:

Pv = P i — ^  (6.13)

where Pj is the initial level of pressure for which CT̂ gq is the maximum equivalent stress, 

and (Ty is the value of yield stress. The analysis procedure with the initial level of 

pressure for the first increment converges to a solution corresponding to a level of 

pressure of 6.297x10^ N/m^ with a maximum equivalent stress value of 1.201x10^ 

N/m^. Hence, with the specified value of yield stress, 275.0 N/mm^, from the expression 

above the value of pressure for the first yield in the structure is 1.442x10^ N/m^. The
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solution obtained in the second load increment corresponds to a pressure level of 

1.455x10^ N/m^ which is the closest point to the first yield pressure level on the load- 

displacement curve. Even though fifteen sampling points have gone plastic at this value of 

the pressure, this point can be regarded as the first yield loading level on the load- 

displacement curve. The gauss sampling points at which the equivalent stress was found 

to reach the yield stress value are within the shell finite element of the mid-frame web 

located between the keel rider bar and the flange of the mid-frame at the position of 

longitudinal 1. This is a section of the structure where the frame and the keel are 

connected through a keel rider and an extension plate running from the keel to the position 

of longitudinal 1, and hence it forms an abrupt change in the structural geometry.

The load-displacement curve displayed in Fig. 6.7 represents a characteristic type of 

structural response which is generally observed in the ductile collapse behaviour of 

structures having elastic-perfectly plastic structural material. The ductile collapse 

behaviour of structures is usually characterised by a horizontal plateau, having followed a 

linear solution path and involved a softening response due to spread of plasticity, at the 

collapse load where for a small increment of load large deformations occur. In contrast, 

the load-displacement curve shown in Fig. 6.7 exhibits a gradually rising pattern up to a 

certain load level after following a softening response due to reduction in the overall 

stiffness of the structure arising from the spread of plasticity. This is considered to be due 

to membrane actions within the structure, which add significantly to the strength of the 

structure. In general, for stiffened shell structures in ship and marine structures, plastic 

collapse is significantly affected by membrane actions. Long after the structure has 

exhausted all its strength in bending, it will deform and withstand additional load as a 

membrane mainly due to the boundary membrane restraints provided by the structure 

supporting or adjacent to the stiffened plate involved in the collapse mode. The action 

within the stiffened plate considered under collapse is then one of tension around the 

centre and tangential compression at the edges. Usually, in fact, final failure occurs at 

some weak point in the detail design of the structure, e.g. connection details at the 

intersections or insufficient scantlings of the structural members, although gross plastic 

deformations may develop well before the failure(Clarkson, 1967 and 1968).
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In the present analysis the number of equilibrium iterations was 5 to 6 within each 

load increment, except for load increment 14 in which there were 17 equilibrium 

iterations. At this load increment, the number of plastic gauss sampling points within the 

structure was 3132 which corresponds to about 156 shell elements in the structure. The 

number of points unloaded was 192 which is the largest number of sampling points 

unloaded at any load increment in the analysis. Due to large plastic deformations and 

increasing number of plastic points within the idealised structure, the solution proceeds 

with rather small load increments and taking more time for each equilibrium iteration. In 

order to speed up the solution procedure without sacrificing much in accuracy, the default 

convergence tolerance of 0.001 on residual forces was increased to 0.005 from load 

increment 26 onwards.

It is noted that between pressure load levels 0.2 and 0.3 N/m^ corresponding to the 

converged solutions of load increments 3 to 7, the load-displacement curve of Fig. 6.7 

displays a softening structural response rather than following a linear solution path into 

the softening region of the curve due to reduction in the overall stiffness of the structure. 

In other words, as the load level is increased, the keel top flange at the mid-frame position 

experiences comparatively larger vertical displacements. At load increment 3, the solution 

involves an auto-restart after 5 iterations with a total of 8 equilibrium iterations. At this 

load increment the converged solution yields 154 plastic gauss sampling points within the 

idealised structure with 139 sampling points changing state. At load increments 4 and 5, 

the converged solutions give 636 and 1127 plastic sampling points with 328 and 521 

sampling points changing state respectively. The numbers of sampling points unloaded at 

the end of converged solutions for these load increments are 10 and 30 respectively. For 

load increments 6 and 7, these figures are 1436 and 1736 for the number of plastic 

sampling points, 381 and 416 for the number of sampling points changing state, and 72 

and 116 for the number of sampling points unloaded at the ends of converged solutions. 

These figures evidently indicate the spread of plasticity and the redistribution of load and 

stress within the idealised structure. Indeed, the plasticity starts within the web shell 

plating of the frames adjacent to the flange, the second frame initially, and spreads 

through the frame web shell plating, particularly in the vicinity of longitudinal 1 where the 

structural response is likely to be influenced by the angular connection between the keel
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and the frame, and by a rider bar and an extension plate connection of the keel to the 

frame. Further, the maximum equivalent plastic strain occurs in the web shell plating of 

the second frame adjacent to the flange in the vicinity of longitudinal 1. Hence, it is 

considered that large plastic deformations developed at this position of the frames, 

particularly the second frame, result in local softening of the structure at this location 

somewhat reducing the bending resistance of the frame. Accordingly, the structure 

experiences comparatively larger vertical displacements at the keel position of the second 

frame.

Figure 6.8 displays the load-vertical displacement curves for a selection of typical 

longitudinals, namely the keel(KL) and longitudinals(L) 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 9 at the mid- 

frame(MF) position. The vertical displacements in these curves correspond to the 

displacements at the intersection of the longitudinals with the shell plating. As noted in the 

figure, all curves exhibit the same characteristic structural response as the load- 

displacement curve of Fig. 6.7. For the vertical displacement at the intersection of the keel 

and the shell plating, the load-displacement curve follows exactly the same pattern as 

Fig.6.7 with a notable softening structural response between pressure load levels 0.2 and

0.3 N/m^. Since the stiffness of the structure varies from one point to another, at different 

nodal points the structural components experience different nodal displacements. In the 

figure this is particularly apparent for longitudinals 8 and 9 which experience much less 

vertical displacements than the others, though they display the same characteristic 

structural response as the other longitudinals. However, the load-displacement curves for 

longitudinals 2, 3, 4 and 6 follow each other closely along the solution path. This 

effectively suggests that the applied pressure loading is distributed across the bottom 

structure at the frame positions. The load-horizontal displacement curves for the selected 

longitudinals are shown in Fig. 6.9. As noticed, at the intersection with the shell plating 

the longitudinals undergo horizontal displacements towards the keel. The curves illustrate 

the same characteristic suiictural behaviour as observed in the load-vertical displacement 

curves. The load-horizontal displacement curves for longitudinals 2, 3, 4 and 6 follow 

each other relatively closely, whereas longitudinals 8 and 9 experience much less 

horizontal displacements. At load increment 55, the vertical and horizontal displacements
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at the intersection of bottom floor longitudinals 2, 3,4 and 6 with the shell plating at the 

mid-frame position are 46.94,47.67, 47.44 and 32.80 mm for the vertical displacements 

and -11.67, -12.30, -12.66 and -13.81 mm for the horizontal ones respectively. These 

figures clearly endorse the previously made statement

It was mentioned earlier that the load-displacement curve of Fig. 6.7 exhibits a 

gradually rising pattern of the equilibrium solution curve proceeding with rather small 

load increments up to a certain load level. This load level corresponds to the converged 

solution of load increment 55(IN55) as pointed out in the figure. Up to this level of 

loading the converged solutions occur at the increasing load increments, but the 

converged solutions obtained after this load level correspond to comparatively lower load 

levels than the one obtained for load increment 55. Within tlie arc-length incremental 

solution procedure, at the end of each equilibrium iteration the ASAS-NL finite element 

program provides the analyst with information regarding reformation of the stiffness 

matrices of finite elements in any group and updating of the structural geometry as well as 

characteristics of the current overall structural stiffness matrix and the incremental and 

total values of the convergence criterion adopted. The program also yields information on 

the direction of solution path and the current stiffness of the structural response. Since the 

spherical arc-length solution procedure with constant increment of displacement vector 

adopts a quadratic form of constraint surface on the step size, there is no distinction 

between the positive and negative path direction. The current stiffness parameter devised 

by Bergan(1980) is a very useful and simple scalar quantity to give some measure of the 

degree of non-linearity and to characterise the overall non-linear behaviour of a multi- 

degree-of-freedom system. It measures the current stiffness in the incremental-iterative 

direction in the solution space and scales it with the initial stiffness. By definition, the 

initial value of the current stiffness parameter is equal to unity. It is less than unity for 

stmctures exhibiting softening, and greater than unity for structures becoming stiffer than 

the initial structural configuration. The unstable structural behaviour is characterised by a 

value of the current stiffness parameter less than zero, and the maximum or buckling load 

corresponds to zero value of the parameter. In the present analysis the converged 

solutions obtained for the load increments beyond 55 have yielded negative current
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stiffness terms suggesting that the solution procedure has passed a limit point between 

load increments 55 and 56 on the equilibrium solution curve.

The converged solution obtained for load increment 55 has given 6351 plastic gauss 

sampling points within the idealised structure with 94 sampling points changing state and 

30 sampling points unloaded. Considering that the total number of gauss sampling points 

within the discredsed structure is 24440, at this load increment about 26 per cent of the 

gauss sampling points in the whole structure have become plastic. Further, the maximum 

equivalent plastic strain at this load increment is 0.124 which is 94.69 times larger than 

the yield strain and it occurs within the web shell plating of the second frame close to the 

flange in the vicinity of longitudinal 1. In addition, the nodal point where the maximum 

displacements have developed at this load increment is within the outer shell plating at the 

mid-span between longitudinals 5 and 6 adjacent to the second frame. The vertical and 

horizontal displacements developed at this point in the global coordinate system are 58.62 

mm and -16.85 mm towards the keel respectively. Considering that the rise of the floor is 

15 degrees, the displacement normal to the shell plating at this point is about 61.0 mm. It 

should be noted that this displacement is measured from the original configuration of the 

structure. The local displacement relative to the surrounding stiffeners at this point can be 

calculated by using the displacements of the stiffeners at either side of this point at the 

intersection with the plating. The displacements of the stiffeners in the plating at either 

side of the maximum displacement point normal to the plating are 48.725 mm and 34.706 

mm; the average of these displacements is 41.716 mm. Hence, the maximum local 

displacement developed in the structure normal to the shell plating is 19.284 mm which is 

2.75 times larger than the plate thickness(7.0 mm). With the foregoing characteristics of 

the converged solutions beyond load increment 55 and with the levels of the maximum 

equivalent plastic strain and displacements developed within the idealised structure in 

comparison with the yield strain and the plate thickness respectively at this load 

increment, it is considered that this point on the equilibrium solution curve can be 

assumed as the collapse load of the idealised structure, which corresponds to a load level 

of 3.394x10^ N/m^(49.23 Ib/in^), even though the structure may exhibit a stiffening 

response at a later stage in the analysis due to predominantly membrane effects.
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Having brought down the focus of attention of the analysis to a single point on the 

equilibrium solution curve, it is then possible to investigate the overall structural 

behaviour at this point in order to gain some insight into the nature and cause(s) of the 

structural failure, although the results of the analysis should ideally be examined for 

several successive increments. A general view of the overall behaviour of the idealised 

bottom structure at load increment 55 is displayed in Fig. 6.10. The first indication of the 

structural response is that the applied pressure loading seems to be distributed across the 

flat bottom structure and in effect reacted at the longitudinal edges of the flat bottom floor,

i.e. around the positions of longitudinals 1 and 6. It is further observed that the small 

longitudinals in the bottom floor between the longitudinal girders do not exhibit 

significant local bending response between the intersections; rather they deform somewhat 

in combination with the shell plating in bending. Hence, it is considered that the applied 

loading is transferred to the fixed end bulkheads primarily through the deep longitudinal 

girders. Thus, large shear forces should be expected in the webs of the keel and deep 

longitudinal girders adjacent to the bulkheads, and in the frame webs, particularly the 

mid-frame, adjacent to the keel between longitudinals 1 and 2, and around longitudinal 6. 

In addition, high forces should be expected in the flanges of the keel and longitudinals of 

the bottom structure adjacent to the end bulkheads of the compartment as well as in the 

flanges of the frames within the curved bilge region, suggested by the linear elastic 

response of the compartment structure(see Chapters 3 and 4), mainly due to large bending 

deformations of these members. It should be noted that no allowance has been made in 

the idealised structure for the local influence of the substantial brackets extending 8 

in.(203.2 mm) from the end bulkhead along the bottom longitudinals. The observed 

structural response effectively indicates the presence of significant membrane actions 

within the flat bottom floor of the stmcture.

The overall deflected configuration of the idealised bottom structure shown in Fig. 

6.10 illustrates marked distortions of the transverse frame webs at the longitudinal edges 

of the flat bottom floor, particularly between the limit of the keel intersection rider bar 

opposite to longitudinal 1 and longitudinal 2, and to a lesser extent around longitudinal 6. 

At the left hand comer of Fig. 6.10 an enlarged local view of the deformation of the first
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frame adjacent to the keel is displayed. It is evident that the web of the first frame 

experiences a considerable shear buckling response between longitudinals 1 and 2. The 

elastic critical shear buckling stress of the frame web between longitudinals 1 and 2 with 

300x241.3 mm dimensions and 5.6 mm thickness can be calculated from the following 

expression assuming simply supported boundary conditions(Timoshenko and Gere, 

1961, p.382):

:(l-v^)UJ
where k is a scalar factor depending on the aspect ratio of the plate as well as its boundary 

conditions, which is taken as 7.86 for the present case by interpolation for the aspect ratio 

of the frame web which is 1.24. E and v are the elasticity modulus, 210,000.0 N/mm^, 

and Poisson’s ratio, 0.3, of the structural material respectively. Further, t and b are the 

thickness and depth of the web plate. With these geometrical and material characteristics, 

the elastic critical shear buckling su*ess of the frame web is 803.5 N/mm^ which is around 

5 times larger than the shear yield stress of the structural material, 158.8 N/mm^, taken as 

the tensile yield stress value divided by V3, according to the von Mises-Henky distortion 

energy criterion. Thus, it is considered that the frame web has suffered severe shear 

deformations due to plastic instability.

The overall response of the idealised bottom structure also indicates the distortions 

of the bottom longitudinal girders adjacent to the fixed end bulkhead. Enlarged local 

views of the deformations of longitudinal girders 3 and 6 adjacent to the end bulkhead are 

illustrated in Fig. 6.10. These enlarged views suggest that adjacent to the end bulkhead 

longitudinal girders experience rather considerable distortions in about two elements 

length along the structure. It should be noted that the longitudinal girder flanges also 

undergo significant deformations adjacent to the end bulkhead. The elastic critical 

buckling stress of two elements length of a longitudinal girder flange bar with 114.3x7 

mm cross-section dimensions can be calculated from the following expression assuming

fixed boundary condition at the bulkhead end and simply supported at the

other(Timoshenko and Gere, 1961, p.53):

2.047 jĉ  E l _  . . .®cr= ^ ---  (6.15)
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where A and I are the cross-section area and moment of inertia of the flange bar section, 

and I is the length of the flange bar corresponding to two finite elements length along the 

girder, 411.48 mm. Thus, the elastic critical buckling stress of the flange bar for the 

assumed boundary conditions is 102.3 N/mm^ which is about 37.0% of the yield stress 

of the structural material. This indicates that the deformations of the longitudinal girder 

flanges are initially caused by elastic instability of the flanges, and subsequently the 

distortions of the girder webs follows. It should, however, be noted that substantial 

brackets, which have not been considered in the idealisation, extending 8 in. (203.2 mm) 

from the end bulkhead along the longitudinals will significantly increase the rigidity of the 

flange bar and reduce, possibly halve, the length of the flange bar which is used in the 

calculation of the elastic critical buckling stress. The final behaviour of the longitudinal 

girders adjacent to the end bulkhead most likely exhibits considerable deformations due to 

plastic instability associated with the web distortions of the girders. It is noticeable that the 

response of the longitudinal girder webs adjacent to the fixed end bulkhead indicates shear 

buckling of the webs in about two finite elements length along the girders. The elastic 

critical shear buckling stress of the longitudinal girder webs with two elements length, 

411.48 mm and 247.65 mm depth, and 3.12 mm thickness can be calculated from the 

expression of equation (6.14). The scalar factor k is taken as 7.06 for this case 

corresponding to an aspect ratio of 1.66. The elastic critical shear buckling stress of the 

girder web is thus 212.7 N/mm^ which is 1.34 times larger than the shear yield stress, 

suggesting that these webs experience large deformations mainly due to plastic instability. 

The brackets running along the bottom longitudinals adjacent to the end bulkhead will 

clearly influence the response of these girder webs.

The deformations of the plate panels between the stiffeners are illustrated in the 

general view of the overall behaviour of the idealised bottom structure in Fig. 6.10. 

Further, the figure includes the deformed plot of the outer shell plating at load increment 

55 overlaid on the undeflected geometrical configuration. It is noted that the outer shell 

plating experiences the largest local deformations between longitudinals 5 and 6 where the 

maximum deformation has developed within the structure for this load increment. Large 

deformations within the shell plating mainly confined to the flat bottom floor are also
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observed between longitudinals 2 and 3 up to 53.61 mm normal to the plating with 

respect to the original configuration of the structure. However, the local displacement of 

the shell plating at this point relative to the displacements of the surrounding stiffeners, 

namely longitudinals 2 and 3, is 5.66 mm which is less than the plate thickness(7.95mm). 

All the plate panels in the flat bottom floor except the ones between longitudinals 5 and 6 

exhibit local displacements between the intersections within the limit of the plate 

thickness. This is considered to be due to the distribution of the applied pressure loading 

across the fiat bottom floor, suggested by the overall behaviour of the structure. The 

deformations of the plate panels between the stiffeners display mostly inward movements 

except between the keel and longitudinal 1 partly due to the distortions of the frame webs 

in the vicinity arising from plastic instability and to some extent due to the angular 

connection between the keel and the frames. The outward deformations are also observed 

in the plate panels between longitudinals 6 and 7 mainly due to the distortions of the frame 

webs as well as bending behaviour of longitudinal 6 having an angled web connection to 

the shell plating. The plate panels beyond longitudinal 6 experience relatively small 

displacements with a notable single lobe deformation pattern between the longitudinal 

stiffeners. It should also be expressed that the response of the structure gives rise to 

significantly large transverse compressive stresses in the plating of the flat bottom floor, 

suggested by the linear elastic response of the compartment structure(see Chapters 3 and 

4). Accordingly, the deformations of the plate panels between the stiffeners of the flat 

bottom floor are possibly influenced by this in-plane component of the applied loading, 

the effect of the lateral pressure being comparatively small.

Figures 6.11 to 6.14 illustrate the structural behaviour of the selected longitudinals 

in the bottom floor of the structure for load increment 55. The deformation plots of the 

keel and longitudinal 1 overlaid on the undeformed geometrical configurations are shown 

in Fig. 6.11. The deflected plot of the keel indicates a secondary type of bending response 

between the fixed end bulkheads. Longitudinal 1 also exhibits a similar type of response 

with no noticeable local bending behaviour between the intersections. Figure 6.12 

displays the deformation plots of longitudinals 2 and 3. It is noted that longitudinal 2 

experiences very moderate local bending effects between the frames. On the other hand, 

the deflected plot of longitudinal 3 exhibits a secondary type of bending behaviour
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between the end bulkheads with notable distortion of the web plating in about two finite 

elements length along the girder adjacent to the end bulkhead. The deformation plots of 

longitudinals 4 and 5 are shown in Fig. 6.13 in which both longitudinals experience 

slightly more notable local bending effects between the frames. Figure 6.14 illustrates the 

deformation plots of longitudinals 6 and 8 . Longitudinal girder 6 exhibits a similar type 

of response to the behaviour of longitudinal 3 with marked distortion of the web plating 

adjacent to the end bulkhead, whereas longitudinal 8 displays a hardly noticeable local 

bending structural response between the intersections. The deflected configuration plots 

of the first and second frames of the structure overlaid on the original geometrical 

configurations for load increment 55 are shown in Fig. 6.15 jit is evident that the second 

frame experiences considerably larger deformations than the first firame in the flat bottom 

part of the section. The deflected plots of the frames clearly illustrate the distortions of the 

frame webs between longitudinals 1 and 2, and in the vicinity of longitudinal 6 where the 

extent of the frame web distortions is notably less mainly due to the support of the 

inclined web of longitudinal 6. The plots also indicate knuckle points on the flanges of the 

frames just after the location of longitudinal 9, suggesting buckling of the flanges. These 

knuckles arise from the boundary conditions adopted at the position of longitudinal 12 

where the boundary has been restrained to displace in the local x-axis(see Fig. 6.3) as 

well as from the support of the inclined web of longitudinal 9.

The frigate test model hull from which the compartment structure under 

consideration in the present analysis was taken, had been finally loaded to collapse under 

a uniformly distributed pressure loading applied to the bottom region of the section 

between bulkheads 6 and 14(see Fig. 2.21, noting that bulkhead 10 had been removed 

before the collapse test). After the first collapse loading, the model had been unloaded to 

survey the permanent deformations within the test stmcture, then further collapse loadings 

had been applied. In the upper half of Fig. 6.16, a general view of the structural damage 

in the test stmcture after the third collapse loading is illustrated. It is evident that there is a 

considerable resemblance between the physical collapse behaviour of the test stmcture and 

the overall behaviour of the idealised bottom stmcture for load increment 55 displayed in 

Fig. 6.10. In addition, the deflected configuration plots of the frames illustrated in Fig.
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6.15 effectively suggest the similarity between the behaviour of the physical and 

numerical models of the structure. The picture of Fig. 6.16 shows severe shear buckling 

of the transverse frame webs between longitudinals 1 and 3 as well as large deformations 

in the plate panels between the longitudinals, particularly between longitudinals 2 and 3. 

The frame web buckles had been accompanied by local cracks running from the scallops 

for the small longitudinals and shell plating welds and from the intermittent weld runs at 

the web to flange connection. Figure 6.16 also includes a picture of the final buckling of 

the longitudinals adjacent to bulkhead 6 after the fourth collapse loading. The picture 

clearly displays buckling of the longitudinal flanges, particularly longitudinal 3, opposite 

to a gap in the intermittent welding adjacent to the bracket connection to bulkhead 6. Shear 

buckling of the longitudinal girder web followed by the flange failure is also apparent In 

addition, it is possible to see the significant influence of the substantial brackets extending 

from the bulkhead along the bottom longitudinals on the structural behaviour of these 

members adjacent to the bulkhead. A fuller discussion of the extent of the structural 

damage observed in the physical model test of the structure had been reported by 

Clarkson and Wallace(1967) including the contributions from others in the field.

6.4 OVERALL STRESSES AND STRAINS WITHIN 

THE STRUCTURE

As expressed in the previous section, a suitable form of the information, apart from 

the deformed configurations of the structure, derived from the analysis results to obtain a 

visual impression of the overall structural response is the graphical display of the 

variations of stress components as well as the von Mises equivalent stresses and strains 

developed within the idealised structure through a post-processing program. The stress 

and strain fields induced within the shell plating of a structure are commonly represented 

by contour plots of the relevant stress or strain components, which typically illustrate the 

positions of high stress or strain gradients and the distributions of these quantities across 

the structure. Thus, they provide useful information on the load transfer within the 

structure and for the assessment of the structural response. It is, however, important to 

note that the results are only relevant to the analysis of a geometrically and physically
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idealised structure. Further, as indicated earlier, the non-linear structural response, i.e 

stress and strain fields as well as deformations induced within the structure, may be 

significantly influenced by the initial state of stresses caused mainly by the welding 

process within the stiffened plate structures.

In general, post-processing programs deal with the nodal point quantities which 

have been extrapolated from the element integration points and averaged at the nodal 

positions, hence they are susceptible to variations from the gaussian integration point 

quantities which are more accurate. In addition, as with linear analysis, great care must be 

taken with the interpretation of graphical representations of stress and strain distributions. 

Stresses and strains are vector quantities which possess direction as well as magnitude, 

and thus it is important when using a technique which averages stresses, for instance, that 

the stresses at the primary points, i.e. gaussian integration points, all lie in the same 

directions. Two alternative methods of displaying stress and strain results overcome this 

problem. Firstly, stress vectors can be plotted in the form of arrows where the length of 

the arrow denotes its magnitude and the head of the arrow indicates its direction. 

Secondly, a scalar representation of the stress vector may be used and contours plotted of 

equal scalar values. The most useful scalar measures of stress are the stress invariants 

which are independent of the coordinate system in which the stresses are measured. The 

von Mises equivalent stress is one such measure and particularly useful for viewing the 

results of an analysis involving material non-linearity.

Ideally, the stresses and strains developed within the idealised structure should be 

examined for several successive load increments in order to obtain an understanding of 

the change in the distributions of these fields throughout the analysis. However, since the 

main interest of the present analysis lies in the overall collapse response of the idealised 

bottom structure, this section only considers the variations of stresses and strains 

developed within the shell plating of the bottom structure and in the web plating of the 

structural components at load increment 55 which has been assumed to be the collapse 

load level. A survey of the contour plots of normal and shear stresses developed within 

the web plating of the keel and longitudinals of the flat bottom floor as well as within the
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web plating of the frames and in the outer shell plating of the bottom structure is initially 

given to have a knowledge of the contributions of the in-plane components of the stress 

field to the von Mises equivalent stresses induced within the plating of these structural 

members. The stress components under consideration correspond to the ones developed 

in the middle surface of the web plating of the selected structural members and of the 

outer shell plating. Further, the contour plots illustrate the local axes systems of these 

members just below the contour keys on the left hand side of each figure as well as their 

geometrical configurations. The variations of the von Mises equivalent stresses developed 

in the plating of these structural components are subsequently examined. In addition, the 

variations of equivalent inelastic strains induced within the plating of these components 

are also studied. In general, the plastic strains which are irrecoverable by definition and 

hence, are a measure of the total plastic deformations developed in a particular structure 

under consideration are possibly the most sensitive results in an elastic-plastic 

analysis(Hinton, 1992). Further, the gradual local softening of the structure due to plastic 

deformations influences the development of the plastic zones within the structure. Thus, it 

is considered that in a local yield zone within the structure plastic strain is a much better 

measure of strength than stress. Moreover, the maximum plastic strain is a good measure 

of a failure by fracture of a ductile material, though this requires very accurate calculation 

of local plastic strains within the structure by a rigorous elasto-plastic analysis(Moan and 

Nordsve, 1979).

The contour plots of normal stresses developed in the local x-axis direction of the 

web plating of the keel and longitudinals of the flat bottom floor are shown in Figs. 6.17 

to 6.23. It is noted that the stress distributions observed along the longitudinal girders 

indicate a secondary type of bending response between the end bulkheads, whereas for 

the light longitudinals between the girders the variations of stresses denote to a certain 

degree the effect of local bending between the intersections. Figure 6.17 displays the 

contours of normal x-stresses developed in the keel web plating. It exhibits high tensile 

stresses as large as the value of yield stress towards the mid-frame adjacent to the top 

flange side of the web and across the web at the comer between the shell plating side and 

the end bulkhead. The largest normal x-stress induced in the keel web plating occurs at 

the top flange side of the web adjacent to the end bulkhead with a magnitude of 1.57 times
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the yield stress in compressive character. Compressive stresses larger than the yield stress 

value are also noticed across the web at the comer between the shell plating side of the 

web and the mid-frame. The variations of normal x-stresses developed within the web 

plating of longitudinal 1 shown in Fig. 6.18 evidently indicate the effect of local bending 

between the intersections, more notably between the frames. Large tensile stresses occur 

between the intersections on the flange side of the longitudinal web. It is observed that 

mostly tensile stresses develop between the end bulkhead and the first frame except 

adjacent to the end bulkhead where the highest normal x-stress arises in the longitudinal 

web plating on the flange side with a magnitude of 1.35 times the yield stress in 

compressive character. Although the variations of normal x-stresses induced in the web 

plating of longitudinal 2 illustrated in Fig. 6.19 suggest the influence of the local bending 

response of the longitudinal between the intersections, they exhibit the presence of mostly 

tensile stresses almost all along the longitudinal except adjacent to the end bulkhead. 

Notably large tensile stresses are observed between the intersections adjacent to the flange 

and at the mid-frame position close to the shell plating side of the web; the highest value 

occurs between the frames on the flange side with a magnitude of 1.12 times the yield 

stress. However, the largest normal x-stress developed in the web plating of longitudinal 

2 arises on the flange side of the web adjacent to the end bulkhead with a magnitude of 

1.52 times the yield stress compressive in nature.

The distributions of normal x-stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 3 

displayed in Fig. 6.20 in effect indicate the influence of the secondary bending response, 

exhibiting large tensile stresses between the frames especially towards the flange side of 

the web adjacent to the mid-frame and very high compressive stresses between the end 

bulkhead and the first frame particularly on the flange side adjacent to the bulkhead. The 

largest tensile stress arises on the flange side of the longitudinal web adjacent to the mid

frame with a magnitude of 1.16 times the yield stress, whereas the highest compressive 

stress occurs on the flange side adjacent to the end bulkhead with a magnitude of 1.68 

times the yield stress, which is the largest normal x-stress induced in the web plating of 

the structural components examined. The variations of normal x-stresses shown in Fig. 

6.21 and 6.22 for longitudinals 4 and 5 respectively exhibit notably similar distributions
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denoting the effect of the local bending response between the intersections. It is noted that 

the figures display the variations of tensile stresses virtually all along the longitudinals 

except adjacent to the end bulkhead across the web; the largest tensile stresses occur 

between the firames on the flange side of the longitudinal webs with values of 1.15 and 

1.19 times the yield stress for longitudinals 4 and 5 respectively. On the other hand, the 

highest compressive stresses developed in the web plating of the longitudinals arise 

adjacent to the end bulkhead on the flange side of longitudinals 4 and 5 with magnitudes 

of 1.52 and 1.54 times the yield stress value respectively. The contours of normal x- 

stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 6 shown in Fig. 6.23 illustrate marked 

variations of the stresses across the web plating, particularly towards the end bulkhead 

indicating the influence of the local behaviour of the web plating discussed in the previous 

section. Largely tensile stresses are observed along the longitudinal web except adjacent 

to the end bulkhead on the flange and shell plating sides of the web and between the 

intersections on the shell plating side. It is noted that the maximum level of compressive 

stresses developed in the web plating of the longitudinal is below the yield stress value, 

whereas the induced maximum tensile stress is marginally higher than the yield stress and 

it occurs on the flange side of the web plating adjacent to the mid-frame with a magnitude 

of about 1.10 times the yield stress value.

Figures 6.24 and 6.25 illustrate the contours of normal stresses induced in the web 

plating of the frames in the local x-axis direction which is tangential to the web around the 

frames. The contour plot of normal x-stresses developed in the web plating of the first 

frame shown in Fig. 6.24 indicates notable variations of the stresses across the firame 

web. It is observed that mostly compressive stresses arise in the web plating around the 

firame except on the flange side of the frame web between longitudinals 2 and 6 in the flat 

bottom floor where the largest tensile stress, albeit smaller than the yield stress, occurs 

around the frame. Tensile stresses are also noticed on the shell plating side of the frame 

web in the curved bilge region around longitudinal 9. As noted in the figure, compressive 

stresses mainly develop in the flat bottom floor between longitudinals 2 and 6 with larger 

values arising on the shell plating side of the frame web and in the curved bilge region 

between longitudinals 7 and 12 with larger values occurring on the flange side of the
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frame web. Significant compressive stresses also arise in the frame web plating adjacent 

to the keel. The maximum compressive stress induced in the frame web plating is about

1.47 times the yield stress, arising in the curved bilge region off the centre of the web 

depth towards the shell plating side in the vicinity of longitudinal 9. It is evident that the 

normal x-stresses induced in the web plating of the second frame shown in Fig. 6.25 are 

somewhat larger than those of the first frame, though the variations of the stresses exhibit 

a considerable similarity. Although the maximum magnitude of tensile stresses developed 

in the second frame web plating is below the yield stress value, the magnitude of the 

largest compressive stress is around 1.51 times the yield stress. The contour plot of the 

normal x-stresses of the second frame web plating illustrates that largely compressive 

stresses develop within the frame web except between longitudinals 2 and 5 in the flat 

bottom floor on the flange side of the web where the highest tensile stress occurs, and 

around longitudinal 9 and adjacent to the keel on the shell plating side of the frame web. 

As observed in the figure, large compressive stresses arise in the flat bottom floor on the 

shell plating side of the frame web and in the curved bilge region on the flange side. The 

highest compressive stress develops in the curved bilge region of the frame web off the 

centre of the web depth close to the shell plating around longitudinal 9.

The contour plot of normal x-stresses induced in the outer shell plating of the 

idealised bottom structure is displayed in Fig. 6.26. It is noted that fairly large tensile 

stresses develop in the shell plating adjacent to the end bulkhead, possibly due to the 

applied fixed boundary conditions, particularly in the flat bottom floor in which 

considerably extensive deformations have been observed in the idealised structure. The 

maximum level of tensile stresses developed in the shell plating is about 1.35 times the 

yield stress arising at the keel position adjacent to the end buUdiead, whilst the highest 

magnitude of compressive stresses is very close to the yield stress value and it occurs 

adjacent to the mid-frame at the keel position. It is noted that mostly compressive stresses 

develop in the outer shell plating in the curved bilge region of the bottom structure and 

around the keel between the frames as well as adjacent to longitudinal 12 along the 

structure. Furthermore, the variations of x-stresses in the flat bottom floor part of the shell 

plating, particularly between the frames, somewhat suggest the influence of local bending
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behaviour of the plate panels between the stiffeners.

The contour plots of normal stresses developed in the local y-axis direction of the 

web plating of the keel and flat bottom floor longitudinals are illustrated in Figs. 6.27 to 

6.33. It is observed that the maximum levels of y-stresses induced in the web plating of 

these structural members are noticeably smaller than those of the normal x-stresses 

developed in the members. The contour plot of normal y-stresses developed in the web 

plating of the keel shown in Fig. 6.27 displays that mostly tensile stresses arise in the keel 

web plating except adjacent to the end bulkhead where large compressive stresses occur 

on the top flange side of the web with a maximum magnitude of 0.83 times the yield 

stress value. The contour plot of normal y-stresses developed in the web plating of 

longitudinal 1 shown in Fig. 6.28 exhibits the distribution of mostly compressive stresses 

along the longitudinal web with the largest compressive stress, though below the yield 

stress in magnitude, arising adjacent to the end bulkhead on the flange side of the web 

plating. On the other hand, exceptionally large tensile stresses develop at the frame 

positions, particularly the mid-frame, across the web depth localised towards the shell 

plating side of the web with the highest value occurring at the mid-frame position on the 

shell plating side with a magnitude of 1.28 times the yield stress, which is larger than the 

normal y-stresses induced in any other selected longitudinal web plating. It is observed 

that the distribution of normal y-stresses developed in the web plating of longitudinal 2 

displayed in Fig. 6.29 illustrates the bands of compressive and tensile stresses running 

across the depth of the longitudinal web with the highest tensile stress arising adjacent to 

the end bulkhead on the shell plating side of the web. The contour plot of normal y- 

stresses for longitudinal 2 also indicates that large compressive stresses develop across 

the web plating adjacent to the end bulkhead, the highest value occurring on the flange 

side. Large bands of compressive and tensile stresses are also observed in the contour 

plot of normal y-stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 3 shown in Fig. 6.30. 

Tensile stresses mostly occur around the positions of the frames and towards the end 

bulkhead running across the depth of the longitudinal web plating. On the other hand, 

compressive Stresses arise between the intersections and adjacent to the end bulkhead with 

the largest value occurring on the flange side of the web with a magnitude of 0.88 times 

the yield stress value.
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The contour plots of normal y-stresses developed in the web plating of longitudinals 

4 and 5 shown in Figs. 6.31 and 6.32 exhibit somewhat similar stress variations with the 

bands of tensile stresses around the frame positions and towards the end bulkhead, and of 

compressive stresses between the intersections and adjacent to the end bulkhead running 

across the webs. The highest tensile stress induced in the web plating of longitudinal 5 

arising on the shell plating side of the web at the mid-frame position is nearly as large as 

twice that of longitudinal 4 occurring at the same location. On the other hand, the levels of 

compressive stresses induced in the web plating of the longitudinals are much larger than 

those of tensile stresses. The highest values of compressive stresses occur at the same 

location, on the flange side of the web adjacent to the end bulkhead, in the webs of 

longitudinal 4 and 5 with magnitudes of 0.79 and 0.81 times the yield stress value 

respectively.

The contour plot of normal y-stresses developed in the web plating of longitudinal 6 

shown in Fig. 6.33 displays considerable stress variations particularly between the end 

bulkhead and the first frame, denoting the effect of the local response of the longitudinal 

web. The notable variations of stresses also occur between the frames adjacent to the shell 

plating side of the web. Tensile stresses arise largely between the end bulkhead and the 

first frame, notably close to the bulkhead, the highest value occurring at the comer 

between the bulkhead and the shell plating side of the web. It is observed that mostly 

compressive stresses develop within the web plating of the longitudinal with considerably 

large magnitudes occurring between the frames close to the shell plating, and adjacent to 

the end bulkhead on the flange side and nearby the shell plating side; the highest value of 

compressive stresses arises on the flange side of the web plating adjacent to the end 

bulkhead with a magnitude of 0.85 times the yield stress value.

Figures 6.34 and 6.35 illustrate the contours of normal stresses induced in the web 

plating of the frames in the local y-axis direction which is normal to the web around the 

frames. The contours of normal y-stresses in the web plating of the first frame displayed 

in Fig. 6.34 exhibit noticeable concentrations of compressive stresses at the position of
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longitudinal 1 close to the keel rider bar and frame web connection, and in the centre of 

the frame web plating at the position of longitudinal 5, and in the vicinity of longitudinal 9 

near the flange side of the frame web. The distribution of normal y-stresses also indicates 

the concentrations of tensile stresses particularly just beyond the location of longitudinal 6 

across the web plating and on the flange side of the web at a close position after 

longitudinal 9 where a knuckle has been observed in the deformed configuration of the 

frame. The largest normal stress arises just after the position of longitudinal 9 close to the 

flange side of the frame web in compressive character with a magnitude of 0.93 times the 

yield stress value. The contour plot of normal y-stresses developed in the web plating of 

the second frame shown in Fig. 6.35 clearly exhibits the concentrations of tensile and 

compressive stresses in the same locations of the frame web plating as in the first frame, 

but with a notably higher level of tensile stresses. The maximum value of compressive 

stresses, on the other hand, is smaller than the one induced in the first frame web plating 

by about 9.2%. The maximum value of tensile stresses, 0.86 times the yield stress value, 

occurs just after the location of longitudinal 6 close to the shell plating side of the frame 

web, whereas the highest induced compressive stress in the frame web arises in the 

vicinity of longitudinal 9 on the flange side of the web in the same magnitude as the 

maximum tensile stress.

The contour plot of normal y-stresses developed in the outer shell plating of the 

idealised bottom structure in the transverse direction is illustrated in Fig. 6.36. It is 

observed that widely compressive stresses develop in the shell plating except notably 

adjacent to the end bulkhead across the structure and around the frames between 

longitudinals 9 and 10 arising from the bending behaviour of the curved frames in the 

bilge. Tensile stresses also occur adjacent to the mid-frame between the keel and 

longitudinal 1. The distribution of normal stresses indicates that fairly large compressive 

stresses develop in the bottom floor section of the shell plating around the frames from the 

position of longitudinal 1 to longitudinal 7 mainly due to the flexural behaviour of the 

frames as well as associated with the geometrical configuration of the structure. It is 

observed that compressive stresses as large as the yield stress value arise around the 

frames between longitudinals 1 and 2, and between longitudinals 5 and 7. The largest
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compressive stress occurs between longitudinals 6 and 7 at the position of the mid-frame 

with a magnitude of 1.24 times the yield stress value. Notably large compressive stresses 

also develop in the vicinity of longitudinal 12 between the frames.

Figures 6.37 to 6.43 display the contour plots of shear stresses induced within the 

web plating of the keel and longitudinals of the bottom floor. Shear stresses causing a 

hogging behaviour of a web plate segment with reference to the segment side parallel to 

the local y-axis is regarded as positive. Thus, it is noted that mostly negative shear 

stresses arise in the web plating of the keel shown in Fig. 6.37 with respect to the local 

axis system. It is evident that a large portion of shear stresses is carried between the end 

bulkhead and the first frame, where the highest shear stress value arises in the keel web 

plating with a magnitude of 1.06 times the shear yield stress which is 158.8 N/mm^ based 

on the distortion energy criterion. The distribution of shear stresses induced in the web 

plating of longitudinal 1 shown in Fig. 6.38 exhibits bands of shear stresses running 

across the web depth. It is noted that considerably large shear stresses develop in the 

vicinity of the local support points, i.e. the bulkhead and the frame positions, somewhat 

indicating the local behaviour of the longitudinal between the intersections. Notably high 

positive shear stresses arise adjacent to the end bulkhead, the largest value occurring at the 

comer between the bulkhead and the shell plating side of the longitudinal web with a 

magnitude of 1.03 times the shear yield stress. On the other hand, significant negative 

shear stresses develop in the vicinity of the mid-fi’ame, the highest value arising on the 

shell plating side of the web with a magnitude of 0.93 times the shear yield stress. It is 

observed that the variations of shear stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 2 

shown in Fig. 6.39 exhibit a notable resemblance to those induced in the web of 

longitudinal 1 with bands of large shear stresses occurring around the local support points 

across the longitudinal web. Large positive shear stresses develop adjacent to the end 

bulkhead, the highest value arising at the comer between the bulkhead and the shell 

plating side of the web with a magnitude of 1.11 times the shear yield stress. In the same 

manner to the variations of shear stresses as in the web plating of longitudinal 1, notably 

high negative shear stresses develop adjacent to the mid-frame, though their maximum 

value is less than the shear yield stress.
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Figure 6.40 shows the contours of shear stresses induced in the web plating of 

longitudinal 3. It suggests that a large portion of shear stresses is carried between the end 

bulkhead and the first firame. The highest positive shear stress value occurs adjacent to the 

bulkhead with a magnitude of 1.09 times the shear yield stress. On the other hand, 

negative shear stresses mostly develop around the mid-frame, the largest value arising 

adjacent to the mid-firame on the shell plating side of the web in a much smaller magnitude 

than the shear yield stress value. The variations of shear stress contours induced in the 

web plating of longitudinals 4 and 5 displayed in Figs. 6.41 and 6.42 exhibit evident 

similarities with bands of large shear stresses arising around the local support positions 

running across the longitudinal webs. It is noted that very high positive shear stresses 

develop adjacent to the end bulkhead in the webs of both longitudinals, the largest values 

occurring at the comer between the bulkhead and the shell plating side of the longitudinal 

webs with magnitudes of 1.12 and 1.14 times the shear yield stress value for 

longitudinals 4 and 5 respectively. On the other hand, significant negative shear stresses 

largely develop in the vicinity of the mid-frame. It is observed that the maximum level of 

negative shear stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 5 is considerably larger 

than the one developed in the web plating of longitudinal 4. The largest negative shear 

stress arising in the web plating of longitudinal 5 occurs adjacent to the mid-frame on the 

flange side of the web with a magnitude of 1.16 times the shear yield stress value. The 

contour plot of shear stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 6 shown in Fig. 

6.43 indicates that mainly positive shear stresses develop in the longitudinal web except 

adjacent to the mid-frame towards the flange side of the web where fairly small values of 

negative shear stresses are observed. It is evident that a large portion of shear stresses is 

carried in the vicinity of the end bulkhead, the highest value occurring between the end 

bulkhead and the first frame on the flange side of the web with a magnitude of 1.21 times 

the shear yield stress, which is the largest shear stress developed in any longitudinal web 

examined.

The variations of shear stress contours induced in the web plating of the frames are 

illustrated in Figs. 6.44 and 6.45. The figures indicate that the maximum levels of shear 

stresses are higher than the value of shear yield stress. They exhibit very similar
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distributions of shear stresses in the web plating of the frames with more extensive 

variations of shear stresses in the second frame. The contour plot of shear stresses 

developed in the web plating of the first frame shown in Fig. 6.44 denotes large values of 

negative shear stresses arising between the keel and longitudinal 3; notably significant 

values of shear stresses occur between longitudinals 1 and 2 where the largest negative 

shear stress develops with a magnitude of 1.05 times the shear yield stress value. Very 

high negative shear stresses are also observed in the curved bilge region from the mid

span between longitudinals 10 and 11 to longitudinal 12. On the other hand, large positive 

shear stresses develop mainly between longitudinals 5 and 9 with the highest magnitude 

occurring in the vicinity of longitudinal 6 on the flange side of the frame web with a value 

of 1.12 times the shear yield stress. The contour plot of shear stresses induced in the web 

plating of the second frame displayed in Fig. 6.45 indicates markedly similar variations of 

positive and negative shear stresses at the same locations as in the web plating of the first 

frame, but with slightly more extensive distributions of shear stresses in the second frame 

web. The largest negative shear stress developed in the second frame web occurs between 

longitudinals 1 and 2 with a magnitude of 1.06 times the shear yield stress, whereas the 

highest positive shear stress arises in the vicinity of longitudinal 6 on the flange side of 

the frame web with a value of 1.09 times the shear yield stress. Figure 6.46 displays the 

contours of shear stresses induced in the outer shell plating of the idealised bottom 

structure. It indicates that widely varying positive shear stresses develop in the flat bottom 

region virtually between the keel and longitudinal 4 along the structure; the largest positive 

shear stress arises between longitudinals 1 and 2 adjacent to the end bulkhead with a value 

of 0.76 times the shear yield stress. Positive shear stresses are also observed between 

longitudinals 4 and 6 nearby the first frame and adjacent to longitudinal 12 along the 

structure. On the other hand, in the rest of the shell plating largely negative shear stresses 

arise almost all along the structure with notable magnitudes occurring between the end 

bulkhead and the first frame where the highest negative shear stress develops with a value 

of 1.07 times the shear yield stress.

Having examined the variations of normal x and y-stresses and shear stresses 

induced m the web plating of the selected structural members and in the outer shell plating
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of the idealised bottom structure, it is possible to identify the dominant in-plane 

components of the stress field developed in these structural members in contribution to the 

von Mises equivalent stresses for comparison with the uniaxial yield stress value. It 

should be noted that the largest values of stress components may appear in different 

locations within the shell plating of the stmctural members. Hence, only a general view of 

the contribution of these components to the von Mises equivalent stresses is given. The 

contour plots of stresses induced in the web plating of the keel indicate the presence of 

large normal x-stresses around the extreme ends across the web and shear stresses 

between the end bulkhead and the first fi*ame as well as the existence of significant y- 

stresses adjacent to the bulkhead concentrated on the flange side. Thus, it is considered 

that the x-stresses and shear stresses are the primary components of the stress field 

induced in the keel web plating. However, it should be expressed that adjacent to the end 

bulkhead on the flange side of the keel web, the contributions from the normal x and y- 

stresses are predominant over the shear stresses. The contour plots of stresses developed 

in the web plating of longitudinals 1 and 2 also suggest that the main contributions to the 

von Mises equivalent stresses come largely from the x-stresses and shear stresses, and to 

a lesser degree from the y-stresses except adjacent to the end bulkhead. With the 

occurrence of large x-stresses and shear stresses in notably broad areas induced in the 

web plating of longitudinal 3, it is evident that these stress components provide the 

primary contributions to the equivalent stresses, with the exception of large y-stresses 

arising adjacent to the bulkhead on the flange side of the longitudinal web. The observed 

stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinals 4, 5 and 6 also support this 

conclusion to a great extent On the other hand, the contour plots of stresses developed in 

the web plating of the frames exhibit marked concentrations of stresses in the vicinity of 

the keel and frame web connection, and around longitudinals 6 and 9 in the frame webs. 

It is thus considered that all three components of the stress field contribute to the 

equivalent stresses in considerable degrees. The stresses induced in the outer shell plating 

of the idealised bottom structure also appear in concentrations adjacent to the bulkhead, 

and around the frames particularly in the flat bottom floor, and shear stresses distributed 

in large areas between the bulkhead and the first frame. Hence, the contribution to the 

equivalent stresses come in equal extents from all three components of the stress field.
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Figures 6.47 to 6.53 display the contour plots of the von Mises equivalent stresses 

induced in the web plating of the keel and longitudinals of the flat bottom floor. They 

indicate that the largest equivalent stress develops in the web plating of longitudinal 3 with 

a magnitude of 1.48 times the yield stress value. The contour plot of equivalent stresses 

induced in the web plating of the keel shown in Fig. 6.47 illustrates the variations of large 

equivalent stresses, beyond the value of yield stress, between the end bulkhead and the 

first frame. The highest value of equivalent stresses occurs at the comer between the 

bulkhead and the flange side of the keel web with a magnitude of 1.37 times the yield 

stress value. The variations of equivalent stress contours developed in the web plating of 

longitudinal 1 illustrated in Fig. 6.48 denote the presence of moderate levels of equivalent 

stresses along the longitudinal except adjacent to the bulkhead across the web and nearby 

the mid-frame on the shell plating side of the web where the highest equivalent stress 

occurs with a magnitude of 1.37 times the yield stress. The contour plot of equivalent 

stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinal 2 shown in Fig. 6.49 indicates that 

large equivalent stresses arise adjacent to the end bulkhead across the web and between 

the intersections. It exhibits the concentrations of large equivalent stresses at the centre of 

the web plating between the frames and adjacent to the mid-frame on the shell plating side 

of the web. However, the highest value of equivalent stresses occurs adjacent to the end 

bulkhead on the flange side of the longitudinal web with a magnitude of 1.32 times the 

yield stress. The contours of equivalent stresses developed in the web plating of 

longitudinal 3 displayed in Fig. 6.50 indicate the variations of large equivalent stresses in 

wide areas of the longitudinal web plating with concentrations in the vicinity of the mid

frame towards the shell plating side of the web and adjacent to the end bulkhead on the 

flange side where the largest value occurs.

The contour plots of equivalent stresses induced in the web plating of longitudinals 

4 and 5 shown in Figs. 6.51 and 6.52 reveal notably similar variations of equivalent 

stresses with large values arising adjacent to the bulkhead and the mid-frame as well as 

between the frames with concentrations towards the web centre. The highest values of 

equivalent stresses occur adjacent to the bulkhead on the flange side of the longitudinal 

webs with magnitudes of 1.32 and 1.34 times the yield stress value for longitudinals 4
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and 5 respectively. Figure 6.53 illustrating the contours of equivalent stresses developed 

in the web plating of longitudinal 6 indicates marked variations of large equivalent 

stresses adjacent to the bulkhead and the mid-frame as well as along the longitudinal on 

the shell plating side of the web. It shows the concentrations of high equivalent stresses 

beyond the yield stress value on the flange and shell plating sides of the web as well as 

across the web, particularly nearby the end bulkhead suggesting the influence of local 

behaviour of the longitudinal girder. Concentrations of notably high equivalent stresses 

are also observed on the shell plating side of the web along the longitudinal and adjacent 

to the mid-frame. The largest value of equivalent stresses arises between the end bulkhead 

and the first frame on the flange side of the web with a magnitude of 1.21 times the yield 

stress.

Figures 6.54 and 6.55 show the contour plots of equivalent stresses induced in the 

web plating of the frames. The contours of equivalent stresses developed in the web 

plating of the first frame illustrated in Fig. 6.54 denote that equivalent stresses larger than 

the yield stress value arise between longitudinals 1 and 2 and between longitudinals 5 and 

7 across the frame web as well as just after the position of longitudinal 9 where a knuckle 

has been observed in the deflected configuration of the frame. High equivalent stresses 

are also observed on the flange side of the frame web around the frame from longitudinal

9 to 12. The largest value of equivalent stresses is about 1.37 times the yield stress 

occurring in the vicinity of longitudinal 9 on the flange side of the frame web. The 

contours of equivalent stresses induced in the web plating of the second frame shown in 

Fig. 6.55 indicate significantly similar distributions of equivalent stresses to those of the 

first frame, but with notably more extensive variations within the second frame web 

plating. It is noted that large equivalent stresses develop between a point nearby the keel 

and longitudinal 2 as well as between longitudinal 5 and a point close to longitudinal 7 

across the frame web. Notably high equivalent stresses are also noticed around 

longitudinal 9 across the frame web extending from longitudinal 8 around the frame on 

the flange side of the web to longitudinal 12 across the web. The highest value of 

equivalent stresses is about 1.38 times the yield stress arising between longitudinals 9 and

10 adjacent to the shell plating side of the frame web.
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The contour plot of equivalent stresses induced in the outer shell plating of the 

idealised bottom structure is shown in Fig. 6.56. It is evident that large equivalent 

stresses beyond the value of yield stress arise adjacent to the end bulkhead across the 

bottom structure up to the position of longitudinal 8 possibly due to the fixed end 

boundary conditions adopted at this end. Noticeably high equivalent stresses are also 

noted around the frames between longitudinals 1 and 7 in the bottom floor, arising mainly 

from the bending behaviour of the transverse frames and associated with the configuration 

of the bottom structure. Further, concentrated large equivalent stresses develop around the 

keel adjacent to the mid-frame. The presence of notably larger interframe equivalent 

stresses between the longitudinals in comparison with those developed along the 

longitudinals in the sheU plating suggests the influence of local bending behaviour of the 

plate panels between the stiffeners. The highest equivalent stress is about 1.27 times the 

yield stress and it occurs adjacent to the end bulkhead between longitudinals 2 and 3.

The contour plots of equivalent inelastic strains induced in the web plating of the 

keel and longitudinals of the bottom floor are displayed in Figs. 6.57 to 6.63. It should be 

noted that inelastic strains in general indicate the extent of plastic deformations within the 

structure, and hence they provide good guidance for the local strength of the structure. 

The contours of equivalent inelastic strains developed in the web plating of the keel are 

shown in Fig. 6.57. It is evident that the inelastic strains are largely confined to the region 

between the end bulkhead and the first frame. The inelastic strain contours exhibit the 

concentrations of large plastic strains around the centre of the keel web close to the end 

bulkhead where significant plastic strains also arise on the flange and shell plating sides of 

the web. The highest value of plastic strains occurs around the centre of the keel web one 

finite element length away from the bulkhead with a magnitude of 2.91 times the yield 

strain value. As noticed in Fig. 6.58, the equivalent inelastic strains developed in the web 

plating of longitudinal 1 arise largely adjacent to the end bulkhead, the highest value 

occurring on the flange side of the longitudinal web with a magnitude of 4.48 times the 

yield strain. Similarly, the contours of equivalent inelastic strains induced within the web 

plating of longitudinal 2 shown in Fig. 6.59 indicate that plastic strains are mostly
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confined to a region close to the end bulkhead with an exception of notable plastic strains 

occurring between the frames particularly on the flange side of the web. The largest 

plastic strain arises adjacent to the end bulkhead on the flange side of the web with a 

magnitude of 16.75 times the yield strain value.

Figure 6.60 illustrates the contours of equivalent inelastic strains induced in the web 

plating of longitudinal 3. It is noticed that large plastic strains mainly develop adjacent to 

the end bulkhead, concentrated towards the shell plating side of the longitudinal web one 

finite element away from the bulkhead, though notable plastic strains are observed all 

along the longitudinal web. The largest equivalent plastic strain arises adjacent to the end 

bulkhead towards the shell plating side of the web with a magnitude of 38.74 times the 

yield strain value. As observed in Figs. 6.61 and 6.62, the contours of equivalent 

inelastic strains developed in the web plating of longitudinals 4 and 5 exhibit similar 

variations of plastic strains with notably larger values occurring adjacent to the end 

bulkhead concentrated on the flange side of the longitudinal webs. High values of plastic 

strains as large as 2 to 5 times the yield strain are also noticed along the longitudinal 

webs, particularly between the frames on the flange side of the webs. The largest values 

of equivalent inelastic strains in the web plating of longitudinals 4 and 5 arise adjacent to 

the end bulkhead on the flange side of the webs with magnitudes of 16.58 and 15.94 

times the yield strain value respectively. The contour plot of equivalent inelastic strains 

developed in the web plating of longitudinal 6 shown in Fig. 6.63 indicates that 

significantly high plastic strains occur adjacent to the end bulkhead, concentrated on the 

shell plating side of the web and around the centre of the web depth one finite element 

length away from the bulkhead. In addition, high plastic strains up to 6.11 times the yield 

strain develop along the longitudinal web. The largest inelastic strain arises adjacent to the 

end bulkhead towards the shell plating side of the longitudinal web with a magnitude of 

41.04 times the yield strain value.

The contour plots of equivalent inelastic strains induced in the web plating of the 

fiâmes illustrated in Figs. 6.64 and 6.65 exhibit markedly similar distributions of inelastic 

strains with notably more extensive variations of plastic strains occurring within the
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second frame web plating. The inelastic strain contours of the first frame web plating 

illustrated in Fig. 6.64 indicate a concentration of large inelastic strains between 

longitudinals 1 and 2 across the frame web. Significant values of equivalent strains up to 

20 times the yield strain value are also observed around longitudinals 6 and 9 as well as in 

the vicinity of longitudinal 12. The highest value of plastic strains, however, arises on the 

flange side of the frame web one finite element length away from the connection between 

the keel rider bar and the frame web with a magnitude of 86.52 times the yield strain 

value. The contours of equivalent inelastic strains developed in the second frame web 

plating shown in Fig. 6.65 exhibit a concentration of large plastic strains in the same 

location as in the first frame web. They also indicate high plastic strains up to 25 times the 

yield strain value spreading around longitudinal 6 as well as from the vicinity of 

longitudinal 9 extending around the frame to longitudinal 12. The largest value of plastic 

strains in the web plating of the second frame occurs at the same position as in the first 

frame web with a magnitude of 109.73 times the yield strain value. Figure 6.66 displays 

the contour plot of equivalent inelastic strains developed in the outer shell plating of the 

idealised bottom structure. Concentrations of large inelastic strains are noticed in the outer 

shell plating around the frame positions between longitudinals 5 and 7. It is observed that 

significant values of plastic strains up to 3 times the yield strain value develop in the outer 

shell plating widely arising in the bottom floor as well as nearby longitudinal 12 between 

the frames along the structure. The highest value of plastic strains, however, occurs 

adjacent to the mid-frame position between longitudinals 5 and 6 with a magnitude of 

11.60 times the yield strain value.

6.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

An account of non-linear elasto-plastic behaviour of the bottom structure of the 

frigate model hull compartment between the keel and longitudinal 12 under hydrostatic 

pressure loading has been presented. The non-linear analysis of the bottom structure up to 

the state of collapse was performed by employing an incremental-iterative solution 

procedure within the finite element method of analysis considering the combined effect of 

geometrical and material non-linearities. The overall structural behaviour of the idealised 

bottom structure at the assumed collapse load level on the load-displacement curve has
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been discussed. Further, the normal and shear stresses as well as the equivalent von 

Mises stresses and equivalent inelastic strains induced in the web plating of the selected 

structural members and in the outer shell plating of the idealised bottom structure at this 

level of loading have been examined.

Having digested the results of the analysis, possible modifications to the 

components of the computational model that are not satisfactory may be contemplated in 

the light of the analysis results. In general, this is the usual way that in the design of a 

structure or a structural component the computational model is modified on the basis of 

the results from the analysis of the previous model until a satisfactory model is obtained 

so that the performance of the design can be properly assessed. A possible modification to 

the computational model, for example, may be to repeat the analysis with a finer mesh if 

the finite element discretisation employed in the original analysis has been considered to 

be too coarse to capture the effects of geometrical and/or material non-linear conditions. In 

addition, it may be decided to include some of the geometrical details of the structure, 

which are believed to somewhat influence the collapse behaviour of the structure, in the 

idealised model. Alternatively, the features of the solution procedure employed in the 

original analysis may be modified to obtain a more accurate and cost-effective solution. It 

should mainly be emphasised that it is quite normal to rerun a non-linear problem several 

times before becoming satisfied with the results.

In the present analysis the computational model employed appears to be satisfactory 

for the simulation of the overall collapse response of the bottom structure. The results 

indicate that the collapse behaviour of the idealised structure involves marked local 

distortions of the webs of the frames in the vicinity of the keel and the webs of the 

longitudinal girders in the bottom floor adjacent to the fixed end bulkhead. The deformed 

configuration plots of these structural components suggest that the finite element 

discretisation used for the web plating of these members is essentially sufficient. 

Nevertheless, it is considered that one more subdivision across the web plating of these 

structural components would be more satisfactory to determine the local response and the 

influence of local distortions of these members. Furthermore, these local web distortions
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occur in the vicinity of the intersections of the structural components as well as around the 

locations of the intermittent welding used for the connection of the longitudinal girder and 

frame flanges to their webs in the real test structure. In addition, there exist T bar struts to 

act as brackets with an 8 in.(203.2 mm) leg length at the bulkhead connections of the 

bottom floor longitudinals. Thus, it is clear that these structural features will influence the 

local behaviour of the structural members as well as the overall behaviour of the structure 

to some extent However, as mentioned before, the inclusion of these details within the 

idealised structural model depends on the time, manpower and computational resources 

available. Besides, the strength of these local details can be analysed more effectively 

within a local analysis involving a fine mesh idealisation following a linear elastic global 

analysis. It has been established that the assumed boundary conditions are satisfactory to 

simulate the effect of the rest of the structure on the behaviour of the idealised bottom 

structure under consideration.

The features of the solution procedure adopted in the present analysis seem to be 

sufficient from an accuracy point of view. However, in order to obtain a more cost- 

effective solution without sacrificing much in accuracy, the modified Newton-Raphson 

iteration method may be applied for the solution of non-linear finite element equations 

within each load increment in combination with an acceleration technique. It is considered 

that the tolerance limit used in the analysis for the termination of the iteration process at 

each load increment is satisfactory. On the other hand, during the calculation of the stress 

increment vector within each iterative solution cycle the vector of strain increments may be 

evaluated by employing a subincremental procedure, in which the strain increment at an 

integration point is divided into subincrements, in order to increase the accuracy 

particularly at the points where gross plastic deformations occur. It may also be decided to 

change the desired number of iterations employed in the original analysis within each load 

increment to increase the efficiency of the solution procedure.

It is extremely important to note that the results of the analysis are only applicable to 

the geometrically and physically idealised model of the bottom structure. Hence, the 

geometrical features of the real test structure and some important considerations and
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conclusions emerging from the collapse test of the frigate model hull structure(extracted 

from the paper by Clarkson and Wallace, 1967) are now given for the sake of 

completeness and clarity. The design and construction of the real test hull structure had 

been broadly based on frigate practice and methods of construction followed in shipyards 

at the time of the test The compartments of the test hull model had been uniformly framed 

by fabricated T section bars. The keel and longitudinal girders had also been fabricated. 

Between the longitudinal girders, the test hull model had had two small longitudinals cut 

from Admiralty rolled T section bars. T section bar struts had been introduced at the 

intersections of the bottom floor longitudinals with the vertical bulkhead stiffeners to form 

brackets. For the small longitudinals, a keyhole had been cut in the web plating of the 

frames, and the web and flange of the piercing small longitudinals had been welded 

directly to the web plating of the frames(see Fig. 2.22). The transverse frames had been 

made continuous and the webs of longitudinal girders intercostal with them, but the 

longitudinal girder webs were continuous through the bulkheads. The flanges of 

longitudinal girders and small longitudinals were continuous throughout the model. Most 

of the welding was continuous, but the welds of the longitudinal girder and transverse 

frame flanges to their webs and the small longitudinals to the shell plating were 

intermittent with approximately 3 in.(76.2 mm) long runs separated by 3 in. gaps.

The frigate test model structure had been loaded to collapse under a uniformly 

distributed pressure loading applied to the bottom region of the cross-section between 

bulkheads 6 and 14. The collapse behaviour of the physical test structure observed in the 

experimental investigation had exhibited severe damage of the structure mainly confined 

to the starboard side after the third collapse loading. The most marked damage observed 

in the structure had taken the form of plastic shear distortion of the transverse frame webs 

adjacent to the keel between longitudinals 1 and 3, accompanied by local cracks running 

from the scallops for the small longitudinals and shell plating welds and from the 

intermittent weld runs at the web to flange connection. In addition, the local buckling of 

longitudinal girder flanges in way of gaps in the intermittent welding and subsequent 

shear buckling of the girder webs adjacent to the bulkheads had occurred in the bottom 

floor mainly due to the plastic instability. A further position of plastic buckling of the 

flanges had arisen in the transverse frames in way of a gap in the intermittent welding
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between longitudinals 12 and 13 where there was a reduction in flange size. Apart from 

these main failures due to plastic instability, a number of more minor fracture had taken 

place at the butt welds of small longitudinals and in the flanges of longitudinal girders at 

the mid-frame position. The collapse behaviour of the test hull structure had also included 

large dishing of the plate panels between the stiffeners, particularly in the panels between 

the keel and longitudinal 3.

From the survey of the damage observed in the test hull structure, it had been 

concluded that the collapse of the structure was influenced by a number of shortcomings 

in the detailed design of the structure such as insufficiently stocky webs of the transverse 

frames and intermittent welding of the webs to the flanges of the fabricated stiffeners. The 

final collapse behaviour had thus taken a form associated with a number of local failures 

of the webs and flanges of the structural members. Hence, it had been stated that the 

slender webs of the transverse frames and intermittent welding of the webs to the flanges 

of the fabricated stiffeners in regions of high bending and shear loading had formed the 

primary cause of the structural failure, which unquestionably lowered the collapse load. 

The local plastic buckling of the longitudinal girder flanges occurred in the bottom floor 

adjacent to the bulkheads, in way of intermittent welds, had also been considered as a 

primary failure since this was the earliest observed failure. On the other hand, the local 

cracks running from the scallop holes for the small longitudinals in the frame webs at the 

intersections arising mainly from high stress concentrations and the fractures occurred at 

the butt welds of small longitudinals and at the flanges of longitudinal girders at the mid- 

frame position had been deemed as secondary failures because these were a consequence 

of the general large plastic distortions accompanying collapse.

As mentioned earlier, at the intersections of the small longitudinals with the tirâmes, 

the small longitudinals passed through the web plating of the frames with a ‘key-hole* 

connection such that the flanges and webs of small longitudinals were directly welded to 

the frame web plating. In general, the ultimate strength of an orthogonally stiffened plate 

structure is critically dependent on the strength of the structural connections when the 

lateral component of loading predominates, since the maximum shear forces and bending
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moments in grillage members usually occur with lateral loads at the joints between the 

structural members. It follows that the shear and bending strengths of the main 

members(i.e. deep transverses) at these positions is all important It is normally assumed 

that reactions in the form of shear forces are transferred between the webs of intersecting 

members without any relative movement occurring. In practice, a deficiency in the 

stiffness of the joint could cause increased bending moments in the adjoining members 

compared with those theoretically calculated. Further, a reduction in the strength of the 

main member due to the cut-out holes would have obvious adverse effects on the overall 

strength. In addition, a deficiency in the joint strength can give rise to important adverse 

secondary effects such as contributing to local buckling and tearing of the frame webs 

caused by the concentrated lateral loading from the longitudinals. Softness at the 

connections may additionally lead to increased plate panel deflections rendering the plate 

less effective as a flange to the stiffeners. Apart from the important structural requirements 

of adequate strength and stiffness for this type of connection, stress concentrations in way 

of the joint should be kept to a minimum to reduce the likelihood of failure under large 

lateral loads as well as cyclic or explosive loads. It has been established that the type of 

connection, a keyhole cut-out with one-lug and a direct weld between the piercing 

member flange and main member, employed in the real test structure for the small 

longitudinals at the frame intersections has in general insufficient lateral load transfer 

strength because of the small shear carrying area and it is undesirable for important 

heavily loaded structures(Faulkner, 1964). Thus, the failure of the frame webs in the 

physical test structure had been caused by the deficiencies in the connection as well as 

high stress concentrations at the scallop holes. Unquestionably, it had also been 

influenced by the intermittent welding between the frame web and flange. A discussion of 

alternative designs for grillage connections and design guidelines are given by 

Faulkner(1964).

In accordance with the stated objectives of the present analysis and the resources 

available, the idealised model of the bottom structure has not included the structural details 

such as brackets at the bulkhead connections of the longitudinals, details of intersections 

between the frames and small longitudinals, and intermittent welding of the flanges to the
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webs of the fabricated stiffeners. Further, it is assumed that in the finite element 

idealisation of the bottom structure, the connection along any nodal line between the 

structural components is rigid within the approximation of the finite elements and 

discretisation employed. Although the idealisation of the bottom structure has excluded 

the foregoing structural details, the collapse behaviour of the idealised structure has 

indicated marked distortions of the web plating of the transverse frames and longitudinal 

girders distinguishably similar to those observed in the collapse behaviour of the physical 

test structure. In addition, the overall collapse behaviour of the idealised and physical test 

structure have exhibited a considerable resemblance with a ductile nature involving 

membrane actions in the flat bottom floor as suggested by the comparisons between Figs. 

6.10 and 6.16. As in the same manner to the response of the physical test structure, the 

collapse behaviour of the idealised bottom structure has also indicated notable 

deformations of the longitudinal girder flanges adjacent to the end bulkhead and the 

flanges of the frames in the curved bilge region primarily due to high compressive 

stresses. Furthermore, as expressed previously, these local distortions mostly have 

occurred at the positions of the structural details as seen by the collapse behaviour of the 

test structure.

It should be evident that the local response of the longitudinal girders adjacent to the 

end bulkhead will possibly be influenced to some extent by the presence of the brackets 

which will provide a stabilising effect to the longitudinal girder flanges. On the other 

hand, the marked distortions of the longitudinal girder webs, particularly on the flange 

side more notably one finite element length away from the bulkhead in way of a gap in the 

intermittent welding between the flange and web in the real structure, and development of 

large stresses and inelastic strains on the flange side and across the girder webs 

respectively adjacent to the end bulkhead suggest that the presence of a gap between the 

flange and web will possibly result in parting of the flange and web as a result of the 

buckling of the girder flanges as supported by the local elastic strength calculations. With 

the growth of large plastic deformations accompanying collapse, the cracks wül likely 

develop at the ends of the intermittent welding gap due to high stress concentrations, 

which will effectively render the web useless to carry any further load. These cracks will
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in turn result in extensive parting of the flange and web as an extension of the early 

shearing of the intermittent fillets, lowering the shear buckling strength of the webs.

All these considerations are in fact more applicable to the local structural response of 

the frames since they undergo more severe distortions notably in the vicinity of the keel. 

In addition, significantly large stresses and extremely high inelastic strains in comparison 

with the yield strain developed indicate that large stress concentrations will probably occur 

at the scallop holes for the small longitudinals. Further, the largest inelastic strains arise 

on the flange side of the frame webs, suggesting that in the presence of an intermittent 

welding gap, parting of the frame flange and web likely takes place and high stress 

concentrations will arise at the ends of the gap. Thus, it can be stated that the influence of 

all these structural details is to precipitate premature collapse of the bottom structure. As in 

the collapse behaviour of the physical test structure, the local distortions developed in the 

idealised bottom structure are in general caused by plastic instability as supported by the 

elastic buckling strength calculations. Accordingly, it can be inferred from the results of 

the present analysis that the thin shear webs of the transverse frames have constituted a 

serious weakness and threat to the integrity of the frame section, forming the primary 

cause of failure. Moreover, the variations of the von Mises equivalent stresses induced in 

the web plating of the frames suggest a mode of collapse mechanism with plastic hinges 

occurring near the keel between longitudinals 1 and 2 and at the positions of longitudinal 

girders. It should be noted that the possible occurrence of tension field actions along the 

fold of the frame web distortion causes the frame web to carry a much further applied 

loading in the post-buckling range in association with a load shedding.

Even though the idealisation of the bottom structure has included the absence of 

important structural details in the real test structure, the non-linear analysis of the structure 

has provided several significant aspects of the overall collapse behaviour of the idealised 

structure.

The maximum pressure that resulted in the collapse of the idealised bottom structure was 

assumed to be 3.394x10^ N/m^(49.23 Ib/in^) on the load-displacement curve 

corresponding to load increment 55 on the basis that at this load increment about 26 per
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cent of the total gauss sampling points in the idealised structure became plastic and the 

maximum equivalent plastic strain induced in the structure was about 95 times the yield 

strain value. In addition, the maximum displacement developed in the plating were about 

2.75 times the corresponding plate thickness. Further, the collapse response of the 

structure was such that the subsequent converged solutions after load increment 55 were 

achieved at successively lower pressure load levels with negative current stiffness terms.

The first plastic deformation in the idealised structure occurred at a pressure level of 

1.442x10^ N/m^(20.91 Ib/in^) within the shell finite element of the mid-frame web 

plating located between the keel rider bar and the frame flange, hence at a position of 

geometrical discontinuity.

The load-displacement curves of the specific nodal points indicated a ductile collapse 

response of the idealised structure with significant membrane actions. In addition, the 

load-displacement curve for the displacements of the keel at the mid-frame position 

exhibited a premature softening of the structure mainly due to local plastic deformations in 

the web plating of the frames between longitudinals 1 and 2. However, the frame web 

carries a much further loading due to a redistribution of stresses associated with the 

possible occurrence of tension field actions along the fold of the frame web distortion.

The overall behaviour of the structure at the collapse load suggested that the applied 

pressure loading was distributed across the flat bottom floor, signifying membrane 

actions, and effectively reacted at the longitudinal edges of the bottom floor.

The final collapse behaviour of the idealised structure followed a pattern associated with a 

number of local distortions of the webs and flanges of the structural members.

The most marked local distortion took the form of shear buckling of the transverse frame 

webs, being 0.22 in.(5.60 mm) thick and 9.5 in.(241.3 mm) deep, adjacent to the keel. 

The bottom longitudinal girder webs also experienced severe local distortions adjacent to 

the fixed end bulkhead. In addition, local flange buckles were observed in the bottom
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longitudinal girders in the vicinity of the bulkhead and in the frames in the curved bilge 

region. The collapse behaviour also included large deformations in the plate panels 

between the stiffeners, particularly between longitudinals 5 and 6.

The elastic buckling strength calculations indicated that these local distortions generally 

occurred due to plastic instability.

Extremely large normal stresses, well above the yield stress value, developed within the 

web plating of the bottom floor longitudinals in the local x-axis direction mainly due to 

significant bending deformations of these structural members. The highest magnitude 

occurred in the web plating of longitudinal 3 in compression on the flange side of the 

longitudinal web adjacent to the bulkhead with a magnitude of 1.68 times the yield stress 

value. Notably high normal x-stresses, larger than the yield stress, also arose in the web 

plating of the frames reflecting their flexural behaviour. Further, fairly large normal x- 

stresses developed in the outer shell plating of the idealised bottom structure in tension 

adjacent to the bulkhead with a maximum value of 1.35 times the yield stress. On the 

other hand, the normal y-stresses developed in the shell plating of these structural 

components were generally smaller than the yield stress value except in the web plating of 

longitudinal 1 with a maximum magnitude of 1.28 times the yield stress and in the outer 

shell plating with a highest value of 1.24 times the yield stress mainly arising from the 

flexural deformations of the frames. Although shear stresses developed in the shell plating 

of the structural components were not as large as the normal x and y-stresses, their 

maximum values were higher than the shear yield stress, occurring around the positions 

of the local supports.

The von Mises equivalent stresses induced in the shell plating of the components indicated 

the regions where the plasticity developed. They suggested that the plasticity generally 

occurred at the bulkhead and/or the mid-frame positions of the bottom floor longitudinals. 

Further, in the web plating of the frames the plasticity developed near the keel between 

longitudinals 1 and 2 and around the positions of longitudinal girders, suggesting a 

collapse mechanism for the frames. In the outer shell plating the plasticity occurred
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around the frames and adjacent to the bulkhead across the flat bottom floor.

The variations of equivalent inelastic strains developed in the web plating of the 

longitudinals illustrated that the irrecoverable plastic deformations generally occurred 

adjacent to the end bulkhead across the webs. The web plating of the frames, on the other 

hand, experienced notable plastic deformations in the vicinity of the keel between 

longitudinals 1 and 2. In addition, the significant inelastic strains were observed in the 

outer shell plating around the frame positions between longitudinals 5 and 7.

In general, the non-linear analysis of the idealised bottom structure has signified the 

importance of the design of the local structural components. The collapse behaviour of the 

idealised structure has indicated that the strength of the structure is significantly increased 

by membrane actions and the final collapse behaviour occurs due to a failure in a 

structural detail or component. Further, as emphasised throughout this section, the results 

have thus suggested that the inclusion of all the significant structural details in the 

idealisation is essential in order to obtain an accurate estimation of the collapse response 

and the maximum load level that the structure can withstand.
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Fig. 6.10 Overall Behaviour of the Structure and Outer Shell Plating at Load Increment 55.
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Fig. 6.13 Behaviour of Longitudinals 4 and 5 at Load Increment 55.
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Fig.6.19 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Longitudinal 2 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.20 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Longitudinal 3 at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.21 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Longitudinal 4 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.22 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Longitudinal 5 at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.23 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Longitudinal 6 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.24 In-plane Normal x-stresses of the First Frame at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.25 In-plane Normal x-stresses of the Second Frame at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.26 In-plane Normal x-stresses of Outer Shell Plating at the
Load Increment 55.
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Fig.6.27 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Keel at the load Increment 
55.
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Fig.6.28 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Longitudinal 1 at the Loac
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.29 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Longitudinal 2 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.30 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Longitudinal 3 at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.31 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Longitudinal 4 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.32 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Longitudinal 5 at the Load

Increment 55.
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Fig.6.33 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Longitudinal 6 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.34 In-plane Normal y-stresses of the First Frame at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.35 In-plane Normal y-stresses of the Second Frame at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.36 In-plane Normal y-stresses of Outer Shell Plating at the
Load Increment 55.
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Fig.6.37 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Keel at the Load Increment 
55.
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Fig.6.38 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Longitudinal 1 at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.39 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Longitudinal 2 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.40 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Longitudinal 3 at the Loac
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.41 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Longitudinal 4 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.42 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Longitudinal 5 at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.43 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Longitudinal 6 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.44 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of the First Frame at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.45 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of the Second Frame at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.46 In-plane Shear xy-stresses of Outer Shell Plating at the
Load Increment 55.
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Fig.6.47 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Keel at the Load Increment 
55.
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Fig.6.48 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Longitudinal 1 at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.49 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Longitudinal 2 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.50 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Longitudinal 3 at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.51 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Longitudinal 4 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.52 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Longitudinal 5 at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.53 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Longitudinal 6 at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.54 In-plane von Mises Stresses of the First Frame at the Load
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.55 In-plane von Mises Stresses of the Second Frame at the Load 
Increment 55.
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Fig.6.56 In-plane von Mises Stresses of Outer Shell Plating at the
Load Increment 55.
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Fig.6.57 Inelastic Strains of Keel at the Load Increment 55
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Fig.6.58 Inelastic Strains of Longitudinal 1 at the Load Increment
55.
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Fig.6.59 Inelastic Strains of Longitudinal 2 at the Load increment 
55.
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Fig.6.60 Inelastic Strains of Longitudinal 3 at the Load Increment
55.
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Fig.6.61 Inelastic Strains of Longitudinal 4 at the Load Increment 
55.
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Chapter Seven

CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The research work presented in this thesis represents an effort to have a better 

insight into the structural response of ships under predominantly lateral loads acting in a 

vertical transverse plane. Thus, it has principally aimed at providing an improved 

understanding of the ship structural mechanics from the transverse strength point of view. 

The study has also been intended to shed some light on the distinction and interaction 

between transverse and longitudinal loading effects. In addition, it has had the intention of 

underlining the significance of the in-plane stifftiess of the plating which is particularly 

marked in the bottom structure of a ship hull having a high rise of floor and/or a large 

radius of bilge, when subjected to lateral loading. Hence, in order to achieve its 

objectives, the study has been concerned with the analysis of a frigate hull compartment 

between major bulkheads under mainly lateral loads. The compartment under 

consideration had an appreciable rise of floor and a large radius of bilge. Thus, it has 

brought about significant aspects of the transverse strength problem along with the effect 

of the end bulkheads on the structural response of the compartment with an L/B ratio of 

about 0.5. Most importantly it was a test section of a physical model stmcture(3/4 scale 

model of a frigate hull), and hence the test results were available for comparison to 

validate the analysis results. As a versatile and universally accepted method of solution for 

complex engineering problems, the finite element method has been employed for the 

analysis of the compartment structure, which can cope with the complex three- 

dimensional geometry of a ship’s structure and provide reliable estimation of the 

deformation and stress fields within the structure.

Thus, having first discussed the fundamental aspects of structural modelling for 

finite element analysis from a general perspective along with an emphasis on the
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modelling of plate-beam systems, the finite element modelling of the compartment 

structure has been described for the analysis of transverse strength under mainly lateral 

loads. Subsequently, the finite element analysis results of the geometrically and physically 

idealised model of the compartment structure and their comparisons with the experimental 

measurements have been presented for the hydrostatic pressure and concentrated keel and 

side point loading conditions. In addition, the overall behaviour of the idealised structure 

and variations of nominal in-plane stresses induced within the model structure have been 

examined for each loading case. The effect of some geometrical features and of modelling 

of the deck structure on the structural response for the hydrostatic pressure loading has 

also been discussed. The overall flexural response of the test hull girder resulting from the 

application of the hydrostatic pressure loading over the entire length of the test structure 

has been considered in the analysis by using a simplified procedure in which the whole 

test structure was treated as a simply supported beam under uniformly distributed loading. 

The variations in the hydrostatic pressure as well as in the hull bending moment have also 

been studied. In addition, several significant aspects of the interaction between transverse 

and longitudinal actions have been discussed.

Since many distinctive facets of the transverse strength problem are more marked 

within the bottom structure due to its geometrical configuration as well as due to the 

presence of a relatively high level of hydrostatic pressure in this part of the section, the 

investigation has concentrated upon the behaviour of the bottom structure under lateral 

loading. Thus, linear elastic behaviour of stiffened plate structures with vee-shaped 

geometry representing the bottom stmcture of a single-huUed ship’s section with arise of 

floor under lateral pressure loading has been first considered with the objective of 

highlighting and exploring some general aspects of the comparative behaviour of flat and 

vee-shaped stiffened plate structures. Subsequently, an account of non-linear elasto- 

plastic behaviour of the bottom floor of the compartment structure under hydrostatic 

pressure loading has been presented. Even though each chapter has included its detailed 

conclusions, overall conclusions of the investigation in relation to its objectives are given 

in the following section.
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7.1 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

The transverse strength problem of ships in general has a three-dimensional nature. 

Thus, the transverse strength analysis of a ship structure should involve the complex 

three-dimensional geometry of a compartment of the hull girder between the two main 

bulkheads as a whole including the contribution from the in-plane stiffness of the shell 

plating. However, an analysis to this extent is strictly essential for ships having a 

significant rise of floor, or large curved portion of the bilge. For flat bottom ships with 

orthogonal stiffening, flat grillage calculations with suitable boundary conditions will 

usually be adequate.

The method of transverse strength analysis should be versatile enough to deal with the 

complex geometry of a ship structure and various boundary conditions so as to consider 

the minimum required detail in the model to simulate the most important structural 

responses and interactions. It should also provide accurate and reliable response gradients 

within a large portion of the stmcture.

Since the transverse stmctural members resist lateral loads applied between the main 

bulkheads and support the longitudinals, the transverse stmcture should provide the hull 

with sufficiently large reserves of strength. Hence, the design criteria for the frames 

should intend to ensure that yielding does not occur under moderately severe conditions 

corresponding to the design loads. Further, possible stmctural instability of transverse 

stmctural members such as tripping and cross-section buckling should also be 

considered. In addition, for a naval vessel, the transverse frames should be carefully 

designed to avoid any features weakening their resistance to underwater explosive 

loading.

The finite element method is a general and versatile approximate numerical method 

of analysis in the required nature to handle the complexity of the transverse strength 

problem of ships. It should be appreciated that modelling for finite element analysis 

requires a considerable knowledge of stmctural mechanics, experience in stmctural
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modelling, ability to visualise the interactions between physical characteristics of the 

structure and structural behaviour as well as a real insight into modelling errors, 

approximations and assumptions in the type of elements employed and in the method 

itself.

The analysis of a three-dimensional structure of a ship hull essentially involves modelling 

of plate-beam systems where the structural behaviour under lateral loading may be 

represented by modelling the stiffeners as compact beams. To this end, the eccentric beam 

model generally yields satisfactory results for deflections and resultant forces in the plate 

and stiffeners within the accuracy of the model.

The idealisation of a ship’s compartment for transverse strength analysis should 

principally consider the simulation of all the essential structural details as well as the 

physical features of the structure since they have a significant effect on the structural 

response under lateral loading.

The foundations for transverse strength analysis of ships by using the finite element 

method have been laid down. It has been established that the response of the transverse 

and longitudinal structural members under lateral loading can be simulated with sufficient 

accuracy by employing a medium mesh size of shell finite elements.

It has also been demonstrated that the physical features of the real test structure arising 

from the loss in the effectiveness of the plating mainly due to initial imperfections and also 

built-in curvature at the bilge can be taken into account within a linear elastic finite element 

analysis by either varying the in-plane rigidities of the plating, i.e. the properties of the 

material flexibility matrix in the finite element procedure, or creating initial deviations 

from flatness in the plating between the stiffeners. The investigation into the effect of in

plane rigidities of the plating on the response of transverse structural members has 

illustrated that the transverse direct stiffness of the plating has a more marked effect on the 

structural response of the frames than its shear stiffness. On the other hand, the study on 

the use of initial imperfections to allow for reduced rigidity of plating has revealed that the
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representation of a variation from the coordinate values within a plate region between the 

stiffeners and simulation of the loss in the plate effectiveness principally depend on the 

subdivision of the plating between the stiffeners, especially in the transverse direction, 

and approximation of the shell element employed. The level of reduction in the transverse 

direct and shear stress of the plating or the magnitudes of initial imperfections in the 

plating are decided on the basis of ‘best fit’ calculations to the measured response of the 

mid-frame. Through a simplified procedure, a physical explanation has been given for 

using a reduced value of the transverse rigidity of the plating to allow for the loss of plate 

effectiveness due to initial imperfections. This study has indicated that the analysis 

performed with a reduced transverse rigidity value reasonably reproduces the behaviour 

of the plating with the assumed initial imperfections.

The analysis of the compartment structure idealised geometrically and physically under the 

hydrostatic pressure loading, reported in Chapter 3, has demonstrated that the idealised 

model of the compartment simulates the stiffness of the real test structure satisfactorily 

and results in a sufficient agreement with the measurements for the mid-frame deflections. 

Even though the correlation of the analysis results with the measurements for the mid

frame flange stresses is relatively poor around the section, the analysis yields satisfactory 

comparisons with the measured values at the largest flange stress measurement positions 

in the mid-frame. However, it results in unsatisfactory correlations with the measured 

values for the flange stresses of the longitudinals largely due to the overall bending of the 

test hull girder of which the effect was not included in the analysis at this stage of the 

investigation.

The hydrostatic pressure loading induces large axial forces and bending moments, notably 

at the bulkhead position, as well as large transverse shear forces in the bottom 

longitudinal girders. In addition, it gives rise to markedly high values of compressive 

axial forces in the vicinity of the keel and around the curved bilge in the transverse frames 

as well as large transverse shear forces around the keel and the turn of bilge, and high 

values of vertical bending moments around the keel and at the flat regions of the section.
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The analysis of the geometrically and physically idealised compartment structure for the 

concentrated keel and side point loading conditions has produced a structural response 

associated with localised deformations and stresses in the immediate vicinity of the 

applied load. It has resulted in an exceptionally good agreement with the experimental 

measurements for both loading conditions.

The applied keel loading gives rise to large tensile axial forces around the keel and large 

compressive axial forces in the flat bottom and around the turn of bilge in the transverse 

frames. It is mainly carried by the shear actions in the frame webs around the keel. In 

addition, it induces large vertical bending moments in the frames around the keel position. 

On the other hand, the side loading generates large tensile axial forces around the position 

of the load and large compressive axial forces around the curved bilge in the transverse 

frames. It is mostly carried by the shear actions within the frame webs in the vicinity of 

the loading point. It also induces large vertical bending moments in the frames around the 

loading point and the curved bilge.

The overall behaviour of the idealised compartment structure for the hydrostatic pressure 

loading suggests a secondary flexural response, notably observed in the behaviour of the 

longitudinal girders, between the end bulkheads as well as a tertiary flexural response of 

the light longitudinals between the intersections. It indicates that the curved bilge provides 

a significant lateral rigidity to this part of the section, experiencing much lesser 

deformations than the flat regions of the section. It should be noted that the resultant 

deformations obtained from the overall response of the structure can be used as boundary 

conditions for the detailed analysis of a local section of the stmcture within a fine mesh.

The variations of the stresses induced within the outer shell plating due to the applied 

hydrostatic pressure loading indicate the influence of the flexural behaviour of the 

stmctural members. In the longitudinal direction moderate compressive stress fields 

developed in the plating between the frames, particularly at the flat regions, revealing the 

effect of the local supports, i.e. the frames. In the transverse direction, on the other hand, 

the flexural response of the transverse frames inducesnotable compressive stresses in the
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shell plating at the flat regions of the cross-section around the frames.

For small deadrise angles the flat bottom floor of the compartment behaves more like a flat 

grillage under lateral loading receiving considerably less contribution from the in-plane 

stiffness of the plating. Thus, the mid-frame experiences larger deformations in the flat 

regions as well as larger flange stresses in the curved bilge and the flat side region. In 

addition, the flange stresses of the longitudinals decrease as the deadrise angle increases. 

The effect of the in-plane stiffness of the plating appears to be more significant for 

deadrise angles above 10 degrees.

The curved bilge region provides a considerable support to the transverse frames against 

lateral deflections. With a reduction in the radius of the bilge, larger deflections arise in 

the flat regions of the frame as well as larger flange stresses notably in the curved region 

of the frame. In addition, larger flange stresses occur in the longitudinal girders, 

particularly in the ones close to the curved bilge.

The effect of increasing the keel scantlings on the response of the transverse structure 

under the hydrostatic pressure loading is not very significant except in the structural 

members in the immediate vicinity of the keel.

Within a compartment structure of a ship hull, the transverse frames are the main 

structural members which provide resistance to lateral loading and support to the 

longitudinal members. Thus, they should be designed carefully to avoid overstressing in 

their material as well as in the material of the neighbouring structural members. Even 

though the slight change in the frame riders over a partial region around the section does 

not yield any significant effect on the frame deflections, it results in a marked effect on the 

flange stresses of the frame around the areas where the changes were made. In addition, it 

produces a reduction in the flange stresses of the longitudinals situated close to the 

modification areas. On the other hand, the increase in the web depth of the frame induces 

an overall reduction in the deflections and flange stresses of the firame.
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It is not strictly essential to include the deck structure in the idealised model of the 

compartment in great detail except the main features such as the deck girder.

The analysis of the compartment structure idealised geometrically and physically 

under the hydrostatic pressure loading along with the compartment end moments arising 

from the overall bending of the test hull girder, reported in Chapter 4, has illustrated that 

the idealised model simulates the response of the physical test structure to a satisfactory 

degree. It has thus resulted in reasonably good correlations with the experimental 

measurements. With the inclusion of the overall test hull bending effect in the analysis, 

though in an approximate manner, the comparisons of the flange stresses of the 

longitudinals with the measured stresses improve significantly. The effect of the overall 

test hull bending is more pronounced on the longitudinal structure than it is on the 

transverse structure. With the inclusion of the overall bending effect, the response of the 

frames does not change considerably, whereas the flange stresses of the longitudinals are 

influenced drastically.

The applied hydrostatic pressure loading together with the end bending moments of the 

compartment induce large longitudinal compressive direct and shear stresses within the 

web plating of the bottom longitudinal girders. The flexural response of the frames gives 

rise to large tensile stresses on the flange side and large compressive stresses on the shell 

plating side of the frame web plating in the flat parts of the section. In addition, large 

compressive stresses develop on the flange side of the frame web plating in the curved 

bilge.

The investigation into the effect of different loading components on the structural 

response has illustrated that the effect of the hydrostatic pressure variation is slightly more 

marked on the response of the frames than it is on the response of the longitudinal 

members, whereas the effect of the bending moment variation is predominant on the 

response of the longitudinals, though the effect is insignificant on the response of the 

frames. It is considered that the effect of the hydrostatic pressure loading on the response 

of the longitudinal structure is more significant than the effect of the longitudinal bending
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moment on the response of the transverse structural members.

The investigation into the linear elastic behaviour of the vee-shaped stiffened plate 

structures under lateral loading has indicated that a vee-shaped structure generally 

provides more resistance to lateral loading than the corresponding flat structure, and hence 

it can carry more lateral loading. However, the advantage of a vee-shaped stiffened plate 

structure over the corresponding flat one is existent only up to a certain value of the 

deadrise angle, which is likely to be in the range of 10 to 20 degrees.

The analysis of the non-linear elasto-plastic response of the bottom structure of the 

compartment has illustrated that the collapse behaviour of the idealised structure involves 

marked local distortions of the frame webs in the vicinity of the keel and the webs of the 

bottom longitudinal girders adjacent to the fixed end bulkhead. The elastic buckling 

strength calculations have suggested that these local distortions generally occurred due to 

plastic instability. The non-linear elasto-plastic response of the structure denotes the 

characteristics of a ductile structural collapse behaviour with significant membrane actions 

in the fiat bottom floor. The results of the analysis have indicated that the thin shear webs 

of the transverse frames have constituted a serious weakness and threat to the integrity of 

the frame section, forming the primary cause of failure. They also signify the importance 

of the design of the local structural components. Furthermore, the inclusion of all the 

significant structural details in the idealisation of the structure is essential to obtain an 

accurate estimation of the collapse response and the maximum load level that the stmcture 

can withstand.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The analysis of the frigate ship hull test stmcture under the hydrostatic pressure 

loading could be extended to one half of the whole model, hence including the overall 

bending of the test hull girder, by simulating the experimental boundary conditions at the 

outer end and symmetry boundary conditions at the mid-length of the test stmcture. In the 

idealisation of the stmcture, a cmde representation of the stmctural geometry will be
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sufficient except within the middle compartment of the test structure where the 

experimental measurements were made. In addition, the stiffness characteristics of the 

compartment end bulkheads must be included in the idealisation.

Even though the finite element method is sufficiently versatile and capable of 

handling the complexity of the transverse strength problem of ships, it requires substantial 

amount of time, effort and computational resources for the analysis of a complex section 

of a ship’s structure within a design procedure. However, it is possible to reduce the 

problem size, and hence effort and computer time for the finite element analysis of 

transverse strength of a compartment structure by modelling the interframe small 

longitudinals and plating between the longitudinal girders as composite elements. The 

basis of this idealisation is that lateral loading is effectively transferred to the ends of the 

compartment through the flexural behaviour of the longitudinal girders. In addition, the 

local bending behaviour of the small longitudinals between the frames is more important 

than their overall behaviour between the bulkheads, and hence the effect of their flexural 

behaviour is not significant on the response of the transverse frames.

Such a numerically idealised model can be linked to an optimisation environment in 

which the optimal major scantlings of a ship compartment can be determined by 

minimising the total weight of the longitudinal girders and frames against aU possible 

ductile modes of failure.

Alternatively, parametric studies can be performed to study the effect of global 

features of the compartment such as length, breadth, depth and taper of the ship section as 

well as local features such as scantlings and spacing of the various structural members, 

especially frames, on the overall behaviour of the ship stmcture.

The analysis of the stmcture can be extended to the non-linear elasto-plastic range of 

the material within this idealisation by employing super elements or elements of the 

idealised stmctural unit method.
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7.3 CLOSURE

The research study reported in this thesis has attempted to provide a better insight 

into the transverse strength problem of ships through the analysis of a particular ship’s 

compartment by employing an advanced method of structural analysis. It is hoped that the 

results and conclusions presented within the thesis will furnish the designer with a better 

understanding on global as well as local behaviour of the type of ship structures under 

consideration. In addition, it is expected that the investigation will stimulate further 

research into the transverse strength problem of ships.
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A P P E N D IX  A

SHAPE FUNCTIONS, AND CONSTITUTIVE AND 

STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT MATRICES

y

X

Fig. A.1 An eight-noded isoparametric plate element.

The shape functions for an eight-noded isoparametric plate element:

Ni =~(l + ÇÇi)(l + T|'ni)(ÇÇi 4-T]T|i -1) i = l,3,5,7

c2 2
= ^ ( 1 + %i)(i -  Ti^)+ ^ ( 1 + nni)(i 1=2.4,6.8

The shape functions for x and y-directional stiffeners, respectively: 

2= % ( !  + % )  1 = 1.3

= (1 - :^ ) 1 =  2

=  ( l - f ) i = 2

Non-zero terms of plate constitutive matrix Dp:

(Dp)ii = = (^p)22

(Dp)i2 = ^(Dp)ii = (Dp)2i

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)
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(^ 9 )4 4  -
Et

1 2 ( 1 - v")27 = <Pp)55

45 p) 44  lP p ^ 5 4

(Dp)s6 = 4 ^ ( D p )
(A.3)

44

Et
(Dp>7 7 -  2 .4 (1 + v) " (P p ) 88

Non-zero terms of x-stiffener constitutive matrix Dĝ :

(Dsx)ii -  
(Dsx)22 -  GIsx 
(Dsx)33 = GJsx

(Dsx) 4 4 = ^

Elements (Dgy).j of y-stiffener constitutive matrix Dgy are analogous to (DgJ-j. 

The strain-displacement relation matrices for plate and stiffeners, respectively:

(A.4)

8
B p  = X

i= H

B sx

3
= I

i= U

®sy -
3
I

i= 1

N,x 0 0 0 0
0 Niy 0 0 0

Ni,x 0 0 0

0 0 0 -N ,, 0
0 0 0 0 -^i,y
0 0 0 - N . ^ -N,x
0 0 Ni.x -Ni 0

0 0 Ni,y 0 - N i

r ^ u 0 0 0 ■

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 ■

0 0 0 -Nrii,y
0 0 -Niii,y 0

0 n̂i,y ^ -Nili _

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)
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A P P E N D IX  B

EFFECTIVENESS OF WIDE-FLANGED BEAMS 

UNDER LATERAL LOADING

It is a well known fact that when a wide-flanged beam is subjected to a vertical 

bending load, the stress across the flange is not constant, as would be expected from the 

simple bending theory. The applied vertical bending load is first transmitted into the web 

of the beam where it is resisted by vertical shear forces. Consequently, the web deflects to 

some radius of curvature, thus inducing maximum strain, hence maximum stress, in the 

flange and as a result, the flange makes the largest contribution to the bending stiffness. It 

is important to note that this maximum strain comes initially from the web and only 

reaches the flange by shear actions. When the beam bends, the flange either elongates or 

contracts, according to whether it is on the tension or the compression side of the beam. 

When it is on the tension side, the elongated web pulls the flange with it, through shear 

forces, and this sets up shear stresses in the flange. The bending and shear stresses cause 

stretching and in-plane distortion of the flange. The stress distribution across the flange is 

such that the stress has its maximum value where the flange is attached to the web and 

then falls off in going outwards from the web. Thus, due to shear actions, the bending 

stress remote from the web 'lags behind’ the stress near the web. The phenomenon is 

therefore called the 'shear lag' effect The same effect also occurs in the compression 

flange since here the shear distribution allows fibers that are remote from the web to avoid 

some of the shortening and hence to carry less compressive stress.

The usual way of allowing for shear lag is to use an 'effective breadth' of flange 

such that calculations based on the simple bending theory using the effective cross- 

section, give a correct value of maximum bending stress as the accurate analysis would. 

The exact distribution of stress in a wide-flanged section can be evaluated using the 

mathematical theory of elasticity. In relation to the problem of shear lag, reference may be 

made to the works of Timoshenko(1951), Schade(1951,1953) and Yuille(1955). In the 

treatment of the problem by the mathematical theory of elasticity, it is assumed that the
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distortion due to shear actions is confined to the flange plate only and that plane sections 

of the stiffener remain plane after bending. Thus, the stiffener is considered to act in 

accordance with the simple bending theory whereas the flange plate is treated as a case of 

plane stress loaded only in its own plane by shear stresses and normal stresses at its 

boundaries. Accordingly, the bending stresses in the flange are ignored because the flange 

plate thickness is considered to be small compared to the depth of the web. Also, the 

material of which the beam section is made is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and 

elastic. It is further assumed that the loading is applied directly to the stiffener. Moreover, 

the strains in the stiffener and the flange plate must be equal at their junction for the 

material continuity.

A theory resulting in the solution of the problem and based on work by 

Yuille(1955) is now presented to determine the distribution of the stress in the flange 

plate, when shear lag is present, whereby the effective breadth may be evaluated. Since 

the flange plate is treated as a case of plane stress under in-plane loads only, the stresses 

in the flange are considered to be functions of variables x and y in the plane of the flange 

plate. By considering the forces acting on an element of the flange plate in a plane stress 

system, in terms of stresses the equilibrium equations of the element are:

^  + ̂  = 0 (B.l)
dx dy

= 0 (B.2)
dy dx

where and Gy are normal stresses in x and y directions respectively and x is shear 

stress.

The deformations of each element under the stresses induced must be compatible 

with the deformations of adjacent elements. The equation to be satisfied for compatibility 

between stresses and strains is, in terms of stresses:

9x^ dy^
( a ,+ a ,)  = 0 (B.3)
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These two conditions may be combined into one equation by writing the stresses in terms 

of the Airy stress function (|)(x,y) which is defined by the equations:

(B.4)

By substituting these expressions (B.4) into the equation (B.3), it may be shown that the 

stress function ^ must satisfy the equation:

9x̂  ̂ 9x^9y^ 9y^
(B.5)

The shear lag problem is solved by assuming a form for the stress function which 

satisfies the equation (B.5) and the boundary conditions of the problem.

The problem dealt with here is a single flat-bar stiffener with a wide flange plate, of 

breadth 2b, simply supported at the ends and under uniform pressure loading. The web of 

the stiffener is of finite width and it is assumed to extend to the top surface of the flange 

plate. Thus, the flange plate is in two pieces which may be considered separately and 

bending moments are applied only in the plane of the web. The configuration of the beam, 

boundary conditions at the edges of the flange parallel to the stiffener, and coordinate 

system are shown in Fig. B.l.

# -------------------------------------------------^

i

b

1

k

stiffenerf

i

b
i

 ̂ line y=b remains straight.

■ X — 0 Gy — 0

Fig. B. 1 Boundary conditions at the edges of the flange plate.
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Further conditions may be satisfied by equating the strain in the flange at y=b to the 

strain in the stiffener web at its junction with the flange, and by equating the moment of 

resistance of the whole beam to the applied bending moment at each section along the 

beam. That is, the applied bending moment M at any section along the beam is resisted by 

moment(Mj) of the stiffener acting alone and momentCN^) of a couple formed by the 

longitudinal force 2N in the stiffener alone and the longitudinal forces N in the flanges 

acting at a distance h apart, where h is the distance from mid-thickness of the flange to 

centroid of stiffener alone. Then

M = Mj + Mj = —(7, + 2N h 
h

(B.6)

where I is the moment of inertia of the cross-section of the stiffener alone and Og is stress 

in stiffener due to bending of the stiffener alone.

Fig. B.2 shows a diagram of stress across the section of the beam and it is clear 

that, at the junction of plate and stiffener:

2N (B.7)

where A is area of cross-section of stiffener alone.

N = tj Gjjdy

V\ Y
Mj + = M

Fig. B.2 Stresses across section of the beam and moment and force systems.
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(B.8)

For equal strain of the material at the junction of the stiffener and plate:

(B.9)

where and Oyy refer to stresses in the flange at the edge y=b and v is Poisson's ratio. 

Direct force N acting across the flange in x direction is:

N = t£ ’o,dy 

Substituting (B.9) and (B.IO) in equation (B.8):

(B.IO)

M = -i(a^  -  vo^ ) + + h j  itÇ oA y

In terms of the stress function in the flange plate this becomes:

I 0̂ (|) + (----- h h i 2t 'a * '
h 9y  ̂ 3x^_ lA h ) _3y.

(B.12)

This expression connects the applied bending moment M with the stress function (|) in the 

flange plate.

Assuming that the ends of the flange plate are of stress free, the stress function ^ is 

taken in the form:

(|>g = fgS in ox  (B .13)

in which a=  njt/L, where n is any positive integer, and f^ is a function of y only. The 

stress function (|)̂  does not satisfy completely the condition of a plate with stress firee ends 

since it results in non-zero shear stresses at the ends of the flange plate. In practice, these 

stresses usually would be supplied by adjacent structure.
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Substituting (|)̂  into the equation (B.5) a differential equation is obtained from which f^ 

may be determined:

a X - 2 a ^ f ;  + C = 0  (B.14)

This is a linear ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients and its general 

integral may be expressed in the form:

f. = (A„ + C„ay) cosh ay + (B„ + D„ay) sinh ay (B. 15)

The values of the arbitrary constants of integration, A^, B^, C^, and D^, are determined

by the boundary conditions at the edges of the flange parallel to the stiffener. To satisfy

the condition that 0^=0 when y=0 for every value of x, A^=0. The condition x=0 when 

y=0 for every value of x is satisfied if B„ = -C „. Then the stress function is given by:

=[C„(ocycosh ay -  sinh ay) + D„aysinh ay] sin ax (B.16)

The line y=b will remain straight if in which y and are shear and directif È y i, 
9x dy

strains respectively, for every value of x when y=b.

By substituting (B.16) into (B.17), it is found that this condition is satisfied if:

(1 + v)ab -  (1 -  v) tanh ab
C .= 2 -  (1 + v)abtanh ab

D. (B.18)

The constant is determined by substituting in equation(B.12) the appropriate 

derivatives of the stress function The applied bending moment M may be represented 

in the form of a Fourier series
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M = 2^a„sinox (B.19)
n=l

2 fL
where a„ = — M(x) sin ax dx.

For a simply supported beam under uniformly distributed loading(q):

Hence M = - ^ f ^ s i n o x  (B.21)

At x=L/2 this becomes:

M = n=l,3.5,7... (B.22)
7t —  n

The constant is given by:

D_ =
[2 cosh ab -  (1 + v)ab sinh ab] a,

o? -^[(1+v)^a^b^ + 4 cosh^ ab -  (1 -  v)^ sinh^ ab] + 

+ 4 ta ^ -^ + hj(cosh ab sinh a b + ab) (B .23)

Thus the stress function ^ which satisfies the equation (B.5) as well as boundary 

conditions is:

(|) = %[Cg(ay cosh ay -  sinh ay) + ay sinh ay] sin ax  (B.24)
n=l

in which and are given by equations (B.18) and (B.23) respectively.

The values of the stresses in the flange plate may be obtained by differentiating the 

equation for the stress function (|). For example, the longitudinal stress across the 

flange plate is given by:
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4-ay D^) sinh ay 4- (2D„ 4- ay C„) cosh ay] sin ax (B.25)
n=l

The effective breadth of the flange plate is defined to be that breadth which would 

sustain a force equal to the actual force in the flange, if the longitudinal stress across the 

flange was constant and equal to the theoretical stress in the stiffener web at its junction 

with the flange, i.e.:

or

2 b .ta ,= 2 tJ^a .d y  

_  f>>dy

(o«b-VCT,k)

In terms of the stress function in the flange plate this becomes:

b. =

"a*"
y=b

_3y. y=0

ay:
- V

/y = b

By substituting the stress function:

b. =
2(cosh ab sinh ab 4- ab)

or

nb

a[(l 4- v)  ̂a^b^ 4- 4 cosh^ ab -  (1 -  v)  ̂sinh^ ab ] 

2(cosh ab sinh ab 4- ab)
L 7C [(14- v)  ̂a^b^ 4- 4 cosh^ ab -  (1 -  v)  ̂ sinh^ ab ] 

When nb/L tends to infinity the limit of nb@/L is:

Limit =
nb/L->~ L  y 7c[ 4 - ( 1 - v )^]

= 0.18137 when v=0.3

(B.26)

(B.27)

(B.28)

(B.29)
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«.o

0.2

0.1

0.0
0 1 2 3 4 5

n b / L

Fig. B.3 Effect breadth of flange when load is expressed by a sine or cosine function.

Effective breadth values for a beam flange with stress free ends may be obtained from 

Fig. B.3 when loading is expressed by a sine or cosine function.
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A P P E N D IX  C

DETERMINATION OF THE ORTHOTROPIC RIGIDITIES 

FOR ORTHOGONALLY STIFFENED PLATES

Many materials, whether natural or man-made, do not fulfil the assumption that the 

elastic properties of the structural material are the same in all directions(i.e. isotropic). In 

general, such materials are referred to as anisotropic. Anisotropy in plated structures can 

arise from the varying elastic properties in different directions in the material itself. This is 

a true naturally anisotropic plate problem case and the required elastic properties must be 

determined from the material specification. Some examples of naturally anisotropic 

structural materials are plywood, glass and fibre-reinforced materials, laminated materials, 

and sandwich panels. In some cases, structural anisotropy is introduced in plated 

structures by means of stiffeners and corrugations that the varying elastic properties in 

different directions arise mainly because of the geometrical configuration of the structure 

rather than different elastic material properties. Accordingly, in order to obtain reasonable 

agreement between the analysis and the actual structural behaviour, it is essential to 

consider the anisotropy of such plated structures in their structural analysis.

In many cases the anisotropy of structural materials is orthogonal; that is, the 

material properties differ in three(or two) orthogonal directions and are uniform within 

each direction. In other words, the material has three planes of symmetry with respect to 

its elastic properties; such materials are called orthotropic. Practical applications of 

structurally orthotropic plates in civil, marine and aerospace engineering are numerous, 

utilised particularly in the idealisation of the elastic rigidities due to the geometrical 

configuration. Thus, if a cross-stiffened panel includes several, uniformly and closely 

spaced stiffener beams in each direction, then the two sets of beams have a high degree of 

interaction. The actual plate-stiffener combination may therefore be idealised as an 

‘orthotropic plate*. In the orthotropic plate approach the stiffener beams are assumed to 

interact to such a degree that they can be ‘smeared* or ‘blended* into the plating, thus 

allowing the entire panel to be treated as a single plate. Each of the components in the
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structure individually possesses isotropic properties, then the elastic properties of 

orthotropic plates can be determined as a function of the stiffening system, dimensions of 

the stiffeners and the elastic properties of the plate and stiffeners. Clearly, the actual 

structural behaviour of a plate-stiffener combination can not be completely replaced by 

that of an orthotropic plate. The degree of approximation involved depends to a great 

extent on the number of stiffeners in each direction and the uniformity of the cross

stiffened plate structure, as well as on the effective breadth of plating considered to 

contribute to the flexural properties of the stiffeners.

In the application of the orthotropic plate theory, the idealisation of an orthogonally 

stiffened panel is principally reflected by the elastic plate rigidities conceived as applying 

to a homogeneous plate of constant thickness with different elastic properties in the two 

orthogonal directions. Hence, the accuracy of the analysis of orthotropic plates depends 

largely on the appropriate choice of the elastic rigidities. It is usually assumed that the 

principal directions of orthotropy coincide with the two perpendicular axes of the 

orthotropic plate. For such an orthotropic plate representing orthogonally stiffened 

plating, effective plate thicknesses h^ and hy referring to the x and y-directions 

respectively are average cross-sectional areas per unit width of the plate-stiffener 

combination, while h is the effective shear carrying area per unit width and it is normally 

equal to the plate thickness(Smith, 1968). Denoting and Gy normal stress components 

in the X and y-directions, = Xŷ  the shear stress components, and e^, £y and 

Yxy “  Yyx corresponding direct and shear strains, the plane stress-strain relations for 

an orthotropic material in rectangular coordinates are given by(Szilard, 1974):

g

Xĵ y = Gjjy Yxy

in which and Ey are the effective moduli of elasticity of the equivalent orthotropic 

plate in the X and y-directions respectively; and Vy are corresponding Poisson’s 

ratios, and G^y is the effective shear modulus and may be determined from(Szilard, 

1974):
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(C.2)

These elastic properties are assumed constant over the orthotropic plate. It should, 

however, be noted that they are not independent of each other, and the existence of a 

symmetry in the strain energy function(Betti’s reciprocal theorem) implies that:

Ê Vy — Ey Vx (C.3)

The relations between stresses and strains can be expressed in terms of displacements in 

the following form(Smith, 1968):

E,
1-VxVy

du 9v

l - v ,v
dw
dy
. du 
“ ^^9x

^xy ^xy

x’y

^du  ̂ 8v^ 
dy 9x

(C.4)

where u and v are in-plane displacements in the x and y-directions respectively. Thus, the 

in-plane forces per unit length can be determined by multiplying the stress in each 

direction by the appropriate effective thickness of the orthotropic plate. The relations 

between the in-plane forces(stress resultants) and corresponding strains can then be 

written in matrix form as follows:

N,
N,
Nxyj

hxEx
l-V,Vy
VjhyEy
l-V,Vy

Vyh^E]^

1-VxVy
hyEy

1-VxVy
0

0

0

hGxy

9u
9x
9v
9y 

9u  ̂ 9v
_dy dx

(C.5)

or in shortened form:

D|n Ejn (C.6)

in which is the elasticity matrix due to the in-plane actions within the orthotropic 

plate; and are the stress resultants and corresponding strains respectively.

On the other hand, the relations between the stress resultants and corresponding 

strains of an orthotropic plate due to bending and transverse shear deformations are given 

by(Mawenya and Davies, 1974):
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Mx ’Dx Di 0 0 O '
My Di Dy 0 0 0

Mxy 0 0 Dxy 0 0

Qxz 0 0 0 Fx 0

Qyz. 0 0 0 0 Py.

_ A .
9x

99y
9y

98, I a o / '
9y dx

I - * '

(C.7)

or in shortened form:

a .
Db
0

0
DSJ

Eb
Gc

(C.8)

where Dy and Dg represent the elasticity matrices for bending and transverse shear 

effects; Gb and G$ are the stress resultant vectors, and Gb and G, are corresponding 

strain vectors written in terms of displacements(see section 5.2.1). In equation (C.7) Dj 

is the coupling term of the elasticity matrix and it is given by:

Di = V. D, or VyD, (C.9)

This relation results from Betti’s reciprocal theorem and it is evidently possible to write:

VxDy=VyDx (C.10)

which implies the symmetry of the material. The rigidities D^ and Dy represent the 

flexural resistance of a plate strip of unit width in x and y-directions and are defined by 

the expressions(Mansour, 1976 and 1977):

D ,=
E,h- E ,i

1 2 (1 - V j V y )  ( l - v , V y )

Eyh- Eyi

12(1 - V , V y )  ( l - V j V y )

where i = —  is the moment of inertia per unit width of the orthotropic plate. Considering 

that in the stiffened plate the different properties in the two perpendicular directions arise 

from geometric considerations and by analogy with the isotropic plate theory, it is evident 

that the flexural rigidities of the orthotropic plate can be approximated by(Mansour, 

1971):
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EL
Sx(l-VxVy)

(C.12)
Dy =

EL

S y(l  V%Vy)

where E is the elastic modulus of the plate only, and and ly are the moments of 

inertias of the stiffeners with associated plating in the x and y-directions respectively. 

and Sy are the spacings of the stiffeners extending in the x and y-directions.

The torsional rigidity coefficient, Dxy, for the orthotropic plate is defined as the 

reciprocal value of the angle of twist of a square plate element with side length equal to 

unity under the action of twisting moments M^y and My^ of unit magnitude. This rigidity 

coefficient may be expressed as(Szilard, 1974):

G,vh^
D , y = ^ -  (C.13)

The components of the elasticity matrix corresponding to the transverse shear 

deformations can be expressed as:

Fx=Fy =GxyhaK (C.14)

where h  ̂ is average thickness of the equivalent orthotropic plate and given as follows:

(C.15)

K is the shear deformation factor and it has a value of 5/6 for rectangular cross-sections. 

For practical purposes, the effective shear modulus may be calculated from the following 

expression, as given by Leknitskii(1956) and Szilard(1974) among many others:

The determination of the orthotropic elastic properties for a plate-stiffener combination to 

be used for practical design purposes has been under investigation for a long time. Thus, 

there exists a number of different approaches and expressions for the evaluation of these 

elastic rigidities advanced theoretically and experimentally. Timoshenko(1959), 

Szilard(1974) and Troitsky(1976) give expressions from which the elastic rigidities of an 

orthotropic plate can be determined as had been recommended by Leknitskii(1956) for 

plates reinforced by equidistant stiffeners in one or two directions and slab reinforced by a 

set of equidistant ribs, and also for reinforced concrete slabs, plywood and corrugated
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sheets. For single-skin structures, stiffened on one or two sides with open stiffeners, the 

stiffeners do not provide the plate with a great torsional rigidity in comparison with its 

flexural rigidities. This type of stiffening system is of direct interest to Naval Architects 

since it commonly exists in ship structural elements.

In the analysis of folded plates by using a displacement approach within the finite 

element or finite strip method, each plate element experiences in-plane(membrane) and 

flexural actions. Hence, the elasticity matrix D which relates the generalised stresses to 

corresponding strains includes contributions from the membrane, bending and transverse 

shear effects(see section 5.2.1). Then, in matrix form the D matrix is given as follows:

D =

The components of the elasticity matrix, D, for an orthotropic plate are already given 

above. It may now be appropriate to decide on reasonable expressions and assumptions 

for determining the orthotropic plate properties which are of direct interest to Naval 

Architects. The flexural rigidities and Dy may be determined from the expressions of 

equation (C.12), assuming Vx=Vy=v for this case only. To determine the values of 

Poisson’s ratios in the two orthogonal directions, it may be reasonable to assume the 

value of Poisson’s ratio in the direction of large flexural rigidity to be identical to the value 

of Poisson’s ratio of the corresponding isotropic plate, while the value of PoissOn’s ratio 

in the other direction may be determined from the relation given by equation (C.IO). The 

effective elasticity moduli and Ey may then be determined from equation (C .ll), 

while the torsional rigidity, D^y, for the orthotropic plate may be found from the 

expression of equation (C.13). Since the elastic properties are considered as applying to 

an equivalent orthotropic plate of constant thickness, an average thickness value of the 

orthotropic plate given by equation (C.15) is used in the evaluation of E^, Ey and D^y. 

The effective shear modulus, G^y ,on the other hand, may be determined from equation 

(C.16).
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